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PART ONE

ARTILLERY SURVEY OPERATIONS AND PLANNING

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL

1. Purpose 5. Mission of Artillery Survey
This manual is a guide for commanders, sur- The mission of artillery survey is to provide

vey officers, and personnel engaged in the con- a common grid which will permit the massing
duct of artillery surveys. It provides a basis for of fires, the delivery of surprise observed fires,
instruction, guidance, and reference in survey- the delivery of effective unobserved fires, and
ing principles and procedures. and in the opera- the transmission of target data from one unit
tion and care of surveying instruments. to another. The establishment of a common grid
Procedures covering all situations cannot be is a command responsibility.
prescribed; therefore, these instructions should
be used as a guide in developing suitable tech- 6. Fundamental Operations of Survey
niques. The material presented herein is ap-
plicable without modification to both nuclear Survey results are obtained from the fol-
and nonnuclear warfare. lowing:

a. Planning. A thorough plan which includes
2. Scope reconnaissance and gives full consideration to

This manual discusses the survey personnel the factors affecting survey and conforms to
and equipment available to artillery units, the basic essentials contributes to successful ac-
measurement of angles and distances, and the complishment of the survey mission.
determination of relative locations on a rec- b. Fieldwuork. Survey fieldwork consists of:tangular grid system.

(1) Measuring distances.
3. References (2) Measuring horizontal and/or vertical

Publications used as references for the angles.
manual and those offering further technical in- (3) Recording all pertinent data.
formation are listed in appendix I.

c. Computations. Computations are per-
4. Changes and Corrections formed simultaneously with the fieldwork.

Known, data and the fieldwork data are com-
Users of this manual are encouraged to sub-mit recommended changes or ecomments to sin- bined to produce the location and/or height ofmit recommended changes or comments to im-

prove the manual. Comments should be keyed a point and/or the direction of a certain line.
to the specific page, paragraph, and line of the
text in which the change is recommended. Rea- 7. Responsibilities of the Corps of Engineers
sons should be provided for each comment to a. Responsibility. The survey responsibilities
insure understanding and complete evaluation. of the Corps of Engineers are described in AR
Comments should be forwarded direct to Corn- 117-5 and TM 5-231. The Corps of Engineers
mandant, U. S. Army Artillery and Missile is responsible for the establishment and exten-
School, ATTN: AKPSIPL, Fort Sill, Okla. sion of basic geodetic control in support of
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artillery and missile units. Close coordination taining an astronomic azimuth of the
between engineer and artillery and missile sur- required accuracy.
vey units must be maintained because exact (3) When required for artillery and mis-
methods and procedures for joint operations sile units operating outside of the
and boundaries of responsibility can be estab- corps zone, extend existing control to
lished only after careful analysis of each survey the unit area.
problem.

(4) Furnish existing control data. When-
b. Functions. Corps of Engineers topographic ever practicable, the control data will

units will- be furnished on the prescribed mili-
(1) Extend all geodetic control required to tary grid.

the area of operation of artillery and
the area of operation of arti llery and c. Division of Effort. The establishment and

missiles, perform all geodetic surveys extension of control into the corps area are
to an accuracy of third order or higherto an accuracy of third ofrder or higher functions of the engineer topographic unit. Theas required for control of artillery and surveyors of the field artillery target acquisi-missile fire and assist, when required, tion battalion extend control throughout the
in making astronomic observations to

Obtain azimuths for the control system corps area and into the division areas.obtain azimuths for the control system
of missile launching units.

(2) Carry an adequate azimuth from pri- 8. General Responsibilities of Artillery Units
mary (first- or second-order accuracy) Each artillery commander is responsible for
geodetic control stations to the area of seeing that required survey control, consisting
operations of the missile unit, regard- of position location and an orienting line of
less of the zone of operations, when known direction, is furnished to subordinate
conditions prevent the unit from ob- units as soon as possible.
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CHAPTER 2

FIELD ARTILLERY BATTALION AND BATTERY SURVEY OPERATIONS

Section I. GENERAL

9. General points should be used as the basis for battalion
survey operations if survey control points for

ca. This section covers survey operations for the battalion have not been established by the
all field artillery battalions and batteries. which
have survey requirements, except field artillery
target acquisition battalions and batteries. Sur- b. One or more survey control points which
vey operations for field artillery target acquisi- have been established between 1,500 and 2,000
tion units are discussed in chapter 3. meters of the battalion installations by the next

higher echelon. These survey control pointsb. Survey operations are performed by sur- should be used as the basis for battalion survey
vey personnel in the field artillery battalions. should be used as the basis for battalion survey
and smaller units to obtain the horizontal and
vertical locations of points to be used in deter-
mining firing data to provide a means of ori- 12. Use of Assumed Data
enting weapons, instruments, radars, and such When neither trig points nor survey control
other equipment or positions requiring this points. exist in the vicinity of the battalion (bat-
control. Survey operations of separate or de- tery) installations, the battalion (battery) sur-
tached batteries are performed for the same vey officer must establish a point and assume
purpose. data for that point. The assumed data should

closely approximate the correct data. This
10. Battalion Survey Control point (and its assumed data) establishes the

battalion (battery) grid and is used as the
a. Battalion installations must be located with battalion (battery) survey opera-basis for the battalion (battery) survey opera-

respect to a common grid to permit massing of tions. When the next higher echelon establishes
the fires of two or more battalions. This gridthe fires of two or more battalions. This grid control in the battalion (battery) area, the as-
should be the grid of the next higher echelon sumed data must be converted to that control.
whenever survey control points on that grid are
available or when it is desired to mass the
fires of more than one battalion. 13. Converting to Grid of Next

Higher Echelon
b. A battalion survey control point (BnSCP)

is a point established by a higher survey che- a. The methods of converting survey data
Ion for the purpose of furnishing survey con- are described in chapter 15. Unless the tactical
trol to the battalion. One or more such points situation causes the commander to decide other-
may be established for a battalion, wise, battalion (battery) data are converted

to those of the next higher echelon when data

11. Survey Control Points on Grid differ by-
of Next Higher Echelon (1) Two mils or more in azimuth.

Survey control points on the grid of the next (2) Ten meters or more in radial error.
higher echelon may be available in the form (3) Two meters or more in height.

of- b. If the battalion survey officer verifies that
a. One or more trig points in the vicinity of the battalion survey data is correct, he reports.

the battalion installations. When available, trig to his commander and to the survey officer of
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the next higher echelon any differences which areas where the only existing control is on
may exist between the battalion survey data points which are inaccessible. Resection is used
and the data provided by the next higher eche- to improve map-spotted or assumed data. Any
Ion. location determined by resection should be

checked by .a separate determination (pre-
c. If the next higher echelon converts its sur-seat

vey control to a different grid, the battalion ferably traverse or triangulation) at the first
must also convert to that grid.

15. Use of Astronomic Observation14. Survey Methods
Field artillery battalion survey operations The problem of converting data to a common

grid is greatly simplified if survey personnelmay be performed by using any or all of the grid i greatly simplified if survey personnel
use the correct grid azimuth to initiate surveyartillery survey methods, provided the limita- operations,. True azimuth can be obtained from

tions of the selected methods are not exceeded.
A comparison of the different methods is shown astronomic observation or by use of the azi-muth gyro and converted to grid azimuth. Bat-

talion survey personnel should be trained to de-
a. Traverse. For most artillery survey opera- termine grid azimuth by observation of the

tions, traverse (ch. 8) is the best method to use sun and stars. They should also be trained in
because of its simplicity, flexibility, and ac- obtaining direction by simultaneous observa-
curacy when performed over open terrain for tions.
comparatively short distances. In rough ter-
rain, a tape traverse is time consuming and 16. Division of Battalion and Battery
triangulation or distance-measuring equipment Survey Operations
(DME) traverse should be used. a. The survey operations of a field artillery

b. Triangulation. Triangulation (ch. 9) battalion (separate or detached battery) con-
should be used in rough terrain where taping sist of one or more of the following:
is difficult and would require an excessive ex- (1) Position area survey.
penditure of time. In gently rolling or flat, tree- (2) Connection survey.
less terrain, traverse is faster than triangula-
tion unless distances between stations exceed
1,500 to 2,000 meters. If the survey is to cover b. The survey operations performed by a
a large area or if there are considerable dis- field artillery battalion or a separate or de-
tances between stations, triangulation will save tached field artillery battery depend mainly on
time and personnel. However, a more extensive three factors as follows:
reconnaissance is required for triangulation (1) The type of unit (including as.sign-
than for traverse. ment and mission).

c. Intersection. Locating the position of a (2) The availability of survey control.
point by intersection (ch. 9) is relatively simple (3) The amount of time available in which
and fast. However, this method depends on in- to perform initial survey operations.
tervisibility between the ends of the base line
and the unknown point. Intersection must be 17. Sequence of Battalion (Battery)
used to locate points beyond friendly front- Survey Operations
lines. When practicable, these locations should
be checked by intersection from more than one Battaon (battery) survey operations are
base. performed in the sequence listed below:

a. Planning (Including Reconnaissance). A
d. Resection. The resection method of locat- general discussion of survey planning is con-

ing a point (ch. 9) requires, very little field- tained in chapter 5. To insure maximum ef-
work. Resection normally is used in artillery fectiveness, battalion (battery) survey opera-
battalion survey to establish battery centers, tions should be planned and initiated prior to
observation posts, or other point locations in the occupation of position.
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b. Fieldwork. Fieldwork consists of measur- of the firing chart and the best means of orient-
ing angles. and distances necessary to determine ing weapons in the time available. When time
the survey data required to establish survey is a consideration, the survey officer must plan
stations. The assignment of personnel to accom- and accomplish the survey operations necessary
plish the required fieldwork is determined by to furnish the fire direction officer with an im-
the number of surveying parties available and proved firing chart. The extent of the survey
the unit SOP. conducted and the methods employed will de-

c. Computations. Each survey computation pend primarily on the time available. The pro-
must be performed by two computers working cedures used for accomplishing the division of
independently and, when possible, be checked operations may be any combination of the fol-
with a slide rule by the chief of party. When lowing:
possible, survey computations should be per- a. Position Area Survey.
formed concurrently with the determination of
field data. This will insure that errors are de- mine direction by compass, decimated
tected at the earliest possible time and iwill fa- ming circle, astronomic observation,
cilitate the early use of a surveyed firing chart. or azimuth gyro, as time and weather

d. Dissemination of Data. After the survey permit.
data have been determined, the battalion survey (2) Map-spot the center battery, and locate
personnel furnish the computed data to the fire the flank batteries by open traverse.
direction center for preparation of the firing Determine a starting direction as in
chart. In the case of missile battalions, the data (1) above.
is used in the computer.

(3) Map-spot a battalion SCP and locate

18. Survey Operations of Searchlight the batteries by open traverse. Deter-
Batteries mine starting direction as in (1)

above.
When suitable maps are not available, sur-

vey operations are performed by personnel of b. Connection Survey.
searchlight batteries for the purpose of deter- (1) Establish control by firing.
mining orienting data for the searchlights. The (2) Use a map for the connection survey.
survey operations performed are those neces- Transmit direction by simultaneous
sary to establish the grid coordinates and observation (weather permitting) or
height of each searchlight. In addition, a grid by directional traverse.
azimuth for directional orientation of the
searchlights must be established. c. Target Area Survey.

(1) 'Target area base.
19. Survey of Alternate Positions (a) Map-spot 01 and traverse to locate

02.
Survey operations for alternate positions (b) Map-spot a target area survey con-

should be performed as soon as survey opera- trol point and traverse to locate 01
tions are completed for primary positions. The and 02.
requirements for alternate positions are iden- (c) Map-spot a target area survey con-
tical with the requirements for primary posi- trol point and intersect 01 and 02
tions. from an auxiliary base.

(2) Critical points.
20. Limited Time Survey (a) Map-spot all critical points.

Battalion (battery) survey personnel must (b) Perform intersection from a target
provide the best possible data for construction area base.
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Section II. POSITION AREA SURVEY

21. General may select the location of the orienting station

a. Survey control is required in the position if the battalion (battery) SOP so states
area of each firing battery. The battery center d. Registration point-A point in the target
is the point surveyed for cannon batteries, area the location of which is known on the
whereas the launcher position is the point sur- ground and on the firing chart (FM 6-40).
veyed for rockets and missiles. Position area

e. Direction of fire--A base direction of firesurvey is performed by battalion (separate or)survey is performed by battalion (separate or pfor all weapons of the firing unit. It may be thedetached battery) survey personnel for the pur- computed azimuth from the battery center to
pose of- computed azimuth from the battery center tothe registration point or a selected azimuth of

(1) Locating weapons positions and ra- fire assigned to the unit by the battalion com-
dars. mander or other authority.

(2) Providing means for orienting weap- f. Orienting angle-The horizontal, clock-
ons and radars. wise angle from the direction of fire to the ori-

b. The position area survey for field artillery enting line. The orienting angle determined by
cannon and missile units is usually performed survey personnel is computed by subtracting the
to a minimum prescribed accuracy of fifth-order azimuth of the desired line of fire from the azi-
(1:1,000); however, when the TOE of the unit muth of the orienting line, adding 6,400 mils to
authorizes the aiming circle M2 as the instru-. the azimuth of the orienting line if necessary.
ment for survey, the position survey is per- g. Radar orienting point-A point used to
formed to a minimum prescribed accuracy of orient the radar. The radar operating point for
1:500. field artillery radar sets is established in a di-

rection as nearly in the center of sector of
22. Terms Used in Conjunction With search of the radar as possible. The radar offi-

Position Area Survey cer furnishes to the survey officer the approxi-
The following terms are used in conjunction mate azimuth on which the radar orienting

with position area surveys:

a. Battery center-A point on the ground at 23. Method of Performing Position
the approximate geometric center of the weap- Area Survey
ons position. The battery center is the chart lo- Any method or combination of methods listed
cation of the battery (FM 6-40). The location in paragraph 14 may be used to perform the
of the battery center is designated by the bat- position area survey. The method most com-
tery commander or battery executive. The sur- monly used is traverse. The position area survey
vey officer may select a tentative battery center is initiated at a survey control point, the point
if the battalion (battery) SOP so states. that establishes the unit grid, or a station es-

b. Orienting line--A line of known direction tablished by the connection survey. The surveyis closed on the starting point or on a stationestablished near the firing battery, which serves
as a basis for laying for direction (FM 6-40). established to an accuracy equal to or greater
(The azimuth of the orienting line (OL) is in-
cluded in the data reported to the fire direction 24. Survey for Weapons Positions
center.)

a. In surveying a weapons position, an ori-
c. Orienting station-A point on the orient- enting station, from which all battery weapons

ing line, established on the ground, at which the should be visible, is established near the battery
battery executive sets up an aiming circle to lay center. Normally, this point is used as one end
the pieces (FM 6-40). The location of the ori- of the orienting line, and the traverse leg used
enting station is designated by the battery com- to establish the station is used as the orienting
mander or battery executive. The survey officer line. This makes the orienting line a leg of the
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closed traverse, thus permitting the detection of 25. Survey for Radar
an error in the OL should the traverse not One countermortar radar is organic to each
close in azimuth. If a traverse leg cannot be divisional direct support artillery battalion.
used as the orienting line, a prominent terrain The coordinates and height of the radar posi-
object at least 300 meters away should be used tion and a line of known direction are required
as the end of the OL. The azimuth of this line to properly orient the system. It may be neces-
is determined by measuring, at the orienting sary to determine the same data for the surveil-
station, the angle from the last traverse station lance radar of division artillery should it be
to the selected point. For all night operations, located near the battalion position area.
the orienting line must be prepared for orienta-
tion of the weapons by placing a stake equipped a. Data for the radars are determined in the
with a night lighting device on the orienting same manner as data for weapons positions. An
line approximately 100 meters from the orient- orienting azimuth from the radar positioning
ing station. When an intermediate point cannot stake to an orienting point must be determined.
be established on the orienting line, an alternate b The height of the radar antenna also must
orienting line is established on which the night be computed. Height is determined by measur-
orienting point can be set up. ing the distance from the ground to the para-

b. The coordinates and height of the battery bola, to the nearest 0.1 meter, by means of a
center are determined by establishing a traverse steel tape. The distance measured is added to
station over the battery center or by establish- the computed ground height.
ing an offset leg (an open traverse leg) from
the orienting station to the battery center.

Section III. CONNECTION SURVEY

26. General SCP it may close on that SCP or on any other
SCP established to an accuracy of 1:1,000 ora. Connection survey is that part of the sur- SCP established to an accuracy of 11,000 or

vey operation performed by battalion (separatebattvey operationy) survey personnel formed by battalion (separate of the connection survey is initiated at the point
placing the target area survey anfor the pose of that establishes the battalion grid (i.e., when
placing the target area survey and the position data for the starting point is assumed), it must

close on the starting point. This point does not
b. Connection surveys are performed to fifth- become the Bn SCP unless survey control for

order accuracy. the point is established by the next higher eche-
lon of survey.

27. Methods of Performing Connection b. A secondary requirement for connection
Survey survey may include providing control for the

mortars within the supported brigade or fora. A closed traverse normally is used to per- radars and other target acquisition devices o-
form the connection survey, although triangula- cated within the area of operation. Control is
tion may be used when the terrain is unsuitable exte d to these installations as time permits.
for traverse. The connection survey is used to The requirements of the artillery battalion
establish a target area survey control point or The requirements of the artillery battaliontakes priority in these instances.one or more of the target area base observation
posts from which target area base survey opera- c. Since missile units are normally employed
tions are initiated. The connection survey is in a general support or reinforcing role, they
usually initiated at a station on the position normally receive target data from higher head-
area survey. The station may be a Bn SCP or quarters or the supported unit. Therefore,
the point which establishes the battalion grid. these units do not perform target area or con-
When the connection survey is initiated at a Bn nection survey.
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Section IV. TARGET AREA SURVEY

28. General tion base must be sufficient to provide a mini-
mum angle of intersection of 150 mils at any

Target area survey is that part of the survey critical point in the target area. The consistent
operation performed by battalion (detached accuracy that can be obtained from the loca-
battery) survey personnel for the purpose of tion of points with angles of this minimum size
establishing the target area base and locating is approximately 1:200.
critical points and targets in the target area;
i.e., registration point(s) and restitution b. The location of each critical point should
points. be checked from at least two intersection bases.

As soon as possible, additional observation

29. Terms Used in Conjunction With posts should be selected to provide this check.
Target Area Survey Besides providing the check, the additional ob-

servation posts should provide observation into
a. Target Area Base. A target area base con- the unit's zone of action, especially into those

sists of two or more observation posts which areas which are not visible from the observa-
are used to locate the critical points in the tar- tion posts originally selected.
get area and/or targets of opportunity and to
conduct center-of-impact and high-burst reg- 31. Methods of Performing Target Area Base
istrations. When there are more than two ob- Survey
servation posts, any two of them can be used to a. The method of survey normally used by
form an intersection base. the survey party in the field artillery battalion

b. Azimuth Mark for Target Area Observa- to perform the target area base survey is a
tion Post. An azimuth mark is a reference point closed traverse. If the enemy situation is such
used to orient the instrument at each observa- that traversing to an OP would disclose its po-
tion post. The azimuth to the azimuth mark sition, and if the terrain allows, triangulation
may be determined by using the back-azimuth is used. On some occasions, it may be necessary
of a traverse or intersection leg used to locate to locate the OP by intersection or offset from a
the observation post. The adjacent observation traverse station in the vicinity of the OP. The
post (when OP's are intervisible) may also be OP's are located to fifth-order accuracy.
used as an azimuth mark. An auxiliary or in- b. In issuing the survey order, the survey of-
termediate orienting point should be estab- ficer designates which of the survey parties is
lished for night operations. to perform the target area base survey. The

specific location of each OP may also be desig-
30. Selection of Observation Posts nated or an approximate location may be given

and the specific location left to the discretion of
a. Initially, two or more observation posts the chief surveyor or chief of party. The loca-

are established at points from which the criti- tion of a target area survey control point is
cal points in the target area are visible. If pos- given. If one OP is located as part of the con-
sible, the distance between any two observation given if one OP IS located as the con-
posts should be sufficient to insure a minimum get area survey, it may be designated as the tar-
angle of intersection of 300 mils at any of the
critical points. These minimum angles at the c. The observation posts are designated 01,
critical points in the target area are necessary 02, etc. 01 is considered the control OP and is
to insure results that approach the accuracies plotted on the firing chart. 01 may be on the
prescribed for target area survey. If the obser- right or left. 01 is always that OP requiring
vation posts of the target area base cannot be the least amount of fieldwork to establish its lo-
located sufficiently far apart to provide a mini- cation since less directional accuracy is lost
mum angle or intersection of 300 mils, they through angular measurements when the num-
should be located as far apart as possible. In ber of main scheme angles is held to a mini-
any case, the distance between observation mum. Examples of target area base surveys
posts that are used as the ends of an intersec- are shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Target area base survey.

32. Method of Performing Target Area b. If the observation posts are intervisible,
Survey the interior horizontal angles are measured

a. Intersection must be used to perform th (1, fig. 2). If the observation posts are not in-
e tervisible, the angles at the ends of the base

target area survey. The length of each intersec must be determined by comparing the azimuth
tion base of the target area base is obtained by of the base with thc azimuth from each obser-

computation from the coordinates of the b two vation post to the point being located (2, fig.
observation posts that establish the base. (The 2). The azimuth of the line from each observa-

lntoth bd temi2). The azimuth of the line from each observa-
length ofa the base may be determined by tion post to the critical point is determined by
double-taping to a comparative accuracy of measuring the horizontal angle, at the obser-
1:3,000 when the base is located in an area not vation post, from the established azimuth mark
under direct observation of the enemy.) If the (orienting station for night operations) to the
observation posts are intervisible, the azimuth point in the target area. When the critical

horizontal angle at an observation post from line and cannot be accurately bisected, the
the rear station to the observation post at the horizontal angles are measured by using a spe-
other end of the base. If the observation posts cial technique of pointing. Pointings are made
are not intervisible, the azimuth of the base is by placing the vertical line in the reticle on the
determined by computation, using the coordi- left edge of the object in measuring the first
nates of the ends of the base. value of the angle and by placing the vertical
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Registration Restitution ner in which they are determined by triangula-
Point Point(s) tion (chap 9).

'\ / \&& & &&&&&&&&&& & / / I e. The party performing the target area
// XI survey furnishes the location of the registra-

tion point(s) to the party performing the posi-
tion area survey for computation of the ori-
enting angle(s).

f. The locations of critical points determined
Ends of Base Intervisible from the target area base should be checked by

establishing a second intersection base. A sec-
ond intersection base can be established by
using a third observation post and either of the
two initial observation posts.

Any Critical Point

33. Center-of-Impact and High-Burst
(oi / ~ Registrations

/ \ In either a center-of-impact (CI) or high-
to\ ACical Plnt-h burst (HB) registration, a group of rounds is

Angle. Azimuth \ SAzimuth of Base fired in order to determine corrections to firing
Azimuth to data. The location of the center of the group of
Critica Poin:t (S\ rounds must be determined and then plotted on

( ~_ ' -5 %3\> the firing chart. One method commonly used to
determine the location of the burst center is by
a computed intersection from the 01-02 target

STATIONS IN CONNECTION SURVEY area base. This method requires that the bursts
Ends of Base Not ntervisible be observed by both 01 and 02; therefore, pri-

mary consideration must be given to the top-
Figure 2. Target area survey. ography of the impact area and the location of

each observation post. For a high-burst regis-
line in the reticle on the right edge of the ob- tration, which is conducted with time fuze to
ject in measuring the second value of the angle, obtain airbursts, these considerations are nor-
accumulating these angles on the aiming circle. mally of lesser importance than for a center-of-
The angles are meaned. The mean angle ob- impact registration. For a center-of-impact
tained with this method must be verified by de- registration, for which impact fuze is em-
termining at least one more mean angle by ployed, the burst area should be free of trees,
using the same technique. The accumulated buildings, sharp ravines, etc. A gentle forward
value of the first set (one pointing to each edge slope, free of all vegetation, or the center of a
of the object) should agree with the accumu- lake is ideal. When a center-of-impact or high-
lated value of the second set within 1 mil. The burst registration is conducted, the location of
means of both sets are then meaned to provide each observer and the desired point of burst
an angle to the point to the nearest 0.1 mil. are known at the fire direction center. The fire

direction center determines and furnishes to
c. Vertical angles are measured to the lowest each observer the azimuth and vertical angle to

visible point on the object. the expected point of burst. The message to the

d. The distance from either end of the inter- observers from the fire direction center in-
section base to each critical point is computed cludes instructions to the observer at 01 to
by using the base length determined in a measure the vertical angle to each burst. A
above and the angles determined by direct typical message to the observers from the fire
measurement (1, fig. 2) or by comparison of direction center is as follows: "Observe high
azimuths (2, fig. 2). The coordinates and height burst (or center of impact). 01 azimuth 1049,
of each point are determined in the same man- vertical angle + 15, measure the vertical angle.
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02 azimuth 768, vertical angle + 12. Report 34. Computation of Center of Impact and
when ready to observe." Each observer orients High Burst
his instrument on the azimuth and vertical
angle given for his OP and reports to the FDC The target area base may be used as a tool in
when ready to observe. One round at a time is performing a center-of-impact or high-burst
fired, and "On the way" is given to the ob- registration. Normally the computations asso-
servers for each round. The first round fired is ciated with the instrument readings to deter-
normally an orienting round, and each observer mine the location of the center of impact or
orients the center of the reticle of his instru- high burst are performed by the fire direction
ment on the burst and records the scale read- personnel. A knowledge of the manner in which
ings of his instrument corresponding to the these computations are performed is of value
new position of the telescope. After the ob- to the survey personnel operating the target
server orients his instrument on the orienting area base. The computations are normally
round, he normally should not have to change made on DA Form 55.
the orientation during the rest of the registra- Example:
tion. One round at a time is fired until sixtion. One round at a time is fired until six Given: Coordinates of 01: (561599.8-3839123.3)
usable rounds have been obtained (excluding Azimuth 01 to 02: 3,960 rols
erratic rounds and rounds observed by only Distance 01 to 02: 843 meters
one observer). After the instrument has been Height 01: 453 meters
oriented on the orienting round, the deviation
observed for each burst is combined with the Instrument readings of usable rounds
reference reading on the instrument scales to Aimuth 01 VerticalZ Azinmth 02

derive the azimuth to the burst. The same Round (mi.) 01 (mit) (mit)

general procedure is used to measure the verti- 1 5,710 +24 5,959
cal angle. Both observers report azimuth read- 2 5,710 +28 5,950

3 5,708 +29 5,953
ings to the fire direction center after each 4 5,75 25 5,951
round, but only the observer at 01 reports the 5 5,715 +23 5,952
vertical angle. At the fire direction center, the 6 5,713 +26 5,955

instrument readings from 01 and 02 for the Requirement: Solve for the azimuth and distance from
six usable rounds are used to determine the 01 to the center of the high burst and the height of
mean point of burst for the registration. the high burst, using DA Form 6-55 (fig. 3).
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HIGH BURST (CENTER OF IMPACT) REGISTRATION

COMPUTATION OF HB (CI) LOCATION
Doto Fired Chg Df FS OE

Observer Reaodings Interior Angles
Rd 01 1 02
Nr Az VA Az 01 on Left 01 on Right

57 10 124 5959 Az x-02 / Az 01-HB"+ 5710
2 5710 128 5950 +64P +6400

3 5708 29 5953 Total / Tolp 5710
4 5705 25 5951 -Az 01-HOb I -Az 01-02 3960
5 5715 23 5952 4ot01 ) 4010150

6 5713 26 5955 Az 02-HB IC Az 02-01 760
7 _ +6400 if +6400 if

netessor necessary 640
8 Total Totol 7 160
9 -A 02-01 -Ae 02-HB(CII 5953
10 1ot 02 \4s I 02 1207

_ 34261 IS 35720 Total
5710 26 5953 Aver11e

___ Apev Anr Bcoring : BSearing Az 0I-.HB-
HA 6400-Az A Beoring6

400' ' 157 dEN+ 6400
Sum - 3057 I 5710

1207 3200 dE- 0 Bearing

1207$( 01 -Sum 3057 dN- d1-
02 A Apex Angle 243 A-3200 3200-Az N690W

Distance 01 HO tCI Log conversion fctor, meters to yords
Log base 01-02 843M. 2 1925182 dd 0038863

+Log sin4ot 021207 i 9 19661840
Su 21 8921668

-Log sin Apex Angle 243 9 13731479

diff Log dist OlHB(CI) 3 1519 1 189 * Delermire the distance 01-HB (CI) to chech computo-
s OI-HBf W hM tions of dE d4N - dH by polar plotting from 01 on

S~t I_ -B4 D30. 1 overoge ozimulh ind computed dist
Log of dE, dN, and dH

dist 3og 'it IL og o0 3 519d
o01-HBCI 3t 59 1 189 0L-H dCIs 31519 1189 Jog fICI 3 519 189

Sum: 57
B o 9 7 Beoring 9 '18 9 1 1j650 V.9 2 n 8 4 0 7 iO 68

mLogdE 3!316 ,,01 Logm; 3j410 1839 Lou gdH 1£9261257

Coording"s of OI 1561 1599 8 N 3!839!123-3 H 1 45310
iE o7 1 N 1 2575A4 9dH 8414

Loctoion of HO tCII i55 2 3i841 "69 7 H53714
DA~~~~ ~COMPUTATION OF 6FT SETTING

All HB tCI)I - W Cbort dalo toHB ftff I Di Corr12o:4 ' Bearin: ering:_M
-All Btry II jLo= m

|d Elev (HB or Cl Rg) (Ti

DAIX. '°16-55
Figure 3. High burst registration computation (DA Fonn 6-55).
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CHAPTER 3

HIGHER ECHELON SURVEYS

Section I. DIVISION ARTILLERY SURVEY OPERATIONS

35. General lery headquarters. The survey information cen-
a. Survey operations are performed by sur- ter is normally located in the operation center

vey personnel of division artillery headquar- at the division artillery command post.
ters battery for the purpose of placing the field b. The survey information map shows the
artillery units organic, assigned, or attached locations of survey control points and trig
to the division on a common grid. points and the schemes of all surveys per-

b. Division artillery surveys are executed to formed by the division artillery survey section.
a prescribed accuracy of fourth-order. Specifi- The survey information file consists of the trig
cations and techniques for fourth-order survey lists prepared and issued by the Corps of En-
are given in appendix II. gineers, the trig lists prepared by the field

artillery target acquisition battalion, and data
36. Division Artillery Survey Officer for -each control point established by division

artillery survey operations. The data for each
a. A survey officer is assigned to the division artillery survey operations. The data for each

artillery staff. The division artillery survey control point estDAForm 6-5 (Record-Sur-
officer plans and supervises the division artil- vey Co ntrol Point) (figs. 4 and 5)-
lery survey operations. He advises the com-
mander and appropriate staff officers on
matters pertaining to survey. He coordinates 38. Division Artillery Survey Control
the survey operations of the field artillery bat- a. Division artillery battalions, batteries, and
talions (separate batteries) within the division. other division installations that require survey

b. The division artillery survey officer should control should be located with respect to a com-
maintain close liaison with the corps artillery mon grid. This grid should be the corps grid
survey officer to obtain data for survey control whenever control points on the corps grid are
points which have been established in the divi- available. Control points on the corps grid are
sion area by the target acqiiisdion battalion, normally available in the form of trig points

The use of these points can save time and can and survey control points for which data are
eliminate unnecessary duplication of survey known with respect to the universal transverse

operations. He can also obtain data for points mercator (UTM) grid or universal polar stereo
established in the vicinity of the target area; graphic (UPS) grid for the area of operations.
the data for these points can be-used by the b. When neither survey control points nor
battalion survey parties in performing target trig points are available in the division area,
area surveys. the division artillery survey officer establishes

a point and assumes data for it. This point
37. Division Artillery Survey Information establishes the division grid which is used as

Center the basis for division artillery survey opera-

a. A file of survey information and a survey tions. When the assumed data for the point
information map are maintained in a survey differ from the data subsequently established
information center (SIC) at the division artil- by the field artillery target acquisition battal-
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ion of corps artillery, the division artillery points for which battalion survey parties should
data are converted to the corps grid (ch. 15). determine survey data in order to check the
Although during the initial stages of an opera- accuracy of the surveys being performed by
tion, it is not necessary for division artillery the battalions.
to convert assumed azimuth to the corps azi-

C. Normally, division artillery survey opera-muth if it differs, by 0.3 mil (1 minute) or less, tio division artillery
it should be converted as soon as practicable. In ns are performed by the division artillersurvey section. When the time available to per-any case, coordinates and height should be con- frm division artillery survey is limited, the

division artillery commander may direct bat-
talions of the artillery with the division to as-

39. Division Artillery Survey Operations sist in performing the surveys necessary to
establish the division artillery grid after they

a. Division artillery survey operations should have completed their battalion survey opera-
provide the best possible data at the earliest tions. When this is necessary, the division ar-
practicable time. Any of the artillery survey tillery survey section should, at the first
methods may be used to perform the surveys. opportunity, conduct another survey of those
In areas where survey control points are not installations surveyed by the battalions.
available in the vicinity of the battalions, com-
mon direction can be provided by astronomic d. When a target acquisition battery is at-
or gyroscopic observations, or obtained by tached to a division artillery, the survey parties
simultaneous observations. of the battery may perform part of the division

artillery survey operations. The division artil-
b. In addition to providing survey control lery survey officer, in conjunction with the tar-

points for battalions and/or batteries, the get acquisition battery commander, plans and
division artillery survey officer may designate supervises the coordinated survey operations.

Section II. CORPS ARTILLERY SURVEY

40. General FATAB survey operations are the collection,
evaluation, and dissemination of survey infor-

a. Corps artillery survey operations are per- mation for all surveys executed in the corps
formed by the field artillery target acquisition area to a prescribed accuracy of fourth-orderarea to a prescribed accuracy of fourth-order
battalion (FATAB) assigned to each corps ar- or greater. Surveys performed by the target
tillery. The battalion commander of the fieldtillery. The battalion commander of the field acquisition battalion are executed to a pre-
artillery target acquisition battalion is the scribed accuracy of fourth-order.
corps artillery survey officer. The target acqui-
sition battalion survey officer is responsible to
the battalion commander for planning and 41. Survey Information Center
supervising the battalion survey operations. a. A survey information center is established

b. Provisions exist for the attachment of at corps artillery and maintained by the sur-
officers of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Sur- vey personnel of headquarters, battery of the
vey to the FATAB in time of war, These target acquisition battalion. It is usually lo-
officers will fill positions as directed. cated in the vicinity of the corps artillery fire

direction center. The SIC is an agency for col-
c. Survey operations are performed by sur- lecting, evaluating, and disseminating survey

vey personnel of the field artillery target acqui- data. The dissemination is accomplished by
sition battalion for the purpose of placing the preparing and distributing trig lists and by
field artillery with the corps (and other units furnishing survey information to personnel of
requiring survey control) on a common grid other units upon request. Unless the battalion
and of locating the target acquisition battalion commander directs otherwise, all survey infor-
installations, which include flash, sound, and mation is disseminated in writing only through
radar installations. Also included in the the survey information center.
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Figure 4. Entries made on the front of DA Form 6-5.

b. Files of all fourth-order or higher survey shows the locations of all existing trig points
control existing in the corps area and files of and survey control points and the schemes of
tie-in points established in adjacent corps areas completed surveys. Overlays to the map show
by the target acquisition battalions or division the survey operations that are currently being
artilleries are maintained in the survey infor- performed by the target acquisition battalion
mation center. These files consist of trig lists and division artilleries with the corps. The
published by higher headquarters (including overlays also show the tactical situation, the
trig lists prepared by the Corps of Engineers), location of each installation of the target acqui-
trig lists published by field artillery target sition battalion, present and proposed artillery
acquisition battalions operating in the adjacent positions, and proposed survey plans.
corps areas, and data for each survey control
point established by the target acquisition bat- d. Time accurate to 0.2 second is maintained
talion survey parties and by the parties of the for the use of FATAB survey parties and sub-
division artilleries with the corps. The data for ordinate units when making astronomic ob-
each survey control point established by the servations.
target acquisition battalion and by division e. In addition to performing the functions
artillery headquarters are recorded on DA discussed in a through d above, survey infor-
Form 6-5 (figs. 4 and 5). mation center personnel assist in the survey

c. An operations map is maintained in the operations of the target acquisition battalion by
survey information center. The operations map computing and checking data. Computations
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Figure 5. Entries made on the back of DA Form 6-5.

and checks performed by the survey informa- (1) Plans the corps artillery survey.
tion center personnel include the following: (2) Coordinates the survey of the target

(1) Checks of field records and computa- acquisition battalion with all other
tions of field parties. artillery units in the corps area.

(2) Adjustment of traverses. (3) Maintains liaison with, and obtains
(3) Conversion of survey data to the corps control data from, the topographic

grid when survey operations have been engineer unit operating with the
performed with assumed data. corps.

(4) Transformation of coordinates and (4) Establishes the survey information
grid azimuths. center at corps artillery.

(5) Conversion of coordinates (geographic b. The battalion survey officer is assigned to
to grid and/or grid to geographic). the battalion staff. The battalion survey' offi-

cer plans and supervises the battalion survey
42. Field Artillery Target Acquisition operations, advises the battalion commander

Battalion Survey Personnel and the staff on matters pertaining to survey,
a. The field artillery target acquisition battal- and performs the coordination of the survey

ion commander is the corps artillery survey operations of all field artillery units operating
officer. Under the direction of the corps artil- in the corps area. An assistant battalion survey
lery commander and assisted by the battalion officer, the survey platoon commander in head-
survey officer, the corps artillery survey offi- quarters battery, performs duties as directed
cer- by the battalion survey officer.
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c. A warrant officer, assigned to headquar- 1,500 to 2,000 meters of any possible artillery
ters battery, supervises the operations of the position in the corps area.
survey. information center. cd. The battalion survey officer designates to

d. A survey platoon is assigned to each bat- each platoon commander the areas requiring
tery of the target acquisition battalion. The survey control points. These survey control
platoon commander is the survey officer of the points are established for later extension of
battery. He plans and supervises the survey control and for checking surveys.
operations of the survey platoon and advises ee. Survey operations of the target acquisition
the battery commander on matters pertaining battalion are continuous. The amount of survey

performed by the target acquisition battalion
in any area of operations depends on the length

43. Coordination and Supervision of of time that the corps remains in the area. In
Battalion Surveys by the Battalion rapidly moving situations, the target acquisi-
Survey Officer tion battalion may be able to complete only the

The target acquisition battalion survey offi- initial phase of survey operations. If the corps
cer normally is authorized by the battalion remains in one area for an extended period of
commander to issue instructions on matters time, the target acquisition battalion conducts
concerning survey operations directly to the extensive survey operations.
batteries. The relations between the battalion
survey officer and the battery survey officers 45. Use of Assumed Data
in issuing and receiving instructions are simi-
lar to the relations between the battalion fire survey platoons initiate theirsurvey operations at survey control points (ordirection officer in a howitzer or gun battalion
and the battery executive officers. The batteryand the battery executive officers The battery in the area, the battalion survey officer desig-survey officers must keep their battery com-
manders informed of the survey operations that that point. The assumed data should approxi-
they have been instructed to perform. They thmate the correct grid data as closely as pos-
must also keep their battery commanders - ible The surveys of all of the platoons are
formed of the areas in which the battery sur- then tied to this point, thus establishing a
vey platoon will be operating and the progress common grid and azimuth. Assumed data acommon grid and azimuth. Assumed data are

converted to known data as soon as practicable.

44. Field Artillery Target Acquisition 46. Azimuths
Battalion Survey Operations

Azimuths at all points of the battalion surveya. Target acquisition battalion survey opera- should be correct grid azimuths. Correct grid
tions are conducted in two phases-an initialtions are conducted x i two phases-an initia. azimuth can normally be established by astro-

nomic observation or by use of the azimuth
b. The survey operations conducted during e gyro. When two intervisible survey control

the initial phase consist of those surveys neces- points (based on correct grid data) or trig
sary to establish a survey control point for each points exist, correct grid azimuth can be ob-
division artillery and each corps artillery bat- tained from these points. If the correct grid
talion (and other points as directed by the bat- azimuth between the points is not known, it
talion commander) and those necessary to es, can be computed by using the grid coordinates,
tablish survey control for the installations of the points.
organic to the target acquisition battalion that
require survey control. 47. Survey Control Points

e. The survey operations conducted during Survey parties of the battalion establish sur-
the expansion phase consist of the surveys vey control points approximately every 1,500
necessary to place survey control points within to 2,000 meters along the routes of their sur-
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veys. A station is established for each division for installations, of other units. The commander
artillery, for each corps artillery battalion, and of the survey platoon plans the initial phase
for each point from which target acquisition operations of the platoon by first considering
battery installations are located. A station is the operations necessary to locate the target
also established at each point designated for acquisition battalion installations. He then
later extension of control and for checking sur- modifies this plan, as necessary, to provide sur-
veys. Each of these survey control points is vey control for the installations of other units.
marked by a hub and a reference stake (fig. If priorities have been established by the bat-
45). An azimuth for each survey control point talion survey officer, the platoon commander
is established either to an azimuth marker or must incorporate them in his survey plan.
to an adjacent survey control point. A descrip-
tion of each survey control point is prepared 49. Target Acquisition Survey Platoon
on DA Form 6-5 and forwarded to the survey Operations During the Initial Phase
information center for filing. a. The survey operations performed by a tar-

get acquisition survey platoon during the initial
48. Planning Battery Survey Operations phase are those necessary to locate the target

The points for which survey control must be acquisition battery installations that require
established by the survey platoon of each bat- survey control and to provide a survey control
tery of the target acquisition battalion fall into point for the division artillery and for each
two general categories-those for installations corps artillery battalion in the platoon's area
of the target acquisition battalion and those of responsibility.
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Figure 6. Target acquisition platoon survey during the initial phase.
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Figure 7. Target acquisition battalion survey operations during the initial phase.

b. All or part of the survey platoon opera- phase. The critical traverse stations shown in
tions are frequently started with assumed co- black are those at which a traverse is initiated
ordinates and height. For example, if survey or closed.
control points do not exist in the vicinity of the
selected sound base microphones, the sound d. The initial phase operations include those
base survey (and the establishment of any sur- actions necessary to close all traverses, to check
vey control points along the line of the sound all intersected and resected points, to establish
base) is frequently performed by two parties a declination station in the division area, and
starting at a point near the center of the sound to determine the locations of survey control
base with assumed data, while a third party points that were established by the target ac-
extends survey control to the starting point. quisition battery survey platoons operating in

c. Figure 6 shows an example of the survey the adjacent division areas. The initial phase
operations conducted by a survey platoon dur- of the battalion survey operations is considered
ing the initial phase. Figure 7 shows an ex- complete when these operations have been per-
ample of the survey operations conducted by a formed by the survey platoons of each of the
target acquisition battalion during the initial target acquisition batteries.
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y,,tre 8. Target acquisition battalion survey operations during
the expansion phase.

50. Survey Operations During the Expansion e. Figure 8 shows an example of the survey
Phase operations of a target acquisition battalion

a. Survey operations of the target acquisition during the expansion phase.
battalion during the expansion phase consist of
establishing, usually by triangulation or DME 51. Extension of Survey Control From Rear
traverse, a basic net throughout the corps area. Areas
From stations of the basic net, control is
extended to provide survey control through-
otextended to providee surveyt control through- considerable distance to the rear of the corps
out the corps area. The ultimate goal is a sur-

area, control should, if possible, be extendedvey control point within 1,500 to 2.000 meters to the corps area by engineer topographic
of every possible artillery position. This goal units. When this is not possible, the target ac-

units. When this is not possible, the target ac-is accomplished to the extent permitted by the quisition battalion may be required to extendquisition battalion may be required to extendtime available.
the control. This normally is accomplished by

b. During the expansion phase, the survey the use of DME traverse schemes. This exten-
platoons of the battalion are assigned tasks by sion of control may be initiated either during
the battalion survey officer as necessary to ac- the initial phase or during the expansion phase,
complish the required survey operations. The depending on the situation. When it is initiated
survey platoon of each battery should be as- during the initial phase, it is usually accom-
signed tasks in areas as near as possible to its plished by the headquarters battery survey
battery area to facilitate operations. platoon. The battery survey platoons may be
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required to furnish one or more survey parties the sum of the initial circle setting
to assist in these operations. (the horizontal circle reading when

the instrument is pointed at the
52. Survey Control for Sound Ranging rear traverse station) and the com-

Microphones puted horizontal angle. As an ex-
ample, assume that the initial circle

a. The operations necessary to establish sur- ample, assume that the
vey control for sound ranging microphones de- setting iS 0000.151 mil and that the
pend on the type of sound base selected by the computed horizontal angle is 3,089.422
sound ranging personnel. When the micro-
phones are employed in an irregular base, the the horizontal circle is 3,089.573 mils
microphone positions are marked, either with a (0000.151 mi + 3,089.422 mils).
stake or with a microphone, by sound ranging (4) A rodman, guided by the instrument
personnel. The location of each irregular-base operator sighting through the tele-
microphone is determined in the manner used scope of his instrument, emplaces a
to locate any other survey station. When the range pole on the line of sight at a
microphones are employed in a regular base, distance approximately equal to the
the coordinates of each microphone are prede- computed distance to the microphone
termined on DA Form 6-2, using the distance position. The rodman paces the com-
between microphones and the azimuth of the puted distance to the microphone posi-
base, as furnished by sound ranging personnel tion; this serves as a check for large
(FM 6-122). Then, points are established on errors in taping ((5) below).
the ground at the location of the computed co-
ordinates by following the procedure in (1) puted distance from the tr e sta-

outed distance from the traverse sta-
~~~through (6) below. ~tion to the microphone position and

(1) A traverse is performed roughly places a hub at the microphone posi-
parallel to the line of the sound base, tion. To prevent errors, the front
following the best traverse route. A tapeman should give all taping pins
traverse station is established at a to the rear tapeman except those
point from which the microphone actually required to make the distance
position is visible. A traverse station measurement. If it is necessary to
is established for each microphone. break tape, the normal pin procedure

(2) The azimuth and distance from the should be followed (para 87). When
traverse station to the microphone the front tapeman has placed hip last
position are computed on DA Form pin in the ground, he should pull the
6-1 by using the coordinates of the tape forward a partial tape length
traverse station and the predeter- until the rear tapeman can hold the
mined coordinates of the microphone. proper graduation over the last tap-
The microphones must be located rela- ing pin (para 89). The front tapeman
tive to each other within a tolerance should then place the hub in the
of 0.5 meter. ground, at the point directly under

(3) The direction of the microphone posi- the zero graduation on the tape. The
tion is established by setting off on tapemen should then check their
the theodolite the horizontal angle, at work by taping the distance from the
the traverse station, from the rear hub back to the traverse station.
traverse station to the microphone
position. This angle is determined by (6) As an example of the method of es-
subtracting the azimuth to the rear tablishing the distance from the
traverse station from the azimuth to traverse station to the microphone
the microphone position. -The value position, assume this distance to be
that must be set on the horizontal 130.67 meters. This distance consists
circle of the theodolite is equal to of four full tape lengths and a partial
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tape length of 10.67 meters. The front establish the microphone position and compar-
tapeman gives seven taping pins to ing the measured direction with the computed
the rear tapeman and retains four direction with the computed direction to the
pins before starting the distance hub.
measurement. When the front tape- If d rangi
man has placed his fourth pin in the lished from a traverse based on assumed data
ground, he pulls the tape forward a for the starting station, the coordinates of thepartial tape length so that the rearpartial tape length so that the rear microphone positions must be converted to the

common grid when the correct grid data for
graduation directly over the last tap- the starting point become available. No change
ing pin. The front tapeman then in the ground location of the microphones is
places the hub in the ground under required.
the zero graduation on the tape.

b. The location of the microphone position 53. Survey Control for Flash Ranging
hub can be checked by using the hub as a Observation Posts
traverse station. It can also be checked by Flash ranging observation posts are located
measuring the direction to the hub from a in the same manner as observation posts for
traverse station other than the one used to field artillery battalions.
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CHAPTER 4

OTHER ARTILLERY UNIT SURVEYS

Section I. FIELD ARTILLERY GROUP SURVEYS
54. Field Artillery Group mander. If survey control has not been fur-

nished to the battalion group by the artilleryn. The field artillery group headquarters bat- headquarters with hich it is working, the
tery has no capability for performing survey commander of the battalion group directs the
operations. The battalions of the group are nor- survey officer of his battalion to establish amally furnished survey control by the artillery battalion group survey control point.
headquarters with which the group is working.
When survey has not been furnished by such
headquarters, the group commander may desig- 56. Field Artillery Missile Command,
nate one battalion to establish a group survey Air Transportable
control point. When heavy battalions of a group a. The survey requirement of the missile
are required to perform target area surveys, command, air transportable, consists of the lo-
the group commander usually designates one cation and orientation of the weapons and tar-
battalion to perform the target area surveys get locating installations of the command. The
for the entire group. firing element of the missile command is one

Honest John (Little John) battalion. The sur-
vey officer of the Honest John (Little John)(assistant S2) is also the group survey officer. battalion serves as the survey officer for the

During training, the group survey officer su- missile command. There are no survey person-
pervises the training of the survey personnel
of the battalions of the group. The group sur- missile command, air transportable.missile command, air transportable.vey officer coordinates the survey operations of
the battalions of the group. He verifies that b. The missile command, air transportable,
survey control points are provided by the next receives engineer survey support from the top-
higher survey echelon. He verifies, by frequent ographic engineer survey section of the organic
inspections, that the survey sections of the engineer combat company. The engineer sur-
group battalions perform survey operations vey personnel establish survey control points as
properly. Two enlisted survey specialists are required by the Honest John (Little John) bat-
assigned to group headquarters battery for the talion.
purpose of assisting the group survey officer
in carrying out his responsibilities. c. The Honest John (Little John) battalion

is authorized two 8-man survey parties to ex-
tend control to each of the four launchers. The
survey parties locate the launchers to fifth-

In addition to normal survey responsibilities, order accuracy and provide direction for ori-
the commander of a battalion group has survey entation of the launchers and wind measuring
responsibilities similar to those of a group corn- sets (windsets).

Section II. AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY SURVEYS
57. General be performed by or in support of air defense

a. Four major factors determine the type artillery (ADA units). These factors are the-
and the extent of survey operations which must (1) Type of mission assigned to the unit.
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(2) Availability of maps. known so that an early warning system can be
(3) Restrictions placed on air defense fire. established. When suitable maps are available,
(4) Fire distribution system being used. the relative locations of the weapons and obser-

vations posts are determined by map inspec-
b. When air defense artillery units are as- tion. When suitable maps are not available, the

signed air defense missions, they must be capa- relative locations can be established by limited
ble of transmitting, from one unit to another, rough survey as explained in FM 21-26.
information concerning the location of aircraft.
To transmit this information, the units must be b. When there are restricted areas, survey
located with respect to a common grid. When control is established to determine the relative
suitable maps are available, units can be lo- horizontal and vertical locations of each weap-
cated with respect to a common grid by map on and to provide an orienting line for each
inspection for both position and direction. weapon. Control is extended to each weapon
When suitable maps are not available, units from survey control points established within
must be located with respect to a common grid 1,000 meters of the position. Extension of con-
by extending control to each unit from control trol to the weapons must be performed to a pre-
points located on the grid. scribed accuracy of 1:500.

c. When air defense artillery units are as- c. When ADA AW battalions are required to
signed air defense missions and are restricted accomplish the surveys discussed in b above,
from firing in certain areas, they must be lo- the necessary survey support must be made
cated with respect to the grid on which the available from the sources outside the bat-
limits of the restricted areas are designated. talion.
Units must be located on the grid by extending
control to each fire unit from control points lo- 59. Acquisition Radars
cated on the grid. a. The location of each air defense artillery

d. When air defense artillery units are as- acquisition radar position must be established
signed field artillery type missions, their survey on the UTM (or UPS) grid for the zone. When
requirements are the same as those for field ar- suitable maps are available, the position can be
tillery units. located by scaling from a map, and direction

can be determined with a declinated aiming
e. Air defense artillery battalions normally circle.

do not have the capability of performing sur-
vey. Control must be extended by an agency b. When suitable maps are not available, the
having suitable survey equipment and trained horizontal and vertical locations of each acqui-
survey personnel. Arrangements should be sition radar are determined and a line of
made for the nearest engineer or artillery unit known direction established by extending con-
capable of providing the control to perform the trol from a control point on the UTM (or UPS)
necessary survey operations. When employed in grid for the zone by survey operations executed
a corps area, coordination for extending survey.
control to air defense artillery units should be
made through the corps artillery survey officer.

60. Air Defense Artillery Battalions

58. Surveys for Air Defense Artillery a. Nike-Hercules. The location of each target
Automatic Weapons Battalions Not tracking radar of air defense artillery bat-
Equipped With Electronic Fire Control talions, Nike-Hercules, must be established on

the UTM (or UPS) grid for the zone. Thea. Unless there are restricted areas, survey
control is not required for air defense artillery altitude above mean sea level and a line of
automatic weapons (ADA AW) battalions not known direction for each target tracking radar
equipped with electronic fire.control systems. must also be established. Location and altitude
However, the relative locations of weapons and above mean sea level must be established to an
early warning observation posts must be accuracy of artillery fifth-order survey, and the
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line of direction to plus or minus one minute technical manuals; the accuracy required to
of arc (0.3 mil). Survey operations may be launching sections is 1:500.
performed by engineer or artillery units
possessing the necessary capability. Temporary b.Hawk. Directional control for Hawk bat-
survey control may be established by scaling taons may be established by scaling from a
from a map, when suitable maps are available,
and by using a declinated aiming circle. How- by using a declinated aiming circle
ever, the accuracy thus obtained is adequate
only for the surface-to-air mission and is ac- 61- Air Defense Artillery Fire Distribution
ceptable only as a matter of expediency. Exten- Systems
sion of survey from the target tracking radars The location of each fire distribution system
to other battery radars and to the launching must be established on the UTM (or UPS) grid
sections is performed by battery personnel for the zone. Survey operations may be per-
using organic equipment. The accuracy re- formed by engineer or artillery units possess-
quired for this survey extension to other bat- ing the necessary capability. An accuracy of
tery radars is prescribed in equipment artillery fifth-order survey is required.
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CHAPTER 5

SURVEY PLANNING

Section I. GENERAL

62. Survey Missions b. Mission. The overall mission of the unit
as well as the survey mission will affect sur-
vey planning. The survey officer, in his plan-personnel is to provide accurate and timely sur-

vey information and control to artillery units nlng, must be aware of the general situation
and installations. Successful accomplishment of as well as the details.
this mission requires careful preparation and c. Installations That Require Survey Con-
the formulation of a survey plan which is as trol. The number and locations of installations
complete as possible. that receive survey control will be determined

by the time and personnel available. The sur-
b. The specific mission of artillery survey vey operations necessary to locate a small

personnel for any survey operation is con- number of widely scattered installations will
tained in orders and instructions issued by the often require more time and/or personnel than
organization commander. These orders and in- would be required for a large number of
structions are contained in the unit SOP, opera- closely grouped installations. In the survey
tions orders, and training directives. plan, tasks should be allocated so that the

c. After the commander has issued orders various parties executing the survey will com-
and/or instructions which require the execu- plete their tasks at approximately the same
tion of survey operations, the survey officer time. This might require, for example, the use
must plan the operations and issue necessary of two parties to establish control for one in-
instructions to survey personnel to execute the stallation located at a considerable distance
assigned mission. from the starting point while one party estab-

lishes control for three installations located
relatively close to the starting point.

63. Factors Affecting Survey Planning
d. Amount of Survey Control Available.The artillery survey officer must consider

More extensive survey operations are requiredmany factors in formulating the plan by which
the survey mission is to be accomplished. The in areas where limited survey control exists
factors which affect survey planning cannot than are required in areas where survey con-
be considered independently because each is re- trol is dense.
lated to the others. e. Number and Status of Training of Per-

sonnel. Sufficient trained personnel must be
a. Tactical Situation. The survey planner available to perform the required survey in the

must consider both the enemy and friendly
situations as they affect survey operations. He on the use of methods which are completely
must consider the enemy's capability to inter- familia to all personnel.
fere with or restrict survey operations. He
must consider the locations of friendly ele- f. Time. The time allotted for survey will in-
ments and their missions. He must consider fluence not only the choice of methods to be
any restrictions that the situation places on used but also the amount and type of control
travel and/or communication. which can be extended.
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g. Terrain. The survey officer should be so commander or indicated by the tactical situa-
familiar with the effects of various types of tion must be considered in developing the sur-
terrain on survey operations that he can vey plan.
promptly and properly assess the time and per-
sonnel required for a particular operation. 64. Essentials of a Good Survey Plan

h. Weather. Bad weather may eliminate or In formulating the survey plan, the survey
greatly reduce the capability of survey parties. officer should remember and strive to meet cer-
Fog, rain, snow, or dust can reduce visibility tain essentials. The survey plan must-
to the extent that observations through an in-
strument are impossible. Heavy rain or snow a. Be Simple. The plan must be understood
can make fieldwork impossible. Extreme heat by all personnel.
or cold can reduce the efficiency of a party to b. Be Timely. The plan must be capable of
the extent that the time necessary to finish a execution in the time allotted.
phase must be considerably increased. Trilat-
eration can often be conducted when weather c. Be Flexible. The plan must be capable of
conditions prevent the use of other methods being changed if the situation warrants a
of survey. change.

i. Availability of Special Survey Equipment. d. Be Adaptable. The plan must be adaptable
Consideration must be given to the availability to the terrain, situation, personnel available,
and operational readiness of such special equip- etc.
ment as the Tellurometer, the DME, and the
azimuth gyro. The presence or lack of such e. Provide for Checks. Whenever possible,
equipment can greatly affect the time and work the plan must provide for checks; i.e., closed
required for a survey operation. In addition, surveys, alternate bases, and checks made by
the proper use of special techniques, such as each member of the party.
simultaneous observation, can materially af- Provide Required Control. The plan must
fect the accomplishment of the survey mission. rovide survey control with the required accu-provide survey control with the required accu-

j. Priority. Priorities established by the racy to all installations which require survey.

Section II. STEPS IN SURVEY PLANNING

65. General 67. Map Reconnaissance
The steps in survey planning are gathering A map reconnaissance is performed by using

information, making a map reconnaissance and any suitable map or map substitute. The first
a ground reconnaissance, and formulating a step in making a map reconnaissance is to plot
survey plan. These steps are discussed in para- the installations requiring control on the map.
graphs 66 through 69. The survey officer then evaluates the factors af-

fecting the survey plan and-
66. Gathering Information a. Makes a tentative choice of survey meth-

The survey officer must gather all possible ods, based on the terrain shown on the map.
information which might influence his plan.
The factors affecting survey planning outlined b. Determines whether the survey mission
in paragraph 64 will indicate what informa- can be accomplished in the allotted time with
tion is needed. The information can be obtained the personnel available. If the mission cannot
from the commander's briefing, from members be accomplished in the allotted time, he makes
of the staff, from other survey sources, from appropriate recommendations to his comman-
personal observation and from his own knowl- der. For example, he can recommend that addi-
edge of, and experience with, his men and tional survey personnel be made available, that
equipment. the time allotted for survey be increased, and/
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or that certain installations be given a low pri- A general ground reconnaissance can be per-
ority. formed by motor vehicle, aircraft, or other

means, but a detailed ground reconnaissance
c. Makes a tentative survey plan, noting the should be performed on foot if time permits. If

critical areas which will require detailed no suitable map or map substitute is available,
ground reconnaissance. the survey officer must take the action indi-

d. Issues the necessary warning order to the cated in paragraph 67 after performing the
survey personnel. general ground reconnaissance but before per-

forming a detailed ground reconnaissance.

68. Ground Reconaissance 69. Formulation of the Survey Plan

The survey officer makes as complete a re- On completion of the ground reconnaissance
connaissance of the ground as time permits. He and after considering all of the factors and in-
makes a detailed reconnaissance of those criti- formation at his disposal, the survey officer
cal areas noted during the map reconnaissance. modifies his tentative plan.

Section III. THE SURVEY ORDER

70. General 72. Changes to the Survey Order
The survey plan becomes a survey order The survey officer closely supervises the

when specific instructions are given to each work of the survey parties to insure that the
survey party. The survey order contains those order is properly executed and to detect any
instructions which are not covered by the situation that may necessitate changes in the
standing operating procedure and which are survey plan. If it becomes necessary to change
not general information but are necessary for the plan of survey, he issues appropriate in-
the efficient accomplishment of the survey mis- structions to the party chief(s) concerned.

sion. 73. Execution of the Survey Order

71. Sequence in Which Survey Order Is Each chief of survey party plans the detailed
Issued operations of his party. His planning is similar

to that of the survey officer. The mission of his
The survey order may be issued by radio, party is contained in the instructions issued by

wire, or both. The survey order is issued in the the survey officer. The survey plan prepared
five-paragraph sequence of an operation order, and issued by the chief of party contains those
as follows: items from the survey officer's order which his

personnel must know to acconiplish the survey
1. SITUoperations) it affects thesurvey mission and any additional instructions which

may be necessary. The chief of party supervises
a. Enemy forces, the operations of his party and issues addi-
b. Friendly forces. tional instructions as necessary throughout the
c. Attachments and detachments. conduct of the survey. Whenever it becomes im-

2. MISSION (survey) practicable to comply with the instructions re-
ceived from the survey officer, the chief of

3. EXECUTION party reports this fact to the survey officer or
a. Concept of survey operations. chief surveyor if either is immediately avail-
b. Detailed instructions to each party. able. If neither is immediately available, the
c. Instructions for more than one party. chief of party changes his survey plan as neces-

4. ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS sary to accomplish that portion of the unit's
survey mission for which he is responsible. As

5. COMMAND AND SIGNAL (location of the first opportunity, he reports the action
survey officer) which he has taken to the survey officer.
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Section IV. STANDING OPERATING PROCEDURE

74. General not be restated in the survey order. For exam-
a. A standing operating procedure (SOP) is ple, if the battalion SOP prescribes the size of

distance angles for triangulation, this informa-a set of instructions setting forth the proce-
dures to be followed for those phases of opera- ton need not be included in the survey order.

tion which the commander desires to make However, inclusion of this information in the
SOP would not preclude the survey officer fromroutine. The SOP sets down the regular proce-

dures that are to be followed in the absence of restating it in the survey order for emphasis.
specific instructions. b. Simplify and Perfect the Training of Sur-

b. The SOP of a battalion (separate battery) vey Personnel. Establishment of standard pro-
or higher artillery headquarters should contain cedures for survey operations in a unit insures
a section on survey. The SOP for each echelon uniform training and minimizes the need for
must conform to the SOP of the next higher special instruction.
echelon. Therefore the survey portion of the c. Promote Understanding and Teamwork.
SOP at each artillery echelon should contain In those units which have more than one survey
only those survey procedures which the com- party, the establishment of standard proce-
mander desires to make standard throughout dures insures uniform performance of survey
his command. Survey items which the comman- operations and minimizes the time and effort
der desires to make standard only for the sur- required for coordination.
vey unit or section of his headquarters should
be contained in the SOP for that particular unit d. Facilitate and Expedite Survey Opera-
or section. tions and To Minimize Confusion and Errors.

When personnel become familiar with, and em-
75. Purposes of Survey Section SOP ploy, standard signals, techniques, and proce-

dures, they will accomplish their tasks in a
The purposes of the survey section SOP are minimum amount of time. Furthermore, the

to- use of standard procedures reduces confusion
a. Simplify the Transmission of the Survey and eliminates many errors, which, in turn,

Order. Instructions included in an SOP need speeds up survey operations.
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PART TWO

POSITION DETERMINATION

CHAPTER 6

DISTANCE DETERMINATION

Section I. HORIZONTAL TAPING
76. Tapes and Accessories oiled by running it through an oily rag as it is

being reeled in. The tape should be loosely
wound on its reel when not in use. In windingequipped with 30-meter steel tapes for making

linear measurements (taping). These tapes are the tape o the reel, the tapeman should insert
graduated on one side only, in meters, deci- the end of the tape with the 30-meter gradua-
meters (0.1 meter), and centimeters (0.01 tions into the reel and wind the tape so that themeters (0.1 meter), and centimeters (0.01
meter), with the first decimeter graduated in numbers are facing the axle of the reel.
millimeters (0.001 meter). There is a blank
space at each end of the tape. A reel and two 78. Repair of Broken Tape
leather thongs are furnished with each tape. a. A broken tape can be repaired by fitting a

b. In addition to a tape, each taping team sheet metal sleeve, coated on the inside with
should be equipped with 2 plumb bobs, 1 pin solder and flux, over the broken ends of the
and plumb bob holder, 1 clamping handle, 1 set tape. The sleeve is hammered down tightly, and
of 11 taping pins, 1 hand level, 1 tension han- heat is applied to the sleeve to cause the solder
die, 2 leather thongs, 2 notebooks, and 2 pen- to securely bind the broken ends of the tape
cils (fig. 9). within the sleeve. An ordinary match may be

used to heat the solder.

77. Care of Steel Tapes b. The repaired section of the tape must be
checked with another section of the tape to in-a. Steel tapes are accurate surveying instru-

ments and must be handled with care. Although sure that the ends of the tape were joined and
steel tapes are of durable construction, they that the tape still gives a true measurement
can be easily damaged through improper care
and use. 79. Horizontal Taping, General

b. When a steel tape is being used, it should a. The method of taping used in artillery
be completely removed from its reel and kept surveys is known as horizontal taping. In this
straight to prevent its being kinked or broken. method, all measurements are made with the
The tape should never be pulled around an ob- tape held horizontally. The point from which
ject that will cause a sharp turn in the tape. the distance is to be measured is the rear sta-
Care should be taken to avoid jerking or step- tion. The point to which the distance is to be
ping on the tape or allowing vehicles to run measured is the forward station. The distance
over it. A loop in the tape may cause the tape between stations is usually several times
to kink or break when tension is applied. Be- greater than a full tape length. The taping
fore applying tension, the tapemen should in- team, starting at the rear station, determines
sure that there are no loops in the tape. the distance by measuring successive full tape

lengths until the distance remaining is less
c. The tape should be wiped clean and dry than a full tape length. This length is then

and oiled lightly after each use. The tape is measured. The distance between stations is de-
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Figure 9. Taping equipment.

termined by multiplying the number of tape session. The pin given to the rear tapeman rep-
lengths by the length of the tape and adding the resents the first full tape length. The front
partial tape length. tapeman moves toward the forward station

with the zero end of the tape.
b. A taping team consists of two men-a

front tapeman and a rear tapeman. The rear b. As the end of the tape reaches the rear
tapeman commands the taping team. The rear station, the front tapeman stops, either on his
tapeman determines and reports the distance count of paces or on the command TAPE given
measurement; the front tapeman independently by the rear tapeman. The rear tapeman sights
checks the distance measurement. Additional toward the forward station and signals the di-
personnel are required for taping at night rection that the front tapeman should move to
(para 92). aline the tape, first with the forward station

and then in an estimated horizontal plane. The
80. Measuring First Full Tape Length tape must be alined within 0.5 meter of the line

The first full tape length is measured using of sight from one station to the succeeding sta-
the following procedures: tion and within 0.5 meter of the horizontal

a. The front tapeman gives 1 taping pin to plane.
the rear tapeman, keeping 10 pins in his pos- c. Each tapeman places a leather thong on
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his wrist and the plumb bob cord on the proper 82. Moving Forward
graduation on the end of the tape. The rear a. The front tapeman should select a land-
tapeman alines his plumb bob roughly over the mark (rock, bush, etc.) in line with the for-
rear station and commands PULL, and the ward station. In moving forward, the front
tapemen exert a pull of 25 pounds on the tape. tapeman should keep his eyes on the line to the

d. After the tapemen have properly alined forward station and should not look back. He
and applied tension to the tape, the rear tape- should determine the number of paces to the
man places his plumb bob exactly over the rear tape length so that he can stop without being
station and commands STICK. At this com- signaled when he has moved forward a tape
mand, the front tapeman drops his plumb bob length.
and then marks the point of impact with a b. By.moving forward at a point 2 or 3
taping pin. When the pin has been placed meters in front of the rear end of the tape, the
firmly in the ground, the front tapeman re- rear tapeman can usually locate the taping pin
ports STUCK, which instructs the rear tape- by the time the front tapeman has stopped.
man to move forward to measure the next tape
length. c. When there is an instrument used at either

the forward or the rear station, the tapemen
e. When a team is taping on gently sloping must remain clear of the line of sight.

ground void of brush and tall grass, the plumb
bob need not be used at the uphill end of the 83. Tape Alinement
tape. The end of the tape may be held immedi-

ately adjacent to the taping pin The tapemen must carefully aline the tape.ately adjacent to the taping pin. The maximum allowable error in both hori-
zontal and vertical alinement is one-half meter

81. Measuring Succeeding Full Tape Lengths for a full 30-meter tape length. The tapemen

Succeeding full tape lengths are measured as aline the tape with the stations which estab-
discussed in paragraph 80, except as follows: lish the line by sighting along the tape toward

the stations at each end of the line (fig. 10).
a. The front tapeman should obtain his ap- The tapemen then level the tape horizontally

proximate horizontal alinement by sighting by holding it parallel to an estimated hori-
back along the tape toward the rear station, zontal plane. If difficulty is encountered in
moving right or left until the tape is approxi- keeping the tape level in rough terrain, then
mately on line. Final alinement usually is made the hand level should be used. To use the hand
as directed by the rear tapeman. However, if level to establish a horizontal plane, the down-
the rear tapeman cannot see the forward sta- slope tapeman-
tion, final alinement is made either by the front
tapeman sighting back on the rear station or a. Sights through the level at the upslope
by the rear tapeman through the use of pre- tapeman.
viously selected reference points in alinement b. Raises or lowers the objective end of the
with the forward station. The instrument op- hand level until the image of the level bubble is
erator, if available, may assist in this aline- centered on the center horizontal crossline.
ment.

ec. Determines the point on the upslope tape-
b. The rear tapeman should place his plumb man which is level with his eye. This estab-

bob exactly over the point at which the taping lishes the horizontal plane.
pin enters the ground. d. Instructs the upslope tapeman how to hold

c. The rear tapeman pulls the taping pin his end of the tape so that the tape will be
from the ground before moving forward to the parallel to the established horizontal plane. The
next pin position. If a taping pin is lost during downslope tapeman must hold the tape no
the measurement of the distance, the tapenman higher than his armpits.

Note. The tapeman should check the accuracy of the
must tape the entire distance again, rather than bubble of the hand level when it is first used each day
complete the taping from a recovered pin hole. This is accomplished by having the upslope tapemad
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Figure 10. Tape alinement.

use the hand level to sight on the downslope tapeman b. The clamping handle is used to hold the
to verify the established horizontal plane. tape at any point other than a tape end. In

order to avoid kinking the tape, the tapeman
84. Applying Tension to Tape should hold the clamping handle ?with the index

The tapeman must apply 25 pounds tension and middle fingers. Normally, the handle will
(pull) to each full or partial tape length. clamp as tension is applied to the tape. If addi-

a. The tapeman should apply tension to the tional pressure is required, it is applied to the
tape by using the leg muscles and the large outside of the finger grips by using the thumb
muscles of the back. To do this, the tapeman and ring finger.
faces across the tape with his shoulders parallel c. The tension handle (a scale which meas-
to the length of the tape, passes the hand of ures tension in pounds) should be used by the
the arm which is away from the other tapeman front tapeman until both tapemen become ac-
through a loop in the thong, and places the el- customed to the "feel" of 25 pounds tension.
bow of that arm tight against some part of his
body (fig. 11). When the tapeman is standing,
he applies tension by bending the knee which is 85. Use of Plumb Bobs
away from the other tapeman, causing the The tapemen use plumb bobs to project
weight of the body to push against the arm points on the tape to the ground. Each tapeman
holding the tape. When the tapeman is kneel- holds the plumb bob cord on the proper tape
ing, he applies tension by pushing the knee graduation with the thumb of one hand on the
which is away from the other tapeman against cord and the forefinger of that hand beneath
ithe arm holding the tape. the tape (fig. 11). After alining the tape and
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Figure 11. Applying tension to a tape.

applying tension to it, each tapeman lowers the point struck by the tip of the plumb bob by
plumb bob by letting the cord slip across the sticking the pin into the ground at exactly that
tape until the tip of the plumb bob is approxi- point. The shaft of the pin should be placed at
mately one-fourth inch above the desired point. an angle of about 450 with the ground and per-
Swinging of the plumb bob is eliminated by pendicular to the length of the tape. When mov-
gently lowering the tape until the plumb bob tip ing forward, the tapemen should not pull the
touches the ground and then slowly raising it. tape through the loop of the taping pin. When

taping over a hard surface, it may be necessary
a. The rear tapeman uses his plumb bob to to mark the point struck by the plumb bob in an

position his end of the tape directly over the identifiable fashion (point of taping pin or pen-
point from which each tape length is measured. cil). The point of the pin should be laid at the

b. The front taperman establishes the point point struck by the plumb bob, perpendicular
on the ground to which each length is measured to the line of direction of the tape.
by dropping his plumb bob. After establishing
the point with the plumb bob, the front tape- 87. Breaking Tape
man marks the point with a taping pin. The When the tape cannot be alined within one-
rear tapeman can locate each pin more readily half meter of a horizontal plane because of the
if the front tapeman clears the ground of grass, slope of the ground, the tapemen use a special
leaves, etc. or kicks a groove in the ground. procedure known as breaking tape (fig. 12). The

procedure for breaking tape is as follows:
86. Use of Taping Pins a. The front tapeman pulls the tape forward

The tapemen must use the taping pins to a full tape length, drops it approximately on
mark points on the ground for each full or par- line, and then comes back along the tape until
tial tape length. The front tapeman marks the he reaches a point at which the tape, when held
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Figure 12. Breaking tape.

level, would be no higher than the armpits of which is 10 full tape lengths from the rear sta-
the downslope tapeman. At this point, the front tion. The front tapeman waits at the last pin
tapeman selects any convenient full meter grad- position until the rear tapeman comes forward.
uation. The tapemen then measure the partial 1b. Both tapemen count the pins to verify that
tape length, applying the full 25-pound tension ground;

none have been lost. (One pin is in the ground;to the tape. Clamping handles are used at anyto the tapet Clamping handles are used at any 10 pins should be in the possession of the rearholding point between ends of the tape.
tapeman.)

b. After he has placed the taping pin, the c. The rear tapeman gives the front tapeman
front tapeman waits until the rear tapeman the 10 ins
comes forward. The front tapeman tells the
rear tapeman which full meter graduation was d. Both tapemen record 10 tape lengths and
used, e.g., HOLDING 25. The rear tapeman re- then continue taping.
peats HOLDING 25. The front tapeman re-
ceives a pin from the rear tapeman and moves 89. Measuring Partial Tape Lengths
forward, repeating this procedure until the zero
mark on the tape is reached. To measure the partial tape length between

the forward station and the taping pin repre-
c. When holding a point on the tape other senting the last full tape length, the tapemen

than the zero graduation, the front tapeman use the following procedure:
must receive a pin from the rear tapetman be- a. The front tapeman moves to the forward
fore moving forward. station and places the plumb bob cord on the

zero graduation of the tape. The rear tapeman
88. Measuring Distances in Excess of moves forward along the tape to the taping pin.

10 Tape Lengths b. If slack is needed, the front tapeman com-

To measure a distance longer than 10 full mands SLACK and the rear tapeman allows the
tape lengths, the tapemen use the procedures tape to move forward. When the front tapeman
discussed in paragraphs 80 through 87 except is ready, he commands PULL and the tapemen
as follows: exert a pull of 25 pounds on the tape. To exert

this pull, the rear tapeman uses, a clamping
a. When the front tapeman has set his last handle to hold the tape. As tension is applied to

pin in the ground, he has established a point the tape, the rear tapeman slides his plumb bob
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cord along the tape until the plumb bob is ex- marking the half tape length represents one full
actly over the pin. tape length plus 15 meters. After the starting

station is established a half tape length from
c. When the zero graduation is exactly over the rear station the taping procedures are the

the forward station, the front tapeman com- same as those disssed in paragraphs 80
mands READ. The rear tapeman reads the through 90, except that each tapeman adds 15
graduation marked by his plumb bob cord and meters to the distance mea n This pro-
announces the measurement of the partial tape
length to the nearest 0.01 meter. ing pins in the same hole.

d. The front tapeman repeats the reading
aloud, and both tapemen record the measure- 92. Taping at Night
ment. Daytime taping methods may be used at night

with certain modifications. A piece of white
90. Taping at an Occupied Station cloth should be tied to each end of the tape to

When a taping team is making a measure- assist the tapemen in following and locating
ment at a station occupied by an instrument, the tape. Three men should be added to each
the tapeman at the station must be careful not taping team. One man accompanies each tape-
to disturb the instrument. If a plumb bob is man as a light holder; the third man marks the
used with the instrument, the tapeman can taping pin. When the rear tapeman comes to the
make his measurement at the plumb bob cord taping pin, the third man walks the length of
of the instrument. the tape, freeing it from any obstructions. This

procedure is repeated for each full or partial
91. Use of Two Taping Teams tape length. The light holders must observe se-

curity precautions when using their lights.When two taping teams are used to measure
the distance between two stations, one taping
team uses a pin to establish a starting station
a half tape length (15 meters) from the rear The tapemen determine and check the dis-
station. In this case, the front tapeman does not tance measurement (fig. 13), using the follow-
give a pin to the rear tapeman. The taping pin ing procedures:

13.74 METERS
BREAKING

TAPE rSi

PIN I PIN 2 I

PIN 3
PIN 4

PN4
PIN6

REAR TAPEMAN FRONT TAPEMAN

6 X 30= 180.00 10-4 = 6
+ 13.74 6X 30.00 = 180.00

+ 13.74193. 74
193.74

Figure 13. Determining taped distance.
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a. Each tapeman counts the number of pins measurement to the recorder for entry in the
in his possession. (The pin in the ground at the field notebook.
last full tape length is not counted.) 94. Comparative Accuracy for Double-Taped

b. The rear tapeman determines the distance Distances
measurement by multiplying the length of the a. When the distance between two stations
tape (30 meters) by the number of full tape has been determined by double-taping, the two
lengths measured and adding the partial length measurements are compared and the compara-
read from the tape. (The number of full tape tive accuracy for the two measurements is de-
lengths measured is equal to 10 for each ex- termined. Comparative accuracy is expressed
change of pins plus the number of taping pins as a ratio between the difference in the meas-
in his possession.) urements and the mean of the measurements.

c. The front tapeman independently checks The ratio is expressed with a numerator of 1;
the distance measurement by multiplying the e.g., 1/1,000 or 1:1,000. The denominator is de-
length of the tape by the number of full tape termined by dividing the mean of the measure-
lengths measured and adding the partial tape ments by the difference in the measure-
length. (The number of full tape lengths meas- ments After computing the comparative
ured is equal to 10 for each exchange of pins accuracy, the denominator of the fraction is al-

ways reduced to the next lower hundred.plues the difference between 10 and the numbe ways reduced to the next lower hundred.
b. The following example illustrates the com-

putation of a comparative accuracy for a dis-
d. The rear tapeman reports the distance tance measurement:

Distance measurement by taping team 1 = 375.84 meters

Distance measurement by taping team 2 = 357.76 meters

Difference between measurements = 0.08 meter

Mean of the measurements = 357.80 meters

difference 0.08 0.08 ± 0.08
Comparative accuracy = -- -- =

mean 357.80 357.80 + 0.08

1 1 1
-- or--

357.80 - 0.08 4472 4400

c. When the double-taped distance does not a. Traverse.
meet the required comparative accuracy, the (1) 1:500-single-taped; checked by pac-
distance must be taped a third time. The ing.
third measurement is then compared with each
of the first two measurements to determine if (2) Fifth-order (1:1,000)-single-taped;
a satisfactory comparative accuracy can be checked by pacing.
achieved with one or the other. The unsatis- (3) Fourth-order (1:3,000)-double-taped
factory distance is then discarded. to a comparative accuracy of 1:5,000.

b. Triangulation, Intersection, and Resection.
95. Taping Techniques and Specifications ' X

To achieve the various degrees of aaccurac accuracy of 13,000parativ
in survey, distances must be determined ac-
curately to within certain specifications, de- (2) Fifth-order (1:1,000) -double-taped
pending on the method of survey used. Taping to a comparative accuracy of 1:3,000.
techniques and prescribed accuracies for the (3) Fourth-order (1:3,000)-double-taped
different methods of survey are as follows: to a comparative accuracy of 1:7,000.
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96. Errors in Horizontal Taping c. Systematic errors can be due to improper
repair of the tape (repaired too long or tooHorizontal taping errors fall into three cate- repair of the tape (repaired too long or too

gories, as follows: short), causing taped distances to be longer or
shorter than their true distances.

a. Systematic errors.
98. Accidental Errorsb. Accidental errors.

Accidental errors are errors which may ac-
cumulate in either direction. Accidental errors
are usually minor errors. The principal acci-

97. Systematic Errors dental error encountered in taping is caused by
Systematic errors are errors which accumu- small errors in plumbing. Tapemen should be

late in the same direction. careful in plumbing over points, and when
taping in strong winds they must be especiallya. The systematic errors encountered in hori- taping in strong winds they must be especiallycareful to minimize swinging of the plumb bobzontal taping cause distances to be measured cord. This can be accomplished by keein thecord. This can be accomplished by keeping thelonger or shorter than their true lengths. The plumb bob close to the ground.

principal causes of systematic errors are-
(1) Failure to aline the tape properly. 99. Errors Caused by Blunders
(2) Failure to apply sufficient tension to Blunders are major errors made by person-

the tape. nel.
(3) Kinks in the tape, a. The principal blunders made by tapemen

b. Systematic errors can be eliminated or are-
minimized by strict adherence to proper proce- (1) An incorrect exchange in taping pins.
dures and techniques. Tapemen should be (2) An error in reading the tape.
especially attentive to keeping the tape hori- (3) An omission of the half tape length
zontal when taping on a slope and should break when double-taping with two teams.
tape when necessary. They should avoid the
tendency to hold the tape parallel to the slope.
When taping in strong winds, tapemen must b. Blunders can be detected and eliminated
be especially careful to apply the proper ten- by strict adherence to proper procedures and
sion to the tape. Tapes should be checked fre- by adoption of a system of checks; e.g., by
quently for kinks. One of the chief causes for double-taping, by pacing each taped distance,
kinked tapes is improper use of the clamping and, in some cases, by plotting the grid coor-
handle. dinates of the stations on a large-scale map.

Section II. TELLUROMETER MRA 1/CW/MV

100. General ing the loop transit time of radio microwaves
from the master unit to the remote unit and

measuring device issued to artillery units re- back and converting one-half of this loop tran-measuring device issued to artillery units re-
quired to perform fourth-order survey (fig 14) sit time to distance. Optical line of sight is notquired to perform fourth-order survey (fig. 14). required, but electrical line of sight betweenThe Tellurometer system consists basically of required, but electrical e of sight betweenthe instruments is required. The minimumone master and two remote units. The major range capability of the equipment is 152

components for both the master and remote meters, and the maximum capability is 64,000
units are described in paragraph 101. Addi- meters (40 miles). Approximately 30 minutes
tional items used to complete a Tellurometer is required to measure and compute a distance
measurement include the altimeter (when sta- regardless of the length of the measurement.
tions are not intervisible), Tellurometer field A distance can be measured during daylight or
record and computations forms, and logarith- darkness and through fog, dust, or rain. A dis-
mic tables. Distance is determined by measur- tance measured with the Tellurometer is used
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and communication systems. A luggage-type
handle facilitates carrying the instrument
when it is removed from its case. The hinged
door in the lower left corner of the control
panel (figs. 15 and 16) opens into a compart-

em' _L r ment in which the radiotelephone handset is
stored. A cathode-ray tube (CRT) visor (fig.
14) is mounted over the CRT scope to shut
out light and make scope presentations more
clearly visible.

rb. The carrying case (fig. 14) is a light-
::/ Aweight, metal alloy, top-opening container. The

lid is provided with a sponge rubber seal for
protection against moisture. The case meas-
ures approximately 18 pounds; it is fitted with

i/ / V~j;a luggage-type handle for carrying. The case
s s/ ?X+ also has a backstrap device which permits the

operator to carry it on his back. The case is
fitted to hold the instrument (master or re-

5,g,-~,i ~ re/~ mote) in place, and compartments are provided
in the case for spare parts, the CRT visor, a
plumb bob, a plastic rain cover, and a con-
tainer of silica gel.

c. The universal tripod is issued with the
Tellurometer; this tripod is interchangeable
with the tripod used with the T16 and T2
theodolites.

d. Three different power sources may be used
with the Tellurometer. A 12-volt, 40-ampere-
hour battery or a 24-volt, 20-ampere-hour bat-
tery system may be cabled directly to a built-in

Figure 14. Tellurometer station with operating powerpack (figs. 15 and 16). In addition, either
equipment and carrying case.

a 115-volt, 60-cycle power supply or a 230-volt,
50-cycle power supply can be utilized by means

in computations in the same manner as a taped of a mains converter (external powerpack). A
distance. fully charged battery will permit 4 to 6 hours of

continuous operation. An 18-foot cable is pro-
101. Description of Components vided so that the built-in powerpack can be con-

a. The master unit and the remote units are nected to a vehicle battery for 24-volt operation.
similar in appearance (figs. 15, 16, and 17) but e. The spare parts kit consists of a small
neither the master nor the remote unit can be metal box containing tubes, regulators, lamps,
operated in a dual role because of the internal and fuzes. A list of these spare parts is provided
characteristics. The units have the same ex-
ternal dimensions (approximately 19 by 9 by
17 inches) and each weighs 27 pounds. Both f. Additional accessories include a harness
units have parabolic reflectors, which are (backstraps) and pack, a CRT visor, a plastic
shown in the operating position in figure 17. rain cover, a screwdriver, a nonmetallic screw-
The mirror surface of the reflectors radiates driver, two power supply cables, an external
the received signal to the dipole. The dipole powerpack, a handbook (Operation and Main-
contains the transmitting and receiving an- tenance), and the Preliminary Maintenance
tennas. Both units have identical built-in aerial Support Manual.
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Figure 15. Control panel, master unit.

g. A surveying altimeter, issued as a separate entered on DA Form 5-139, Field Record and
TOE line item, should be available with each Computations-Tellurometer. The computa-
master and remote unit for the determination of tions for determining sea level distance are also
difference in height when it is not possible to accomplished on this form. The completed form,
measure the vertical angle between the master with field records and computations, should be
and remote units with a theodolite. The verti- filed with the associated survey computation.
cal angle or difference in height is necessary to
convert the slope distance measured with the 103. Principles of Operation
Tellurometer to horizontal distance.

a. When the Tellurometer system is used to
102. Notekeeping perform a distance measurement, one master

102· Notekeeping unit and one remote unit must occupy opposite
Field notes of the Tellurometer survey are ends of the line to be measured. A continuous
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Figure 16. Control panel, remote unit.

radio wave of 10-centimeter (cm) wavelength waves, is indicated on the circular sweep of the
(3,000 megacycles) is radiated from the master master unit cathode-ray tube (CRT) in the
unit. This radio wave is modulated by what is form of a small break, which marks the phase
referred to as pattern frequency. The modulated on a circular scale (fig. 18). The CRT circular
wave is received at the remote unit and reradi- scale is divided into 10 major and 100 minor
ated from its transmitting system to the master graduations. The leading edge of the break in
unit. the circular sweep is read clockwise to the

b. At the master unit, the return wave is smallest minor graduation. The transit time,
compared with the transmitted wave, and the the time required by the wave to travel from
phase comparison, or the difference in the two the master unit to the remote unit and back, is
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Figure 17. Side views of master and remote units.

determined from a series of readings on the the measurement of angles with the theodolite,
cathode-ray tube of the master unit. the proper selection of stations for the theodo-

lite will provide line of sight for the Tellu-

104. Selection of Stations rometer. The best site for a Tellurometer sta-
tion is on top of a high peak; however, the fol-

The optical line of sight between stations lowing factors must also be considered because
must be clear, or very nearly so, for a Tellu- of the effects caused by the reflection of micro-
rometer measurement; however, visibility is waveswaves:
not absolutely essential. This condition is re-
ferred to as electrical line of sight. Large ter- a. The ground between the two stations
rain features, such as hills, will block the line should be broken and, preferably, covered with
of site. The Tellurometer is used primarily in trees and vegetation to absorb ground waves
traverse, in which a theodolite is used to meas- and prevent them from interfering with the
ure angles. Since line of sight is necessary for direct signal.
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Figure 18. Cathode-ray tube pattern reading.

b. When possible, the ground should slope lishing a satisfactory cathode-ray tube presen-
gradually away from each instrument. tation; the operating controls, used during the

measurement; the monitoring controls, used to
check circuit operation; and the preset controls,

made over highly reflective surfaces, such as ch normally require no adjustment. Each of
smooth areas, desert sands, and water. Figure these functional groups includes a number of
19 illustrates the effect of the reflection of individual controls.individual controls.
microwaves from water. An error, sometimes
referred to as ground swing, is caused when a. Setting Up Controls.
the Tellurometer receives both the direct wave
and the reflected wave. Some of the error is re- hT (HIGH VOLTAGE) switches are
moved by the method of observing. The mean
of the four fine readings, each at a different used to apply power to the master and
cavity tune setting, removes a part of the swing remote units after they have been
error. cabled to a power source. These

switches are located in the lower por-
d. The instruments should be set well back tion of the control panel on the units.

from the edge of the high land so that as much
of the reflective area as possible becomes "dead (2) A BRILLIANCE control is located on
ground" to the receiving instrument (fig. 19). the left side panel of each unit and is

used to adjust the brightness of the
105. Instrument Controls presentation on the cathode-ray tube

of each instrument.
The controls for the operation of the master

and remote units are classified into four func- (3) A FOCUS control is located on the left
tional groups-the setting up controls, used in- side panel of each unit and is adjusted
itially in setting up the instruments and estab- in conjunction with the BRILLIANCE
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Figure 19. Reflected microwaves.

control until a bright, sharp trace ap- (7) The SHAPE control and the Y-AM-
pears on the cathode-ray tube. PLITUDE control are located on the

(4) An X-SHIFT control is located on the right side panel of the master unit
left side panel of each unit, and it and are adjusted together to achieve
moves the trace in a horizontal direc- a circular trace on the cathode-ray
tion across the face of the cathode-ray tube.
tube. b. Operating Controls.

(5) A Y-SHIFT control is located on the (1) A PATTERN SELECTOR control is
left side panel of each unit, and it located in the upper part of the con-
moves the trace in a vertical direction trol panel of each unit and is used to
across the face of the cathode-ray select pattern A, B, C, or D, as re-
tube. quired, during the measuring proce-

(6) The CIRCLE AMPLITUDE control is dure. In addition, the PATTERN SE-
located on the right side panel of the LECTOR control on the remote unit
master unit and is used to adjust the selects the A+ or A- pattern upon
diameter of the circular trace that is instructions from the master unit
presented on the cathode-ray tube. operator.
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(2) A MEASURE-SPEAK key is located of the battery. In the MOD position,
in the center portion of the control the meter reading indicates that cir-
panel of each unit and is used for cuit pattern modulation is taking
switching from radiotelephone to place. In the AVC position, the meter
measure and also for signaling during indicates the strength of the received
a measurement. signal. (The REFLECTOR TUNE

(3) A CAVITY TUNE dial is located in control should always be adjusted to
the center portion of the control panel obtain a maximum AVC reading.) The
of each unit and is used similarly to three remaining switch positions are
that of a program selector on a radio. OFF positions, indicating that the
Each CAVITY TUNE dial setting has SWITCHED METER (not the Tel-
a corresponding frequency. lurometer unit) is off.

(4) A REFLECTOR TUNE dial is located (3) A CRYSTAL CURRENT meter is lo-
in the center portion of the control cated in the center portion of the con-
panel of each unit and is used for elec- trol panel of each unit and registers
trical tuning of the klystron. It should the crystal current. This reading
be adjusted at all times for maximum should be kept at the maximum at all
crystal current, which is indicated on times by adjusting the REFLECTOR
the CRYSTAL CURRENT meter. TUNE dial.

(5) The FORWARD-REVERSE reading d. Preset Controls.
key is located in the center portion of (1) The ADJUST MODULATION con-
the control panel on the remote unit
and is used to select the forward A+ TERN SELECTOR switch on the

or A- pattern or the reverse A+ or control panel of each unit must be re-
A- pattern, as instructed by the mas- moved to adjust the modulation con-moved to adjust the modulation con-
(6)ter unit operatorMPLITUDE contl trols. A nonmetallic screwdriver is
locn(6) The PULSE AMPLITUDE control te used to adjust the modulation level of
located on the right side panel of the pattern A, B, C, and D to read 40,
remote unit and is used to adjust the 40, 40, and 36, respectively.
amplitude of the pulse being returned
by the remote unit to the master unit. (2) The ADJUST FREQUENCY control

plate located immediately below the
c. Monitoring Controls. PATTERN SELECTOR switch on

(1) The PRESS PULSE control is located the control panel of each unit must
on the right side panel of the master be removed to use the four controls
unit and is used by the master unit for the adjustment of crystal fre-
operator to verify that a pulse of suf- quencies. This adjustment is per-
ficient strength is being received from formed only by a qualified technician.
the remote unit. When tho master unit
operator presses the PRESS PULSE 106. Setting Up the Tellurometer
control, he is able to view on his
cathode-ray tube the pulse pattern Any attempt to operate a master unit and

atha -rentube the rse ateuni a remote unit while they are pointing at each
chathodseprayesentube. on the remoteu other at a distance of 150 meters (500 feet)

or less will result in damage to the units. The
(2) A METER switch is located on the instructions contained in a through k below are

center portion of the control panel of applicable to both the master station and the
each unit and is used in conjunction remote station.
with the SWITCHED METER to
check circuit operation. The switch is a. Set up the tripod over the point which
set to the REG position to check volt- identifies one end of the line to be measured,
age regulators in the klystron circuit. using the procedure outlined for setting up
It also indicates the state of charge the aiming circle (para 148a).
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b. Remove the instrument from the case and URE-SPEAK key to MEASURE. The reading
place it on the tripod head. Thread the tripod on the SWITCHED METER will vary with
screw into the base of the instrument and the strength of the battery. The reading should
tighten it to insure that the instrument is fixed be at least 30 to permit a satisfactory measure-
to the tripod. Point the dipole in the approxi- ment. A reading of less than 30 indicates that
mate direction of the remote station. The Tel- the charge in the battery is too low for opera-
lurometer radiates a conical beam of about 100. tion.
In windy weather, the Tellurometer should be i. Adjust the REFLECTOR TUNE dial for
tied down so that it will not be blown over maximum crystal current. The CRYSTAL
and damaged. CURRENT dial should read above 0.2 for best

c. Dismount the parabolic reflector from its operation. The lowest reading on the CAVITY
closed (travel) position and remount it in the TUNE dial will usually give the greatest
open (operating) position, making sure that CRYSTAL CURRENT reading.
the fasteners fit properly and snugly. Failure j. Turn the METER switch to MOD (modu-
to do so may result in damage to the unit. late) position and check the modulation level

d. Remove the power supply cable and the of each crystal. The PATTERN SELECTOR
telephone handset from the storage compart- must be turned to each crystal, in turn. The
ment under the control panel. Hang the tele- correct readings, as viewed on the SWITCHED
phone handset on an improvised hook or METER should be 40 on A, B, and C and 36 oh
bracket on the tripod. Never place the handset D. If these readings are not approximated, re-
on top of the unit, because inaccuracies are move the ADJUST MODULATION cover and
created if the handset is left there during the adjust the modulation trimmers. The trimmers
measurement. Place the LT and the HT should be adjusted if the reading varies ± 2
switches in the OFF position. from 40 or 36, depending on the crystal being

checked. A nonmagnetic screwdriver should be
e. When a 12-volt battery is used, connect used for this adjustment.

the short (8-foot) 12-volt power supply cable
to INPUT. Connect the red lead to the positive k. Switch the MEASURE-SPEAK key to
post and the black lead to the negative post. SPEAK and move the METER switch to the

AVC position. The SWITCHED METER
f. When a 24-volt battery is used, connect should read about 20 microamperes without the

the long (18-foot) 24-volt power supply cable two instruments being tuned and without the
to INPUT. Connect the red lead to the positive other set being turned on. Turn the RE-
post and the black lead to the negative post. Do FLECTOR TUNE dial. If the SWITCHED
not use the short 12-volt power supply cable METER needle moves, the receiver is working.
with a 24-volt battery, because this will damage If there is no movement of the indicator,
the unit. trouble can be suspected in the receiver and a

repairman should be consulted.g. The system is ready to be turned on after
the completion of either e or f above. Place the 1. This step is performed by the master unit
LT switch in the ON (up) position. This pro- only. Switch the MEASURE-SPEAK key to
vides a filament current to the tubes in the SPEAK. There should be a spot of light near
instrument, and it must be turned on 30 sec- the center of the cathode-ray tube. Turn the
onds before turning on the HT switch. Both CIRCLE AMPLITUDE control (right side
the LT and HT switches must be in the ON panel) to make this spot as small as possible.
position for operation of the instrument. The Adjust the BRILLIANCE and FOCUS controls
HT switch should be in the OFF position while (left side panel) for a clear, sharp spot. Center
waiting for the prearranged time of operation the spot carefully in the graticule, using the
agreed upon by the master and remote op- X-SHIFT and Y-SHIFT controls (left side
erators. panel).

h. Turn the METER switch to the REG m. While the master unit operator is complet-
(voltage regulator) position and the MEAS- ing the adjustment in I above, the remote unit,
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with the MEASURE-SPEAK key in the before a measurement is made. These proce-
SPEAK position, should present a spot of dures start with the MEASURE-SPEAK key
light near the center of the cathode-ray tube. in the SPEAK position and require coordina-
If necessary, adjust the BRILLIANCE and tion between the master unit and the remote
FOCUS controls for a clear, sharp spot and unit operators. For this reason, the following
center the spot in the cathode-ray tube by instructions are arranged to insure that the
using the X-SHIFT and Y-SHIFT controls. proper sequence is followed. In each step, the

following instructions are arranged to insure

107. Tuning Procedures that the proper sequence is followed. In each
step, the operation designated with the number

The instrument tuning procedures follow the 1 precedes the operation designated with the
setting-up procedures and must be completed number 2.

Master unit operatr Remote unit operator

al. Set the CAVITY TUNE dial two or three num- a2. Set the CAVITY TUNE dial on the previously
bers below the previously agreed upon starting number agreed upon starting number. Verify the maximum
(setting of remote). Place the METER switch in the CRYSTAL CURRENT by using the REFLECTOR
AVC position. Increase the CAVITY TUNE dial set- TUNE dial.
ting until a maximum reading is indicated on the Place the METER switch in the AVC position and
SWITCHED METER. A maximum AVC reading at watch the SWITCHED METER for a maximum read-
this point indicates that the maser instrument is tuned ing as a signal that the master operator has tuned his
to the remote instrument. set.

bl. Establish communications with remote operator. b2. Answer the master operator's call.
cl. Direction find (DF) the instrument by traversing c2. When instructed to do so, direction find the in-

it on the tripod until the SWITCHED METER shows strument by traversing it on the tripod until the
a maximum AVC reading. Check plumb after DF. In- SWITCHED METER shows a maximum AVC reading.
struct the remote operator to direction find his instru- Check plumb after DF.
ment.

dl. Switch to MEASURE and turn the METER de. Switch to MEASURE and turn the METER
switch to the MOD position. Check modulation levels by switch to the MOD position. Check the modulation
turning the PATTERN SELECTOR to A, B, C, and levels by turning the PATTERN SELECTOR to A, B,
D, in turn. C, and D, in turn. Note the values of the modulation

Announce each modulation reading to the recorder levels.
for entry in block VI of the field record and computa- When requested to do so, report the modulation read-
tions form (fig. 20). Request modulation readings from ings to the master operator.
the remote operator and announce these to the recorder
for appropriate entry on the field record and computa-
tions form.

Turn the METER switch to the AVC position.

el. Announce the following information to the re- e2. Stand by. If requested to do so, provide infor-
corder for entry in block I of the field record and com- mation to the master operator.
putations form (fig. 20): instrument numbers, station
numbers, weather conditions, and operators' names.

fl/. With the MEASURE-SPEAK key at MEASURE, f2. Switch the MEASURE-SPEAK key to MEAS-
adjust the CRT circle to a convenient reading size by URE and stand by.
using the CIRCLE AMPLITUDE, Y-AMPLITUDE,
and SHAPE controls.

gl. Verify the maximum CRYSTAL CURRENT g2. If requested to do so, adjust the PULSE AMPLI-
reading by turning the REFLECTOR TUNE dial. TUDE.
With the METER switch in the AVC position, readjust
the CAVITY TUNE for a maximum AVC reading on
the SWITCHED METER.

Inspect the circular trace on the CRT for a good
clean break.

If a good break cannot be obtained or the pulse
appears too weak or too strong, instruct the remote
unit operator to adjust the PULSE AMPLITUDE.

Note. The Telerommeter system is now rady for distance measurig..
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108. Operating Temperature the system. A coarse reading consists of read-
ings on the A+, A-, B, C, and D patterns, in

a. The Tellurometer is designed to operate in that order. A fine reading consists of A + for-
temperatures ranging from -40 ° F to +1040 ward, A- forward, A- reverse, and A+ re-
F (manufacturer's estimate). The crystals of verse pattern readings taken in that order for
both the master and remote units are mounted convenience in switching. If both operators
in an oven which automatically maintains op- know and follow this sequence for reading the
erating temperature. The operation of the oven patterns, the need for radiotelephone conversa-
begins as soon as the power source is connected, tion will be reduced. As the reading in each
regardless of whether the LT or the HT is on pattern is completed, the master unit operator
or off. signals for a change to the next crystal setting

by depressing the MEASURE-SPEAK key
b. Readings should not be taken until the

OVEN CYCLE lamp has gone off for the first twice. This signal can be detected on the remote
time. The OVEN CYCLE lamp will then blink unit CRT by a change in the presentation and
on and off while automatically maintaining op- can be heard on the remote unit radiotele-

~erating temperature. phone as a break in the measuring tone. Allerating temperature.
readings are made at the master unit and are

c. Approximately 30 minutes is required for read in a clockwise direction at the leading edge
the crystals to reach operating temperature at of the break. For one complete set of readings,
-40 ° F air temperature; less than 15 minutes all of the patterns should be read without mov-
is required at + 250 F air temperature. If the ing the CAVITY TUNE dial. If any adjustment
Tellurometer is operated in cold, extremely is necessary to improve the circle break, it
windy weather, a light windbreak around the should be made with the REFLECTOR TUNE
instrument will reduce warmup time. knob in conjunction with the PRESS PULSE

sequence discussed in paragraph 107g. If a good

109. Measurement Procedure break does not appear at this time, the leading
edge of the flexing point on the circle may be

A Tellurometer measurement consists of one used to determine a reading. The REFLECTOR
set of initial coarse readings, four sets of fine TUNE knob and the CAVITY TUNE dial
readings, and one set of final coarse readings. should be tuned simultaneously to maintain
The readings are taken in this order and are maximum AVC and CRYSTAL CURRENT
recorded on the field record and computations readings between sets. The measuring proce-
form (fig. 20) as they are taken. The completed dures require coordination between the op-
form constitutes a record of the distance meas- erators of the master and the remote units. In
ured and the system operation during one each step, the operation designated with the
measurement. This form should be retained to number 1 precedes the operation designated
make up a permanent log for the operation of with the number 2.

Mater unit operator Remote unit operator
al. Switch to SPEAK and advise the remote unit a2. When instructed that the initial coarse readings

operator that the initial coarse reading will be taken will start, switch to MEASURE. Each time the master
in the prescribed order (A+, A-, B, C, D). Switch unit operator signals by flicking the key, switch to the
to MEASURE, turn the PATTERN SELECTOR to next pattern frequency.
position A, and read the value on the CRT to the near- The master unit operator's signal will appear as a
est division (fig 18). Announce the value to the re- flick on the remote unit CRT and as a break in the
corder for entry in block II of the field record and measuring tone on the radiotelephone.
computations form (fig 20).

Flick the MEASURE-SPEAK key twice to indicate
to the remote unit operator that the reading of the
A+ pattern is complete and that a reading is desired
on the next (A-) pattern.

When the A- pattern appears on the CRT, read
the value and announce it to the recorder for entry
in block II of the field record and computations form.

For the A- pattern, continue to read the clockwise
edge of the break.
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Master unit operator Remote unit operator

Flick the MEASURE-SPEAK key twice to indicate
to the remote unit operator that the reading of the A-
pattern is complete and that a reading is desired on
the next (B) pattern.

Turn the PATTERN SELECTOR to position B and
proceed as with the previous readings. After each read-
ing, flick the switch to indicate readiness to read the
next pattern.

When the C and D pattern readings have been com-
pleted, return the PATTERN SELECTOR to position
A. This completes the initial coarse readings.

b61. Switch to SPEAK and advise the remote unit b2. Switch to SPEAK and wait for instructions.
operator that each fine reading will be taken in the When advised that fine readings will be taken, turn,
prescribed order (A+, A-, A- reverse, A+ reverse). the METER switch to the AVC position and set the

CAVITY TUNE dial to the announced setting.

Normally four sets of fine readings are taken. The The CAVITY TUNE dial setting should be the same
frequency interval between sets should be the maximum as that on which the initial coarse readings were taken.
allowable (i.e., 3, 5, 7, and 9) over the range of the
CAVITY TUNE dial. When making the reverse read-
ings, continue to read the clockwise leading edge of
the break.

Announce to the remote unit operator the remainder
of the CAVITY TUNE dial settings.

cl. Adjust the CAVITY TUNE dial, if necessary, c2. When instructed to do so, increase or decrease
for maximum AVC readings. Check the REFLECTOR the PULSE AMPLITUDE. On instructions from the
TUNE dial for maximum CRYSTAL CURRENT. An- master operator, switch the MEASURE-SPEAK key
nounce MEASURE to the remote unit operator and to MEASURE.
switch to MEASURE.

Check the circle sweep for focus, brilliance, size,
shape, and circle break. If the circle break is not ap-
parent, adjust it with the REFLECTOR TUNE dial
and PRESS PULSE. If the adjustment fails to pro-
duce a break communicate with the remote unit opera-
tor and request a high PULSE AMPLITUDE setting.

dl. Take the four sets of fine readings at the pre- d2. For each of the four sets of fine readings, use the
viously announced CAVITY TUNE dial intervals. Flick following procedure:
the MEASURE-SPEAK key to signal the remote unit When signaled by the master unit operator that the
operator. A+ reading is complete, switch the PATTERN SE-

Announce the value read for each pattern during the LECTOR to the A- position. On the second signal
measurement of each set to the recorder for entry in from the master unit operator, depress the FOR-
block III of the field record and computations form WARD-REVERSE key. When the FORWARD-
(fig. 20). REVERSE key is in the REVERSE position, the

After taking the A+ reverse reading of each set, master unit operator reads the A-reverse pattern. On
the master unit operator should pause momentarily the third signal, switch the PATTERN SELECTOR
before proceeding and allow the recorder to check the to the A+ position. This presents the A+ reverse pat-
recorded values for possible reading errors. tern to the master unit operator. On the fourth signal,

raise the FORWARD-REVERSE key and wait for
instructions. When instructed to do so, switch to
SPEAK and advance the CAVITY TUNE dial to the
next setting.

el. Repeat the procedures in cl and di above with e2. Follow instructions from the master operator as
different CAVITY TUNE dial settings for the required indicated in c2 and d2 above.
number (four) of sets of fine readings.

fl. Switch to SPEAK and advise the remote unit f2. Follow the procedure in a2 above at the last
operator that final coarse readings will be taken. CAVITY TUNE dial setting.

Follow the procedure in al above at the last CAVI-
TY TUNE dial setting. As the readings are made, an-
nounce the values to the recorder for entry in block IV
of the field record and computations form (fig. 20).
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Moser unit oprator Remote unit operator

gl. Compare the interpreted initial and final coarse
readings for agreement (blocks II and IV of the field
record and computations form).

If a significant disagreement is evident (para 113),
take additional coarse readings until the error is iso-
lated.

hi. Advise the remote unit operator that the meas- he. Proceed as instructed.
urement is complete and give further instructions.

Instructions must be explicit and thoroughly under-
stood, since at this point the instruments will be turned
off and communications severed.

If at any time in tuning to a new CAVITY TUNE If at any time in tuning to a new CAVITY TUNE
dial setting, communications cannot be made with the dial setting communications cannot be made with the
remote unit, return to the last CAVITY TUNE dial master unit, return to the last CAVITY TUNE dial
setting at which contact was made and issue instruc- setting at which contact was made and await instruc-
tions. tions.

110. Computing a Tellurometer Distance A- from the A+ reading. If the A+ reading
Measurement is smaller than the B, C, D, and A- readings,

a. Computations required for a Telluromete.r as in figure 20, 100 is added to the A + reading
distance measurement are performed in the fol- before subtracting.
lowing order: b. The difference between A + and A- is di-

(1) Interpret the initial coarse readings. vided by 2 and the result is compared with the
(2) Interpret the fine readings. A+ reading; 50 is added to the result, if nec-

essary to keep it at approximately the same
(3) Interpret the final coarse readings. value as the original A+ reading. If the values
(4) Resolve the transit time in millimicro- do not compare within 4 millimicroseconds, the

seconds from correctly interpreted coarse measurements must be reobserved. In
pattern differences. figure 20, this value (03.0) is within 2 milli-

(5) Compute the slope distance in meters microseconds of the A + reading (05), which is
from a transit time in millimicro- satisfactory.
seconds.

(6) Reduce the slope distance to a hori- 112. Interpreting the Fine Readings
zontal sea level distance in meters. (Block III)

Ib. Tellurometer distance measurements are After the fine readings are taken and re-
corded in block III, the mean differences andnormally computed at the master station before the mean fine reading are computed. In the ex-

party personnel depart for subsequent survey ample below, one set of the fine readings in
operations. This permits the verification of the imple below, one set of the fine readings in
distance determined by map scaling and the g
resolution of ambiguous pattern differences if Ro.ote
they occur. Figure 20 illustrates the recording Se" dia1 Forwrd
of readings on a field record and computations A+ 05 A+ 59
form (DA Form 5-139) and is used as a refer- A- 99 A- 51
ence for the discussions on computations in - -
paragraphs 111 through 117.

06 + 08 - 14 + 2 - 07 mean difference

1i 1 1. Interpreting the Initial Coarse Readings 07 - 2 = 8.50 mean fine reading
(Block II) A+ (initial coarse) - 05.00 (block II)

Mean fine reading = 03.50
a. The phase difference is determined by

subtracting the coarse readings B, C, D, and Zeroing error = 1.50 millimicroseconds
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FIELD RECORD AND COMPUTATIONS - TELLUROMETER
(Tr ENo ,3,

BLOCK I - STATION DATA

STATION METER I INST. NO. OPERATOR WEATHER: CLE.AR- WA'M:
MASTER: STERL.ING 1 '1,9./ 2 3g LECLA/IR RECORDER: BSURK
REMOTE: APAcHE 2 14 . 23.Z9 POLLARD APPROX.DIS.tMILES .. 3 IMETERS3S00
5 I HEIGHT DIFF(I)B(21 3;,. 41 UM OF HEIOHTSIIl(2)1L. 7 IMEAN HEIGHT(4)i(2) V30.g M

BLOCK It - INITIAL COARSE READINGS BLOCK IV - FINAL COARSE READINGS
A+ 0o A+ OS A+ 10os A+ os A 41071A4 071+ 07 A 07
B 78 C LS D I 4 99 B 79 B C D 25 A- 9

D" 2?7 0lFFl 40 1 D l I FF 206 2 DIFF DIFF 1 g/ F IFF DFF 2

COMUARE WITH A+ 03.0 COMPARE WITH A+ o0. 0

BLOCK III - FINE READINGS BLOCK V - TRANSIT TIME (11, rv & X)

SET ROTE A FOWARD REVERSE MEAN DIFF APPROX DIS MILES(I) 0 0 0 O 0 0:0 0

9I 05 59 FINAL A +,B DIFF 218 o o OO o

3 99 5/ COARSE At,CO IFF _ 0 000

F. .6 W o6 os READINt A+,O DIFF2 000

+ 09 57 MEAN F1NE REAOING .' .1
... D .. FFRNG DOWN U0 IRESOLVED

07 07 SOLVED oI E I -?13?O s... ... ..D............TRhST T N E

7 _ 03 5/ BLOCK VI - METER READINGS
oS 05 I sMo MASTER REMOTE

07 .59 -AV 50 4
..... | 9 _99 SO .lg-g qq -~ |iiii , REGULATOR 50 55

.l /I...I oo I09 W. OS 0 9s UMODULATION A 0 A |-
SUM MEAN OIFF 27.5 BI 3S BI4

DIVIDE BYNUMBER OF SETS TES 2 03.44 CE 4 |C 39
LEVELS

(COMPARE WITH A+I 03. 44 3 0 36
BLOCK VII - SLOPE DISTANCE, METERS BLOCK IX - SEA LEVEL DISTANCE METERS

I LOGCORRECTEDTRANSITTIMEC) ¥ L371339 I LOG SLOPE DISTANCE METERS)I3 *s 1290
2 L0G 1/2 V/N METERS 9 175 6509 2 LOGCOSVERTICALANGLE(M) 9 999977

VEETICAL DIFFERENCE V ERT'C"-'_ __

3 DIFFOG PEOISTNCE METERS I) 3 5 APRX DISTANCE M3ILES ( II FIRST FIGURE

.2.L.II...!LOG SEA LEVEL COEFF !2ENT r ) I*
(...(4) LOG SEA LEVEL 3!55DISTANCE METERS)

( LOCK V - VERTICAL ALE 6 SEA LEVEL DSTANCE METERS

VERTICALANGE EGALTO E

CO6~MPUTER A |CHECKX~ER~BLO CK X FIRSHEET OFFIUE IS TIHE)e
R FFERENCE H EA METERE
D 5-t1o $tOpR',| 39TERS39 3}s ,o-so

FigOure 0. Field record ad computation form.
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Figure 2O. Field record and computations orm.
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BLOCK XI - SEA LEVEL COEFFICIENT GIVEN:

The height used to determine log sea level Height of station -METERS.
coefficient is height of known station to the near-
est 100 meters. Mean height should be used if the FIELD DATA:
heights of both stations am known. a. Approximate distance in both miles and

meters.

HEIGHT LOG SEA LEVEL b. Coctd it tie.
METERS COEFFICIENT c. Height if not available.

d. Vertical angle (compute if not possible
-100 0.0000068 to mesre).

-50 0.0000034
00 0.0000000 GUIDE:
50 9.9999966 1 a. BLOCKS II, Ill & IV - If A+ is less then B,

100 9.9999931 C or A-., add 100 to A. before determining
200 9.9999863 the difference.
300 9.9999795 b. BLOCKS II, III & IV - "Compare with At"
400 9.9999727 means that this figure must compare t 4
500 9.9999659 MUS with At in the final coarse reading.

600 9.9999590 If necessary add 50.
700 9.9999522 c. BLOCK VIII(5) - Measured or computed

800 9.9999453 vertical angle.
900 9.9999386

1000 9.9999317 LIMITATIONS:
1100 9.9999249 This form may be used for obtaining artillery
1200 9.9999181 survey accuracies.
1300 9.9999112
1400 9.9999044 RESULTS:
1500 9.9998976 A sea level distance is determined which
1600 9.9998908 should be treated the same as a taped
1700 9.9998839 distance.
1800 9.9998770
1900 9.9998703
2000 9.9998634
2100 9.9998566
2200 9.9998498
2300 9.9998429
2400 9.9998361
2500 9.9998292
2600 9.9998225
2700 9.9998156
2800 9.9998088
2900 9.9998020
3000 9.9997951
3100 9.9997883
3200 9.9997815
3300 9.9997747
3400 9.9997678
3500 9.9997609
3600 9.9997542

NOTE:
The above values were computed for a

northing of 3 200 000 and azimuth of 45 degrees
and can be used anywhere on the UTM grid with-
out causing an error greeter than 1:250,000.

Figure 21. Back of field record and computations form.
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a. In the forward readings, the A- is sub- f. Four sets of fine readings are made using
tracted from the A ±. Because the A + is small- all parts of the CAVITY TUNE dial; i.e., 3, 5,
er than the A-, it is necessary to add 100 to 7, and 9. The use of all parts of the CAVITY
05 before subtracting (100 + 05 = 105; 105- TUNE dial will reduce the reflection error until
99 = 06). The 100 is added to A + only when it is so small that it will seldom affect artillery
it is smaller than A-. survey accuracies.

b. In the reverse readings, the A- is sub-
tracted from the A+ (59 - 51 = 08) If the l13. Interpreting the Final Coarse Readingstracted from the A+ (59 - 51 = 08). If the (Block IV)
A + is smaller than the A-, it is necessary to
add 100 to the A + before subtracting. The final set of coarse readings is taken as a

check on the initial coarse readings and is used
c. The difference in the forward readings is to resolve the transit time in block V. The final

added to the difference in the reverse readings, coarse readings are interpreted and the differ-
and the sum is divided by 2 to obtain the mean ences are resolved in the same manner as the
difference (06 + 08 = 14 ± 2 = 07). initial coarse readings. When the differences

are resolved, the final coarse differences ared. The mean difference is divided by 2 to ob-
tain the mean fine reading (07 - 2 = 3.50). compared with the initial coarse differences. If

the differences between the patterns of the two
e. The procedure in a through d above is used sets exceed that shown below, a third set of

to correct for the zeroing error at the remote coarse readings is taken and the pattern differ-
dial setting of 3. Essentially the same procedure ences are resolved and compared with the first
is used for the readings taken at the remote two sets. Of the two sets that compare most
dial settings of 5, 7, and 9, except that, in block favorably, the last set taken is accepted for the
III of the form, the sum of the mean differences final coarse readings and is used to resolve a
for the four dial settings is divided by 2 times transit time.
the number of sets taken to determine the mean Pat-. Diffr- Mim~. Diff.renc

fine reading for all of the sets. This mean fine A+, A- 4
reading is computed (to the nearest hundredth) A+, B 3
and compared with the initial A+ reading in A+, C 3

block II. The difference in the two values (add- A+, D 2

ing 50 to the mean fine reading if necessary)
should compare within 4 millimicroseconds. If 114. Resolving the Transit Time From
they do not agree within this tolerance, each set Pattern Differences (Block V)
of fine readings and the initial coarse A+ read- a. In the spaces provided in block V (fig. 20),
ing should be inspected for any obviously er- enter the final coarse reading differences from
ratic values. If the mean difference of any set block IV, the mean fine reading (to the nearest
of fine readings varies from the mean of the hundredth) from block III, and the first figure
four sets by more than 8 millimicroseconds, (transit time) from block X (approximate dis-
that set should be repeated at the same remote tance in miles).
dial setting. If the difference persists, the re-
mote unit operator should be instructed to move b. On the line for unresolved transit time,
to another frequency (a move of one-half or one bring down the first digit appearing on each
full graduation in the remote dial setting is suf- line in block V and the complete value of the
ficient). The master unit operator should then mean fine reading and enter them as the unre-
retune and take a new set of fine readings. If solved transit time.
the inspection of the fine readings reveals no c. Determine the resolved transit time by
erratic readings, then the initial coarse A+ successive comparison and enter the value on
reading should be verified. In figure 20, the the line for resolved transit time (fig. 20). The
mean fine reading (3.44) is compared with A+ method of comparison used to resolve a cor-
(05) in block II and is satisfactory because it rected transit time is illustrated in figure 22.

is within 4 millimicroseconds. The resolved transit time represents the travel
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BLOCK 'X-TRANSIT TIME (m,n, a x

Obtained from approximate From block X, enter 0 on line for resolved transit time
distance in miles (blockI) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (Approx. dis. miles from map scale = 2.3 miles)

~~To ompare with/ value closest to 28000oo\
Final+Bf 2+ 2 8 ° °oo ° To compare with 230 enter 2 on line for

A+ B Diff consider 3 resolved transit time /

Coarse A__+ C Ditff 4 1To compre with< 4 3 enter 3 on line for
\resolved transit time

Re0To compare with 903A4 value closest to 8201
CRe k Ao a+D Diff con ider(Dif4) enter 8 on line for
block ) Diff consider4 resolved transit time

Use this value to Enter the mean fine reading from
Mean fine reading (blockm) 0 314 4 compore with block m3. This value will not change.

i A+ D Diff

Unresolved transit
time (block Ml 0 2 4 8 0 3*4144 unresolved transit time
time (block' m)

Figure 22. Resolving a transit time.

time in millimicroseconds of the electromag- rithm on line 1; the resulting sum is the loga-
netic wave transmitted from the master unit to rithm of the slope distance in meters (line 3,
the remote unit and return. block VII).

c. The use of a mean refractive index will
115. Computing Slope Distance in Meters provide an accuracy greater than 1:10,000 at

(Block VII) air temperatures of -40 0 F to +120 F, at ele-

a. The resolved transit time in millimicro- vations of -1,000 to + 10,000 feet, and under
seconds is a time measurement which must be all conditions of humidity.
corrected for the refraction of atmosphere and
converted to a one-way slope distance in meters. 116. Determining the Vertical Angle
The log of the resolved transit time is entered (Block VIII)
in line 1 of block VII.

a. In block VII, the logarithm of the slope
b. A mean refractive index is used in artil- distance was determined, and this distance

lery survey for the refraction correction. This must be converted to an equivalent horizontal
index eliminates the requirement for meteoro- distance to be used in artillery survey. The
logical observations during a measurement horizontal distance can be computed by using
and simplifies computations. This index has the slope distance and the vertical angle or the
been applied to the velocity of a radio wave slope distance and the difference in height.
per millimicrosecond to provide a constant.
The logarithm of one-half the constant is added b. When the vertical angle is measured, it
to the log of the resolved transit time to pro- is entered on line 5 in block VIII (fig. 20).
duce the logarithm of a one-way slope distance The vertical angle should be measured recipro-
in meters. This logarithm appears on line 2, cally or corrected for curvature, when measur-
block VII (fig. 20), and is added to the loga- ing over a long distance. The vertical angle
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may be expressed in either degrees, minutes, with a Tellurometer rather than with a tape
and seconds or in mils, depending on the type are:
of theodolite used to make the measurement. (1) Greater accuracy.

c. If the vertical angle is not measured, then (2) Greater ease in measuring over rough
it must be computed by using the slope dis- terrain.
tance and the difference in height. The dif- (3) Less time required to measure long
ference in height is obtained from line 3, block distances.
I, at the top of the form. The vertical angle is b. Short distances can usually be determined
computed in block VIII. in less time with a tape than with the Tel-

d. The heights of the master station and the lurometer. Because of the necessity of dis-
remote station are entered on lines 1 and 2, tributing survey control throughout an area of
respectively, in block I. The heights are ob- operations, the average distance measured in
tained from known data or determined with a Tellurometer traverse is from 1 to 5 miles.
the altimeter (chap 11). c. A set of Tellurometer equipment con-

sists of one master unit and two remote units.
117. Reducing Slope Distance to Sea Level In Tellurometer traverse, the master station

Distance (Block IX) is the midstation and the remote units are lo-

a. The slope distance is reduced to sea level cated at the forward and rear stations. The
distance by computations, using the slope dis- master unit occupies alternate stations and
tance, vertical angle, and sea level coefficient. measures the distance to the rear station and
The computations are made by following the the forward station each time it is set up.
instruction in block IX (fig. 20). Horizontal and vertical angles are measured

at each Tellurometer station. When measure-
b. The instructions for the use of the sea ments are complete at the first three stations,

level coefficient are on the back of the form the master station and the rear remote station
in block XI (fig. 21). are moved to the next successive stations

c. The computations on the field record and (fourth and fifth stations, respectively). The
computations form (fig. 20) end with sea level former forward remote station remains in
distance in block IX. To carry the computa- position and becomes the rear remote station.
tions further would be a duplication of effort, The procedure is continued with the master
since most Department of the Army artillery station being positioned between two remote
survey forms provide for the application of the stations until measurements are completed.
log scale factor to convert to universal trans- d. The theodolite is the angle-measuring
verse mercator grid distance. instrument used with the Tellurometer. Gen-

erally, the Tellurometer is used in artillery
118. Personnel Requirements fourth-order survey, using fourth order specifi-

One man can operate either the master or cations. If the Tellurometer is used for-artillery
the remote unit. However, in order to take ad- fifth-order survey, distances are measured in
vantage of the accuracy and speed of a Tel- the same manner as for artillery fourth-order
lurometer survey, two men-an instrument survey, and angles are measured to fifth-order
operator and a recorder-are required for each specifications. In either case, one theodolite is
unit. As in all artillery survey operations, two provided with each master and remote unit.
independent computations must be made. An altimeter is also provided with each mas-

ter and remote unit for the determination of
119. Tellurometer Traverse height when a vertical angle cannot be

a. The primary use of the Tellurometer in measured.
artillery survey is to measure distance for a e. The tripod should be set up over the sta-
traverse. However, it can be used to measure tion and used for both the Tellurometer and
any required distance between 150 meters the theodolite. The instrument operator and
and approximately 64,000 meters (40 miles). the recorder perform both distance measure-
The main advantages of determining distance ments and angle measurements.
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120. Trilateration by Tellurometer 121. Care and Maintenance of the
a. Trilateration is another method of sur- Tellurometer

vey for which the Tellurometer may be used. a. The number of artillery surveyors with a
Trilateration is the measurement of the sufficient knowledge of electronics to perform
length of the sides of a triangle. all adjustments and repairs of the Tellurometer

is limited. For this reason, the operator'sb. Trilateration may be performed whenb. Trilateration may be performed when maintenance should be confined to a level suit-
poor visibility prohibits the use of an angle- able for personnel accustomed to conventionalmeasuring instrument, thus eliminating Tel-
lurometer traverse as a means of extending
survey control. When trilaterating under these b. The Tellurometer is a relatively delicate
conditions, height is established by altimetry instrument. Unlike conventional survey equip-
and azimuth is determined with the azimuth ment, the Tellurometer is susceptible to many
gyro. effects besides those caused by rough handling.

c. Generally, trilateration will not be used c. TM 5-6675-202-15 is the operator's
when a Tellurometer traverse is possible, be- manual for the Tellurometer. This manual
cause in most tactical situations and conditions clearly defines the extent of care and the main-
of terrain, a Tellurometer traverse is faster, tenance responsibilities from the operator level
more accurate, less complicated, and requires to the highest maintenance category. The op-
fewer computations and less reconnaissance. erator should consult this manual regularly in

performing his maintenance. Maintenance ex-
perimentation by operating personnel is pro-
hibited.

Section III. SURVEYING INSTRUMENT, DISTANCE MEASURING, ELECTRONIC

122. General mately 35 miles). Approximately 30 minutes

The DME (distance-measuring equipment), are required to measure and compute a dis-
tance regardless of the length of the line. Aan electronic distance-measuring device re- tance can be measured during daylight ordistance can be measured during daylight orplaces the Tellurometer as an item of issue in darkness and through fog, dust, or rain.tables of organization and equipment of artil-

lery units required to perform fourth-order
survey (fig. 23). The DME system consists of 123. Description of Components
two units which may serve either as a meas- a. The dimensions of the DME are 15 by 14
urer or a responder by means of a selector by 10 inches; it weighs 34.5 pounds. The unit
switch. In the DME system, units are desig- has a built-in aerial and communication sys-
nated as measurer or responder, depending on tem for use during the setup and measurement
the mode selected, and correspond respectively periods. A luggage-type handle on the instru-
to the master and remote functions in the ment permits the instrument to be carried
Tellurometer system. Measurements with the when it is removed from its carrying case.
DME cannot be made through land masses or b. The instrument is contained in a metalized
large obstructions, such as houses, which are fiberglass case.
directly in the line of sight and close to either
of the units. However, measurements can be c. The tripod issued with the DME is simi-
made when small, distant objects, such as lar to, and interchangeable with, the tripod
trees, brush, chimneys, or small buildings, lay used with the Tellurometer, the T16 and T2
on line of sight. Visibility is not required for theodolites.
measurements with the DME as it is for an d. The units may be operated from either a
optical instrument. The minimum range capa- 12- or a 24-volt, DC power source or a 110-
bility of the DME is 200 meters; the maximum volt, 60-cycle AC source with a converter or a
range capability, 50 kilometers (approxi- self-contained 12-volt nickel cadmium battery.
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125. Operator Training

a. An instrument operator qualified to op-
erate conventional surveying instruments,
especially the Tellurometer, can acquire in ap-
proximately 30 minutes an adequate knowledge
of the DME to perform and supervise all the
activities required to complete a field observa-
tion and to perform the necessary computa-
tions for the determination of a distance.

b. Continued operation of the DME will pro-
vide the operator with sufficient knowledge to
perform a limited amount of maintenance.

126. Instrument Controls

The physical locations of the DME controls
are shown in figure 24. The functions of the
individual controls are as follows:

a. ON-OFF-STANDBY Switch. The ON-
OFF-STANDBY switch is used to apply power
to the equipment. This switch is located in the
lower left section of the control panel. When
the switch is-

(1) In the OFF position (horizontal),
none of the circuits are energized.

(2) In the STANDBY position (down),
the klystron filament and the crystal
oscillator oven are energized. This

Figure 23. DME station with operating equipment. permits the instrument to warm to
operating temperature.

Caution: Do not switch from OFFe. Additional accessories include- Caution: Do not switch from OFF
or STANDBY to ON until the warming

(1) A Set of Allen wrenches. cycle has been completed.
(2) A screwdriver-type wrench.

(3) In the ON position (up), all circuits
(3) A screwdriver. required for distance measurement
(4) A 24-volt cable (25 feet). are energized.
(5) A 12-volt cable (6 feet).

b. VOLUME Control. The VOLUME control(6) A connector for the internal battery. bi VOLUME Controlt The VOLUME control
is located next to the ON-OFF-STANDBY

('7) A headset. switch. This control adjusts the gain of the
(8) A nickel cadmium battery. circuits driving the headset earphones. The
(9) An instructional manual. control may be turned down to zero.

c. ILLUMINATION Control. The ILLUMI-
124. Selection of Stations NATION control is located approximately in

Electrical line of sight is required between the center of the control panel. This control
the two units of the DME system. The prin- adjusts the brightness of the seven lamps on
ciples to be considered in selecting the stations the control panel. The lamps are turned off in
for the DME are the same as those for the the fully counterclockwise position of the con-
Tellurometer (para 104). trol.
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d. MEASURE-TALK Switch. The MEAS- positions marked "R" allow the unit to operate
URE-TALK switch is located just above the in the responder mode. There are six channels
ILLUMINATION control. When the switch is in either mode which are used to resolve each
in the TALK position, voice communication be- digit of the distance being measured.
tween the units is possible. When the switch j COUNTER Dial. The COUNTER dial is
is in the MEASURE position, the circuits that located near the center of the control panel. The
determine the distance between units are con- COUNTER dial has a range of 000 to 999. The
nected. COUNTER dial is geared to the COUNTER

e. MONITOR Meter. The MONITOR meter control.
is located in the upper left corner of the con-
trol panel. After the minimum meter reading trol is located to the right of the COUNTER
is determined, the responder instructs the trol is loated t o the right of the COUNTmea rotate his instrument in azimuth dial. This control is geared to both the COUN-
measurer to rotate his instrument in azimuth TER dial and the resolver. During measure-
to also determine a minimum meter reading.
In the TALK mode, the meter deflection is pro- unti the ONITOR meter needle also moves in
portional to voltages in the circuits being
portional to voltages in the circuits being a clockwise direction and is nulled (rests at

zero). The value which appears on the COUN-
f. MONITOR Switch. The MONITOR switch TER dial is then extracted as observed field

is a seven-position switch located just below the data.
MONITOR meter. The switch positions and the
circuits monitored are listed below. 127. Setting-Up Procedure

Switch poaition Circuit .onit6d The procedures for setting up the DME are
OVEN Oven heater current as follows:
RF Mixer crystal current
AFC Output of AFC amplifier a. Before going into the field, determine-
SIG Sample of AGC voltage (1) The time at which contact will be es-
-12 -12 volt supply tablished.
+12 +12 volt supply (2) Which operator will initially be the
DC IN DC input voltage measurer.measurer.

g. FREQUENCY Control. The FREQUEN- (3) The approximate locations of the sta-
CY control is in the center of the top row of tions and the direction toward each
controls on the control panel. This control is other.
used to tune one instrument to the frequency
of the other instrument. b. Place the tripod over the station with one

tripod leg pointing to the station at the other
h. HIGH-LOW Switch. The HIGH-LOW end of the line to be measured. This is im-

switch is located below and to the right of the portant because the front leg will be used later
FREQUENCY control. It is controlled only by to elevate the instrument through a vertical
the responder unit. In the HIGH position, fre- angle during the orienting procedure. A plumb
quency tuning is attained when the responder bob should be used to center the tripod approxi-
frequency is about two units higher than that mately, but exact plumbing is unnecessary at
of the measurer. In the LOW position, fre- this time, since the instrument will be moved
quency tuning is attained when the responder slightly during orientation.
frequency is about two units lower than that
of the measurer. c. Remove the instrument from its case and

place it on the tripod head. Thread the tripod
i. CHANNEL Switch. The CHANNEL screw into the base of the instrument. Do not

switch is located in the upper right-hand cor- tighten the screw completely. Point the dipole
ner of the control panel. This switch is used to in the approximate direction of the opposite
select the measurer or responder mode of opera- unit. In windy weather, the DME should be
tion. Those positions marked "M" allow the unit tied down so that it will not be blown over and
to operate in the MEASURE mode, and those damaged.
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Figure 24. Control panel of the DME.
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d. Remove the control panel cover and the can be checked while the unit is in the STANDBY
antenna cover. mode.

e. Set the controls and switches in the fol- i. After the oven boost cycle has been com-
lowing positions: pleted, set the ON-OFF-STANDBY switch to

ON. Rotate the MONITOR switch through the
Contra. Manure Responder RF, -12, +12, and DC IN positions and ob-

ONIOFF-STANDBY swcitch OFV E-N_____ F serve the MONITOR meter readings. The meterMONITOR switch ....... OVEN .... OVEN
MEASURE-TALK switch TALK-__ -- TALK readings should be as follows:
HIGH-LOW switch - . ...HIGH__ --...H IGH Position Required meter reoding
CHANNEL switch -_. M6 - R6 BF-R6 -F___.___ -_______ Between +3 and +10
FREQUENCY control --- 1--------3 3-12 .- +--------- -- 10
VOLUME control ---------- Clockwise __Clockwise 12 10
ILLUMINATION control._ Clockwise, asClockwise, as DC IN .- +..... .-10

required. required.
k. Adjust the VOLUME control until back-

f. Select the power cable or connector suit- ground noise is audible in the headset.
able for the power source being used:

Power source Cable or onnetor 128. Tuning Procedures
12V DC internal battery - . ........Connector
12V DC external battery .- . ........6-ft cable The instrument tuning procedures follow the
24V DC external battery - . ...........25-ft cable setting-up procedures and must be completed

Note. The connector is an accessory device which routes current prior to making a measurement. Contact be-
from the internal battery tohe iritr o the scircuint. tween the two stations is achieved when the

g. Connect the power cable or connector to antennas of both units are directed toward each
the EXTERNAL DC INPUT receptacle on the other and the panel controls are set properly.
control panel. If an external source is to be Contact can be established at more than one
used, connect the power cable clips to the power FREQUENCY control setting. False indica-
source. Connect the clip with, the black insulator tions are more probable at shorter distances.
to the negative terminal of the power source The remote operator should search for the
and the clip with the red insulator to the posi- strongest SIG indication (lowest reading on the
tive terminal of the power source. MONITOR meter) in order to eliminate all

Note. A chassis ground terminal is provided on the false indications. After the instrument has been
control panel. Under normal usage, no connection is set up (para 127)-
required.

a. Set the MONITOR switch to the SIG posi-
h. Connect the headset plug to the HEAD- tion on both units.

SET receptacle on the control panel.
b. (Responder only.) At the predetermined

i. Set the ON-OFF-STANDBY switch to time, rotate the FREQUENCY control approxi-
STANDBY. The unit must remain in the mately one division each way while observing
STANDBY mode at least 2 minutes in moderate the MONITOR meter and listening to the head-
weather, and up to 15 minutes in extreme cold set. Contact with the other unit will be indi-
weather, to allow the crystal oven heaters in the cated by a simultaneous decrease in the meter
oven boost cycle to warm to the proper operat- readings and a decrease in the background noise
ing temperature. When a 12-volt battery is be- in the headset. At this time, voice communica-
ing used, the MONITOR needle initially rests tion is possible.
at the extreme left, beyond the 10 graduation;
completion of the boost cycle is indicated when c. (Responder only.) Set the MONITOR
the needle drops abruptly to 8. When a 24-volt switch to the AFC position. Null the meter at
battery is being used, the MONITOR needle in- zero, midscale, by rotating the FREQUENCY
itially rests at the 8 graduation; completion of control slowly clockwise if the meter reads to
the boost cycle is indicated when the needle the left or counterclockwise if the meter reads
drops abruptly to 4. to the right of zero. If contact is lost, repeat the

Note. Only the monitor functions OVEN and DC IN steps in a through c.
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d. (Responder only.) Set the MONITOR 129. Measuring Procedure
switch to SIG and slowly rotate the instrument
in azimuth for the strongest signal (minimum A DME measurement consists of two com-
meter reading). When the minimum reading plete sets of readings in both the forward and
has been obtained, instruct the measurer to reverse directions. In the forward direction,has been obtained, instruct the measurer to
slowly rotate his instrument in azimuth for the frequencies and 5, with the responder's

strongest signal strength HIGH-LOW switch in the HIGH position, are
used, respectively, for the two sets. In the re-

e. (Responder only.) Slowly rotate the in- verse direction, frequencies 5 and 9, with the
strument in elevation by adjusting the forward responder's HIGH-LOW switch in the LOW
tripod leg for a minimum reading (strongest position are used. If communication is lost at
signal) on the MONITOR meter. Instruct the any time during measurements, the responder
measurer to slowly move his instrument in ele- is responsible for reestablishing contact, not the
vation until he receives the strongest signal. measurer.

f. At this time, the plumb bob on the tripod a. (Responder.) After establishing commu-
may be off the station point. Loosen the tripod nication, inform the measurer by announcing
screw and reposition the plumb bob by slowly MEASURE.
moving the instrument; then retighten the b. (Both operators.) Set the MEASURE-
screw. TALK switch to the MEASURE position. Lis-

g. All operations necessary for contact be- ten for a tone in the headset. This is the meas-
tween stations are now accomplished. If contact uring tone, and it should always be audible
is lost, responder is responsible for reestablish- when the instrument is operating properly
ing contact with the measurer. To reestablish c. (Measurer.) Rotate the COUNTER knob
contact, the responder readjusts the FRE- clockwise until the MONITOR meter needle also
QUENCY control and repeats the steps in b and moves clockwise. Stop the needle at zero. This is
c above. called nulling the meter. If the needle moves

counterclockwise, the reading obtained on the
h. If contact is not established after the pro- COUNTER dial will be 500 units in error.

cedure in a through e above has been executed,
follow the steps in (1) through (3) below. d. (Measurer.) Read the COUNTER dial and

announce its value to the recorder.
(1) (Responder only.) Rotate the instru-

ment in azimuth approximately 100 e. (Measurer.) Switch the CHANNEL
mils and repeat the steps in b through switch to M5. This will eliminate the measure
f above. tone and cause the responder's MONITOR

meter needle to deflect.
(2) (Responder only.) Repeat the step in

(1) above until contact is established f. (Responder.) Upon hearing the loss of
or until the instrument has been tone, switch the CHANNEL switch to R5.

moved plus and minus 800 mils (450) g. (Measurer.) Repeat c, d, and e above.
in azimuth from the initial direction.
Return the instrument to the original h. (Measurer to responder.) Repeat c
azimuth. through f above for the remaining channels,

M4 and R4 through M1 and R1.
(3) If contact has not been established

within 20 minutes after the predeter- i. (Measurer.) After recording the M1 read-
mined contact time, the measurer ing, switch the MEASURE-TALK switch to
should follow the steps in (1) and (2) TALK and announce FREQUENCY 5. This in-
above. While the measurer is chang- dicates that the measurer will change his fre-
ing the direction of the antenna, the quency to 5.
responder should continue searching j. (Measurer.) Set the FREQUENCY con-
in FREQUENCY. trol to 5 and the CHANNEL switch to M6.
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k. (Responder.) Set the CHANNEL switch tions and the name of the recorder at the meas-
to R6 and repeat the tuning procedure in b and uring station.
c above.

132. Initial Readings (Block II)
i. (Measurer and responder.) Repeat a

through i above to obtain another set of read- Block II is provided for recording counter
ings. readings observed in each of the channels M6

Note. The modes of operation will now be reversed; through M1, at frequency 1. In addition, space
that is, the measurer will become the responder and the is provided for recording the differences M6
responder will become the measurer. minus M1 through M2 minus M1. Since the op-

m. (Measurer.) Set the CHANNEL switch erator begins observations in channel M6 and
to R6 and the HIGH-LOW switch to LOW. selects the next lower channel for each suc-

ceeding observation, the readings will be en-
n. (Responder.) Set the CHANNEL switch tered from left to right, M6 through M2. The

to M6 and the FREQUENCY control to 5. M1 reading is then subtracted from each of the
other readings. In some cases the M1 reading
will be larger than the other channel reading

through i above to obtain the first set of read- For example
from which it is to be subtracted. For example,

ings in the opposite direction. the difference M5 minus M1 equals 093 minus

p. (New measurer and responder.) Repeat a 413 (fig. 25). If the M1 reading is larger than
through i above to obtain the second set of the channel reading from which it is to be sub-
readings in the opposite direction, but use fre- tracted, 1,000 is added to the smaller number
quency 9. before subtracting in the normal manner

Note. This completes two sets in each direction. (1,093 - 413 = 680).

130. Computing a DME Distance 133. Final Readings (Block III)
Measurement a. The second set of readings taken in a

DME distance measurements are normally given direction are recorded in block III and re-
computed at the station acting as the measurer. ferred to as final readings. The first three lines
The reverse distance is obtained from the oppo- are used exactly as those in block II. The dif-
site station after measurement, and both sta- ferences obtained in block II are then trans-
tions compute the final sea level distance before ferred to block III. The initial and final dif-
party personnel depart for subsequent survey ferences are added and the sum is divided by
operations. This permits the verification of the 2 to obtain the mean difference.
distance determined by map scaling and the b. In the remaining row of spaces in block
resolution of ambiguous readings if they occur. III, the uncorrected resolved distance is en-
Figure 25 illustrates the recording of readings tered. This entry requires a process of resolu-
on DA Form 2972 (Field Record and Computa- tion, as follows:
tions-DME) and is used as a reference for the (1) Accept the mean M2 minus M1 dif-
discussions on computations in paragraphs 131 ference and enter it in the last three
through 138. spaces of the resolved distance. The

entry thus far is referred to as a par-
131. DME Form (Block I) tial resolved distance (fig. 25).

Block I is used to record all station informa- (2) Add 50 to and subtract 50 from the
tion and elevations determined by altimetry. In next channel difference, M3 minus Ml.
space A, the instrument number, operator's In figure 25, this is 487 plus and
name, and height of the station in meters (if minus 50 = 537 and 437.
altimetry is used) refer to the measurer sta- (3) Find a number between 537 and 437
tion. The same data in space B refers to the re- which ends in the first two digits of
sponder station. On the right side of block I, the partial resolved distance. In figure
spaces are provided for listing weather condi- 25, the partial resolved distance is 126
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FIELD RECORD AND COMPUTATIONS-DME

BLOCK I-STATION DATA

Height
Station Inst. No. Operator Mtters Weather CLEAR BRIGHT

A HARRY 431 SP4 KLINE 452 Hecorder: SP4 LAWSON
B CHARLIE 446 SP4BLAIR 439 Vertical AnRle (if measured)

Height difference 1 3 Enter In Block II

BLOCK Il-INITLAL READINGS BLOCK TV-VEwTICAL ANGLE

Freuenc M6 15 HA 1M3 M2

N6 ) H5 N~ K1 I ~,754 093 486 899 537 ] _-- Difference

Minus M 413 413 413 413 413 (etrs)

ifferee 341 680 073 486 124 Horizontal distance (meters)

ATn ~rWTT LFINAL READINGS I Difference height meters 13 0
reqraency 16 )/5 14 13 12 2Log (1) I 1 113 94 3 4

764 /095 494 903 543 3 Log ean slope distance(IIl.) 4 5688011
Minus Ml 415 / 415 415 415 415 4 (2)-(3) Log sin vertical angle 6 55 1423
Difference 349 680 079 488 128 5 Vertical angle [log sin (4)J O O00 36
Initial
Difference 341 680 073 486 124 NOTE: Directions for resolving the
Su of distan.ce are given ..on reverse
Differencea 690 1360 152 974 252 sidef form.

Din of 345' 680 076 487 126

Resolved distance (See note) 3 7 0 5 I 2 6 BLOCK V - SEA LEVEL DISTANCE METERS

Calibration constant_ 6 Lo gmean eloe distance (IY-3) 4 568 801 1

slope distance A to B 3 O 5 O 2 0 Lg cos vertical angle (II, O00 0000O

Reverse alope distance B to A 3 7 0 5 1 2 3 1()+(2) Lar horizontal distance 4k 568 8011
Mean slope distance (meters) 3 7 0 51 I I I Loe sea level coefficient (vi) 9 999 9659

BLOCK VI - SEA LEVEL COEFFICIENT 5 (3)+(4) - log sea level distance 4 568 7670
Use height of station or mean height beteen Sea level distance - maters

station t nearest 100 =eters _ 6 (If Macesstr8f
Height jLS sea level Height Log sea level Height log sea level Height Log sea level Height log sea level
meters coefficient eters coefficient n|eters coefficient eters a coefficient ceters coefficient

-100 10.0000068 500 9.9999659 1300 9.9999112 2100 9.9998566 2900 9.9998020

- 50 10.0000034 600 9.9999590 1400 9.9999044 2200 9.9998498 3000 9.9997951

00 10.0000000 700 9.9999522 1500 9.9998976 2300 9.9998429 3100 9.9997883

50 9.9999966 800 9.9999453 1600 9.9998908 2400 9.9998361 3200 9.9997815

100 9.9999931 900 9.9999386 1700 9.9998839 2500 9.9998292 3300 9.9997747

200 |9.9999863 1000 9.9999317 1800 9.9998770 2600 9.9998225 3400 9.9997678

300 19.9999795 1100 9.9999249 1900 9.9998703 2700 9.9998156 3500 9.9997609

400 19.9999727 | 1200 9 99999181 2000 199998634 2800 9.9998088 9 3600 9.9997542

CNput ebSP5 CLIFTON Checker SP5 BURK heet ts

ebAr' APACHE GATE Dat'21 NOV 64

DA FAR 2972
Figure 25. DA Form 2972, Field Record and Computations-DME.
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and its first two digits are 12. The height is obtained from block I. The heights of
only number between 537 and 437 end- stations A and B are entered in block I. These
ing in 12 is 512. This is the resolved heights are obtained from known data or de-
channel difference. termined with the altimeter (chap 11).

(4) Prefix the first digit of the resolved
channel difference to the partial re- 135. Reducing the Distance Measured From
solved distance to obtain a new partial Slope Distance to Horizontal Distance
resolved distance. to Sea Level Distance

(5) Repeat this process for all succeeding
channel differences, using the pre- a. The slope distance is reduced to sea level
viously determined new partial re- distance by computations, using the mean slope
solved distance with each. Resolution distance, vertical angle, and sea level coefficient.
of all channel differences provides the The computations are made by following the
uncorrected slope distance. step-by-step instructions in block V.

c. The electronic distance does not coincide b. The instructions for the use of the sea
with the distance between stations, thus, a level coefficient are given in block VI.
small correction must be applied to find the c. The computations on the field record andtrue slope distance. The correction constant is

alwaysmins016 meter. computations form end with sea level distance.
To carry the computations further would be

d. The slope distance measured in the op- a duplication of effort, since most Department
posite direction at the other end of the line of the Army artillery survey forms provide for
is entered on the next line, and the mean of the application of the log scale factor to con-
the forward and reverse distances is entered on vert to universal transverse mercator grid dis-
the following line. tance.

134. Determining the Vertical Angle 136. Personnel Requirements
Between Stations

The composition of the survey party and the
a. In block III the slope distance was deter- duties of the personnel for the DME traverse

mined; however, horizontal distance is required are the same as those for the Tellurometer
for artillery survey. Therefore, the slope dis- traverse (para 118).
tance must be converted to horizontal distance.
In order to accomplish the conversion, the ver-
tical angle from station A to station B must
be determined. The slope distance is consid- The principles of conducting a traverse with
ered to be the hypotenuse of a right triangle. the DME are the same as those for conducting
The horizontal distance may be computed by a traverse with the Tellurometer (para 119).
using the slope distance and the vertical angle
or the slope distance and the difference in 138. Trilateration
height (block IV).

The DME is used in trilateration in the
b. When the vertical angle is measured, it is same manner as the Tellurometer (para 120).

entered in block I and on line 5 in block IV.
The vertical angle should be measured recipro-
cally or corrected for curvature when a long 139. Care and Maintenance of the DME
distance is being measured. The vertical angle The operator's manual for the DME clearly
may be expressed in mils or degrees, minutes, defines the extent of care and the maintenance
and seconds, depending on the type of theodo- responsibilities from the operator to the high-
lite used to make the measurement. est maintenance category. The operator should

c. If the vertical angle is not measured, it consult this manual regularly while perform-
must be computed by using the slope distance ing his maintenance. Maintenance ezperi-
and the difference in height. The difference in mentation by operating personnel is prohibited.
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140. Troubleshooting recognize symptoms of malfunction or faulty
operation. A list of symptoms, possible causes,

Operators are not permitted to make any and corrective actions that do not constitute
repairs on the DME, but they must be able to repairs is given below.

Stnnpoin Po.ible C.s.e Corrective octimo

No DC IN meter Power cable is not firmly connected. Cable Check cable to see that it is secure. Rotate
reading. clamps are not making contact at bat- clamps slightly so that terminal is

tery terminals because of surface cor- scratched slightly for better contact.
rosion or foreign matter.

Dead battery _____-____________________ Change battery.
Connector is not attached (when internal Attach connector.

battery is used).
Connector is not securely attached _- ___ Check to see that connector is screwed com-

pletely on and is not crooked.
Cable circuitry is incomplete ----------- If, or when available, use a cable which has

been recently used and is known to be
good.

Blows fuse .-______ ON-OFF-STANDBY switch was switched Replace fuse and wait for completion
to ON position before completion of of oven cycle before switching from
oven boost cycle. STANDBY to ON.

Cable connections to battery are reversed Check polarity. Change if reversed and re-
(wrong polarity). place fuse.

24-volt battery is connected to 12-volt cable Connect proper cable.
Any improper meter Check DC IN and if faulty refer to possible

reading. causes for "No DC IN meter reading."
AFC cannot be nulled-_ HIGH-LOW switch is in wrong position . Set HIGH-LOW switch to proper position.

No output from headset Headset unplugged . ................ Plug in headset.
Headset plug is not seated properly -__ Check headset plug to see that it is not

crooked and that it is firmly engaged.
Defective headset __- -................. Try a headset which has been used recently

and is known to be good.
No tone in measure -__ TALK-MEASURE switch is in TALK Switch to MEASURE.

position.
Channel switch is in wrong position .... Set switch to proper channel.

Difficulty in establish- Antenna cover has not been removed _ __ Remove antenna cover.
ing communications.

Resolved distance is M2 and Ml readings have been reversed Contact responder and check M2 and Ml
obviously in error or an M2 has been repeated as M1 when readings.
(i.e., the measured responder failed to switch from M2 to

distance is much less, M1.
or greater, than the
known approximate
distance).

Readings were entered in reverse order _ Contact responder and check readings.
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CHAPTER 7

ANGLE DETERMINATION

Section I. FIELD NOTES

141. General lost. The flyleaf contains space for the identi-
fication of the notebook (fig. 26). Each set ofThe field notes of a survey should contain a

complete record of all measurements made dur- facing pages inside the notebook comprises onenumbered page. The page number appears ining the progress of the survey, with sketches, numbered pageh The page number appears in
descriptions, and remarks made where neces-
sary to clarify the notes. The best survey field- bered pages should be reserved for the index

that is maintained as field data entries arework is of little value if the notes are not ac-
curate, legible, and complete. The notes are the made i the notebook (fig. 27).
only record of the fieldwork that is available
after the survey is finished. 143. Forms of Recording

a. Field note recording consists of a combina-
142. Field Notebook tion of tabulation of data, sketches, and de-

The field notebook (DA Form 5-72) is a scriptions, so that the total information in the
hardback, permanently bound book for record- field notebook provides a clear and under-
ing measurements as they are made in the standable picture of the survey work per-
field. Attached to the flyleaf inside the front formed. This information should include
of the book are instructions for its return if descriptions of the starting and closing sta-

tions, the area or locality in which the work
is performed, the nature and purpose of the

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY work, and weather or other conditions, that
CORPS OF ENGINEERS may be factors in evaluating the results. The

information in the field notes should be com-
plete to the extent that anyone not familiar

LEVEL, TRANSIT AND GENERAL SURVEY with the particular survey operation can take
the notebook, return to the locality, and re-

RECORD BOOK cover or reconstruct any portion of the field-
work.

y/flZ-/ 0Ko lz////B/j A4R2 Y b. Tabulation of data in the field notebook is
LOCALITY the recording of the measured data in columns

ADV4ANCD /N/IT 7- /4/NGK- according to a prescribed plan. Sufficient
PROJECT spaces are also provided to permit entry of

BOOK / OF 3 mean values
6.f? ... c//L Tg//A9/O//,7E(7/6 eis c. Sketches should be used when needed to

INSTRUMENT . assist in clarifying field notes. The sketches
S.Et' 77/. 22yR0s1 / may be drawn to an approximate scale, or im-

CHIEF OF PARTY portant details may be exaggerated for clarity.
A notation should be included to indicate grid

Figure 26. ELample of data placed on flyleaf of field north. Normally, a sketch of the locality, show-
notebook. ing the general survey plan, should provide suf-
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Figure 27. Example of the index of the field notebook.

ficient information to recover or reconstruct conditions, and any other factors that could be
the fieldwork when the sketch is used in con- of significance.
junction with the description of the starting
and closing stations. Sketches are also used 144. Recording
when necessary to indicate survey signal
heights and points sighted upon other than in- a. Each numbered page of the field notebook
strument height when observing vertical angles. (fig. 28) provides space for recording data and
A small straightedge and a protractor should information pertinent to the survey. The type
be used as aids in making the sketch. The of survey, the date, the weather conditions, the
sketch should be legible, should be drawn clearly type and serial number of the instrument, the
and large enough to be understandable. names of the party personnel, and similar in-

formation are entered across the top of the
d. Descriptions should be used to supplement page. The left half of the page is used for

the information provided in the tabulated data recording measured data, and the right half
and sketches. Descriptions normally will iden- below the double line, is used for remarks,
tify the area in which the fieldwork is per- sketches, and descriptions.
formed and provide a description of the start-
ing and closing stations and any other informa- b. All entries in the field notebook should be
tion that is required to make a complete record printed in a neat and legible manner with a
of the fieldwork. Remarks may be made to sharp, hard-lead pencil (3H or harder), with
clarify measurements, weather and observing enough pressure to indent the paper and insure
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Figure 28. Page of field notebook.

a permanent record. Numerals and decimal check all entries and initial each numbered
points should be legible and distinct so that page. Data pertaining to different survey opera-
only one interpretation of the data is possible. tions should not be recorded on the same page.
The recorder accompanies the instrument op- c. Erasures are not permitted in the fielderator and records the data in the field note- notebook. When incorrect data has been entered
book as it is announced to him; he then reads in the notebook, it is corrected by drawing a
it back to insure the correctness of the data. single line through the incorrect data and en-Field data are entered directly in the notebook sing the correct data and en-tering the correct data immediately above the
and not on scraps of paper for later transcrip- incorrect data. When a page is filled with data
tion. As the field data entries are made in the that will not be used because of a change in
notebook, the recorder computes and records plans, etc., the page is crossed out by drawing
mean values and, for ease of identification, en- diagonal lines bet ween opposite corners o f the
circles the data that is. to be furnished to thea t s be rnished to te page and printing the word VOID in large let-
computers as they request it. Station descrip- ters across the page
tions, sketches, and any necessary remarks are
entered in the notebook as time permits during d. The format for recording field data is il-
the progress of survey operations. To minimize lustrated in the chapters in which the various
recording errors, the chief of party should instruments and survey methods are discussed.
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Section II. AIMING CIRCLE M2

145. General Description ments are recorded on graduated scales and

The aiming circle M2 (fig. 29) is a small, icrometers The aiming circle has two hori-
lightweight instrument that is used in the firing zontal rotatig motions. The upper (recording)
battery and in artillery survey operations exe- motion changes the readings of the azimuth
cuted to an accuracy of 1:500. Basically, it con- scales of the instrument; the lower (nonrecord-
sists of a low-power, fixed-focus telescope ing) motion does not. The aiming circle is
mounted on a body that permits unlimited hori- equipped with leveling screws, level vials, and a
zontal and limited vertical rotation of the tele- magnetic compass. The instrument is mounted
scope. Horizontal and vertical angle measure- on a base plate that serves as the base of the

tMAAIM IMING CIRCLE

TRIPOD

INSTRUMENT
LIGHT

LAMP HOLDER
AND REMOVER

AIMING CIRCLE

CANVAS
COVER

BACK
PLATE

PLUMB 0 . }

\IRA PD 222958

Figure 29. Aiming circle with accessory equipment.
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carrying case and is also used in mounting the the body assembly, the worm housing, and the
instrument on a tripod. The aiming circle M2 base plate assembly (fig. 30).
consists of the aiming circle body and the ac-
cessory equipment. The aiming circle without a. Telescope Body Assembly. The telescope
accessory equipment (para 147) weighs 8 body assembly consists of the optical system,
pounds 2 ounces and with accessory equipment the vertical level vial, the reflector, and a filterpounds 2 ounces and with accessory equipment
weighs 22 pounds.weighs 22 pounds. for solar observations.

(1) Optical system. A 4-power, fixed-focus
146. Aiming Circle Body telescope forms the optical system of

The aiming circle body is made up of four the aiming circle. The telescope reticle
principal parts-the telescope body assembly, is formed by a glass etched with a

FOUR MAJOR PARTS OF THE
AIMING CIRCLE BODY

30Cr"B.EVATON KNOB

soar _ _ v \]
SYY LENS

a _ Lfw - ~FIELD LENS

LENS2 DAMPER

SCALE

hoc~tSC -pI 4, 4 %Z.LEEVLNG SCREW

Figure SO. Cutaway drawing of aiming circle showing composite parts.
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31). These graduations are used to
measure relatively small horizontal

/so 80- \ and vertical deviations from a refer-
70- ence line (e.g., in a high-burst regis-
/6- tration). The telescope eyepiece (fig.
/ - -- 32) is inclined upward at an angle of
30- \_ \450 from the axis of the telescope to
320- lo \11 30 40 50 60 70 8permit the observer to look down into

20- 2030 40 506070 80 the telescope while standing erect. Lo-
lo- | 1 1 11 1 |1 |1 l1 |cated on top of the inclined portion of

, J l I I Ij, I ' I | I --- l l o the telescope is a machined slot for at-
80 70 60 50 40 30 2010 - 20 taching the instrument light. The ob-

-- 30 jective end of the telescope is beveled
-- \-40 / / to form a permanent sunshade.

-60 // (2) Telescope level vial. The telescope level
-70 // vial is located on the left side of the
\-_ 80 ao telescope. This level is used to estab-

lish the horizontal axis of the telescope
in a true horizontal plane. The lugs
supporting the telescope level vial are

Figure 31. Telescope reticle. shaped to form an open sight for ap-
proximate alinement of the telescope

horizontal and a vertical crossline in- on a station. The telescope level is not
tersecting at the center of the tele- used in artillery survey.
scope. These crosslines are graduated (3) Reflector. The reflector is a plastic
at 5-mil intervals from the center. The signal post mounted on top of the tele-
graduations range from 0 to 85 mils scope at the vertical axis of the instru-
and are numbered every 10 mils (fig. ment. The reflector is used as an aim-

ELEVATION KNOB
ELEVATION MICROMETER
REFLECTOR

MEYELENS

SLOT FOR INSTRUMENT LIGHT
NEU~o~L~TUALFILTER BULAR LEVELISTORED POSITIO BLAR LEVEL ELEVATION SCALE

CIRCULAR LEVEL
OBJECTIVE ~ ~- -- NEUTRAL FILTER

(STORED POSITION

LOCKING LEVER FOR TUBULAR LEVEL
COMPASS NEEDLE

ORIENTING KNOB COVERMAGNIFER
_ AZIMUTH MICROMETER

~ORIENTING KNOB ZMUTH
AZIMUTH SCALE

SCREW
SPRING PLATE

$ _ BASE FLATE s I

-NOTATON FAD

Figure 2s. Aiming Circle Me.
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ing point for other instruments sight- tical angles are read in two parts; the
ing on the aiming circle M2. At night hundreds of mils are read from the
the reflector can be illuminated exter- elevation scale, and the tens and units
nally by use of the instrument light. of mils are read from the elevation

(4) Filter. A filter is provided for viewing micrometer scale. The elevation scale
the sun directly when astronomic ob- is graduated and numbered in 100-mil
servations are being made. The filter increments from minus 400 mils to
is slipped onto the eyepiece end of the plus 800 mils. The plus and minus
telescope when the sun is being ob- symbols are not shown, but the minus
served and is attached to the side of numerals are printed in red and the
the telescope body when not in use. plus numerals are printed in black.

The elevation micrometer scale is
b. Body Assembly. The body assembly con- graduated in 1-mil increments from 0

sists of the azimuth and elevation worm to 100 mils. The scales are numbered
mechanisms; the magnetic compass, with reti- every 10 mils from left to right in
cle and needle actuating lever; and two hori- black numerals and from right to left
zontal plate levels. in red numerals. The red numerals on

(1) Azimuth mechanism. The azimuth the elevation micrometer scale are
mechanism (upper motion) of the in- used in conjunction with the red nu-

merals on the elevation scale. Thestrument has both a fast and a slow merals on the elevation scale. The
motion. Lateral movement of the azi- black numerals on the micrometer
muth knob permits fast motion. Hoei- scale are used with the black numerals
zontal angles are read in two parts;
the hundreds of mils are read from the (3) Magnetic compass. The magnetic com-
azimuth scale, and the tens and units pass is located in the oblong recess in
of mils are read from the azimuth the top of the body assembly. The
micrometer. The azimuth scale is magnetic needle is limited in move-
graduated in 100-mil increments from ment to approximately 110 of arc and
0 to 6,400 mils and is numbered every is provided with copper dampers to
200 mils. The portion of the azimuth aid in settling the needle quickly. A
scale from 3,200 mils through 6,400 small glass magnifier and a reticle
mils has a second scale numbered in with three vertical etched lines are at
red from 0 to 3,200 below the primary one end of the recess to aid in alining
scale. The graduations of the primary the south end of the needle. On the op-
(upper) scale are used for survey. The posite end of the recess is a lever
second (lower) scale is used for laying which locks or unlocks the magnetic
the weapons of the firing battery. This needle. When the lever is in a vertical
lower scale is not used in survey. The position, the needle is locked. When
azimuth micrometer scale is located on the lever is turned either right or left
the azimuth knob. It is graduated in to the horizontal position, the needle
1-mil increments from 0 to 100 mils is unlocked.
and is numbered every 10 mils. (4) Horizontal plate levels. Located on the

(2) Elevation mechanism. The elevation body assembly at the left side of the
mechanism of the aiming circle is magnetic needle recess are two hori-
similar to the azimuth slow motion zontal plate levels; one is a circular
mechanism. Stop rings in the mech- level vial that may be used for rough
anism prevent the telescope from leveling of the instrument, the other is
striking the body assembly when it is a tubular level vial that is used to ac-
depressed. Vertical angles from mi- curately level the instrument.
nus 440 mils to plus 805 mils can be c. Worm Housing. The worm housing is that
measured with the aiming circle. Ver- portion of the aiming circle below the azimuth
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Figure 83. Accessory kit.

scale and above the base plate. It contains the motion by mistake. Each of the three leveling
worm gear of the orienting (lower or nonre- screws is fitted into a threaded socket in the
cording) motion, the leveling screws, and the worm housing and attached to the base plate by
spring plate. The orienting knob controlling the means of the spring plate.
nonrecording motion of the aiming circle is
similar in operation to the azimuth (recording) d. Base Plate Asseobly. The base plate as-
motion of the aiming circle in that lateral move- sembly is the base of the instrument when it
ment of one orienting knob permits fast move- is mounted on the tripod and it also serves as
ment in the orienting motion of the aiming the base of the carrying case. It is a flat circu-
circle. The two orienting knobs should be used lar plate to which the instrument is attached by
simultaneously for slow movement of the ori- the spring plate. A rectangular shaped notation
enting motion. Caps are provided for the pad is located on the base plate and is used for
orienting knobs to preclude use of the orienting recording the declination constant and the ver-
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tical angle correction. An instrument-fixing when it is used to aline the instrument over a
screw is threaded into a socket on the underside point on the ground. When the plumb bob is
of the base plate assembly to attach the instru- not in use, it is stored in a loop in the canvas
ment to the tripod. The socket is kept clean and cover of the accessory kit.
free of obstructions by a spring-loaded cover Lampholder and Remver. The lampholder
that remains closed when the instrument is not and remover is a small, rubber tubular acces-
attached to the tripod. The base plate is fitted sory in which spare lamp bulbs are stored; it
with a rubber gasket that makes a watertight can also be used for removing burned out bulbs
seal when the cover is latched to it. from their sockets.

147. Aiming Circle Accessory Equipment f. Carrying Case Cover. The cover of the
The accessory equipment for the aiming cir- carrying case is a lightweight dome-shaped

cle consists of the tripod, the carrying case aluminum cover that can be clamped to the
cover, and the accessory kit. The accessory kit base plate to provide a waterproof case for the
(fig. 33) contains the instrument light, plumb instrument. The cover is provided with a carry-
bob, lampholder and remover, and backplate ing strap and two strong clamps for securing
and canvas cover. the cover to the base plate.

a. Tripod. The tripod (fig. 29) has three tele- 148. Setting Up the Aiming Circle M2
scoping legs, an aluminum head and cover, and
a carrying strap. The legs are adjusted for a. Setting Up the Tripod. The procedure for
length and held in place by means of leg clamp setting up the tripod is as follows:
wing screws. The leg hinges at the tripod head (1) Upend the tripod and place the tripod
are adjusted for friction by clamping screws. head on the toe of the shoe. Unbuckle
The ends of the legs of the tripod are fitted with the restraining strap and secure the
an aluminum boot and a bronze spike for ease strap around the leg to which it is
in embedding the legs in the ground. A strap attached.
holds the legs together in the retracted position. (2) Loosen the leg clamp wing screws and
An adjustable strap is provided for carrying extend the tripod legs to the desired
the tripod when the legs are retracted and length. Tighten the leg clamp wing
strapped together. screws.

b. Backplate and Cover. The backplate and (3) Turn the tripod to its upright position
cover (fig. 33) serves as the carrying case for and test the adjustment of each tri-
the instrument light, plumb bob, and lamp- pod leg by elevating each leg, in turn,
holder and remover. It is fastened to one of the to a horizontal position and then re-
tripod legs by two clamps. leasing it. If the leg is properly ad-

c. Instrument Light. The instrument light justed, it should fall to about 450 and
consists of a battery tube containing two flash- stop. If it does not, the tripod leg
light batteries and two flexible cords. One of shduld be adjusted by tightening or
these cords carries the current to the telescope loosening the tripod clamping nut.
through a lamp bracket assembly that fits into The test should be repeated until suc-
a machined slot on top of the telescope assem- cessful.
bly. The other cord is attached to a hand light (4) Spread the legs and place the tripod
assembly for general illumination around the over the station to be occupied, with
instrument (leveling and reading the scales) one leg approximately bisecting the
and to illuminate the reflector. The light inten- angle(s) to be measured. The head of
sity is regulated by a rheostat located on the the tripod should be set up at a height
end of the battery tube. The battery tube is which will place the telescope at a
fastened to the backplate by means of a clamp. convenient height for the operator.

d. Plumb Bob. The plumb bob is suspended (5) Insert the plug-in sleeve of the plumb
from a hook in the instrument-fixing screw bob into the instrument-fixing screw
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and extend the plumb bob so that it other at the same time. This move-
will hang about an inch above the sta- ment tightens one screw as it loosens,
tion. Center the tripod approximately the other. The bubble always moves
over the station. .in the same direction as the left

(6) Firmly embed the tripod legs, making thumb.
sure that the plumb pob is within one- (4) Rotate the instrument 1,600 mils; this
half inch (laterally) of being centered places one end of the plate level over
over the station and that the tripod the third leveling screw. Using this,
head is approximately level when the screw, center the bubble.
legs are embedded. (5) Return the instrument to the first

position ((3) above) and again center(7) Remove the tripod head cover and se- position ((3) above) and again center
cure it to the tripod leg.

(6) Return the instrument to the second
b. Attaching the Aiming Circle to the Tripod. position ((4) above) and again cen-

To attach the aiming circle to the tripods open ter the bubble.
the spring-loaded cover on the base plate and (7) Repeat (5) and (6) above until the
thread the instrument-fixing screw into the bubble remains centered in both posi-
socket until the aiming circle is firmly attached tions.
to the tripod. Unsnap the aiming circle cover
latches, remove the cover, and hang it on the (8) Rotate the instrument 3,200 mils
tripod head cover. from the first position. If the bubble

remains centered in this position, ro-
e. Plumbing and Leveling the Aiming Circle. tate the instrument 3,200 mils from

The procedure for plumbing and leveling the the second position. If the bubble re-
aiming circle is as follows: mains centered in this position, rotate

the instrument throughout 6,400 mils.
(1) Loosen the fixing screw slightly and The bubble should remain centered;

carefully move the instrument around if it does, the instrument is level.
on the head of the tripod until the
point of the plumb bob is centered (9) If the bubble is not centered when the
exactly over the station. instrument is rotated 3,200 mils from

the first position ((8) above), the
(2) Tighten the instrument to the tripod level vial is out of adjustment. To

head, making sure that the point of compensate, move the bubble halfway
the plumb bob remains centered over back to the center of the level vial,
the station. using the same leveling screws that

Caution: Excessive tightening of were used for the first position. Ro-
the fixing screw will bend the slotted tate the instrument 3,200 mils from
arm and damage the tripod head. the second position and move the bub-

ble halfway back to the center of the(3) Loosen the leveling screws to expose le halfway back to the center of the
sufficient threads (%" to / level vial, using the one remaining

three screws to permit the instrument leveling screw. The instrument is now
to be rleveled. Rotate the instrument level, and the bubble will come to rest
until the axis of the tubular level is in its vial at the same offcenter posi-until the axis of the tubular level is
parallel to any two of the three level- tion regardless of the direction in
ing screws. Center the bubble by using which the instrument is pointed The
these two leveling screws. Grasp the level vial should be adjusted at the
leveling screws between the thumb first opportunity.
and forefinger of each hand and turn
the screws simultaneously so that the 149. Taking Down the Aiming Circle
thumbs of both hands move either The procedure for taking down the aiming
toward each other or away from each circle is as follows:
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a. Tighten the leveling screws to their stops. f. With the upper slow motion, bring the
b. Check to insure that the magnetic needle crosslines exactly to the point, rotating the

is locked. instrument from left to right.
c. Cover the level vials. g. Read and record the value of the angle on

the azimuth and micrometer scales to thed. Place the azimuth knob over the notation t 0.5 il
nearest 0.5 mil.pad.

e. Unhook the plumb bob and replace it in- h. With this value still on the scales, repeat
the backplate cover. Close the backplate cover. c through f above.

f. Place the carrying case cover over the i. Read and record the accumulated value of
aiming circle and latch the cover locks. two measurements of the angle to the nearest

0.5 mil.g. Unscrew the instrument-fixing screw and
remove the instrument from the tripod. j. Divide the accumulated value in i above by

h. Replace the tripod head cover. 2. If the accumulated value of the angle (i
above) is smaller than the first value (g above),

i. Collapse the tripod legs and tighten the add 6,400 to the accumulated value before di-
wing screws. viding by 2. The mean value determined should

j. Strap the tripod legs together. agree with the first value within 0.5 mil; if not,
the angle must be remeasured.

150. Measuring Horizontal Angles
In artillery survey, horizontal angles are 151. Measuring Vertical Angles

measured at the occupied station in a clock- The vertical angle to a point is measured
wise direction from the rear station to the for- from the horizontal plane passing through the
ward station. Pointings for horizontal angles horizontal axis of the telescope of the instru-
are always made to the lowest visible point at ment. The vertical angle is expressed as plus or
the rear and forward stations. In sighting on a minus, depending on whether the point is above
station, the vertical crossline is placed so that (plus) or below (minus) the horizontal plane.
it bisects the station marker. When angles are Usually, the vertical angle is measured each
measured with the aiming circle, two repeti- time a horizontal angle is measured. Vertical
tions of the angle are taken and the accumu- angles are measured twice, and the mean value
lated value is divided by 2 to determine the is determined. Vertical angles, if possible, are
mean value of the angle. The procedure for measured to the height of instrument (HI) at
measuring horizontal angles is as follows: each forward station. The height of instrument

a. Set up and level the aiming circle. is determined by measurement on a ranging
b. Zero the azimuth and micrometer scales. pole. If the instrument operator consistently

sets the instrument up at approximately the
c. Sight approximately on the rear station by same height, then the same height of instru-

using the lower (nonrecording) fast motion. ment may be used throughout the fieldwork for
d. Place the crossline exactly on the rear sta- measuring vertical angles. The procedure for

tion by using the lower slow motion. The last measuring vertical angles is as follows:
motion coming onto the station should be from
left to right to reduce backlash due to the play
in the worm gear mechanism. Check the azi- b. When the first measurement of the hori-
muth and micrometer scales to insure that they zontal angle is completed (para 150g), elevate
are still at zero. Close the orienting knob or depress the telescope to place the horizontal
covers. crossline at the height of instrument on the

e. With the upper (recording) fast motion, stati
rotate the aiming circle to bring the crosslines c. Read and record the value of the vertical
near the forward station, but keep them to angle to the nearest 0.5 mil. If the black nu-
the left of the station. merals are used, the vertical angle is plus; if
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the red numerals are used, the vertical angle each azimuth mark and compare the
is minus. mean of each with the corresponding

known vertical angle. Determine the
d. After the second measurement of the hori- differences (+). If the differences

zontal angle is completed (para 150i), measure agree within 1 mil of each other, de-
the vertical angle a second time. termine the mean difference to 0.1 mil

e. Determine the mean vertical angle by add- and record this value on the notation
ing the first and second readings of the verti- pad with the declination constant
cal angle and dividing the sum by 2. The mean (e.g., VAC + 1.6).
vertical angle should agree with the first read- Note. If the differences do not agree with-
ing within 0.5 mil. in 1 mil, repeat (1) through (3) above.

Example:
152. Determining Vertical Angle Correction +23.0 mils = known vertical angle

To obtain correct measurements of vertical to azimuth mark 1
angles with the aiming circle, the horizontal +21.5 mils = mean measured vertical
axis of the telescope must lie in a true hori- angle to azimuth mark
zontal plane when the elevation scale is at zero. 1
If it does not, a vertical angle correction (VAC) + 1.5 mils = correction to bring
must be determined and applied to each verti- measured vertical angle
cal angle measured with the aiming circle. A to known vertical angle
vertical angle correction is determined at the - 9.0 mils = known vertical angle to
same time that the declination constant is de- azimuth mark 2
termined. Two methods may be used to deter- -10.8 mils = mean measured vertical
mine the vertical angle correction-the compar- angle to azimuth mark
ison method and the alternate method. 2

a. Determination of Vertical Angle Correc- + 1.8 mils = correction to bring
tion by Comparison Method. The vertical angle measured vertical angle
between two points is measured with the aiming to known vertical angle
circle and compared with the correct vertical + 1.5 mils = correction at azimuth
angle between those points. The correct vertical mark 1
angle can be determined by measurement with + 1.8 mils = correction at azimuth
a theodolite or by computation, using the dis- mark 2
tance and difference in height between the + 3.3 - 2 = + 1.6 mils = mean ver-
points. Whenever a declination station is estab- tical angle correction
lished, the vertical angle to each azimuth mark b. Determination of Vertical Angle Correc-
should be determined so that the vertical angle tion by Alternate Method. Two stations are es-
correction can be checked at the time the aim- tablished approximately 100 meters apart and
ing circle is declinated. The vertical angle cor- properly marked. It is not necessary to know
rection is determined by the comparison meth- the coordinates and height of the stations or
od as follows: the distance between them. The aiming circle

(1) After determining the declination con- is set up at one of the stations, and the height
stant, check the level of the instru- of instrument is measured and marked on a
ment. Measure the vertical angle to range pole with a pencil. The range pole is
each azimuth mark to which the ver- placed vertically over the second station. The
tical angle is known. Read and record vertical angle to the mark on the range pole
the values to the nearest 0.5 mil. is then measured with the aiming circle. The

(2) Verify the level of the instrument and aiming circle is then moved to the second sta-
measure the vertical angle to each tion and set up. The height of instrument at
azimuth mark a second time. Record the second station is marked on the range pole.
the values. The pole is then set up over the first station,

(3) Mean the vertical angles measured to and the vertical angle from the second station
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to the first station is measured. The vertical netic needle. The procedure for orienting on a
angles measured at the two stations are com- required azimuth is as follows:
pared. If they are numerically equal but have
opposite signs (e.g., +7.0 and -7.0), the in- prescribed manner.
strument is in correct adjustment and the ver-
tical angle correction is zero. If the values are b. Using the upper motion, set the declina-
not numerically equal, a vertical angle correc- tion constant on the scales of the instrument.
tion must be determined. The correction is c. Release the magnetic needle and center it,
numerically equal to one-half of the algebraic using the lower motion.
sum of the two angles. The sign of the oorrec- d. Lock the magnetic needle.
tion is opposite to the sign of the algebraic sum
of the two angles. For example, if one angle e. Using the upper motion, set the required
were +22.0 mils and the other were -24.0 grid azimuth on the scales of the instrument.
mils, the vertical angle correction would be The scope of the instrument is now oriented on
+1.0 mil. The vertical angle correction must the required azimuth.
be applied to all vertical angle measurements
made with the aiming circle. 155. Care of the Aiming Circle

Proper care of an instrument will prolong
153. Determining Grid Azimuth With the its life and insure better results to the user.

Aiming Circle Listed below are several precautions which
The magnetic compass of a declinated aiming should be observed while the aiming circle is

circle can be used to determine a grid azimuth. being used.
The procedure for determining a grid azimuth a. Screw Threads. To prevent damage to the
is as follows: screw threads, do not tighten the adjusting,

a. Set up and level the aiming circle in the clamping, or leveling screws beyond a snug
prescribed manner. contact.

b. Using the upper motion, set the declination b. Lenses. The lenses should be cleaned only
constant on the scales of the instrument, with a camel's-hair brush and lens tissue. The

brush should be used first to remove any dust
c. Release the magnetic needle and center it, or other abrasive material from the lens, and

using the lower motion. then the lens should be cleaned with the lens

d. Lock the magnetic needle. tissue. Any smudge spots remaining on the lens
after the lens tissue is used can be removed

e. Using the upper motion, rotate the instru- by slightly moistening the spot and againby slightly moistening the spot and again
cleaning with the lens tissue. Care should be

f. Read and record the measured grid azi- taken not to scratch the lens or remove the
muth as indicated on the scales of the aiming bluish coating. The bluish coating reduces the
circle to the nearest 0.5 mil. glare for the observer.

g. Repeat the procedure and determine the c. Tripod Head. The tripod head should be
grid azimuth a second time. If the two azimuth wiped clean of dirt and moisture and should
determinations agree within 2 mils, mean and be examined for nicks or burrs, before the
record the measured grid azimuth to the near- instrument is attached to the tripod.
est 0.1 mil. If they do not agree, repeat the en- d. Magnetic Needle. The magnetic needle
tire procedure. should be locked when not in use.

154. Orienting the Aiming Circle by e. Azimuth Knob. The azimuth knob should
Magnetic Compass on a be positioned over the notation pad before the
Required Azimuth instrument is put in its case.

A declinated aiming circle can be oriented f. Worm Gears. Movement of the worm gears
on a required grid azimuth by use of the mag- should never be forced. In disengaging the fast
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motion, of the azimuth mechanism, be sure that cal crossline moves off the point as the tele-
the gear is free before the instrument is ro- scope is elevated or depressed, the instrument
tated. To reengage the worm gear, move the should be turned in for repair.
instrument back and forth slightly until the
gear of the azimuth mechanism meshes with c. Micrometer Adjustment Checks. The only
that of the lower (nonrecording) motion. adjustments that may be made by using unit

personnel are the adjustments of the microme-
g. Lubrication. The aiming circle should not ters so that they read zero when the main

be lubricated by unit personnel. All parts re- scales with which they are associated read zero.
quiring lubrication are enclosed and should be
lubricated only by ordnance instrument repair micrometer. The adustin th micrometer
personnel. The instrument should be checked
periodically by an ordnance maintenance unit. is checked and adjusted as follows:

(a) Set the zero of the azimuth scale
h. Cleaning. The instrument should be kept opposite the index mark.

clean and dry. Metal parts should be cleaned (b) If the zero of the azimuth microme-
of grease and oil with mineral spirits paint ter is opposite the index, no adjust-
thinner and then wiped dry. Care must be ment is necessary. If the zero is not
taken to insure that the threads of the leveling opposite the index, loosen the screws
screws are clean and turn smoothly. The pol- on the end of the azimuth knob and
ished surfaces should be given a thin coat of slip the micrometer scale until the
light grade aircraft instrument lubricating oil zero is opposite the index.
to prevent rust. Electrical parts should be
cleaned with trichloroethylene. Rubber parts, micrometer scale m position and
other than electrical parts, should be cleaned tighten the azimuth knob screws.
with warm soapy water. After the rubber parts
are dry, a coating of powdered technical tal- (d) Check to insurethatthezero of both

the azimuth scale and the microme-cum should be used to preserve the rubber. the azimuth scale and the microme-
Canvas should be cleaned with a dry brush or ter scale are still opposite r re-
by scrubbing with a brush and water.

screws are tightened.

156. Maintenance Checks and Adjustments (2) Checking and adjusting the elevation

Maintenance checks should be made as de- micrometer. The elevation micrometer
scribed in a through e below., If any check, is checked and adjusted as follows:
other than the micrometer adjustment check in (a) Set the zero of the elevation scale
c below, indicates that adjustment is necessary, opposite the index mark.
the aiming circle should be turned in to the sup- (b) If the zero of the elevation microme-
porting ordnance maintenance unit for repair., ter is opposite the index, no adjust-
The checks in a through e below should be per! ment is necessary. If the zero is not
formed before the instrument is used. opposite the index, loosen the screws

on the end of the elevation knob and
a. Level Vial Check. After the aiming circle slip the elevation micrometer scale

has been set up and leveled, rotate the instru-
ment through 6,400 mils. If the-bubbles in the
horizontal plate level vials (circular and tubu- (c) Hold both the elevation knob and
lar) do not remain centered, the instrument the micrometer scale in position
should be turned in for repair at the first oppor- and tighten the micrometer knob
tunity. screws.

(d) Check to insure that the zero of
b. Tilted Reticle Check. After the aiming both the elevation scale and the mi-

circle has been set up and leveled, place the crometer scale are still opposite
vertical crossline on some well-defined point. their respective index marks after
Elevate and depress the telescope. If the verti- the screws are tightened.
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d. Level Line Check. The purpose of the level check must be performed before a vertical
line check is to determine whether correct angle is measured with the aiming circle.
values are obtained when vertical angles are e. Magnetic Needle Check. To check the mag-
measured with the aiming circle. If correct ver- netic needle, set up and level the aiming circle.
tical angle values are not obtained with the in- Release the magnetic needle and center it in the
strument and there is not adequate time to turn reticle of the magnetic needle magnifier. To
the instrument in for repair, a vertical angle test the needle for sluggishness, move an iron
correction should be determined. The per- or steel object back and forth in front of the
formance of the level line check and the pro- aiming circle to cause the needle to move on
cedure for determining a vertical angle correc- its pivot. Permit the needle to settle. If the

needle does not return to center in the reticle,tion are discussed in detail in paragraph 152. the instrument should be turned in for repairthe instrument should be turned in for repair.
After the elevation micrometer check (c(2) This check should be performed prior to using
above) has been performed and any necessary the magnetic needle to establish a direction or
adjustments have been made, the level line to orient the instrument.

Section III. THEODOLITE, T16

157. General (1) Horizontal circle clamp. The hori-
zontal circle clamp is located on the

The T16 theodolite (fig. 34) is a compact, upper part of the horizontal circle
lightweight, dustproof, optical-reading, direc- housing and is beneath the telescope
tion-type instrument equipped with a horizontal eyepiece when the telescope is in the
circle (repeater) clamp. It is used to measure direct position. This clamp is used
both horizontal and vertical angles for artillery by the operator to lock the horizontal
fifth-order survey. The horizontal and vertical plate to the alidade in any given posi-
scales of the theodolite are inclosed and are tion for orienting the instrument.
read by means of a built-in optical system. The
scales, graduated in mils, can be read directly (2) Horizontal clamping screw. The hori-
to 0.2 mil and by estimation to the nearest 0.1 zontal clamping screw is located on
mil. The scales may be illuminated by either the side of the horizontal circle hous,
sunlight or artificial light. ing. This control locks the alidade in

any desired position about its verti-

158. Nomenclature of the T16 Theodolite cal axis.
(3) Horizontal tangent screw. The hori-

a. Tribrach. The tribrach is that part of the zontal tangent screw is located adja-
theodolite which contains the three leveling cent to the horizontal clamping screw
screws, and the circular level. The leveling on the side of the horizontal circle
screws are completely inclosed and dustproof. housing. This control provides pre-
The tribrach is detachable from the theodolite cision adjustment in the horizontal
and is secured to the theodolite by three tapered positioning of the telescope.
locking wedges controlled by the tribrach clamp
lever. c. Alidade. The alidade, the upper part of

the theodolite, includes the telescope and
b. Horizontal Circle Housing. The horizontal the theoolteinludes the telescope ande horizntal l Hoing the horizontal microscope assemblies and the vertical circle

circle housing assembly contains the horizontal ssembly. Located on the alidade are the fol-
circle; the vertical axis assembly; the recep- i
tacles, contacts, and connections for electric il-
lumination; and the three spike feet for (1) Levels. The theodolite has a plate
securing the theodolite to the tribrach. The fol- level and vertical circle level (split
lowing controls are located on the horizontal bubble) in addition to the circular
circle housing: level on the tribrach. The plate level
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Figure 34. T16 theodolite.

is located at the bottom of the opening the image, by rotating the lknurled
between the standards on the alidade focusing ring. Two horizontal pull-
and is graduated to aid the operator action screws are provided for cor-
in the precise leveling of the instru- recting the horizontal collimation
ment. The vertical circle level is com- error. A knob located on top of the
pletely built in and is located adjacent telescope controls a small mirror in-
to the vertical circle. side the telescope for illuminating the

(2) Telescope. The 28-power telescope of reticle when electric illumination is
the T16 theodolite can be rotated ver- used.
tically about the horizontal axis of the (3) Circle-reading microscope. Attached
theodolite. Objects appear inverted to the telescope is a microscope for
when viewed through the telescope. viewing the images of the horizontal
The reticle of the telescope is etched and vertical circles. A segment of
on glass and consists of horizontal both circles is presented in the micro-
and vertical crosslines, a solar circle scope, with the horizontal circle
for making pointings on the sun, and (marked "Az") appearing below the
stadia lines. The reticle crosslines vertical circle (marked "V"). The
are focused by rotating the eyepiece; image of the circles is brought into
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focus by rotating the knurled micro- ports by two clamping levers. A desiccant is
scope eyepiece. located in the base plate. A padded wooden

(4) Illumination mirror. A tilting mirror box is also furnished for transporting the
is located on the side of the standard theodolite in its case.
below the vertical circle for illuminat- e. Accessory Equipment.
ing the horizontal and vertical circles.
The intensity of the light on the cir- (1) Electric illumination device. An elec-
cles can be adjusted by rotating and tric illumination device is issued with
tilting the mirror until proper light- the T16 theodolite. In the lower hous-
ing is achieved. For artificial illumi- ing of the theodolite that fits into the
nation, this mirror is removed and tribrach is a socket for a connector
replaced by a lamp assembly. plug from the battery case. A second

socket in the horizontal circle hous-
(5) Vertical clamping screw. The vertical ing i n the first socket by

clamping screw is located on the stand- an in contact ring. A connector
ard opposite the vertical circle. This plug is inserted in the second socket
control allows the telescope to be ro- to accommodate a plug-in lamp, whichto accommodate a plug-in lamp, which
tated vertically about its axis or to be replaces the illumination mirror.
locked in a fixed vertical position. When the current is on, this lamp il-

(6) Vertical tangent screw. The vertical luminates both circles, both the
tangent screw is located on the lower horizontal and vertical level vials, and
portion of the same standard as the the telescope reticle. A rheostat is
vertical clamping screw. This control provided on the battery case for ad-
provides precision adjustment in the justing the intensity of the light. A
vertical positioning of the telescope. hand lamp is attached to a second

(7) CoUimation level tangent screw. The cord from the battery case and is
collimation level tangent screw is lo- used to provide general illumination
cated below the vertical circle and on around the instrument.
the same standard. This control is (2) Diagonal eyepieces and sun filter.
used for precise leveling of the ver- Standard equipment includes diagonal
tical circle level (split bubble) by eyepieces that screw directly into the
bringing the image of the ends of this telescope and the reading telescope
bubble into coincidence. A tilting mir- eyepieces. A sun filter is provided for
ror is provided above the vertical cir- the telescope eyepiece.
cle for viewing the position of the (3) Compass. A circular compass is issued
bubble. as an accessory item for the T16 theo-

dolite. When the circular compass is
(8) Optical plumb. An optical plumb sys- used, it is mounted in the compass

tem is provided on the theodolite for bracket located on the standard op-
centering the instrument over a sta- posite the vertical circle. The compass
tion. The optical plumb is a small is used only to provide a rough check
prismatic telescope that contains on an azimuth, to orient the sketch in
either a small circle or crosslines as the field notes, or to obtain a direc-
a reticle, depending on the model. The tion for assumed control. The compass
focus, of the optical plumb telescope is should always be placed in the pocket
adjusted by rotating the knurled eye- of the accessory case with the dial
piece located in the base of the alidade. down to prevent breaking the cover

d. Carrying Case. The carrying case for the glass.
T16 theodolite consists of a base plate and a f. Tripod. The universal tripod is issued
steel, dome-shaped hood. When mounted in the with the theodolite. This tripod has extension
base, the instrument rests on supports by legs and accessory case. The accessory case is
means of four studs and is locked to the sup- made of leather and is mounted on the tripod
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with wood screws. The case contains a plumb a. Place the telescope in a vertical position
bob with a plug-in sleeve and a wrench for with the objective lens down and tighten the
the tripod legs. vertical clamping screw.

159. Setting p the Theodolite b. Turn each leveling screw to the same159. Setting Up the Theodolite height.
a. Setting Up the Tripod. The tripod used

with the T16 theodolite is similar to that used c. Position the horizontal clamping screw di-
with the aiming circle M2, and the same pro- rectly over one of the leveling screws and
cedure is used for setting up the tripod (para tighten it.
148a). d. Grasp the instrument by its right stand-

b. Removing the Theodolite from its Case. ard and unscrew the instrument-fixing screw.
To remove the theodolite from its case- Lift the theodolite from the tripod and secure

(1) Grasp the carrying strap with both it in the carrying case. Replace the dome-shaped

hands just above the two clamping cover.
levers and pull outward to release the e. Replace the tripod head cover, collapse the
clamping levers from the base assem- tripod, and strap the tripod legs together.
bly.

(2) Lift the dome-shaped cover directly 161. Reading and Setting Horizontal and
off the instrument and lay it to one Vertical Circles
side. a. With the T16 theodolite prepared for ob-

(3) Pull upward on the two base clamping serving as described in paragraph 159, open the
levers that secure the theodolite to the illumination mirror and adjust the light so that
base assembly. Grasp the theodolite both the horizontal and vertical circles are uni-
by the standard that has the trade- formly illuminated when viewed through the
mark inscribed on it and lift the the- circle-reading microscope. Adjust the focus of

odolite off the base. the microscope until the image of the circles
(4) Attach the instrument to the tripod appears sharp and distinct.

head by screwing the fixing screw
snugly into the base of the tribrach. b. When the circles are viewed through the

(5) Replace the cover on the base of the circle-reading microscope (fig. 35), the vertical
case to prevent dust and moisture circle (marked "V") appears above the hori-
from entering the case. zontal circle (marked "Az"). Both circles are

graduated from 0 to 6,400 mils with a major
c. Plumbing and Leveling the Theodolite. The graduation each 10 mils. Unit mils and tenths

procedure for plumbing and leveling the T16 are viewed on an auxiliary scale graduated in
theodolite is the same as that for the M2 aiming 0.2-mil increments from 0 to 10 mils. Circle
circle (para 148c). After the instrument is readings are estimated to the nearest 0.1 mil.
leveled, check the optical plumb to insure that The scale reading is taken at the point where
the instrument is centered exactly over the sta- the major (10-mil) graduation (gageline) is
tion. If it is not, center the instrument over the super-imposed on the auxiliary scale. When the
station by shifting it on the tripod head, and telescope is not in a horizontal position, the
again check the level of the instrument. If nec- scales will appear to be tilted, with the amount
essary, repeat the leveling process and again
essary, repeat the leveling process and again of tilt depending on the inclination of the tele-check the optical plumb. Repeat this process
until the instrument is level and centered over scope.
the station. c. All horizontal angle measurements with

the T16 theodolite should be started with an in-
160. Taking Down the Theodolite itial reading of 1.0 mil on the horizontal circle.

When observations are completed at a sta- For practical purposes, this reading precludes
tion, the theodolite and tripod are march working with a mean of the direct and reverse
ordered as follows: (D&R) pointings on a starting station of less
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knurled ring on the telescope eyepiece until the
reticle crosslines are sharp, distinct lines. (In
doing this, the observer should be very careful
to focus his eye on the crosslines, not the sky.)

v _ Next, point the telescope toward a well-defined
distant point and, still focusing the eye on the
crosslines, bring the point into a clear, sharp
image by rotating the knurled focusing ring on

_ 159 158 the telescope. Use the horizontal tangent screw
to center the vertical crossline on the point. To

o i 2 I 4 5 6 I .9 I. check for elimination of parallax, move the
eye horizontally back and forth across the eye-
piece. If the parallax has been eliminated, the
crossline will remain fixed on the object as the

_... ° | I_ eye is moved. If all parallax has not been elimi-
nated, the crossline will appear to move back

22 and forth across the object. To eliminate any
remaining parallax, change the focus of the
eyepiece slightly to bring the crosslines into
sharper focus, and refocus the telescope ac-

Az cordingly until there is no apparent motion.
Each time an angle is to be measured, the tele-
scope should be focused to eliminate parallax,

,QoSTA4. ~OS 22&4 Wi since accurate pointings with the instrument
are not possible if parallax exists.

Figure 35. Scale images viewed through the circle

readring microscope. 163. Measuring Horizontal Angles

than 0 mil. To set this value on the horizontal a. In artillery survey, the T16 theodolite is
circle release the horizontal clamping screw used as a direction-type instrument, and the
and rotate the instrument until the major horizontal circle clamp is used only to set the
graduation 0 appears on the horizontal circle. initial circle setting on the horizontal circle
Clamp the horizontal clamping screw and use prior to making a pointing on the initial station.
the horizontal tangent screw to set the 0 gage- The method of measuring horizontal angles con-
line directly over the 1.0-mil graduation on the sists of determining, at the occupied station,
auxiliary scale. Firmly engage the horizontal the horizontal circle readings to each observed
circle clamp by folding it downward. The hori- station, beginning with an initial (rear) sta-
zontal circle is now attached to the alidade of tion. The angle betweentwo observed stations
the instrument, and the reading of 1.0 mil will is the difference between the mean horizontal
remain on the horizontal circle regardless of circle readings determined for each of the ob-
the direction in which the instrument is served stations. The mean horizontal circle
pointed. readings used to determine the angles are de-

termined from two pointings (circle readings)

162. Focusing the Telescope To Eliminate on each observed station (fig. 36).
Parallax b. With the telescope in the direct (D) posi-

Before a theodolite is used for measuring tion, the initial circle setting of 1.0 mil on the
angles, the telescope must be focused to elim- horizontal circle, and the horizontal circle
inate parallax by bringing the focus of the eye- clamp down, a pointing is made on the initial
piece and the focus of the objective le-s to the station. This establishes the direction of the
plane of the reticle (crosslines). This is accom- staton at 1.0 mil with respect to the horizontal
plished as follows: Point the telescope toward circle. The value of the direct reading on sta-
the sky or a neutral background and rotate the tion A is recorded in the field notes (fig. 36).
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Figure 36. Extract from field notebook and sketch of pointings in measuring horizontal angles.

Release (up) the horizontal circle clamp; this mately on the object marking the station. The
causes the horizontal circle to detach itself horizontal and vertical tangent screws are then
from the alidade and remain in its fixed posi- used to place the crosslines exactly on the ob-
tion. A pointing is then made on each station ject. The final direction of rotation of the tan-
around the horizon in a clockwise sequence. gent screws must be clockwise.
After the pointing is made on the last station,
the telescope is plunged to the reverse (R) d. The telescope should be plunged to the
position, and pointings are made on each sta- direct postion, after the reverse pointing on
tion in a counterclockwise sequence, beginning the initial station, and a direct pointing should
with the last station and ending with the initial be made on the intial station wth the horizontal
station. circle clamp released (up). Although it is not

a part of the angle measurement, the instru-
c. When pointings are being made, the hori- mert will be approximately zeroed in order to

zontal and vertical clamping screws (fast mo- save time in setting the initial circle setting for
tion) are used to place the crosslines approxi- the next angle measurement.
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164. Measuring Vertical Angles vertical angles. When the collimation level
a. Normally, each time a horizontal angle is bubble is centered, vertical circle readings are

measured, a vertical angle is measured to the measured from a line which is, in effect, an
forward station. If possible vertical angles are upward extension of the plumbline of the
measured to the height of the instrument (HI). theodolite (fig. 37). One value of the vertical

angle is computed from the vertical circle
b. Vertical angles cannot be measured di-

rectly with the theodolite. The vertical circles reading obtained with the telescope in the di-
of the theodolite reflect readings of 0 mil at rect position and pointed at the station. With
the zenith, 1,600 mils horizontal direct, 3,200 the telescope in the direct position, a vertical
mils at nadir (straight down), and 4,800 mils circle reading of less than 1,600 mils indicates
horizontal reverse. Hence, the values read from that the station observed is above the hori-
the vertical circle are not vertical angles but zontal plane of the theodolite and the vertical
are circle Teadings that must be converted to angle is plus; a vertical circle reading greater

VERTICAL CIRCLE
EXTENSION READING
OF PLUMB
LINE RADIN

VERTICAL ANGLE (+)

'Z- .HORIZONTAL PLANE

EXTENSION OF
VERTICAL-S PLUMB LINE
CIRCLE -- / '
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Figure 37. Relation of vertical circle readings and vertical angles.
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than 1,600 mils indicates that the station ob- 36, the mean pointing on station A is 0001.0;
served is below the horizontal plane of the on station B, 229.4. Therefore, the horizontal
theodolite and the vertical angle is minus. The angle from station A to station B is 228.4 mils.
value of a plus vertical angle is determined by

b. In the field notes in figure 36, the directsubtracting the vertical circle reading froma vertical
1,600 mils. The value of a minus vertical angle circle reading of 1,598.5 mils, or a vertical
is determined by subtracting 1,600 mils from angle of ±1.5 mils. With the telescope re-angle of +1.5 mils. With the telescope re-the vertical circle reading. A second value ofthe vertical circle reading. A secondmh value of versed, the vertical circle reading on station B
the vertical angle is computed from the vertical was 4,801.4 mils, or a vertical angle of + 1.4circle reading obtained with the telescope incircle reeading obtainead with the telescope in mils. Hence, rounding this value to the nearest
the reverse position and pointed at the station.
With the telescope reversed, a vertical circle even 0.1 m the mean vertical angle from the
reading greater than 4,800 mils indicates a plus
vertical angle and a vertical circle reading less 166. Care of the Theodolite
than 4,800 mils indicates a minus vertical
angle. The value of a plus vertical angle is de- The T16 theodolite is a delicate instrument,
termined by subtracting 4,800 mils from the and care must be taken not to drop it or bump
vertical circle reading, and the value of a it against any object. If the instrument gets
minus vertical angle is determined by subtract- wet, it must be dried before it is returned to
ing the vertical circle reading from 4,800 mils. the carrying case. As soon as possible, the in-
The two values of the vertical angle are then strument should be placed in a dry room or tent.
meaned to obtain the vertical angle to the ob- It should be removed from the carrying case so
served station. that it may dry completely. If left in the closed

carrying case, it will absorb the humidity in the
c. After the crosslines have been placed on air if there is an increase in temperature.

the station, the telescope is elevated (or de- Should the temperature drop afterwards, the
pressed) until the horizontal crossline is ex- moisture will condense on the interior of the
actly on the point to which the vertical angle instrument and may render the instrument in-
is desired. After the telescope is positioned on operative. In moving the instrument from
the station, the bubble of the collimation level station to station, a man on foot may carry the
(split bubble) is centered in its vial by rotat- instrument, mounted on the tripod, with the
ing the collimation level tangent screw until tripod under one arm and a hand supporting
the images of the ends of the bubble coincide. the theodolite itself. All motions should be
A vertical circle reading is then taken in the clamped'with the telescope in the vertical posi-
circle-reading microscope. tion. When the theodolite is carried over rough

terrain, the instrument should be transported in
165. Computing Horizontal and Vertical its carrying case. When transported in a ve-

Angles hicle, the theodolite should be in the'dome-
shaped carrying case, and the case should be ina. After the direct and reverse pointings

have been made and the horizontal and ver- the padded box. For short distances, the carry-
tical circle readings recorded in the field notes ing case may be held in an upright position on

the lap of the instrument operator.(fig. 36), the size of the angles are determined.
To determine the horizontal angle between sta-
tions A and B (fig. 36), the mean of the point- 167- Cleaning the Theodolite
ings on each station are first determined by The theodolite must be kept clean and dry.
mentally subtracting 3,200 mils from the re- During use, as necessary, and after use, the
verse reading and then taking the mean of the instrument should be cleaned as follows:
direct and reverse readings. The results are a. Painted surfaces should be wiped with aentered in the field notes in the appropriate an cloth
column. The horizontal angle between the sta-
tions is then determined by obtaining the dif- b. The lenses should be cleaned only with a
ference in the mean circle readings. In figure camel's-hair brush and lens tissue. The lens
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should be cleaned first with the brush to remove careful manner. Needless and excessive move-
any dust or other abrasive material and then ment of the adjusting screws will cause the
with the lens tissue. Any smudge spots remain- screws to become worn, and the instrument will
ing after the lens tissue is used can be removed not hold an adjustment.
by slightly moistening the spot and again clean-
ing with the lens tissue. Care should be taken 170. Plate Level Adjustment
not to scratch the lens or remove the coating. a. Purpose. The purpose of the plate level
The coating reduces glare for the observer. adjustment is to make the vertical axis of the

c. All metal parts of the tripod should be theodolite truly vertical when the bubble of the
cleaned with a cloth moistened with an ap- plate level is centered in its vial.
proved cleaning solvent and wiped dry. The b. Test. To test the adjustment of the plate
wooden parts should be cleaned with a soft level, place the axis of the bubble parallel to
cloth moistened with water and dried thor- two of the three leveling screws. With these
oughly. The leather strap should be cleaned two leveling screws, center the bubble. Rotate
with a suitable leather cleaner. the instrument 1,600 mils and again center the

bubble, using the third leveling screw. Repeat
168. Repair of Theodolite these steps until the bubble remains centered

Adjustment (except as explained in para- in both positions. Carefully center the bubble
graphs 169 through 173) and repair of the T16 in the first position, and then rotate the instru-
theodolite must be performed by qualified in- ment 3,200 mils. If the bubble does not remain
strument repair personnel. Theodolites in need centered, adjustment is required. The discrep-
of adjustment or repair should be turned in ancy noted in the position of the bubble is the
to the engineer unit responsible for providing apparent error, or twice the actual error, of
maintenance service. TM 5-6675-200-15 out- the plate level.
lines the categories of maintenance. c. Adjustment. To adjust the plate level, use

the adjusting pin and remove one-half of the
169. Adjustment of Theodolite apparent error (actual error) by turning the

capstan adjusting screw, which is located in
a. The theodolite must be kept in correct ad- the right support 1 inches above the hori-

justment if accurate results are to be obtained. zontal clamping screw. Repeat the test to detect
There are four tests and adjustments of the and adjust, if necessary, any error remaining
T16 theodolite that should be made periodically in the adjustment of the plate level. The plate
by the instrument operators. The adjustmentsby the instrument operators. The adjustments level is in proper adjustment when the bubble
are performed in the sequence in which they
are discussed in paragraphs 170 through 173.
When a test indicates that an adjustment is 171. Optical Plumb Adjustment
necessary, this adjustment should be made and
the instrument should be tested for accuracy a. Purpose. The purpose of the optical plumb
before the next test is made. adjustment is to make the vertical axis of the

theodolite pass through the station mark when
b. The four tests and adjustments of the the theodolite is properly leveled and the sta-

theodolite are made with the instrument tion mark is centered in the reticle of the op-
mounted on its tripod. For these tests and ad- tical plumb.
justments, the instrument should be set up in
the shade on firm ground with the head of the b. Test. To test the optical plumb, set up the
tripod as nearly level as possible. The theodolite instrument over a station that is clearly marked
should be protected from the wind. by a cross or other well-defined point and ac-

curately level the instrument. The image of the
e. If handled properly, an instrument will re- point should be centered exactly in the center

main in adjustment indefinitely. The adjust- of the optical plumb. Rotate the instrument
ments should be made only by qualified person- 3,200 mils about its vertical axis. If the image
nel, and they should be made in a deliberate, of the point does not remain centered in the
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reticle, the amount of displacement is the ap- scope in the direct position and using the hori-
parent error, or twice the actual error, of the zontal tangent screw, set the circle to the mean
optical plumb. value of the direct and reverse pointings

(151.8). In doing so, the vertical crossline of the
c. Adjustment. To adjust the optical plumb, telescope reticle is moved off the point. Move

one-half of the displacement (the actual error) the vertical crossline back to the point by turn-
is corrected by turning the two optical plumb ing the two pull-action capstans adjusting
adjusting screws. Access to the adjusting

screws that are arranged horizontally and on
screws is obtained by removing the cover opposite sides of the telescope near the eye-

screws, located 11, inches to the right and left piece. If the reticle must be moved to the right,
of the optical plumb eyepiece. By very small loosen the left screw slightly and tighten the
movements of the distance toward the station right screw a corresponding amount. If the
mark. (The last movement of the adjusting
screws must be clockwise to compress a coun-screws must be clockwise to compress a coun- amount, it will cause the retical to get out of
terspring.) Check the adjustment by again adjustment later on. Repeat the test to insure
leveling and centering the instrument over the that the proper adjustment has been made.
station mark and then rotating the instrument

Note. This adjustment can also be made with the
telescope remaining in the reverse position and using

does not remain centered on the station mark the mean value for the reverse pointing; i.e., 3,351.8.
throughout the circle, repeat the adjustment.
After the adjustment is completed, replace the 173. Vertical Collimation Adjustment
cover screws.

a. Purpose. The purpose of the vertical colli-
mation adjustment is to make the line of sight

172. Horizontal Collimation Adjustment horizontal when the vertical circle reads 1,600
a. Purpose. The purpose of the horizontal mils with the telescope in the direct position

collimation adjustment is to make the line of (4,800 mils with the telescope in the reverse
sight perpendicular to the horizontal axis of the position) and the ends of the collimation level
telescope. bubble are in alinement.

b. Test. To test the horizontal collimation, b. Test. To test the vertical collimation, select
select a well-defined point at least 100 meters a well-defined point at least 100 meters from
from the instrument and at approximately the the instrument. With the telescope in the direct
same height as the instrument. With the tele- position, take a vertical circle reading on the
scope in the direct position, center the vertical point, making sure that the collimation level
crossline on the selected point and read the bubble is precisely alined. Plunge the telescope
horizontal circle. Plunge the telescope to the to the reverse position and again take a vertical
reverse position and take a second reading on circle reading to the same point. The collima-
the same point. The instrument operator should tion level bubble must be precisely alined be-
repeat both readings to insure that no error fore, and checked after, each vertical circle
was made in reading the instrument. These two reading. Repeat these two measurements to in-
readings should differ by 3,200 mils. Assuming sure that no error was made. The sum of the
no error in the pointings or readings, any dis- direct and reverse readings should equal 6,400
crepancy between the actual differences in the mils, and any difference between the sum of
two readings and 3,200 mils is the apparent the two readings and 6,400 mils is the apparent
error, or twice the horizontal collimation error. (index) error, or twice the collimation level
If this discrepancy exceeds plus or minus 1 mil, error. If the difference exceeds plus or minus
the horizontal collimation adjustment should 1 mil, the collimation level should be adjusted.
be performed. c. Adjustment. To adjust the vertical level,

c. Adjustment. For the purpose of illustra- compute the correct vertical circle reading by
tion, assume that the horizontal circle reading applying one-half of the index error of the ver-
in the direct position is 150.7 mils and in the tical circle to the direct reading. If the sum
reverse position is 3,352.9 mils. With the tele- of the two readings is greater than 6,400 mils,
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subtract one-half the index error from the di- Apparent (index) error =
rect reading; if the sum is less than 6,400 mils, 6,400 - 6,398.8 = 1.2 mils
add one-half of the index error to the direct
reading. Place the instrument in the direct posi-
tion and accurately sight on the point. With Correct vertical circle reading (direct) =
the telescope sighted on the point, use the colli- 1.479.3 + 0.6 = 1,479.9
mation level tangent screw to place the correct With the telescope in the direct position,
reading on the vertical circle scale. With the
telescope sighted on the point and the correct
reading on the vertical circle scale, the collima-

tin level bubble will nt be centered Bring correct reading (1,479.9) on the vertical
tion level bubble will not be circle s Bpl e o
the split bubble into coincidence by turning its circle scale. Bring the split bubble into
adjusting screw. Access to the adjusting screw coincidence by turning its adjusting screw.
is gained by removing the cover of the vertical Note. This adjustment can also be made with

circle level. Repeat the test to insure that the the telescope in the reverse position, using the

proper amount of adjustment has been made. mean value for the reverse pointing; i.e., 4,919.5
+0.6 = 2,920.1 mils.

Ezample:
Vertical circle reading for direct 1,479.3

pointing 174. Verticality Adjustment
Vertical circle reading for re- 4,919.5 The T16 theodolite is constructed so that the

verse pointing vertical crossline remains vertical, and no ad-

Sum 6,398.8 justment is required.

Section IV. THEODOLITE, T2

175. General the telescope and reading microscope, a sun

a. The T2 theodolite, mil-graduated (fig. 38), filter, a jeweler's screwdriver, two adjusting
is the authorized angle-measuring instrument pins, a camel's-hair brush, a plastic instrument
for artillery fourth-order survey. The theodo- head cover, two lamp fittings for artificial il-
lite, having only one spindle, is a direction-type lumination; a battery case containing lighting
instrument and is used to measure both hori- devices and spare bulbs; and a universal tripod
zontal and vertical angles. It has interior scales with a plumb bob, plug-in sleeve, and tripod
which are read by means; of a built-in optical key in a leather pouch attached to the tripod.
system. The scales, graduated in mils, are The accessories of some models of the theodo-
readable directly to 0.002 mil and by estima- lite are stored in the base of the carrying case.
tion to the nearest 0.001 mil. The scales may
be illuminated by sunlight or by means of a 176. Nomenclature of the T2 Theodolite
built-in wiring system using artificial light. All a. Tribrach. The tribrach is that part of the
components of the instrument which can be theodolite which contains the three leveling
seriously damaged by dust or moisture are en- screws and the circular level. The leveling
closed. screws are inclosed and dustproof. On models

b. Units may be equipped with another model, manufactured subsequent to 1956, the tribrach
the sexagesimal T2 theodolite, to use for ar- is detachable. On these models, the tribrach is
tillery fourth-order survey. The two models are secured to the theodolite by three tapered lock-
identical except for the graduation of the hori- ing wedges controlled by the tribrach clamp
zontal and vertical scales. The scales of the sex- lever. An optical plumb system is located in the
agesimal theodolite are graduated in degrees, tribrach for accurately centering the theodo-
minutes, and seconds and can be read directly lite over a station.
to 1 second. b. Horizontal Circle Housing. The horizontal

c. The T2 theodolite is issued with a canvas circle housing assembly contains the horizontal
accessory case containing diagonal eyepieces for circle, the vertical axis assembly, prisms for
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Figure 38. The T2 theodolite.

illuminating and reading the horizontal circle, (2) illumination mirror. A hinged, tilting
contacts and connections for electric illumina- mirror to illuminate the horizontal cir-
tion, and three spike feet for securing the cle is located on the lower portion of
theodolite to the tribrach. The following items the horizontal circle housing. The in-
are located on the horizontal circle housing: tensity of the light on the horizontal

(1) Circle-setting knob and cover. The circle can be adjusted by rotating and
circle-setting knob, which is located on tilting the mirror until the circle is
the side of the horizontal circle hous- properly lighted. For artificial illumi-
ing, is used to rotate the horizontal nation, this mirror is removed and
circle to any desired position. The replaced by a plug-in lamp.
cover of the circle-setting knob is pro- (3) Instrument support lugs. Three rec-
vided to prevent the operator from tangular-shaped instrument support
disturbing the orientation of the hori- lugs are uniformly spaced around the
zontal circle by an accidental touch. base of the horizontal circle housing.
The cover should be closed at all times These lugs are used to secure the
except when the horizontal circle is theodolite to the base of the carrying
being oriented, case. The plug-in socket which receives
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the battery box cable for artificial il- rotating the eyepiece; the image, by
lumination is located immediately rotating the knurled focusing ring.
above one of the lugs. Three adjusting screws are provided

for correcting the horizontal collima-
c. Alidade. The alidade is the upper (rotat- tion error. A knob located on top of

ing) part of the theodolite. It includes the tele- the telescope controls a small mirror
scope and microscope assemblies and the two inside the telescope for illuminating
standards that support them, the vertical circle the reticle when electric illumination
assembly, and the horizontal clamp assembly. is used.
Located on the alidade are the following: (5) Circle selector knob. The circle selec-

(1) U-standard assembly. The U-standard tor knob is located immediately above
forms the support for all the compo- the trademark inscription "Wild." The
nents making up the upper part of the knob is inscribed with a heavy black
instrument and includes the horizontal line which indicates whether the
circle axle and flange, the circle se- image of the horizontal or the vertical
lector knob and prism, and the hori- circle is visible in the circle-reading
zontal axis prism. microscope. When the line is hori-

(2) Levels. The theodolite has a plate level zontal, the horizontal circle may be
and a vertical circle level (split bub- viewed; when the line is vertical, the
ble) in addition to the circular level vertical circle may be viewed.
on the tribrach. The plate level is lo- (6) Circle-reading microscope. Attached
cated at the bottom of the opening to the telescope is a microscope for
between the standards and is gradu- viewing the horizontal and vertical
ated to aid the operator in the precise circles. The circle to be viewed is se-
leveling of the instrument. The ver- lected by turning the circle selector
tical circle level is completely built in knob to either the horizontal or the
and is located adjacent to the vertical vertical position. The field of view of
circle. the microscope appears to contain two

(3) Collimation level tangent screw. The small windows. The upper window
collimation level tangent screw is lo- contains images of two diametrically
cated below the vertical circle and on opposite portions of the horizontal or
the same standard. This control is vertical circle. One of the images of
used for precise leveling of the verti- the circle is inverted and appears
cal circle level (split bubble) by bring- above the other image. The lower win-
ing the images of the ends of the dow contains the image of a portion
bubble into coincidence. A prism on of the micrometer scale. The image of
the side of the standard is provided the scale is brought into focus by ro-
for viewing the position of the bub- tating the knurled microscope eye-
ble. Below the prism, a hinged re- piece.
flector is rotated outward to provide (7) Coincidence knob. The coincidence
illumination of the vertical circle knob on the side of the right stand-
level. ard is used to obtain readings for

(4) Telescope. The 28-power telescope of either the horizontal or vertical cir-
the T2 theodolite can be rotated ver- cle in conjunction with the microm-
tically about the horizontal axis of the eter scale. It operates the micrometer
theodolite. Objects appear inverted scale to bring the vertical or hori-
when viewed through the telescope.

zontal circle graduations into coinci-The reticle of the telescope is etched
on glass and consists of horizontal and
vertical crosslines and stadia lines. (8) Illumination mirror. A tilting mirror
The reticle crosslines are focused by for illuminating the vertical circle is
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located on the side of the standard at in the tribrach. A second wire from the battery
the center of the vertical circle. This case leads to a hand lamp that is used for gen-
mirror is identical with the mirror on eral illumination around the instrument. A
the horizontal circle in construction rheostat is provided on the battery case for ad-
and use. justing the intensity of light. Telescope reticle

(9) Horizontal clamping screw. The hori- illumination is adjusted by turning the reticle
zontal clamping screw is located on illumination knob on top of the telescope to
the right front portion of the instru- rotate a small mirror located at the horizontal
ment immediately above the hori- axis in the telescope.
zontal circle housing. This control is f. Tripod. The universal tripod is issued with
used to lock the alidade in any desired the theodolite. This tripod has extension legs
position on its vertical axis. and accessory case. The overall length of the

(10) Horizontal tangent screw. The hori- closed tripod is 3 feet; the extended length is
zontal tangent screw is located on the 5.2 feet. The accessory case is made of leather
right rear portion of the instrument and is mounted on the tripod. The case contains
immediately above the horizontal cir- a plumb bob with a plug-in sleeve and a wrench
cle housing. This control enables pre- for the tripod legs. The head of the tripod is
cision adjustment in the horizontal covered with a screw-on protector cap.
positioning of the telescope.

(11) Vertical clamping screw. The vertical 177. Setting Up the Theodolite
clamping screw is located adjacent to a. Setting Up the Tripod. The tripod used
the vertical circle. This control per- with the T2 theodolite is similar to that used
mits the telescope to be rotated ver- with the aiming circle. The procedure for set-
tically about its axis or to be locked ting up this tripod is the same as that for the
in a fixed vertical position. aiming circle M2 (para 148a).

(12) Vertical tangent screw. The vertical b. Removing the Theodolite From Its Case.
tangent screw is immediately below The T2 theodolite is removed from its case in
the vertical clamping screw. This con- the same manner as the T16 theodolite (para
trol permits precision adjustment in 159b), except that it is fastened to the base by
the vertical positioning of the tele- three supports with locking devices.
scope.

c. Plumbing and Leveling the Theodolite. The
d. Carrying Case. The carrying case for the procedure for plumbing and leveling the T2

T2 theodolite consists of a base plate and steel theodolite is the same as that for the T16 the-
dome-shaped hood. When the theodolite is odolite (para 159c).
placed on the base plate, it rests on three sup-
ports and is secured to the supports by three
clamps. A padded wooden box is also furnished allax. The telescope of the T2 theodolite is the
for transporting the theodolite in its carrying same as the telescope of the T16 theodolite and

it is focused to eliminate parallax in the samecase.
manner (para 162).

e. Electric Illumination Device. The T2 the-
odolite contains a built-in wiring system for
illuminating the circles, the micrometer scale, odolite is taken down and placed in its carry-
and the telescope reticle. Two bulb holders are ing case in the same manner as the T16 theod-
in the base of the carrying case or in the ac- olite (para 160).
cessory case. Each of the circle-illuminating
mirrors can be replaced by pulling a mirror off
the instrument and inserting a bulb holder in a. A system of lenses and prisms permits the
its place. A battery case is attached to one of observer to see small sections of diametrically
the tripod legs, and the wiring from this case opposite sides of either the horizontal circle or
leads to an electric illumination plug located the vertical circle (fig. 39). The circles are
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Figure 39. Circle-reading optical system of the T2 theodolite.

viewed through the circle-reading microscope b. The coincidence knob on the side of the
located alongside the telescope. The circle to be right standard is used to obtain readings for
viewed is selected by turning the circle selector either of the circles in conjunction with the
knob on the right standard. The field of view micrometer scale. Optical coincidence is ob-
of the circle-reading microscope contains two tained between diametrically opposite gradua-
small windows (fig. 40). The upper window tions of the circle by turning the coincidence
shows images of two diametrically opposite por- knob. When this knob is turned, the images of
tions of the circle (horizontal or vertical). One the opposite sides of the circle appear to move
image of the circle is inverted and apears above in opposite directions across the upper window
the other image. The lower window shows an in the circle-reading microscope. The image of
image of a portion of the micrometer scale. the micrometer scale in the lower window also
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180. Steps in Circle Reading (Mil)
On the mil-graduated T2 theodolite, the main

scale (upper window) is graduated in 2-mil
_ * It Zbtb ZVrb I t increments (fig. 40). Each fifth graduation is

numbered, omitting the unit digits; e.g., 10
mils appear as 1; 250 mils as 25; and 3,510
mils as 351. The micrometer scale (lower win-

_ 1l20 121 122 1l2 As dow) is graduated from 0.000 mil to 1.000 mil.
Each 0.002 mil is marked with a graduation,
and each fifth graduation is numbered (hun-
dredth of a mil). The scale may be read to
0.001 mil by interpolation. The steps in read-
i 7 8 ig the circles are as follows:

54 7 ~ 48 9 a. Bring the circles into coincidence (para
179) and determine the first erect numbered
graduation to the left of the index line that
marks the center of the upper window. This
numbered graduation indicates the value of

Figure 40. T2 scales (mil-graduated) viewed through the circle reading in tens of mils. In figure 40,
the circle-reading microscope. this value is 121.

b. Locate on the inverted scale the gradua-
moves. The graduations of the circle (upper tion for the number diametrically opposite 121
window) are brought into coincidence so that (the number +320). In figure 40 this number
they appear to form continuous lines across is 441 (viewed in ). The inverted number is
the dividing line. The center of the field of view always to the right of the index line which
in the upper window is marked by a fixed ver- marks the center of the field of view. When the
tical index line. The final coincidence adjust- unit mils of the circle reading is zero, coinci-
ment should be made between circle gradua- dence is obtained with the circle reading and
tions in the vicinity of this index line. The line its diametrically opposite number in coinci-
is not used in reading the circle. dence with each other in the immediate vicinity

of the index line. Both values always end in
179. Horizontal Circle Readings the same number-in this case, the number 1.

To determine a reading on the horizontal
~~~~~circle- ~c. Count the number of spaces between

graduations from 121 to the inverted 441. There
a. Rotate the circle selector knob until the are five spaces, representing 5 mils. Each of

black line on the face of the knob is horizontal. these spaces represents 1 mil.

b. Adjust the illuminating mirror so that d. Convert 121, which is tens, of mils, to 1,-
both windows in the circle reading microscope 210 mils and, to this value, add the unit mils
are uniformly lighted. determined in c above (1,210 + 5 = 1,215 mils,

c. Focus the microscope eyepiece so that the the angular value obtained from the main
graduations of the circle and micrometer scale scale)-
are sharply defined. e. On the micrometer scale (lower window),

the index line that marks the center of thed. Observe the images in the microscope. field of view also indicates the value to be readBring the circle graduations into coincidence from the micrometer scale In figure 40 this
at the center of the upper window by turning
the coincidence knob. The final motion of the
coincidence knob must be clockwise. f. Add the values determined in d and e above

e. Read the horizontal circle and micrometer (1,215 + 0.474) = 1,215.474 mils, the angular
scale. value displayed in figure 40).
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c. Count the number of spaces between the
graduations from 285 to the inverted 105. Each
space represents 10 minutes. In figure 41, there
are five spaces., representing 50 minutes.

d. The angular value obtained from the main
_ 901 g scale (upper window) is 2850 50' (2850 +

50' = 2850 50').
e. The index line which marks the center of

the field of view in the lower window indicates
8 5 286 the value to be read on the micrometer scale.

This scale has two rows of numbers below the
graduations, the bottom row being the unit
minutes and the top row seconds. In figure 41,
the unit minutes and seconds are read as 1'54".

f. Add the angular values determined in d
and e above (2850 50' + 1'54" = 285' 51'54",
the angular value).

182. Vertical Circle Readings
Figure 41. T2 scales (sexagesimal) viewed through The circle selector knob is rotated until the

the circle-reading microscope. black line on the face of the knob is vertical.
The vertical circle may now be viewed in the

181. Steps in Circle Reading (Sexagesimal) circle-reading microscope. A reading on the ver-
tical circle is made in the same manner as aOn the sexagesimal T2 theodolite, the main

scale (upper window) is graduated at 20-
minute intervals, and every third graduation is
numbered to indicate a degree. The micrometer 183. Setting the Horizontal Circle
scale (lower window) is graduated in minutes There are two situations in which it is neces-
and seconds from 0 to second to 10 minutes. sary to set the horizontal circle.
The scale may be read to 1 second. The steps a. In the first instance, the horizontal circle
in reading the circles are as follows (fig. 41): is to be set to read a given value with the tele-

a. Bring the circles into coincidence (para scope pointed at a target. The initial circle
178b) and determine the first erect numbered setting of 0.150 (+0 .100 mil) is used as an
graduation to the left of the index line that example.
marks the center of the upper window. This (1) Point the instrument at the target.
numbered graduation indicates the value of the
circle reading in degrees. In figure 41, this reading of 0.150 on the micrometer
value is 2850. reading of 0.150 on the micrometervalue is 2850. scale.scale.

b. Locate the inverted graduation which dif- (3) Using the circle-setting knob, zero the
fers from 2850 by 1800; this value is 1050 main scale as accurately as possible,
(viewed 90T ). The inverted number is always insuring that the numbered lines,
to the right of the index line which marks the which are 3,200 is apart (the erect
center of the field of view. (When the tens of 0 graduation and the inverted 320
minutes of the circle reading is zero, coinci- graduation), are touching each other.
dence is obtained with the circle reading and
its diametrically opposite number in coinci- (4) With the coincidence knob, bring the
dence with each other in the immediate vicinity main scale graduations into a more
of the index line.) Both values always end in precise coincidence.
the same number-in this case, the number 5. (5) Read the horizontal circle. The read-
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ing should be 0.150 (within +0.100 position, point to station A and record
mil). With care, a circle may be set the circle reading (3,200.200 mils).
to an accuracy of 0.010 mil. (5) Subtract 3,200 mils from the reverse

b. In the second instance, it is desired to ori- pointing on station A and mean the
ent the instrument on a line of known direction remainder with the direct pointing on
from a reference direction (or lay off a prede- station A (0.183 mil).
termined angle). (6) Subtract 3,200 mils, from the reverse

(1) Point the instrument on the line for pointing on station B and mean the
which the reference direction is pro- remainder with the direct pointing on
vided and read the circle. station B (1,215.489 mils).

(2) Add the angular difference between (7) Subtract the mean pointing on station
the reference direction and the desired A from the mean pointing on station B
direction (or the predetermined angle) to determine the horizontal angle from
to the circle reading. The result is the station A to station B (1,215.489
circle reading for the instrument -0.183 = 1,215.306 mils).
when it is pointed in the desired di- Note. Steps in (1) through (7) above
rection. constitute one direct and one reverse point-

ing on each station, which is referred to as
(3) Using the coincidence knob, set the one position.

micrometer scale to read the fractional
portion of the desired circle reading b. When it is necessary to measure the angle
to the thousandth of a mil. to more than one station, a pointing is, made

on the initial station with the telescope in the(4) Using the horizontal clamping screw
iandg the horizontal tangent screw, ro- direct position and then on each station around

tand the horizo nta l tainge screw, re the horizon in a clockwise direction. After atate the alidade to obtain coincidencetone the main scale at the mils valun e reading is obtained on the last station with theon the main scale at the mils value
corresponding to the reading obtained telescope direct, the telescope is reversed and

a pointing is made on each station in a counter-in (2) above. When coincidence is ob- clockwise direction, ending with the initial sta-
thamedsith dinsrument isn poing in. tion. One set of direct and reverse pointings on

all of the observed stations constitutes one

184. Measuring Horizontal Angles position.

a. Since the T2 theodolite is a direction-type c. The direct and reverse pointing on each
instrument, the values of horizontal angles are station should differ by 3,200 mils (or 1800),
determined by differences in circle readings plus or minus the amount of the horizontal
rather than by direct measurement. The pro- spread (twice the error in horizontal collima-
cedure for measuring and determining hori- tion) in the instrument. No value can be speci-
zontal angles is (fig. 42) as follows: fled as the maximum allowable spread for an

instrument; however, it should be small (0.150
(1) sith , t t te op stin th and rect d mil or less) for convenience in meaning the

position, point to station A and recordth.iitaln 0.16 . >pointings. The amount of the spread should be
constant; otherwise, there are inconsistencies

(2) With the telescope in the direct (D) in operating the instrument. If the mean spread
position, point to station B and re- of an instrument exceeds 0.150 mil (or 30"), it
cord the circle reading (1,215.475 should be adjusted at the first opportunity.
mils). d. In artillery survey, one position is nor-

(3) Plunge the telescope to the reverse mally observed for traverse and two positions
(R) position, point to station B, and are observed for triangulation. However, if the
record the circle reading (4,415.503 primary requirement of a traverse is to estab-
mils). lish an accurate direction (FA missile battal-

(4) With the telescope in the reverse (R) ion), then two positions are observed.
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Figure 42. Eztract from field notebook and sketch of pointings in measuring horizontal angles.

e. When it is necessary, as in triangulation, of the angle is determined by taking the mean
to measure two positions, the second position of the values of the angle as determined from
is measured in the same manner as the first each of the two positions. Figure 43 illustrates
position, except that the second position nor- the method of recording horizontal circle read-
mally is measured with the telescope in the ings and determining the horizontal angles be-
reverse position for the initial pointing on each tween three stations, with two positions, ob-
station. The initial circle settings should be as served.
follows: first position, direct: 0.150 (+0.100)
mils (or 00°00'30" + 20"); second position, re- g. When two positions are observed, if the
verse: 4,800.150 (+0.100) mils (or 270°00'30" two observed values for any angle differ by
+ 20"). more than 0.050 mil (10"), these observed

f. The angle between two observed stations is values should be rejected. If the observed values
determined by measuring the mean horizontal are rejected, the angle(s) must be remeasured,
circle reading to each station and computing using approximately the same initial circle
the difference between the mean circle read- setting that was used to obtain the rejected
ings. When two positions are taken, the value value(s).
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Figure 43. Field notes for recording measurernents of two angles, two positions with the rmn-graduated T2
theodolite.
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185. Measuring Vertical Angles sible. The theodolite should also be protected
from the wind.

a. The procedure for measuring vertical an-
gles with the T2 theodolite is the same as that 189. Plate Level Adjustment
for the T16 theodolite (para 164a).

a. Purpose. The purpose of the plate level
b. After sighting on the observed station, the adjustment is to make the vertical axis of the

bubble of the collimation level (split bubble) theodolite truly vertical when the bubble of
is centered in its vial by rotating the collima- the plate level is centered in its vial.
tion level tangent screw until the images of the b Test. To test the adjustment of the plate
ends of the bubble coincide. Then, with thesblack line on the circle selector knob i ith level, place the axis of the plate level parallel

on the circle in e to two of the three leveling screws. With thesevertical position, the velrtical circle reading is two leveling screws center the bubble of the
then made in the same manner as a horizontal plate level. Rotate the instrument 1,600 mils
circle reading. Figure 43 illustrates the method and again cente the bubble, using the third
of recording vertical circle readings and deter-of recording vertical cirle readings and deter- leveling screw. Repeat these steps until the

bubble remains centered in both positions.
Carefully center the bubble in the first position

186. Care and Cleaning of the Theodolite and then rotate the instrument 3,200 mils. If
The same procedures and precautions that the bubble does not remain centered, adjust-

apply to the care and cleaning of the T16 the- ment is required; the discrepancy noted in the
odolite (para 166 and 167) also apply to the position of the bubble is the apparent error, or
care and cleaning of the T2 theodolite. twice the actual error, of the plate level.

c. Adjustment. To adjust the plate level, re-
187. Repair of the Theodolite move one-half of the apparent error (the actual

Adjustment (except as explained in para- error) by turning the capstan adjusting screw
graphs 189 through 194) and repair of the T2 located below the collimation level illuminator.
theodolite must be performed by qualified in- The adjusting pin is used to turn the capstan
strument repair personnel. Theodolites in need adjusting screw. Repeat the test to detect any
of adjustment or repair should be turned in to error remaining in the adjustment of the plate
the engineer unit responsible for providing level and adjust, if necessary.
maintenance service. TM 5-6675-205-15 out-
lines the categories of maintenance. 190. Optical Plumb Adjustment

a. Purpose. The purpose of the optical plumb
188. Adjustment of the Theodolite adjustment is to make the vertical axis of the

a. The T2 theodolite must be kept in correct theodolite pass through the station mark when
adjustment if accurate results are to be ob- the theodolite is properly leveled and the sta-
tained. There are five tests and adjustments of tion mark is centered in the reticle of the
the theodolite that should be made periodically. optical plumb.
These tests should be performed in the sequence b. Test. To test the optical plumb, suspend
in which they are discussed in paragraphs 189 the plumb bob from the leveled instrument and
through 193. When a test indicates that an mark a point on the ground exactly under the
adjustment is necessary, this adjustment should point of the plumb bob. Remove the plumb bob
be made and the instrument tested for accuracy from the instrument and check to insure that
before the next test is performed. the instrument is accurately leveled (i.e., the

b. The five tests and adjustments of the the- vertical axis is truly vertical). Look into the
odolite are made with the instrument mounted eyepiece of the optical plumb. If it is in cor-
on its tripod and accurately leveled. For the-e rect adjustment, the mark on the ground will
tests and adjustments, the instrument should be centered in the reticle.
be set up in the shade on firm ground with c. Adjustment. If the point on the ground is
the head of the tripod as nearly level as pos- not centered in the optical plumb reticle, center
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the point by means of the three capstan adjust- rotate the reticle until the vertical crossline
ing screws located near the optical plumb eye- does bisect the point throughout the elevation
piece. Two of the these adjusting screws are and depression of the telescope.
located on opposite sides of the eyepiece, and
the third adjusting screw is located below the 192. Horizontal Collimation Adjustment
eyepiece opposite a spring-loaded plunger. The a. Purpose. The purpose of the horizontal col-
bottom adjusting screw is locked in place by a limation adjustment is to make the line of sight
capstan retaining nut, which is located imme- perpendicular to the horizontal axis of the
diately above the head of the adjusting screw. telescope.
With an adjusting pin, loosen the retaining
nut and raise or lower the reticle by turning b. Test. To test the horizontal collimation, se-
the bottom adjusting screw to move the reticle lect a well-defined point at least 100 meters
image along the axis of the optical plumb in from the instrument and at approximately the
the same direction that the screw travels. The same relative height. With the telescope in the
two side adjusting screws are used to move direct position, center the vertical crossline on
the image of the reticle in the opposite direc- the selected point. Set the horizontal circle to
tion from their travel. If it is necessary to use any reading less than 3,200 mils, close the cover
these screws, they should be rotated an equal on the circle-setting knob, and record the read-
amount in opposite directions. It is usually ing. Plunge the telescope to the reverse position
necessary to loosen the screw below the eye- and take a second reading on the same point.
piece slightly to adjust the screws on the side The instrument operator should repeat both
and vice versa. To make the adjustment, loosen readings to insure that no error was made in
one of the two opposed screws and the retaining reading the instrument. These two readings
nut slightly. The spring-opposed adjusting should differ by 3,200 mils. Assuming no error
screw should be used for necessary adjust- in the pointings or readings, any discrepancy
ments, and the opposed adjusting screws should between actual difference in the two readings
be used to complete these adjustments. When and 3,200 mils is the apparent error, or twice
the adjustment is complete, the two opposed the horizontal collimation error. If this dis-
adjusting screws must be fairly tight. Lock the crepancy exceeds plus or minus 0.150 mil (30"),
bottom adjusting screw in place by tightening the horizontal collimation adjustment should be
the retaining nut. performed.

c. Adjustment. For the purpose of illustra-
191. Verticality Adjustment tion, assume that the horizontal circle reading

a. Purpose. The purpose of the verticality ad- in the direct position is 0000.200 mil and in
justment is to make the vertical crossline of the the reverse position is 3,200.800 mils. With the
reticle lie in : plane perpendicular to the hori- telescope in the direct position, use the coinci-
zontal axis vt the telescope. dence knob to set the mean value (0.500) on the

micrometer scale. Using the horizontal tangent
b. Test. To tlest the verticality of the vertical screw bring the main scale into

crossline, select a well-defined distant point as with a value of 0 mil on the scale. In doing this,
near as possible to the horizontal plane of the the vertical crossline is moved off the point by
instrument and center the vertical crossline on
the selected point. With the vertical tangent The vertical crossline is then alimed on the
screw, elevate and depress the telescope. If the selected point by lateral movement of the
vertical crossline continuously bisects the point, reticle within the telescope. To move the
the adjustment is correct. reticle, loosen (tighten) the two adjusting

c. Adjustment. There are three adjusting screws in the slant position on the right side
screws on the telescope-a horizontal screw on of the telescope equally, and tighten (loosen)
the left side and two slant screws on the right the single adjusting screw on the left side of
side. If the vertical line does not continuously the telescope. For moving the reticle, the ad-
bisect the sighted point, turn the two slant justing screw(s) should be loosened before the
screws an equal amount in opposite directions to screw(s) on the opposite side of the telescope
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is tightened. Repeat the test and adjustment ter scale, and then obtain coincidence on the
procedure until the difference between the di- main scale at the correct vertical circle reading
rect and reverse points is less than 0.050 mil by using the collimation level tangent screw.
(10"). When this adjustment is completed, re- With the telescope sighted on the point and the
peat the verticality test to insure that the ver- correct reading on the vertical circle, the ends
tical crossline is still perpendicular to the hori- of the collimation level bubble will not be
zontal axis of the telescope. alined. Aline the images of the ends of the col-

Note. This adjustment can also be made with the limation level bubble by using the two capstan
telescope in the reverse position, using the mean value adjusting screws located immediately below the
for the reverse pointing i.e., 3,200.500. collimation level. When adjusting the bubble, ro-

tate both screws the same amount in opposite
193. Vertical Collimation Adjustment directions. After making the adjustment,

a. Purpose. The purpose of the vertical colli- tighten the screws by rotating the screws
mation adjustment is to make the line of sight slightly in opposite directions, being careful not
horizontal when the vertical circle reads 1,600 to change the alinement of the ends of the
mils with the telescope in the direct position bubble. Repeat the test and adjustment pro-
(4,800 mils with the telescope in the reverse cedure until the collimation level error is less
position) and the ends of the collimation level than 0.050 mil (10").
bubble are in alinement. Example:

b. Test. To test the vertical collimation, se- Vertical circle reading for di- 1,544.400
lect a well-defined point at least 100 meters rect pointing
from the instrument. With the telescope in the Vertical circle reading for re- 4,856.098
direct position, take a vertical circle reading verse pointing
on the point, making sure that the collimation Sum 6,400.498
level bubble is precisely alined. Plunge the
telescope to the reverse position and again take Apparent (index) error =
a vertical circle reading to the same point. The 6,400.498 - 6,400 = 0.498 mil
collimation level bubble must be precisely Collimation error = 0.498 - 2 = 0.249 mil
alined before, and checked after, each vertical Correct vertical circle reading (direct) =
circle reading. Repeat these two measurements 1,544.400 - 0.249 = 1,544.151
to insure that no error was made. The sum of
the two readings should equal 6,400 mils. As- With the telescope in the direct position, ac-
suming no error in the pointings or readings, curately sight on the point. Set the fractional
any difference between the sum of the two read- portion of the correct scale reading on the
ings and 6,400 mils is the apparent (index) micrometer scale by using the coincidence knob,
error, or twice the collimation level error. If and then obtain coincidence on the main scale
the difference exceeds plus or minus 0.150 mil at the correct vertical circle reading (1,544.151)
(30"), the vertical collimation level should be by using the collimation level tangent screw.
adjusted. Bring the split bubble into coincidence by turn-

c. Adjustment. To adjust the vertical level, ing its adjusting screws.
compute the correct vertical circle reading by Note. This adjustment can also be made with the
applying one-half of the index error of the ver- telescope in the reverse position, using the mean value

for the reverse pointing; i.e., 4,856.098 - 0.249 =
tical circle to the direct reading. If the sum 4f855v849 mils.
of the two readings is greater than 6,400 mils,
subtract one-half the index error from the di- 194. Other Adjustments
rect reading; if the sum is less than 6,400 mils,
add one-half the index error to the direct read- Other adjustments to the T2 theodolite that
ing. Place the instrument in the direct position may be required periodically are as follows:
and accurately sight on the point. Using the a. Leveling Screws. The three leveling screws
coincidence knob, set the fractional part of the must turn smoothly and with moderate ease
correct vertical circle reading on the microme- and without any shake or backlash. To tighten
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or loosen the movement of the leveling screw, of the knob. Carefully loosen these screws
use the capstan adjusting screw located im- enough to press, the knob upward or downward
mediately above each leveling screw. to loosen or tighten the movement.

b. Tangent Screws. The tangent screws must d. Tripod. There should be no play at the
turn easily and smoothly, without backlash, junction of the wood and metal parts of the tri-
throughout their travel. A capstan adjusting pod. If play exists, tighten the hexagon nuts
ring is located immediately behind each tan- on the foot plates and on the extensions of the
gent screw. To adjust the tangent screws, ro- tripod head. The legs, when released from the
tate the adjusting ring with an adjusting pin. horizontal position, should fall to an angle of

c. Circle-Setting Knob. To adjust the circle- about 450 and remain there. Check the move-
setting knob, turn the knob until three screws ment of the legs and, if necessary, tighten the
can be seen through the three holes in the face clamping screws under the head of the tripod.
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CHAPTER 8

TRAVERSE

Section I. GENERAL

195. General station and provide the station data. The azi-

A traverse is a series of straight lines, called muth to an azimuth mark (starting direction)
may be obtained by reference to a trig list, by

points, called traverse stations (fig. 44). In a comm known coordinates, by astro-
traverse, distance and angle measurements are
made and are used to compute the relative posi- gro
tions of the traverse stations on some system of b. Maps Available. When survey control is
coordinates, usually the IUTM grid. not available in the area, the coordinates and

height of the starting station can be assumed.
196. Starting Control The assumed data should approximate the cor-

Since the purpose of a traverse is to locate rect coordinates and height as closely as pos-
points relative to each other on a common grid, sible to facilitate operations. When a map of
certain elements of starting data are necessary. the area is available, the approximate coor-
The coordinates and height of a starting point dinates and height of the starting station can
and an azimuth to an azimuth mark are re- be scaled from the map. (For survey purposes,
quired. There are several ways in which the starting data scaled from a map is considered
starting data can be obtained, and the best data to be assumed data.) Starting direction can be
available should be used to begin a traverse. The determined by astronomic observations or by
different variations in starting control can be use of the azimuth gyro. If starting direction
grouped into the following general categories: cannot be obtained by either of these methods,

it should be assumed by using a declinated aim-
a. Known Control Available. Survey control ing circle or by scaling from the map.

may be available in the form of existing sta-
tions, with the station data published in a trig c. No Maps Available. When neither survey
list, or higher headquarters may establish the control nor maps are available, the coordinates

B

Horizontal angle Vertical angle to
TS2 measured

A Verti$c dangle to T32 Vertical angle to point
TSI measured Horizontl angle B measured

Figure 44. A traverse.
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and height of the starting point must be as- tances will be proportionally too
sumed. Starting direction can be determined by short but will cause no change in the
the most accurate means available, as discussed computed error of closure for the
in a and b above. traverse.

(2) Traverse closed on second known
197. Types of Traverse point. A traverse c&osed on a second

Three basic types of traverse are used in ar- known point begins at a point of
tillery survey. These are open traverse, closed known coordinates, moves through the
traverse, and directional traverse. required point(s), :nd terminates at

a second point of known coordinates.
a. Open Traverse. An open traverse orig- This type of traverse is the preferred

inates at a starting station, proceeds. to its des- type for artillery use because it pro-
tination, and ends at a station the relative vides a check on the fieldwork, com-
position of which is not previously known. The putations, and starting data. It also
open traverse is the least desirable type of provides a basis for comparison to de-
traverse because it provides no check on field- termine the overall accuracy of the
work or starting data. For this reason, the work.
planning of a traverse in the artillery should
always provide for closure of the traverse. c. Directional Traverse. A directional trav-
Traverses should be closed in all cases when erse is a traverse in which only the horizontal
time permits. angles are measured. It is used to extend di-

rection, or azimuth, only. This type of traverse
b. Closed Traverse. A closed traverse starts can be either open )r closed. It can be closed

at a point and ends at the same point or at a on the starting direction, on a second line of
point the relative position of which is. known. known direction esl ablished to an equal or a
The measurements can be adjusted by compu- higher order of accuracy, or by astronomic or
tations to minimize the effect of accidental er- gyroscopic observat ons. Since direction is the
rors made in the measurements. Large errors most important elemlent of artillery survey, it
can be detected and corrected. is sometimes necessary at lower echelons to

(1) Traverse closed on starting point. A map-spot battery l)cations and extend direc-
traverse closed on the starting point tion only.
is a traverse which originates at a
starting station, moves to its destina- 198. Fieldwork
tion, and returns to and terminates at In a traverse, three stations are considered
the starting point. This type ofthe starting point. This type of to be of immediate significance. These stations
traverse is considered the second best are referred to as the rear station, the oecu-
for artillery purposes and is used ex- pied station, and the forward station. The rear
tensively at battalion level where station is the station from which the persons
limited control and time available for performing the traverse have just moved or a
survey are important considerations. point to which the azimuth is known. The occu-
A traverse closed on the starting point pied station is the station at which the party is
provides a check on the fieldwork and located and over which the instrument is set.
computations and provides a basis for The forward station is the next station in suc-
comparison to determine the accuracy cession and is the immediate destination of the
of the work. However, this type of party. Fieldwork for a traverse is accomplished
traverse does not provide a check on a foll
starting data or insure detection of
systematic errors. For example, if a. Horizontal Angles. Horizontal angles are
digits of the starting coordinates are always measured at the occupied station by
transposed or erroneous, no check is sighting the instrument at the rear station and
provided. If the tape used for dis- measuring the clockwise angle to the forward
tance measurements is longer than its station. To measure horizontal angles, instru-
labeled length, all of the recorded dis- ment pointings are always made to the lowest
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visible point of the range pole which marks
the rear and forward stations.

b. Vertical Angles. Vertical angles are always
measured at the occupied station to the height
of instrument (HI) on the range pole at the
forward station. When the distance between
two successive stations in a traverse exceeds
1,000 meters, the vertical angle is measured
reciprocally; i.e., the vertical angle is measured
in both directions for that particular leg.
Measuring reciprocally eliminates errors caused
by curvature and refraction.

c. Distance. The distance is measured in a
straight line between the occupied station and //
the forward station. Horizontal taping proce-
dures or electronic distance-measuring equip-
ment are used.

199. Traverse Stations
a. Selection of Stations. In artillery survey,

sites for traverse stations are normally selected
as the traverse progresses. The stations must be Figure 45. A survey station marked with a reference
located so that at any one station both the rear stake.
and forward stations are visible. If the distance
is, to be measured with a tape, the line between attached to the stake. Signal cloth may also be
stations must be free of obstacles for the taping tied to the reference stake to further assist in
team. The number of stations in a traverse identifying or recovering the station.
should be kept to a minimum to reduce the ac-
cumulation of instrumental errors and the c. Station Signals. Signals must be erected
amount of computing required. Short traverse over survey stations to provide a sighting point
legs require the establishment and use of a for the instrument operator and to serve as a
greater number of stations and may cause ex- reference for tape alinement by the taping
cessive errors in azimuth because small errors team. Permanent tripods or similar signals
in centering the instrument, and station mark- have been erected over some primary survey
ing equipment and in instrument pointings will control stations so that the stations can be
be magnified and absorbed in the azimuth occupied without disturbing the signal. In artil-
closure as errors in angle measurement. lery survey, in which the stations sites are

selected and marked as the fieldwork pro-
b. Station Markers. Traverse station markersb. Station Markers Traverse station markers gresses, temporary signals must be erected at

are usually 1-inch by 1-inch wooden stakes, 6 the stations as they are needed. The equipment
inches or more in length. These stakes, called used'for station signals in artillery survey
hubs, are driven flush with the ground. The includes:
center of the top of the hub is marked with a
surveyor's tack or with an X to designate the (1) Range poles. The range pole is con-
exact point of reference for angular and linear structed of tubular steel and consists
measurements. To assist in recovering the sta- of two interlocking sections. The
tion, a reference (witness) stake is driven into length of the assembled pole is 61/2
the ground so that it slopes toward the station feet, and one end is tapered to a point.
(fig. 45). The identification of the station is The pole is painted in 1-foot sections
written on the reference stake with a lumber with alternate colors of red and white.
crayon or a china marking pencil or on a tag For storage, the pole is disassembled
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and placed in a canvas case. In use, fying that the bubble remains cen-
the tapered point of the range pole is tered at other points on the range
placed in the ground on the station pole. The range pole is maintained
mark, and a rod level is used to make in a vertical position throughout the
the pole vertical for observations. The observing period either by use of a
angular portion of the level is placed range pole tripod or by a man holding
against the pole, with the circular the pole. To prevent the measurement
level vial up. The top of the pole is of angles to the wrong point, the
then moved until the bubble in the range pole should be placed in a ver-
vial is centered. The verticality of the tical position only when it is being
range pole should be checked by veri- used to mark a survey station.

Figure 46. Tripod-nmounted target.
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(2) Target set, surveying. The target set (2) Instrument operator. The instrument
(fig. 46) is used to mark the end of operator measures the horizontal and
the orienting line by artillery missile vertical angles at each traverse sta-
batteries that have special accuracy tion. He also operates the azimuth
requirements for the azimuth of the gyro and the DME, when the DME is
orienting line. The target set may authorized by the TOE.
also be issued to artillery survey ele- (3) Recorder. The recorder keeps the field
ments that are required to perform notes for the party in a field notebook.
survey to fourth-order accuracy. The He records the angles measured by
target is mounted on the same tripod the instrument operator, the distance
that is used with the T2 and T16 measured by the tapeman, and all
theodolites. The tripod is set up, other data pertaining to the survey.
leveled, and plumbed in the same The recorder is normally the party
manner as for the theodolites. After member designated to check the taped
setup, the target is oriented so that distances by pacing between traverse
it can be seen directly by the instru- stations.
ment which is sighting on it. The tar- (4) Computer. Two computers compute
get can be illuminated for night use. the grid coordinates and height of
Greater accuracy is obtained on short each traverse station as the traverse
traverse legs by using the targettraverse legs by using the target progresses. The computers work inde-
rather than range poles. The cross- pendently and check their results,
hairs in the telescope should bisect with each other
the triangles of the target when
sighting on it. Flexibility can be ob- (5) Tapeman. Two tapemen measure the
tained by interchanging and leap- distance from one traverse station to
frogging theodolites and targets on the next. Each tapeman keeps a rec-
the tripods, thus reducing setup time. ord of the distances taped. The tape-
The longitudinal level and optical men compare their recorded distances
plummet must be adjusted in the same before reporting the measured dis-
manner as for the T2 theodolite. tances to the recorder.

(6) Rodman. The rodman assists the chief
200. Organization of Traverse Parties of party in marking the traverse sta-

The number of personnel available to per- tions, removes the range pole from the
form survey will depend on the unit's table of rear station when signaled by the in-
organization and equipment (TOE). The or- strument operator, and moves the
ganization of these persons into a traverse range pole forward to the next trav-
party and the duties assigned to each member erse station. Some TOE's do not pro-
will depend on the unit's standing operating vide for this position. In such cases,
procedure (SOP). The organization and duties another member of the party is desig-
of traverse party members are based on the nated by the party chief to perform
functional requirements of a traverse. See ap- these tasks.
pendix III for a detailed description of duties
of individuals. b. Fourth-Order Traverse Party. The fourth-

a. Fifth-Order Traverse Party. order traverse party consists of 10 men. There
are two types of fourth-order traverse parties,

(1) Chief of party. The chief of party se- as follows:
lects and marks the locations for the
traverse stations and supervises the (1) Ten-man traverse party. The 10-man
work of the other members of the traverse party is basically the same as
party. He also assists the survey offi- the fifth-order traverse party with
cer in the reconnaissance and planning two additional tapemen who form a
of the survey. second taping team.
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(2) DME traverse party. The DME trav- his own duties. If the party is short a com-
erse party is equipped with three T2 puter, the recorder may perform the duties of
theodolites and three DME units, con- a computer. If there is no recorder, the instru-
taining three instruments per unit. ment operator may act as his own recorder.
The personnel are organized as fol- If three or more men are absent from the
lows: One chief of party, three instru- party, the fieldwork is completed and the com-
ment operators, three recorders, two putations are performed later by designated
computers, and one rodman. personnel. The organization of a reduced

strength party is not bound by strict rules;
c. Reduced Strength Party. Often the author- however for a art to function when person-

ized number of men artye not vaable to fuper- nel shortages exist, tction whe party memberson- mus
form the traverse. Under such circumstances, nel shortages exist, te party members must
members of the survey party may be required
to perform more than one function. Shortages
in personnel will seldom affect the jobs of the 201. Night Traverse
instrument operator or the tapemen, since Many times the artillery surveyor will be
these two functions must be performed if a forced to survey at night to accomplish his
traverse is to be conducted. If the party is mission. Daytime traverse techniques and or-
short the rodman, the chief of party may per- ganization can be used at night with certain
form the duties of the rodman, in addition to modification. Night traverses require more
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Figure 47. Recorder's notes for 1 500o (aiming circle) traverse.
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work, more training, more personnel, and more Three additional men act as light holders and
coordination. accompany and assist the tapemen. When pos-

sible, a fourth man assists the rodman.a. Equipment. The equipment used in a day-
time traverse is used in a night traverse with c. Angle Measuring. The procedure used in
the addition of the necessary lighting equip- measuring angles in daylight is used at night
ment. Included in this lighting equipment are except that the instrument must be equipped
flashlights for all personnel and two aiming with a night lighting device. The instrument
post lights for each range pole. If aiming post operator should coordinate with the rodman to
lights are not available, two flashlights for insure that the lights on the range poles are
each range pole will suffice. All lighting devices placed and pointed properly and are moved to
should be equipped with a filter of some type the next station when the observation is co-
to insure greater light security and to prevent
undue glare in the telescope of the observing pleted.
instrument when it is pointed at a station. The d. Recording. The recording procedures used
observing instrument should be equipped with during daylight are used at night except that
its organic lighting equipment. the recorder must be supplied with a flashlight

b. Personnel. The standard traverse party so that he can see to record. He should record
must be supplemented with additional person- in the remarks section of the field notes any-
nel to enable it to function properly at night. thing which may have an effect on the survey,
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Figure 48. Recorder's notes for fifth-order (T76 theodolite) traverse.
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Figure 49. Recorder's notes for fourth-order (Tt theodolite) traverse.

such as burned out lights, only one light on signal the rodman to raise or lower the bot-
the forward station, etc. tom light on a range pole or inform the rod-

man to move to the next station, etc. In
e. Taping. For information on taping at arranging signals, the survey party should

night, see paragraph 92. avoid waving the lights, since a waving light

f. Communications. Communication during a may easily attract the enemy's attention. Every
night traverse should be conducted by radio. precaution should be taken in sending light sig-
However, radio is not always convenient or nals to avoid detection by the enemy.
available and at times the survey party must
resort to light signals. These light signals 202. Traverse Fiel otes
should be prearranged and simple. For ex- For examples of field notes on traverse, see
ample, the instrument operator -may have to figures 47 through 49.

Section II. COMPUTATIONS

203. Azimuth Computation each succeeding leg of the traverse by adding
the value of the measured angle at the occu-

In order for a traverse to be computed, an pied station to the azimuth from the occupied
azimuth must be determined for each leg of station to the rear station. The example which
the traverse. The azimuth is determined for follows illustrates this procedure. It should be
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noted that on occupation of each successive
station the first step is to compute the back-
azimuth of the preceding traverse leg; i.e., the North

azimuth from the occupied station to the rear
station.

Azimuth of line A B

a. Example Problem. 2400.0 mils

(1) Given:
Azimuth from station

A to az mk 5592.6 mils East
Angle az mk-A-TS1 2134.0 mils A

Angle A-TS1-TS2 3820.5 mils
Angle TS1-TS2-B 1756.5 mils Bearing of line A 8-

800.0 mils
(2) Required:

Azimuth from station TS2 to B.

b. Solution.
(1) At station A-

Azimuth from A to South
az mk = 5592.6 mils

(+)angle az mk- Figure 50. Relationship of azimuth and bearing.

A-TS1 = 2134.0 mils
Sum = 7726.6 mils azimuth of a line is defined as the horizontal

(-) a full circle 6400.0 mils clockwise angle from a base direction to the
Azimuth A to TS1 = 1326.6 mils line. The base direction used in artillery sur-

vey is grid north. The bearing angle of a line
(2) At station TS1- is the acute angle formed by the intersection

Azimuth from station of that line with a grid north-south line. Fig-
A to TS1 = 1326.6 mils ure 50 illustrates the relationship between the

(+) a half circle = 3200.0 mils azimuth of a line and its bearing.
Azimuth from TS1 to A = 4526.6 mils
(+) angle A-TS1-TS2 = 3820.5 mils b. The manner in which bearing angles are

Sum = 8347.1 mils computed from a given azimuth depends on the
(-) a full circle = 6400.0 mils quadrant in which that azimuth lies (fig. 51).

When the azimuth is in the first quadrant, 0 to
Azimuth TS1 to TS2 = 1947.1 mils 1,600 mils, the bearing is equal to the azimuth.

(3) At station TS2- When the azimuth is in the second quadrant,
Azimuth from TS1 1,600 to 3,200 mils, the bearing is equal to

to TS2 = 1947.1 mils 3,200 mils minus the azimuth. When the azi-
( + ) a half circle = 3200.0 mils muth is in the third quadrant, 3,200 to 4,800
Azimuth from TS2 mils, the bearing is equal to the azimuth minus

to TS1 = 5147.1 mils 3,200 mils. When the azimuth is in the fourth
(+) angle TS1-TS2-B = 1756.5 mils quadrant, 4,800 to 6,400 mils, the bearing is

Sum = 6903.6 mils equal to 6,400 mils minus the azimuth.
(-) a full circle = 6400.0 mils

Azimuth TS2 to B = 503.6 mils 205. Coordinate Computations
a. If the coordinates of a point are known

204. Azimuth-Searing Angle Relationship and the azimuth and distance from that point
a. An azimuth is required in traverse to per- to a second point are known, the coordinates

mit the determination of a bearing angle. The of the second point can be determined. In fig-
bearing angle of a traverse leg, not the azi- ure 52, the coordinates of station A are known
muth, is the element used in computations. The and the coordinates of TS1 are to be deter-
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northing (dN) to the northing coordinates of
station A.

fooring. *400rmil.s-oimulh -B oing CDimu b. In figure 52, the traverse leg appears in
the first quadrant. It is for this reason that

r I dE and dN must be added to the easting and
northing coordinates of station A. If the trav-
erse leg were to appear in one of the other

West EosI quadrants, the signs of dE and dN would
change The signs of dE and dN are deter-
mined by the quadrant in which the traverse
leg lies (fig. 53).

Beaoine ' ozimuth- 3200 nil, Boing 3200 mis - l..muth 206. Determination of dE and dN

South The determination of the values of dE and
dN between two points when the azimuth and

Figure 51. Determination of bearing angle. distance between those points are known re-
quires the solution of a right triangle. In figure

mined. The azimuth and distance from station 52, side A-TS1 is known because the distance
A to TS1 have been determined by measuring between A and TS1 is a taped distance. The
the horizontal angle az mk-A-TS1 and by tap- bearing angle at station A is also known, since
ing the distance from station A to TS1. The it was readily determined from the azimuth of
grid easting and grid northing lines through station A to TS1. Since the intersection of the
both of the points are shown. The coordinates north-south line through station A and the east-
of TS1, are determined by applying the dif- west line through TS1 forms a right angle
ference in easting (dE) to the easting co- (1,600 mils), a right triangle is created with
ordinates of station A and the difference in the hypotenuse (side A-TS1) known.

To determine dE:

opposite side dE
Sine of bearing angle =

hypotenuse distance
or,

dE = sine of bearing angle X distance.
To determine dN:

adjacent side dN
Cosine of bearing angle adjacent side dN

hypotenuse distance
or,

dN = cosine of bearing angle X distance.

207. Scale Factor of the occupied station from the central
meridian of the UTM grid zone. The scale fac-

The log of the scale factor is applied to the tors are given for every 10,000 meters east and
dE and dN computations of all surveys exe- west of the central meridian and are shown incuted to fourth-order accuracy. The purpose
of the log scale factor is to convert ground dis-
tance to map distance when the UTM grid is (fig. 56). The values of the scale factor are ex-
used. This factor is not used in surveys per- tracted by entering the table with the approxi-
formed to accuracies of less than fourth-order. mate easting value of the occupied station to
The scale factor value varies with the distance the nearest 10,000 meters.
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Az mk
dE

dN
Bearing angle

A TS2

Figure 52. Requirements for dE and dN.

dE- 1 dE+ 208. Determination of dH
TS 1 dE- E+ TS1 In a traverse, the height of each traverse sta-

tion must be determined. This is accomplished
by determining the difference in height (dH)
between the occupied and the forward station.
The vertical angle at the occupied station and

IV z ; the horizontal distance from the occupied sta-
m IL tion to the forward station are used to deter-

mine the difference in height between the two
by solution of a right triangle. In figure 54,
the distance is the horizontal taped distance
from station A to TS1. The vertical angle at

TSJ1 ' TSI station A is the vertical angle measured to HI
dE- dE+ at station TS1. The difference in height be-

tween the two stations is the side of the right
Figure 53. Relationship of quadrant and sig,. triangle which requires solving.

To determine dH:
opposite side dH

Tangent of vertical angle =
adjacent side distance

or,
dH = tangent of vertical angle X distance.

209. DA Form 6-2 210. Determination of Azimuth and
a. DA Form 6-2 (figs. 55, 56, and 57) is used Distance From Coordinates

to determine coordinates and height from azi- a. In survey operations, it is often necessary
muth, distance, and vertical angle. to determine the azimuth and distance between

two stations of known coordinates. Some ex-
ub Entries on the form are shown in fig- amples of such a requirement are computation

of a starting azimuth when the coordinates of
e. Formulas to be used are shown onthe back two intervisible points are known, computation

of DA Form 6-2 (fig. 56). of azimuth and length of a target area base
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TSi(Forwoard st)

Vertical angledH

A / D iscDistance*

(occupied station)

Figure 54. Right triangle for determination of dH.

or the base of a triangulation scheme, and cornm- ence between the two easting and northing co-
putation of azimuth and distance between criti- ordinates. The signs (±) of dE and dN, as
cal surveyed points when swinging and sliding determined on the form, are used for finding
the grid is necessary. The standard form for the quadrant in which the azimuth is located.
this computation is DA Form 6-1. Figure 58 As in paragraph 208, the right triangle formed
illustrates the computation of azimuth and dis- by dE, dN, and the grid distance is used to
tance from the coordinates of two points. dE determine the bearing angle of the desired azi-
and dN are determined by finding the differ- muth as follows:

opposite side dE
Tangent of bearing angle = o -

adjacent side dN

Logarithms are used to solve for the bearing b. The bearing angle and dE or dN, which-
angle on the form. Once the bearing angle is ever is larger, are the factors needed to com-
known, the azimuth can be readily determined pute the distance between the two points.
from the block in the upper right corner in
which dE and dN were plotted.

opposite side dE
Sine of bearing -

hypotenuse grid distance
adjacent side dN

Cosine of bearing = adjacent side
hypotenuse grid distance

or,
dE dN

Grid distance = or
sin of bearing cos of bearing

Logarithms are also used to solve for the grid lines of sight must be considered for traverse
distance. The larger side is used, since it is legs in excess of 1,000 meters. These effects
opposite the stronger angle in the right tri- can be compensated for by reciprocal measure-
angle (para 228), thus enabling the determina- ments of the vertical angle at each end of such
tion of a more accurate distance. a leg. When vertical angles are measured re-

ciprocally, the vertical angle at each end of the
211. Reciprocal Measurement of leg should be measured to the same height

Vertical Angles above the station (normally HI). If this cannot
The effects of curvature and refraction on be done, DA Form 6-2b, Computation-Trig-
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COMPUTATION - AZIMUTH AND DISTANCE FROM COORDINATES
( M 6.2t0)
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Figure 58. Computation of azimuth and distance, fifth-order survey.
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COMPUTATION-TRIGONOMETERIC HEIGHTS

OCCUPIED STATION SC P S C e 3

FORWARD STATION sc P 3 5s P
HORIZONTAL DISTANCE GROUHD -O I |431 I, I
BETWEEH STATIONS UTM GRID 93 2 3 639

HEIGHT OF IHSTRUENT I I I
AT OCCUPIED STATION . +
HEIGHTOF TARGETo 2 AT FORWARD STATION _ / (6 /

b 3 ALGEBRAIC SUM (I) AND (2) 010 +
HEIGHT OF INSTRUMEIT I7= AT FORWAROD STATION / 6 / . b -

S 5 ALGEBRAIC SUM (3) AND (4) 6
aS0 6 HEIGHT OF TARGET AT OCCUPIED STATIOH + 6 / I+ I+

7 ALGEBRAIC SUM (5) ANHD (6) 0 + + 0
1/20F(7) + O I O -I

_TO R AHf .0.0 ° - ~ 0.0 - I -
2 VERTICAL ANGLE OCCUPIED STATION + +

9 TO FORWARD STATION / S /O 130-

U VERTICAL ANGLE FORWARD STATION TO I I I I
10 OCCUPIED STATIO WITH SIGN REVERSED / 9 13 /1 -3

11L ALGEBRAIC SUM (9) AND (10) - h3 2oI i I I
12 1/2 OF (I) - 0F 6 // S

3LOG OF HORIZONTAL DISTANCEISCDj I / 1 | I |1 TO FORE ARD STATIONS 9

14 LOG TAN (12)1 3 2 /'7/ o5 6

is NON+ REIPOCLNCESONY I- I I I |
IF HORIZONTAL DISTANCE IS: GRID. 53

NUMBER HAVING LOG7) USE SIGNOF(12) I I I

IF BLOCK I IS FILLED REPEAT (S) - /

0 20 ALGEBRAIC SUM (18) AND (19) /6/ s 7
ONF H RECIPROCAL ANGLES ONLY

CURVATURE AND REFRACTION + +
21 CORRECTION FROM REVERSE

122 ALGEBRAIC SUM () AND (21) /6 7

2OCCUPIED STATION + + 3

21I35IS HEIGHT OF FORWARD STATION / (of

5ALGEBRAIC SUM (23) AND (24) HE-GH- 1OF-II I
2 OCCUPIED B PORWARD STATION .

COMPUTER CHECKERaRROWlJ Horizor SHEET OF SHEETS

NOTEBOOK AREA DATE
REFERENCE I-I4 FOXTROT ib JAN

D A1 R 1 66F2R b\REPLACES DA FORM 6-2b, 1 OCT 52, WHICH IS OBSOLETE.

Figure 59. Computation of height, fourth-order survey.
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TABLE - CORRECTION FOR CURVATURE ANDREFRACTION TABLE-UTM GRID SCALE FACTOS FOR ARTILLERY
(No interpolation necessaty for Artillery Survey) EASTING Of STATING STATION LO SCALE FACTOR

Use only when dH is computed using non-reciprocal vertical angles.
SIGN ALWAYS PLUS 500.000 500.000 9.9998000

Enter in (21) 490000 510.000 9.9998300
480,000 520.000 9.9998300

Log Dist (M) Con (Mw) 470.000 530,000 9.999830o
460,000 540, oo00 9.9998300

3.079 * 40,000 550. 000 9. 99984003.23000 560.000 9. 9998400
3.230 ,2 B430,000 570.00 9. 9998500
3. 322 .3 420. 00 580. 000 9.999800
3. 386 .4 410.000 590.000 9.9998700
3.35 .5 400,000 600.000oo 9.9998800
3.473 . U390.000 610.000 9.99989003.473 ~380,000 620,000 9.9999000
3. 508 0, 7 31000 630.000 9.9999200
3,537 .8 360.000 640.000 9.9999300
3. 562 , 9 50.0 00 650 000 9.9999500
3.584 1.0 340,000 660.000 9.9909900

330.000 610.000 0.9999800
320.000 680.000 0.0000000

3.658 1.4 310.000 690 000 0. 0000200
3. 687 1,6 300,000 000 700000 0. 000400
3. 712 1, 20, o000 710.00 0.00090o~~~~~~~3. 71~36 2. 0~o.280.000 720000 0.00009003.736 2,0 270,00 710,000 0.00011o 0

.7184 2~.5~ ~2Gs0.o000 740,000 0.0019300
3.824 3.0 250.000 70. 000 0.0000000

3.857 3.5 240.,000 79900,000 0.001900
3.886 4.0 230, oo0 770, 000 O. 0002200
3.912 4.5 20.000 780, 0o oo00 .o002

3410.000 790.000 0, 000200
3. 934 3,0 100.000 800.000 0.o 0003100

3.955 5. 190.000 80000 0.0003400
3.974 6.0 0. Co. o 820. 000 0.0003700
3. 992 6.5 170. 000 830,000 0,0004100
4. 007 7 0 60.000 840,.000 0.9900400

50, 000 850,000 0. 800
140. 000 860. 00 0. 0005200
130.000 870.000 0.0005600
520.000 880,000 0.0006000
110.000 800.000 0.0006400
100.000 900,000 0.0006900

Giveil:
UTIhl grid distance or horizontal grotiond distance in ncters between stations.
lHeight of one station in meters.

Field data:
Observe vertical angle between ISIrtilIlsell! at one statioll and target at other station.
[leight of inlstri eont.
lleighl of larget.

Guide:
Enler field data ill blocks omarrkecd F.
Whell vertical angles are observed in two directions, either statiou may be designated as the occupied station. Use

Blocks I. II. and IV.
When vertical angle is observed in one direction, use Blocks I. ll, and IV. Use curvature and refraction correction

from table above.
Elevation of occupied station need not be known.
hi (16), obtain approxilliat casting coordinate of occuIpied stlaionl from olther computations or from map. Use this

value to obtain scale factor froolt table above.
if height of eitlher station i (2:I) is below sea level (-), add 1,1100 meters algebraically to (23): proceed with compula-

/ion as ildicated. Subtract 1,01o mietrers algebraically froin (25) to obtain height of station.
If heigllt of occupied station is used ill (2:1). then height of forward station is obtained in (25).
All aligular tllits·used in comllputatiou must be the same (nils or degrees).

Litlilat ioll:

'llis counputalion does ilt provide for redact ion of groulld distance to sea level distance.

Results:

l. ig f of Illt ullknowon station in meters.

rovoNM.NT Mnr11 tTING 0:06 o--385533

Figure 60. Back of DA Form 6-2b.
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onometric Heights (fig. 59), must be used in the angles. Horizontal angles are measured one
computing the height of the forward station. position; vertical angles are measured once

with the telescope in the direct position and
212. DA Form 6-2b once with the telescope in the reverse position

a. DA Form 6-2b (figs. 59 and 60) is used (1D/R). Distances are double-taped to a com-
parative accuracy of 1:5,000 with the 30-meterto determine the height of the forward station parative accuracy of 1:5,000 with the 30-meter

when the vertical angles are measured recipro- steel tape or measured with electronic distance-
cally or nonreciprocally to different heights measuring equipment, using the procedures dis-
above the station. cussed in chapter 6.

b. Entries required are the vertical angles (1) Position accuracy.
measured, height of station, height of instru- (a) The maximum allowable error in
ment, and height of target. position closure for a fourth-order

traverse is generally expressed as
c. The formula to be used is shown on the 1:3,000, or 1 meter of radial error

back of the form. for each 3,000 meters of traverse.
The radial error of closure is the

213. Accuracies, Specifications linear distance between the correct
and Techniques coordinates of the closing station

The overall accuracy of a traverse depends and the coordinates of that station
on the equipment and methods used in the as determined from the traverse.
measurements, the accuracy achieved, and the The radial error of closure is deter-
accuracy of the starting and closing data. In mined by comparing the correct co-
artillery survey, three minimum accuracies ordinates of the closing point with
serve as standards for survey personnel to meet the traverse coordinates of that
in both fieldwork and computations. These ac- point. The difference between the
curacies are fourth-order (1:3,000), fifth-order two is the radial error of closure.
(1:1,000), and 1:500 survey. Fourth-order sur- Correct
veys are normally performed by division artil- coordinates
lery and the corps artillery target acquisition of closing
battalion to extend survey control. Field artil- point: 560068.0-3838037.0
lery battalions normally perform fifth-order Traverse
surveys to establish survey control for the re- coordinates
quired elements of the battalion. Survey to an
accuracy of 1:500 normally is performed only of closing
by artillery elements that have a limited survey
capability (e.g. radar sections) and use the eE = 4.0 eN = 3.0
aiming circle to measure angles. The specifica- The difference between the two
tions and techniques to achieve the accuracies eastings of the closing point, error
required in artillery survey are tabulated in in easting (eE), forms one side of
appendix II and are discussed in a through c the right triangle in figure 61; the
below. difference between the two north-

a. Fourth-Order Accuracy. A fourth-order ings, error in northing (eN), forms
traverse starting from existing survey control a second side. The hypotenuse of the
must start and close on stations established to right triangle is the radial error of
an accuracy of fourth-order or higher. If sur- closure.
vey control of the required accuracy is not (b) The radial error may be determined
available, the fieldwork and computations can by computation on DA Form 6-1,
be completed and the traverse evaluated for by using the Pythagorean theorem,
accuracy by using assumed starting data, pro- or by plotting eE and eN to scale
vided the traverse is terminated at the starting and measuring the hypotenuse. The
station. The T2 theodolite is used to measure most commonly used of these sys-
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Traverse coordinates plot here

eN= 3.0

Correct coordinates

lo here

eE=4.0

Figure 61. Radial error of closure.

tems is the Pythagorean theorem. been determined, one other factor is
By use of this theorem and the required to complete the computa-
data in figure 61, the radial error tion of the accuracy ratio. This
would be computed as follows: factor is the total length of the

traverse which is determined by
adding the distances of all traverse

= V 4.02 + 3.02 legs (excluding distances to offset

= V/ 16.0 + 9.0 stations) in the traverse. Assuming
'25.0 that for the radial error computed

=V 25.0 *above the total length of the trav-
5.0 meters erse is 5,555 meters, the accuracy

When the radial error of closure has would be determined as follows:

1
Accuracy ratio =

total length of traverse ± radial error
1

= 5555 ± 5.0
1 or, rounded down,

= 1111

= 1100

(c) This accuracy ratio is suitable for reason, when the length of the trav-
evaluating a traverse in most cases; erse exceeds 9 kilometers, the allow-
however, when the traverse is long, able radial error (AE) in meters is
the accuracy achieved may be computed by the formula AE =
within tolerance and yet the radial V/K, where K is the total length
error will be excessive. For this of the traverse to the nearest one-
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tenth kilometer. For example, the in the direct position and once with the tele-
allowable error for a traverse 14.8 scope in the reverse position (1D/R). Distances
kilometers in length would be are single-taped with the 30-meter steel tape
AE = V 14.8, or 3.85 meters., and checked for gross errors by pacing or are
rather than 4.93 meters if computed measured with electronic distance-measuring
by the 1:3,000 accuracy ratio. equipment if it is available.

(2) Height accuracy. The allowable error (1) Position accuracy. The maximum al-
in meters for the height closure of a lowable error in position closure for
fourth-order traverse of any length is a fifth-order traverse is expressed by
also computed by the formula AE = the accuracy ratio of 1:1,000 or 1 me-
/X. By this formula, the allowable ter of radial error for each 1,000

height error for a traverse of less than meters of traverse. (See a(1) (a)
9 kilometers will be slightly greater above for determination of radial
than the allowable position error, error.)
whereas the allowable error for height (2) Height accuracy. The maximum al-
and position will be the same for trav- lowable error in height closure for a
erses 9 kilometers or greater in fifth-order traverse is ±2 meters.
length. (3) Azimuth closure. The allowable error

(3) Azimuth closure. The allowable error in azimuth closure for a fifth-order
in azimuth closure for a fourth-order traverse is computed by the formula
traverse depends on the number of AE = 0.1h X N, where N is the num-
main-scheme angles used in carrying ber of main-scheme angles in the
the azimuth through the traverse. The traverse.
allowable azimuth error in mils for a c. 1:500 Survey. The specifications and tech-
traverse that has no more than six niques that apply to the fieldwork and compu-
main-scheme angles is computed by tations of a fifth-order traverse apply to a
the formula AE = 0.04ni X N, where traverse performed to an accuracy of 1:500
N is the number of main-scheme with the following exceptions:
angles. If there are more than six (1) Position. The allowable error in posi-
main scheme angles in the traverse, tion closure is 1:500.
the allowable azimuth error is com- (2) Height. Vertical angles are measured
puted by the formula twice with the aiming circle. The

AE =O.lr V N. mean value should be within ±0.5 mil
b. Fifth-Order Accuracy. A fifth-order trav- of the first reading. The allowable

erse starting from existing control must start error in height closure is +2 meters..
and close on stations established to an accuracy (3) Azimuth. Horizontal angles are meas-
of fifth-order or higher. When survey control ured two repetitions with the aiming
of the required accuracy is not available, the circle. The accumulated value is di-
fieldwork and computations can be completed vided by 2 to determine the mean
and the traverse evaluated for accuracy by value, which should be within +0.5
using assumed starting data, provided the trav- mil of the first reading. The allowable
erse is closed on the starting station. The T16 error in azimuth closure is computed
theodolite is used to measure the angles. Hori- by the formula AE = 0.51i X N,
zontal angles are measured one position; verti- where N is the number of angles in
cal angles are measured once with the telescope the traverse.

Section III. TRAVERSE ADJUSTMENT

214. General as simple as it may at first appear. When a
party is extending survey control over long

Establishing a common grid throughout an distances by traverse, the traverse may well be
entire corps or division artillery sector is not within the prescribed accuracy and still be
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considerably in error. This problem is in estimating the tension applied to a steel
magnified when several traverse parties are tape.
employed to extend control and attempt to tie c. Natural errors-errors that arise from
their work together. Seldom, if ever, will these variations in the phenomena of nature, such as
parties coincide on their linkage, but, by temperature, humidity, wind, gravity, refrac-
adjusting the traverse throughout, some com- tion, and magnetic declination. For example,
pensation will be made for those errors which the length of a tape will vary directly with the
have accumulated. A traverse executed to a temperature; i.e., it will become longer as the
prescribed accuracy of fourth-order must temperature increases and shorter as the tem-
always be closed and adjusted. An adjusted perature decreases.
traverse is one in which the errors have been
distributed systematically so that the closing 216. Azimuth Adjustment
data as determined by the traverse coincides
with the correct closing data. There is, ofwith the correct closings data Therme is, of the computation of position is in part depend-course, no possible means of determining the ent on azimuth, the first step in adjusting atrue magnitude of the errors in angle and dis- traverse is to determine the azimuth error an
tance measuring which occur throughout a adjust the azimuth. The azimuth error is ob-adjust the azimuth. The azimuth error is ob-traverse. Traverse adjustment is based on the taied by determining the difference between
assumption that the errors have gradually
accumulated, and the corrections are made ac- puted and the known azimuth at the closingcordingly. Threeadjstmeputed) and the known azimuth at the closingcordingly. Three adjustments must be made iin

adjusting a traverse-azimuth, coordinates, point. The azimuth correction is the azimuth
error with a sign affixed which will cause the
computed azimuth, with the correction applied,

effects of systematic errors on the assumption to equal the known azimuth. For example, the
that they have been constant and equal azimuth from a point to an azimuth mark isin their effect upon each traverse leg. Blunders, knownth be 2 ,71.624tmitsn The clsimar is
such as dropped tape lengths or misread angles, of a to the same azimuth mark is
cannot be compensated for in traverse adjust- determined to be 2571.554 mils. The azimuth
ment. Additionally, a traverse which does not correction is determined as follows:
meet the prescribed standard of accuracy is
not adjusted but is checked for error. If the Azimuth error = known azimuth -azimuth
error cannot be found, the traverse must be established by traverse
performed again from the start. = 2,571.624 mils -2,571.554

mils

215. Sources of Errors 0.070 mil
Azimuth correction = +0.070 mil.

The errors that are compensated for by Azimuth Correction. Since
traverse adjustment are not those errors corn-traverse adjustment are not those errors cor traverse adjustment is based on the assumption
monly known as mistakes or blunders but are that errors present have accumulated gradually
errors that fall into one of the following and systematically throughout the traverse, the
classes: azimuth correction is applied accordingly. The

correction is distributed equally among thea. instrumental errors-errors that arse angles of the traverse with any remainder dis-from imperfections in, or faulty adjustment of, tibuted to the larger angles. For example,tributed to the larger angles. For example,the instruments with which the measurements assume that the traverse, for which the azi-
are taken. For example, a tape may be too muth correction was determined, consisted of
long or too short or a plate level may be out of three traverse legs and four angles as follows:
adjustment. Stotia Maured agl

b. Personnel errors-errors that arise from SCP 2410.716 mile
TS1 2759.630 milsthe limitations of the human senses of sight TS2 3765.876 mils

Land touch. For example, an error may be made SCP (closing) 2886.617 mils
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The azimuth correction is divided by the total a. Determining Easting and Northing Cor-
number of angles. In this case, +0.070 mil rections. The easting and northing corrections

- 4 = 0.017 mil per angle with a remainder of for the traverse are determined by subtracting
0.002 mil. Each of the four angles will be the coordinates of the closing station (as
adjusted by 0.017 mil and the two largest recomputed with the adjusted azimuth) from
angles will be adjusted by an additional 0.001 the known coordinates of the closing station.
mil each to compensate for the remaining 0.002
mil. For example,

Azimuth Correction = known coordinates - coordinates
Station Meatreud angle correetion Adjusted angle
SCP 2410.716 +0.017 2410.733 established by traverseSCP 2410.716 +0.017 2410.733
TS1 2759.630 +0.017 2759.647 = 550554.50-3835829.35 (correct
TS2 3765.876 +0.018 3765.894 coordinates)
SCP 2886.617 +0.018 2886.635 -550550.50-3835835.35

c. Action After Adjustment. After the angles +4.00 -6.00
have been adjusted, the adjusted azimuth of (traverse coordinates)
each leg of the traverse should be computed by b. Application of Easting and Northing Cor-
using the starting azimuth and the adjusted rections. The corrections determined in a
angles at each traverse station. These computa- above are for the entire traverse. The assump-
tions should be performed on fresh sheets of tion is made that these corrections are based
DA Form 6-2, not on the sheets used in the on errors proportionately accumulated through-
original computations. The adjusted azimuth out the traverse. Therefore, the corrections
should be computed throughout the entire must be distributed proportionately. The
traverse and checked against the correct azi- amount of easting or northing correction to
muth to the closing azimuth mark before any be applied to the coordinates of each station is
of the coordinate adjustments are begun. computed by multiplying the total correction

(easting or northing) by the total length of
217. Coordinate Adjustment all the traverse legs up to that station and

After the azimuth of each traverse leg has dividing it by the total length of all of t-,
been adjusted, the coordinates of the stations legs in the traverse. For example, using th\
in the traverse must be adjusted. The first step total easting and northing corrections pre-
in adjusting the coordinates is to recompute viously determined, assume that the total
the coordinates of all stations in the traverse, length of the traverse is 22,216.89 meters and
using the adjusted azimuths to obtain new that the total length of the traverse legs up
bearing angles. to TS4 is 3,846.35 meters.

Easting correction at
TS4 = total easting correction X traverse length to TS4

total traverse length
= + 4.00 X 3,846.35

22,216.89
= + 15,385.40

22,216.89
= + 0.69 meter

Northing correction at
TS4 = total northing correction X traverse length to TS4

total traverse length
-6.00 X 3,846.35

22,216.89
-22,478.10

22,216.89
= -1.04 meters
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218. Height Adjustment height correction is determined by comparing
Like azimuth adjustment, the height adjust- the height of the closing point as established

ment is based on the assumption that the error by the traverse with the known height of the
of, closure is accumulated throughout the closing point and applying a sign which will
traverse in equal amounts at each traverse cause the established height, with the correc-
station. tion applied algebraically, to equal the known

a. Determining Height Correction. The height. For example:

Height correction = known height - height established by traverse
= 478.3 meters - 477.5 meters
= + 0.8 meter

b. Application of Height Correction. The each station but is applied to the difference in
height correction is distributed evenly through- height (dH) between each traverse station.
out all stations of the traverse with any stticu ht d Coegted

remainder distributed to those stations com- sCP 478.3 478.3
TS1 486.7 +8.4 +0.2 486.9puted from the longest legs. The height correc- TS2 49869 +982 +0.2 496.
TS2 495.9 -9.2 +0.3 496.4

tion is not applied to the traverse height of scP 477.5 -18.4 +0.3 478.3

Section IV. LOCATION OF TRAVERSE ERRORS

219. Analysis of Traverse for Errors tolerance; however, the coordinate closure is in
error beyond the limits allowed for the pre-A good survey plan executed by a well- scribed accuracy.trained party provides numerous checks in both

computations and fieldwork. However, these b. Isolation of Distance Error. Compare the
checks do not always eliminate errors. On the known coordinates of the closing point with the
contrary, errors are made both in the fieldwork computed coordinates of that point. From this
and in computations and are often not dis- comparison, determine the error in easting and
covered until the survey has been completed. the error in northing. Compute the distance
The surveyor should be able to isolate these (radial error) and azimuth from the known
errors and determine their causes. Often an coordinates to the computed coordinates. If a
analysis of the fieldwork and the computations distance error has been made, the traverse leg
of a survey in error will save hours of containing the distance error will have the
repetitious labor and computations. To assist in same azimuth (or back-azimuth) as the radial
this analysis, the chief of survey party should error (fig. 62), and the distance error will be
maintain in the field a sketch, drawn to scale, approximately the same length as the radial
of each survey as it is being performed. If error. Remeasure the suspected traverse leg
available, a reliable map can also be used to to verify the location of the error. Under some
advantage. If an error is apparent upon com- circumstances, several legs with azimuths ap-
pletion of the survey, the procedures in para- proximating the azimuth of the radial error
graphs 220 and 221 should be followed to isolate may be suspected of containing the error. In
the error. An assumption must be made that this case, check the computations for each
only one error exists. If more than one error suspected leg. If there is no error in the com-
exists, it will not be possible to isolate the putations, remeasure each suspected leg until
errors. the leg containing the error is found.

220. Isolation of Distance Error 221. Isolation of Azimuth Error
a. Indication of Distance Error. The azimuth a. Indication of Azimuth Error. The azimuth

for the traverse closes within the allowable closure and the coordinate closure are in error
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Radial error of
closure 30 meters

Bn SCP TS4 30-meter
error

Figure 62. Distance error.

beyond the limits allowed for the prescribed r=w -m
accuracy. = 100 meters - 10 mils

b. Isolation of Azimuth Error. Compare the = 10 (range in thousands)
computed azimuth with the known azimuth of = 10,000 meters
the closing point, and determine the azimuth
error. Determine the azimuth and distance of This procedure may be used to determine one
the radial error. Construct a scaled sketch of or more suspect stations. By trial and error and
the traverse. Draw in the radial error, and then systematic elimination, the station in error
construct a line perpendicular to, and at the may be located. To locate the station in error,
midpoint of, the radial error. Extend this line compare the known coordinates of the closing
through the area in the sketch showing the station with the coordinates of a suspect sta-
fieldwork. The station at which the angular tion and compute the azimuth and distance
error was made will be on or very near this between the two. Then compare the computed
extended line. Check the computations and the coordinates of the closing station with the co-
field notes for that station. If no error can be ordinates of the suspect station and compute
found, remeasure the angle. If the remeasured the azimuth and distance between the two. If
angle compares favorably with the original the error is at that station, the azimuths should
angle, a multiple error exists and the survey vary by the amount of the error of the azimuth
must be rerun. closure of the traverse, and the distances will

c. Alternate Solution. When a graphical plot be approximately the same. If the error is not
cannot be made, an azimuth error can be at that station, the azimuths will disagree but
isolated by determining the approximate dis- not by an amount equivalent to the azimuth
tance of the station in error from the closing closure error (fig. 63). Repeat the procedure
station. To determine the distance, use the mil for each of the suspect stations. When the
relation formula (m =w - r), the distance of suspect station has been isolated, check the
the radial error, and the azimuth error of computations and field notes for that station.
closure. Substitute the radial error for the
width and the azimuth error of closure for the If no error can be found, remeasure the angle
mils in the formula. For example, Range (in at the station. If the remeasured angle com-
thousands)-to suspected stations = radial pares favorably with the original angle, rerun
error - azimuth error of closure or the entire survey.
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Correct btry SCP

Closure error s Azimuth error

Computed btry SCP

TS2
- _ Actual route of

\-~ __~traverse party
TS2~ ( Computed route of traverse party

Figure 63. Azimuth error.
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CHAPTER 9

TRIANGULATION

Section I. GENERAL

222. Purpose of Triangulation in the DME cannot be used. For this reason,
Artillery Surveys artillery surveyors must maintain proficiency

in triangulation.a. Triangulation is a method of extending
survey control through the use of triangular 223. Terminology Associated with
figures. Measured horizontal angles and one Triangulation
measured side of the triangle serve as the basis
for determining the length of the remaining a. Accuracy ratio is a ratio of linear preci-
sides. A wide range of combinations of known sion, such as 1:3,000 (meaning that for every
data exists with which required data may be 3,000 units surveyed the error must not exceed
determined. These combinations range from one unit), computed in triangulation when the
the simple single triangle with a measured scheme closes on a known control point. The
base and three measured angles to the solution accuracy ratio is computed by dividing the
of two adjacent triangles, from three known radial error into the total distance surveyed.
positions, with two measured angles in a three- The radial error is determined as discussed in
point resection problem. Triangulation methods paragraph 213; the total distance is the sum
may be used at all levels of artillery survey to of the lengths of the shortest triangle sides
determine the position of control points. It is connecting the starting point and the closing
generally better to use triangulation in situa- point.
tions in which the distance involved or the b. Adjustment is the distribution of angular
terrain traverse difficult or impossible. More and linear errors throughout a scheme and the
detailed planning and reconnaissance is re-
quired for triangulation than for other
methods. c. Azimuth check is the periodic determina-

b. Direct support artillery units may find tri- tion of azimuth by astronomic or gyroscopic
angulation of value in the conduct of connec- means for the purpose of checking the azimuth
tion surveys between position areas and target of triangle sides.
areas. Triangulation is well suited to situa- d. The base is a line the length and azimuth
tions involving the extension of survey control of which are known, as well as the coordinates
over long distances (e.g., 10 to 20 kilometers and height of one or both ends. The base is
per party), such as those required in division used as one side of a triangle to determine the
artillery and corps artillery survey. The issue azimuth and length of the other sides. Base
of distance-measuring equipment, has, how- lengths can be computed between stations of
ever, shifted the emphasis at these levels known position, double-taped, or determined
to the use of DME traverse. Although the by electronic distance-measuring equipment.
DME traverse is a rapid and accurate Base azimuths can be determined by computa-
means of providing the required control, it tion from known positions, by astronomic
is wholly dependent on the successful opera- observation, or by gyroscopic means.
tion of a delicate electronic device, the DME.
When electronic countermeasures (ECM) are e. A chain is a scheme of several of the same
employed or during periods of electronic silence, type of figures connected by common sides, as
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a chain of single triangles or a chain of o. Square root of K ( VK ) is used in the
quadrilaterals. evaluation of fourth-order surveys to apply

f. A check base is a side of one triangle in a the principle that errors accrue as a function
chain or scheme designated as the place in the of the square root of opportunity for error. K
scheme where the computed length and azi- represents distance in kilometers.
muth of the side, as carried through the
scheme, is compared to the observed length and
azimuth of the same side. A triangle side in evaluation of fourth-order surveys to apply the
at least every fifth triangle is normally principle that errors accrue as a function of the
designated a check base. square root of the opportunity for error. N

represents the number of stations.
g. The closing error is the amount by which

data determined by the triangulation differs q. Strength of figure is an expression of the
from known data. Closing errors in azimuth, comparative precision of computed lengths in

a triangulation net as determined by the sizeheight, position, and/or length are normally
determined when triangulation closes. of the angles. Conditions other than size of

angles are considered in surveys of a higher
h. Closure is a term used to describe the order than those encountered in artillery

tie-in of triangulation to known control. survey.

i. Distance angles are the angles in a tri- r. Summation R1 (iR1) is a term used to
angle opposite a side used as a base in the solu- denote the sum of the strength factors for the
tion of the triangle or opposite a side the stronger route in a triangulation net. (The
length of which is to be computed. In a chain Greek letter sigma is used as the abbreviation.)
of single triangles, as the computation proceeds
through the chain, two sides of each triangle s Triangle closure is a term associated with
are used-a known side and a side to be deter- the amount by which the sum of the three
mined. The angles opposite these sides are the angles of a plane triangle fails to equal 3,200
distance angles. mils.

j. Error in position is the difference between 224. Triangulation Figures
the position of a point determined by triangula-
tion and the position of known control. Error a. Acceptable Triangulation Figures. The
in position is usually expressed in terms of nature of the operation, which dictates the
the radial error. time available and the accuracy required, is

generally the factor which governs the selec-
k. A figure is a term used to identify one tion of the type of triangulation figure to be

triangle or one quadrilateral in a chain of employed. Acceptable figures for use in
triangles. artillery survey are as follows:

I. Intersection is a method of survey which (1) Single triangle. The single triangle
employs one triangular figure in which only (fig. 64) is an acceptable figure but
two angles are measured. The size of the third should be used only when time does
angle is computed from the values of the two not permit the use of a quadrilateral.
measured angles. The single triangle does not provide

m. A scheme is a broad term applied to a check on the computed value of theunknown side as is afforded by otherplanned triangulation. A scheme of triangula- unknown side as is afforded by other
tion may include single triangles, a chain of figures. A survey operation completed
triangles, and/or a chain of quadrilaterals. by the use of one single triangle is not

considered to be a closed survey. For
n. Spherical excess, although not normally a such a survey operation to be a closed

concern of artillery surveyors, is a measure of survey, the unknown point should be
the amount by which the sum of the three surveyed by use of a quadrilateral or
interior angles of a triangle exceeds 3,200 mils the survey should be extended and
due to curvature of the earth. tied to a known point. The single tri-
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be a closed survey unless a check base
measurement is performed and the

GENERAL comparison results in a satisfactory
check or unless the scheme is tied to
existing control. When time permits,
the added observations should be made
to make the chain of single triangles a
chain of quadrilaterals.

(4) Chain of quadrilaterals. Use of a
chain of quadrilaterals (fig. 66) is
favored for the extension of survey
control since this figure has desirable
check features. In practice, this figure
is generally used when long distances
over favorable terrain are to be
covered. It is used primarily at
division artillery and corps artillery

BASE levels. Its use in the field artillery
battalion is generally limited to situa-

Figure 64. A single triangle. tions wherein time is not critical;
which cause departure from estab-

angle can be used to advantage when lished practice, eg., BnSCP furnished
an obtacle must be crossed in a taped 8 to 10 kilometers from battalion;
traverse. or where it is desired to strengthen

(2) Quadrilateral. One quadrilateral (fig. previously completed chains of single
65) can be used to extend survey con- triangles.
trol. Since the length of the required (5) Chain of polygons. A polygon is a
side can be computed through two figure of three, four, five, or more
pairs of triangles and a check made, sides. A network of these figures,
a survey employing a quadrilateral is with central points occupied, can be
considered to be a closed survey. used effectively to extend control over

(3) Chain of single triangles. In a chain a wide area and to tailor a survey
of single triangles (fig. 66), as in a scheme to the available terrain. The
single triangle, the only check avail- advantages of using a chain of
able is that afforded by the closure of polygons are similar to those of using
each triangle to 3,200 mils. A survey the quadrilateral; i.e., side lengths
operation completed by use of a chain can be computed through several
of single triangles is not considered to different triangles.

FORWARD LINE

DIRECTION OF CONTROL EXTENSION

BASED C

Figure 65. A quadrilateral.
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fifth- and fourth-order surveys. The relative
merits of the triangulation method, as com-
pared with other methods, e.g., traverse, are
based only on the nature of the operation and
the terrain and not on the degree of precision
to be attained. The principal factors in the
determination of the accuracy of triangulation
are the average allowable triangle closure and
the discrepancy between the measured length
of a line and its length as computed through
the scheme from a previously established base.
These factors together with the adherence to
prescribed specifications, define the order of
accuracy of the triangulation. The complete
specifications to achieve fifth- and fourth-order

CHAIN OF SINGLE TRIANGLES CHAIN OF QUADRILATERALS accuracies are shown in appendix II.

226. Reconnaissance and Planning
Figure 66. Triangulation schemes. The reconnaissance consists of the selection

b. Strength of Triangulation Figures. The of stations; the number and locations of the
sine function is used in the computation of staions, in turn, determine the size and shape

triangle sides. Values computed from the sine of the resulting triangles, the number of sta-
tions to be occupied, and the number of angles

of angles near 0 mil or 3,200 mils are subject to be occupied, and the number of angles
to large ratios of error. For this reason, the to be measured During the reconnaissance,
distance angles fin any triangulatiseon figure consideration is given to the intervisibility and
mustn be greater thany 400 mils. ationfigure accessibility of stations, the usefulness of the

stations for other requirements, the strength
of figure factors, the signals to be used at sta-

225. Accuracy of Triangulation tions, and. the-suitability of the terrain for base
Triangulation is performed in both artillery line and check base measurements.

Section II. SINGLE TRIANGLE

227. Fieldwork T2 theodolite with agreement between
the positions held to 0.05 mil.

a. The fieldwork for a single triangle is per-
formed to determine the size of the interior (2) Vertical angles. Vertical angles are
horizontal angles, the size of the vertical measured once with the telescope in
angles, and the length and azimuth of a side. the direct position and once with the
Figures 67 through 69 are samples of field telescope in the reverse position for
notes taken during triangulation. both fourth- and fifth-order surveys.

Reciprocal vertical angles should be
(1) Horizontal angles. At each of the three measured in order to cancel the

points forming the triangle, the effects of curvature and refraction.
horizontal angle between the other
two points is measured. In triangles (3) Base length. The length of the side of
forming a part of a fifth-order survey, the triangle to be used as the base
horizontal angles are measured one may be determined by computation
position with the T16 theodolite; for from known coordinates, by double-
fourth-order survey, horizontal angles taping, or by using electronic
are measured two positions with the distance-measuring equipment.
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Figure 67. Recorder's notes for aiming circle triangulation.

(a) Computation from known coordi- meter requires two coarse and four

nates. When both ends of the line fine readings; with the DME, the

selected as the base are known sur- line should be measured in both

vey control points, the length of directions. These criteria apply to

the base can be computed using both fourth- and fifth-order

DA Form 6-1. The stations selected surveys.
must have been established as part (4) Base azimuth. DA Form 6-1 may be

of the same survey net and should used to determine the azimuth of the

be of an order higher than that of base when both ends of the base are
the survey being conducted. known survey control points. When

(b) Taping. The base must be double- the base length is determined by tap-

taped to a comparative accuracy of ing or by using electronic distance-

1:7,000 for fourth-order survey and measuring instruments, the azimuth

1:3,000 for fifth-order survey. must be determined by astronomic

(c) Electronic distance measuring. The means or, when celestial bodies are

length of the base of a triangle can not usable, by gyroscopic means.
be rapidly and accurately deter-
mined by using electronic distance- b. The complete specifications for fieldwork

measuring equipment. Base length for fourth- and fifth-order surveys are shown in

determination with the Telluro- appendix II.
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Figure 68. Recorder's notes for fifth-order, T16 theodolite, triangulation.

228. Computation of a Single Triangle known and all the angles have been measured,
the length of either side CA or BA can be

a. The purpose of triangulation computations computed
is to determine the coordinates and height of
an unknown point (fig. 70). The requirements To solve for side CA: To solve for side BA:
for these computations are azimuth of the base, b a a c
length of the base, value of the distance angles, sin B = sin A sin A - sin C
and a vertical angle from one of the known b sin A= a sin B c sin A a sin C
points (A or B) to the unknown point.

a sin B a sin C
b. The mathematical basis for determining b = sin A c = sin A

the distance is the law of sines (fig. 71). The
law of sines states that in a triangle the sides c. After the length of the desired side is
are proportional to the sines of the angles computed from the law of sines, the azimuth
opposite them or, a b c of the desired side is determined by applying

the measured angle to the known base azimuth.
s si sin C The vertical angle is known from the fieldwork.

The two parts of the formula that involve both The elements essential for the computation of
known data and required data are selected, and easting, northing, and height are now known.
the unknown element is isolated on one side of The remainder of the computations is identical
the equals sign. For example, if side BC is with the computations in a traverse problem.
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Figure ac . Recorder's notes for fourth-order, T2 theodolite, triangulation.

These computations are fundamental to all tri- tolerable limits for the order of sur-
angulation operations from the simple single vey being conducted, the difference is
triangle to the most complex quadrilateral or divided by 3 and listed by each station
central point figure. under the CORRECTION column,

preceded by the appropriate sign.
d. The form provided to simplify and sys- When the difference is not evenly

tematize the triangle solution is DA Form 6-8. divisible by 3, the remainder is dis-
The front side of DA Form 6-8 is designed for tributed to the larger angles. The
the solution of two single triangles. In figure results of applying the values in the
72, DA Form 6-8 is divided into four major correction column to the values in the
parts labeled A through D. These parts are
described in (1) through (4) below. observed angles column are listed in

the CORRECTED ANGLES column,
(1) Part A. Spaces are provided for entry together with the total, 3,200 mils.

of the three station names and are
keyed to a triangle sketch. The base (2) Part B. Two determinations essential
of the triangle is always the line CB. to solving the problem are made in
Angles from the field notebook are part B. In the upper right corner of
recorded in the OBSERVED part B, spaces are provided for deter-
ANGLES column. The sum of the mining the logarithm of the UTM
observed angles is compared to 3,200 grid length of the base. The block to
mils; if the difference is within the the left is used for the solution of the
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Figure 69-Continued.

A law of sires for either side CA or BA.
Unknown p9MO" M Instructions relating to the side not

being soled should be lined out.

(3) Part C. Part C provides spaces for
u determining the azimuth from B to

glen sisfance tons \A or from C to A. This azimuth must
'490.0 Fu be determined before E and N can be

AG /O \ 1' 760o0 computed. The base azimuth must be
C/ Bse 2000 ne... known and expressed as C to B, if

An~im~onkB coordinates are to be computed

through side CA, or as B to C, if co-
~~Figure 70. Computatin requriements. ordinates are to be computed through

~~~~~~A ~side BA. To the azimuth is added
either the corrected angle at B or the
corrected angle at C, subtracted from
6,400 mils. When the corrected angle

/ba__ b c at C is used, the auxiliary block TO
"aSi A'nH Sln C FIND STATION ANGLE AT C is

used. The sum is the azimuth from C
c / A { 8 9to A or from B to A and will be used

Figure 71. Lauw of sines. to determine the bearing angle.
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(4) Part D. Part D is used to reduce the ured to the height of a target erected over the
azimuth to a bearing and provides station. When the measurements are to HI, the
spaces for the computation of dE, dN, heights of triangulation stations are computed
and dH and the application of these on DA Form 6-8. If the length of the side is
values to the E, N, and H of station B greater than 1,000 meters and if the vertical
or C. Lines 6 through 10 are used to angle is not measured reciprocally, the table of
mean vertical angles which were curvature and refraction corrections on the
observed in both directions (recipro- back of DA Form 6-8 must be used. The log
cal). The computations are complete length of the side computed is used to enter the
when the coordinates for E, N, and H table. When the vertical angle is measured to
of the forward station have been a target erected over the station or to any point
determined. other than HI, the height of the unknown sta-

tion is computed on DA Form 6-2b (fig. 59).
e. For height determination, the vertical Instructions for the use of DA Form 6-2b are

angle is measured reciprocally to the height of on the back of the form (fig. 60). Height con-
instrument (HI) at each station or, if the dis- trol is extended along the forward line of each
tance is too great, the vertical angle is meas- triangle in the scheme; therefore, the computa-

tions for height control follow the same route
E (fig. 73) as those for coordinates.

f. The selection of side CA or side BA as the
required side in a single triangle is governed
by the strength of the angles at B and C. The

D side selected is the side opposite the stronger
(nearer 1,600 mils) of the two angles. If the

Height of point C coordinates of only one end of the base are
is known. // in-
dicates forwn rd known, it may become necessary to use the
line, opposite end of the base for the occupied sta-

tion. Coordinates of that point are computed
as in traverse. Figure 74 is a completed DA
Form 6-8, showing the computations for a

Figure 73. Route of trigonometric height computations. fifth-order triangulation scheme.
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Section III. CHAINS OF TRIANGLES

229. Chain of Single Triangles check comparisons are 1:3,000 and 0.1 mil X
a. More distance can be covered and more \/ N where N is the number of angles used to

survey control established by joining single carry the azimuth to the check base.
triangles together with a common side. Tri- d. Computation of the chain of single tri-
angles so connected are referred to as a chain angles is performed on DA Form 6-8. The
of single triangles (fig. 75). In all the triangles form is used as described in paragraph 228
except the final triangle of the scheme, the side except that the taped base block in the upper
common to two triangles is called the forward right corner is used only for the first triangle
side and is the side whose length is determined in the chain; for subsequent triangles, the log
in the computation. This side then becomes the of the side to be used as the base is used from
base of the next triangle in the chain. Although the preceding triangle.
the chain of single triangles offers but one e. A chain of single triangles does not
route for the computation, strength of figure is provide sufficient internal checks to guard
a consideration in planning the chain. against survey blunders or a means of estimat-

b. The size of the distance angles in a tri- ing the accuracy of the work. If convenient, the
angle is used as the measure of relative chain of triangles may be closed on a second
strength. The strength factors of a triangle are known survey point and its accuracy may be
determined by use of a strength of figure table computed by the traverse accuracy ratio
(fig. 76). The distance angles of the triangle formula. If this is done, the length of the sur-
serve as arguments for entering the table-the vey used in the accuracy computation should be
small distance angle dictates the column; the the sum of the lengths of the shortest triangle
larger distance angle, the row. The smaller the sides connecting the starting point with the
factor, the greater the relative strength of the closing point. The lengths can be determined
triangle. from a map or computed by slide rule if they

were not computed in the scheme. In general,
c. When the sum of the strength factors in a a base check is simpler and provides an

chain of single triangles exceeds 200 or at every adequate check. The length of the terminal side
fifth triangle, a check base should be measured. of the final triangle is measured and compared
If the difference between the computed length with the length computed through the chain of
and azimuth and the measured length and azi- triangles. The allowable closing error in posi-
muth is within prescribed tolerances, the tion or the results of a base check are specified
scheme may be continued, using the measured in appendix II for the order of survey being
data. For fifth-order surveys, the computed performed. In either case, if the chain of tri-
length of the check base must agree with the angles consists of more than five triangles, the
measured length within 1:1,000 and the com- lengths of additional sides must be measured
puted azimuth must agree with the astro or so that there are not more than five triangles
gyro azimuth within 0.1 mil times the number between measured sides. The azimuth of the
of angles used to carry the azimuth to the terminal leg should be determined by astro-
check base. For fourth-order surveys, the nomic or gyroscopic observation at the earliest

D practicable time to guard against degrading the
azimuth due to lack of refinements in the
method of computations. Error in azimuth is
determined by comparing the trig list azimuth
or the astro or gyro azimuth with the azimuth
from the scheme. The number of main scheme
angles for the purpose of the check is equal to
the number of triangles in the scheme. If the

c S comparison of the measured values with the
Figure 75. Chain of single triangles. computed values agrees with the specifications
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A FORWARD LINE B B A A FORWARD LINE B

/ .-- .--------

I // N NI

D, DA?_Z BA·SE IC Di BASE N'._ C Q

FORWARD "LINAE . A FORWARD LINE FORWARD LINE

…?E BAASE __
ONE CHAIN OF TRIANGLES OTHER CHAIN OF TRIANGLES
IN THE QUADRILATERAL IN THE QUADRILATERAL

Figure 77. A quadrilateral separated into two single chains of two triangles each.

in appendix II, the scheme should be continued, surveys, both diagonals of the figure must be
using the measured data. Adjustment of com- observed. Each diagonal divides the figure into
puted values to measured values may be per- two triangles with the diagonal common to both
formed at the SIC using machine-programmed triangles. Figure 77 shows a quadrilateral
computers. divided by its diagonals.

b. The requirements for the computation of a
230. Chain of Quadrilaterials quadrilateral are the same as those for the

a. A quadrilateral is a four-sided figure used computation of a single triangle; i.e., the length
for the extension of survey control. In artillery of the base, the azimuth of the base, and the

DAn anl I- N

I 62001 169I 710M /
6901101

1|°7°i \ l 1- / 980<

Distance ongles- 1690.A- 890nurl3 Distionce ongles = 1690-800ai4.

Total strength of figures s 4 Total strenglth of figures -6
Ri R2

Figure 78. Determination of RI and R2 chains.
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coordinates of at least one of the ends of the considered to be a closed survey; however a
base. The side of the quadrilateral opposite the check base should be included to obtain a
base in a single quadrilateral or the side cornm- measure of the accuracy of the scheme. Check
mon to two quadrilaterals is designated the bases should be included at every fifth quad-
forward line. The forward line is computed rilateral or when the summation of the R1
through both pairs of triangles. This gives a values in the scheme exceeds 200.
basis for checking the length of the forward
line AFailure of the two computed lengths to f.When it is impossible to observe the
agreeindicates either an error in computing or diagonals of a quadrilateral, the central point
an error in the fieldwork. is used. Two central point figures commonly

used are shown in figures 81 and 82. Central
c. One of the pairs of triangles is of better point figures of six or more sides are not gen-

geometric shape than the other, thus giving erally used because of the excessive time and
better relative strength of figure. The pair the number of personnel required to accomplish
determined to be the stronger is designated the the fieldwork. The solution of the central point
R1 chain; the other the R2 chain. Positions are scheme is similar to the solution of the basic
computed only through the R1 chain; the for- quadrilateral. The R1 and the R2 chains must
ward line is computed through both chains. be determined. In figures 81 and 82, each
The selection of R1 is based on strength factors scheme contains two chains of triangles, one
determined from the strength of figure factors going clockwise around the central point and
table (fig. 76). The two distance angles of the other going counterclockwise. In figure 82,
each triangle, rounded off to the nearest value if AB were the base and DC the forward line,
tabulated in the strength of figure table, are
used to enter the table. The factors obtained
for each triangle of a given chain are then D C
added, and the chain containing the smaller
total value is the stronger, or R1, chain.
Figure 78 illustrates the determination of
strength factors.

d. DA Form 6-8 is use for the computation
of a quadrilateral. The two triangles forming
the R1 chain are computed on the front of
the form; the triangles forming the R2 chain,
on the back of the form. Only the log length A B
of the forward line of the R2 chain is com-
puted. Spaces are provided on the back of the
form for comparing the log lengths of the Figure 81. Central point quadrilateral.
forward line, as determined through R1 and C
R2. If the two log lengths agree within 5 in
the fifth place of the mantissa, the computa-
tions and fieldwork are considered to be correct
and E, N and H can then be computed, using
the R1 chain. If the comparison results in a
greater difference than 5 in the fifth place of
the mantissa, the computations and/or field- 5
work must be checked. Computations of a
quadrilateral are illustrated in figures 79 and
80. E

e. A survey operation in which quadrilat-
erals are used should be tied to existing control A
when possible. A completed quadrilateral is Figure 82. Central point pentagon.
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the chain of triangles going clockwise would strength of the chain of four triangles when
contain four triangles and the chain of tri- compared with the relative strength of the
angles going counterclockwise would contain chain of three triangles, may make it the R1
only three triangles. However, the relative chain.

Section IV. INTERSECTION

231. General 234. Limitations
Intersection is a method of triangulation in As in triangulation, no distance angle in the

which only two angles in a triangle are meas- triangle should be less than 400 mils (221/2°) or
ured. The third angle is determined by sub- greater than 2,800 mils (1571/2°); an angle be-
tracting the sum of the two measured angles tween 533 mils (30') and 2,667 mils (150 ° )

from 3,200 mils (1800). is preferred. The only exception to this is when
intersection is used in target area survey when

232. Specifications the apex angle should not be less than 150 mils
and should preferably be at least 300 mils.

See appendix II for specifications and
techniques in triangulation. 235. Intersection Computations

Intersection computations are the same as
233. Intersection Field Notes233. Intersection Field Notes those used for triangulation except that, on

Intersection field notes are maintained in the DA Form 6-8, the unmeasured angle must
the same manner as triangulation field notes be computed and the angles in the triangle are
(figs. 67, 68, and 69). not adjusted.

Section V. RESECTION

236. Three-Point Resection mined. All points should be selected so that
angles P1, P2, C, and B are at least 400 milsThree-point resection is a method of obtain-

ing control from three visible known points. (221/0) and preferably greater than 533 mils
The fieldwork required for the solution is (30°). In addition, if the sum of the angles P1,
relatively simple. However, before the field- P2, and Al is between 2,845 mils and 3,555 mils
work is begun, several factors must be con- (1600 and 200°), no valid solution is possible.
sidered. A map reconnaissance is of prime im- Fieldwork consists of measuring angles P1 and
portance. In figure 83, points A, B, and C are P2 and the vertical angle from P to the known
the known points and point P is the occupied point for which the height is also known,
station for which coordinates are to be deter- preferably point A.

A

C.Ap

Figure 83. A three-point resection.
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237. DA Form 6-19 ing angles R1, R2, Q1, and Q2 and vertical

a. DA Form 6-19 (figs. 84 and 85) is used angles to A from R and Q.
for the computation of a three-point resection 239. DA Form 6-18
problem.

a. DA Form 6-18 (figs. 87 and 88) is used for
b. Entries required are the coordinates of the computation of a two-point resection prob-

points A, B, and C and the horizontal angles lem. If only the coordinates of point R are
and vertical angle measured at point P. desired, the section labeled TO LOCATE STA-

c. The formulas to be used are shown on the TION Q (lines 36 through 40) is not used. If
back of the form, only the location of point Q is desired, the sec-

tion labeled TO LOCATE STATION R (lines
41 through 45) is not used.238. Two-Point Resection

b. Entries required are the coordinates of
Two-point resection is a method of survey points A and B and the horizontal and vertical

similar to three-point resection. In two-point angles at points R and Q.
resection, control is obtained from two visible
known points. In figure 86, points A and B c. The formulas to be used are shown on the
are inaccessible points of known survey con- back of the form.
trol. Points R and Q are points from which the
other three points are visible. The solution of 240. Limitations and Use of Resection
this scheme is the same as that of a quadri- As a general rule, a point located by resection
lateral except that the angles at points A and (two- or three-point) should not be used as a
B are not measured. As with three-point re- point from which to extend survey control
section, certain preliminary operations must unless the location is checked by some other
be performed. A map reconnaissance is re- means of survey However, two-point or three-
quired to insure that all interior angles are at point resection can be used to locate a battery
least 400 mils (221/2 ° ) and preferably greater center or to establish the 01-02 target area
than 533 mils (300). Also, points A and B base of a field artillery battalion. If known
must be visible from R and Q, and R and Q must points are available, resection probably would
be intervisible. Fieldwork consists of measur- be more rapid than the traverse method and

would allow the unit to conduct unobserved fire
much sooner. If necessary, corrections can be

A Al 82 8 made later by traversing to a known point. In
n42 D81 / addition, resection may be used to locate any

single point, to check a location determined by
some other means of survey, or to verify points
of suspended known control.

241. Resection Field Notes
Resection field notes are similar to field notes

for triangulation, except that the height of
XRI/ 02 target (known or estimated) and the height of

R 0 instrument (measured to the nearest 0.1
meter) are also recorded in the REMARKS

Figure 86. Two-point resection. section.
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CHAPTER 10

TRILATERATION

242. General influence the probable error of the measured
distance.

Trilateration is a method of survey in which b. Angular distortions resulting from dis
the sides, rather than the angles, of a triangle tance errors.
are measured in the field. The interior angles
of the triangle are then computed from the e. The quality of vertical control used to
length of the sides. The availability of elec- reduce slope distances to horizontal distances.
tronic distance-measuring devices makes the d. The requirement to use quadrilateral
use of this method feasible in artillery surveys. figures.
Taping the distances would be uneconomical e. A minimum permissible interior angle of
because of the manpower and time involved. 400 mils.

f. The requirement to obtain direction from
243. Employment another source.

Since the range capability of electronic'
distance-measuring devices exceeds the optical 245. Computations
range of issued theodolites and Tellurometers, DA form 6-7a is used for the computation of
trilateration can be used in survey operations angles from measured distances (fig. 89). The
involving long distances. Trilateration can also angles are then used in conjunction with the
be used in operations involving shorter dis- side lengths to extend coordinate control, pro-
tances, when poor visibility restricts lines of vided a known direction is available. Height is
sight. determined by altimetry (ch. 11). The side

lengths used on DA Form 6-7a can be UTM
grid or sea level distances. If sea level distances
are used, they must be converted to UTM grid

Trilateration measurements and computa- distances, by use of the log scale factor, when
tions are affected by- the coordinates are computed on DA Form 6-2.

Complete specifications for trilateration are
a. Unstable atmospheric conditions which tabulated in appendix II.
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COMPUTATION - PLANE TRIANGLE
(Using Three SideS)

(FM 6-2)

RECUIRED DATA SKETCH: A
UTM grid or sea level dioces of ides

OPTIONAL DATA
Plane UTMrFid azimuth line a,
b or c.

KNOWN AZIMUTH C

TO
Plne UJTM grid cooi
stBohn A, B,or C.

C KNOWN COORDINATES C
Sto. E I )

I KNOWN LENGTH o = 91 27107 NOTE: Ai use a as longest known se.

KNOWN LENGTH b - // 07 191 (9 = 31 7Y

3 KNOWN LENGTH c 9 7353 20 LOG SIN (18)9771387

4(I) (Z)+(3) = 2 210785 2 1 (19)+(20) = 3 17631/644
5 OF 4) 12/ O32 22 LOG (1) = 3 105331

9 LOG (S) =4 0 2 -920 26 (20) = I 9 7713/87

10 (8 +(9) =27 7 562 (25)+ (26) = 31930i2820

_, LOG (2) 3!3 175 3 1?0 960333 S
2 (10)-I 3 7 0/ :37 29 (27)- (2S) =i 9 C,69 95o

13 LOG (3) =3 9S 733 30 ANGLE HAVING LOG SIN (29)=1 = /2 IS 4
14 112)- (13) - 7 1 5790 PARTIAL PROOF

15 10,000 0000+(14) 9 i7 31 (s18) 73

16 +OF (15) - 91908 1370 32 (24) 9/
17 ANGLE HAVINGLOGCOS (16) 6 3 33 (30) /2 5

18 2X (17fla1 1= i17316 34 (31+(32)+(33)IS32O00 = 32-00
REMARK

COMPUTER CHECKER DATE-

P=c GEROaD iSGT KANDRA 27 JUL 19?-
DA *,M 6-7 REPLACES EDITION OF I OCT 52, WHICH 1 OSSOLETE.

Figure D9. Solution of trilateration problem, fourth-order survey, on DA Form 6-7a.
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CHAPTER 11

ALTIMETRY

Section I. GENERAL

246. General atmosphere which is commonly accepted by the
Army, Navy, and Air Force as having standard

a. The. 4,500-meter surveying altimeter is values. The standard conditions for altimetry
used in artillery survey to determine the as it is used by the artillery are as follows:
heights of stations that are not optically inter-
visible and heights that cannot be determined (1) Instrument temperature-750 F.
by trigonometric methods. The introduction of (2) Air temperature-5 0 F.
electronic distance-measuring equipment into (3) Relative humidity-100 percent.
artillery survey has provided the capability of (4) Latitude-45 N(S).
measuring distances between points lacking (5) Altitude-+450 meters.
intervisibility. This capability makes it pos- (6) Gravity acceleration-32.2 feet per
sible for the artillery to use the trilateration second.
method of survey in extending survey control. (7) Wind-O MPH.
Use of the electronic distance-measuring equip-
ment in conjunction with trilateration places 247. Surveying Altimeter
added importance on the use of the altimeter. a. The altimeter issued to artillery units (fig.

b. The basic principle of altimetry is that 90) is the altimeter, surveying, 4,500-meter,
the pressure caused by the weight of the 2-meter divisions; it is normally issued and
column of air above the observer decreases as used in conjunction with the Tellurometer or
the observer rises in altitude. If weather con- DME.
ditions and instrument conditions were always b. The surveying altimeter is an aneroid
standard and never varied, it would be possible barometer which measures atmospheric pres-
to set up a pressure-altitude ratio that would sure by mechanical means. The scales are so
enable an observer to measure the pressure at graduated that air pressure is indicated in
any given point and then rapidly compute the units of height (meters). Under standard con-
altitude (height) of that point. In altimetry ditions, it has a range from 300 meters below to
this is essentially what takes place; however, 4,500 meters above sea level. The instrument
because weather conditions, instruments, and contains an aneroid element consisting of a
geological and geographical conditions vary single vacuum chamber. Expansion or contrac-
widely and because air varies in density, it is tion of this chamber is indicated by the rotation
not possible to set up a pressure-altitude ratio of an indicating hand and the movement of a
which by itself will always produce an accurate revolution indicator.
result. It is therefore necessary to establish a
set of standard conditions to use as a basis for c. The altimeter has a circular dial with four
the pressure-altitude ratio. Variations from the scales; two scales are outside the circular
standard conditions are converted to correc- (annular) mirror, and two scales are inside
tions and applied as required to compensate for the mirror (fig. 91). The indicating hand
their effect. The standard conditions for makes nearly four revolutions in measuring
altimetry are based on the International Civil throughout the range of the altimeter. A
Aeronautics Organization (ICAO) standard revolution indicator designates which scale
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MAGNIFYING
INSTRUMENT , GLASS

TEMPERATURE SPANNER WRENCK
CORRECTION FOR SCREW PLUGS

CHART

PSYCHROMETER

EXTRA NEEDLE

EXTRA BULBS
CORRECTION AIK

TABLES Pe -EEXTR A WICK

LIGHT DIFFULSOR

_eS r:. AND SWITCH4 EO... A

BATTERY
SCREW

PLUG

LAMP SCREW PLUG

Figure 90. Surveying altimeter, 4,600-meter, 2-meter divieionsr.

should be read. Zero on the dial corresponds to become equal to that outside. The case can be
a pressure-height of 300 meters below mean sea made completely airtight by shifting a movable
level under standard conditions; 4,800 on the vent cap to the closed position and closing the
dial corresponds to 4,500 meters above mean lid. The vent normally is left open; however, it
sea level under standard conditions. The least should be closed when the instrument is packed
reading on the scales is 2 meters. Each altim- for shipping. A built-in night lighting system
eter dial is custom calibrated for the vacuum uses standard flashlight batteries and lamps.
chamber and mechanical linkage with which Scale lighting is controlled by a switch and
it is to be used. For this reason, the dial, the rheostat assembly. Batteries should be placed in
vacuum chamber, all parts of the mechanical the case only for night operations. A silica gel
linkage, and the instrument temperature cor- desiccant is in a container in the lower part of
rection chart are not interchangeable with the case. A reading glass, a folding sling psy-
corresponding parts of other altimeters. In chrometer, a spanner wrench, calibration
the face of the dial is a desiccant condition in- charts, correction tables, and spare parts are
dicator which becomes pink when moisture stored in the lid of the case.
within the case is excessive.

d. The case is airtight except for a small vent 248. Sling Psychrometer
which permits the pressure inside the case to a. The sling psychrometer provides the wet
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bulb and dry bulb temperatures that are used against a standard thermometer or against

perature and relative humidity. The psychro- bulb reading must be made with a dry wick. A

tions per second for at least 1 minute. Im-

the air temperature is below 32 F, only a dry

Figore 91. Altineter dial.

bulb and dry bulb temperatures that are used against a standard thermometer or against
to obtain the correction factor for air tem- each other. When this check is made, the wet
perature and relative humidity. The psychro- bulb reading must be made with a dry wick. A
meter consists of two identical Fahrenheit correction factor should be determined for a
thermometers (the bulb of one thermnometer thermometer that does not agree within 2" of
is covered by a cloth wick) suspended from a the standard thermometer. If the thermometers
bar and enclosed in metal sheaths to prevent are checked against each other and a difference
breakage. Psychrometer readings are made as of more than 2° exists, a correction factor
follows: Unfold the psychrometer and saturate should be determined for the wet buib thermo-
the wick of the wet bulb thermometer with meter and recorded in the instrument case.
clean water. Holding the handle of the psychro- This correction factor will be applied to all
meter in one hand with the link and thermo- field data determined by the psychrometer.
meter assembly at a right angle to the handle,
rotate the psychrometer two or more revolu- 249. Weather Conditions
tions per second for at least 1 minute. Im-
mediately read and record the temperatures of The accuracy of heights determined by altim-
both thermometers, first the wet bulb tempera- etric leveling depends on the stability of pre-
ture and then the dry bulb temperature. (If vailing weather conditions. Valid results can-
the air temperature is below 32° F. only a dry not be obtained during periods of strong or
bulb reading is taken and the correction factor gusty winds or during thunderstorms or other
is determined from this reading.) turbulent weather conditions. In general, the

best results are obtained when windspeeds are
b. The thermometers should be checked less than 10 miles per hour. When wind
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velocities exceed 15 miles per hour, altimetry b. Artillery personnel are not authorized to
should not be relied on as a method of deter- repair the instrument. They should never re-
mining height. Generally weather conditions move the window. The spare indicator hand
are most unstable from 1000 to 1400 hours, and which is issued with the instrument should be
an altimeter reading should not be made during replaced by engineer instrument repair per-
these hours if it can be avoided. The atmos- sonnel if replacement is necessary.
pheric conditions that prevail during fog, mist, c. Artillery survey personnel are authorized
or light rain are usually suitable for altimetric to remove and dry or replace the silica gel
leveling. The altimeter should be shaded from desiccant in the instrument when the desiccant
the direct rays of the sun when readings are condition indicator turns pink. The silica gel
being taken. can be dried by heating it at 3000 F for at

least 10 minutes.
250. Care and Maintenance of the Altimeter

d. Artillery survey personnel are authorized
a. Although the surveying altimeter is a to replace the lamp bulbs for the night light-

delicate instrument, it is rugged enough to be ing system and to insert and remove the bat-
used for field survey if handled properly and teries for the system. The batteries should not
protected from shock. The instrument and its be inserted until the instrument is to be used
accessories should be kept clean and dry. The at night, and they should be removed when the
window of the instrument is made of clear
plastic, which scratches easily. It should be
brushed with a camel's-hair brush to remove e. Artillery survey personnel are authorized
dust and polished with lens tissue or a soft to replace a broken thermometer in the sling
rag. The window should be waxed periodically. psychrometer. A thermometer can be replaced
The instrument should not be oiled. Oil will by removing the screwcap from the end of the
interfere with the operation of the instrument psychrometer head. The cork disc for the cap
and cause erroneous readings. must be in place when the cap is replaced.

Section II. USE OF THE ALTIMETER

251. Methods of Altimetry simultaneous scale readings, corrected and ad-
justed for instrumental differences, are com-

a.tiller Two ve methodsof y are pared to determine the differences in height
artillery survey. These methods are- epod n between the base station and the field sta-

(1) The leapfrog method (para 258) tion(s). The wet and dry bulb temperatures,
which is of primary interest to the made at the base station at the time of the
artillery since this method is partic- simultaneous readings, are used as arguments
ularly suited for use in conjunction to determine the correction factor from the air
with Tellurometer or DME systems. temperature and relative humidity correction

(2) The single-base method (para 261) chart (fig. 92). This correction is applied to
which is of secondary interest to the the difference in the adjusted scale readings to
artillery but may be used in special obtain the corrected difference in height be-
situations. tween stations.

b. Both methods of altimetry employ a base d. The field station and base station make
station and field stations. A base station is a simultaneous readings by coordinating the time
station or point of known height; a field station by radio communication or by using a pre-
is a station for which the height is to be deter- arranged observing schedule. Consequently, the
mined. watch of the field station observer must be

synchronized with the watch of the base station
c. Both methods of altimetry require simul- observer

taneous readings of the altimeter scales at the
base station and at the field station(s). These e. During normal weather conditions, a
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TABLE I

AIR TtpsERATORE & IELATIVE HM1IDII CORECTION FA!T FOR ALTITDrE

Teapileur s ~ rrbsTemperature _____ Wet ulb tenper.tureO.trees F.
SeowFr.sia 32 3 35 38 40 42 44 6 48 50 52 54 56 60 62

F. Factor 32 0.967
0.772 34 0.971 0.971 This chart Ls to be used to obtai the

-60 0,782 36 0,97&0,97 0 97 temperature and relative humidity cot- 36-60 0.782 36 0.974 0.975 0 975 ~.I~ti. ~idit 36
-rectio requird hen u.sin te ingl--55 0.792 38 0.978 0.978 0.979 0.979 as metd of alt trl inbase mtthod of ltleaster levelly, U..

-50 0.802 40 0.982 0.932 0.983 0.983 0,only rith altimeters et ad calibated 40
in tesr. accor.ding to the Sithsonian

45 0.812 42 0.985 0.986 0.986 0.987 0.987 0.988 fIteorololical Table NO. 51.
-40 0.822 44 0.989 0.989 0.990 0.990 0.991 0.991 0.992 44
-38 0.826 0.992 0.993 0.993 0.994 0.995 0.995 0.996 0.994

-36 0.830 48 0.996 .997 0.997 0.998 0.998 0.999 0.999 1.00 1.000 8

.34 0.834 50 1.00 1.000 1.001 1.001 1.002 1.002 1.003 1.003 1.00 1.005

-32 0.838 52 1.003 1.004 1.004 1.005 1.05 1.006 1.6 1.007 1.00O 1.009 52
-30 0.842 5 1.0071 1.06 1.06 1.00 1. 1.010 1,01 11.0n11. .1 1 .12 1.1
-2 0.846 56 1.011 1.011 1.0121.012 1.013 1.013 1.0111.014 1.015 1.016 1.016 1.017 1.017 56

-26 0850 58 1.014 1.015 1.015 1.1O 1.017 1.017 11 1.0 1 1.o0 1.9 101 1o2o .120 1.021 I±2 -8
-24 0854 60 1.018 1.019 1.019 1.020 1.020 1.021 1.021 1.022 1.022 1.023 1.2. 1.024 1.2= 1026 1.02 - - 60

-22 0.8 6262-22 0.8 M 62 1.022 1.022 1.023 1.023 1.024 1.024 1.025 1.02 .1.02 1.027127 1.0028 1.28 1.029 1.030 1.031 62
-20 0.862 64 1.026 1.026 1.027 1.027 1.027 1.028 1.028 1.029 1.030 1.030 1.031 1.032 1.03 1.033 1.0 1.. 6

-18I 0.866 66 1.030 1.030 1.031 1.031 1.032 1.032 1.033 1.033 1.03A . 1.03.5 1.03 107 17 1.4 66

7 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~107103 .0038 1.039 1.04 66-16 0.870 .'68 1.033 1.034 1.034 1.035 1.035 1.036 1.036 1.037 1.038 OM .03 1.039 1.040 1 0 1MI 1.042 1,043 1.0U 6
-14 0.874 i 70 1.037 1.03$ 1.038 1.039 1.039 1.040 1.041 1.041 I1.02 1.043 1.043 1. 1.024 1.046 1..( 1.C27 70

-12 0878 172_ 1.041 1,042 1.042 1.042 1.043 104 1.0 1.241 1,046 10.046 1.0.7 4 1.k10 1.41 049 1.0' 1 03] 72
-10 0.882 74 1.045 .046 1.046 1. I47 1.047 1.048 1.049 .049 1.050 1.051 1.051 1.052 1.053 1.054 1.054 74

- 8 0.886 76 1.049 .09 .1.050 1.050 1.051 1.052 1.052 1.053 1.0 1.054 1.055 1.056 1.057 1.057 1.05l 76

: 0zAA3.j9 t o 1.053 1.054 1±224 .2 1.055 1.056 1.05711.057 1.051 1o,28 1o.05 1.NO6 1.o,1 .N2 78
2 4 0 0.894 10-0 1.057 1.057 1. 058 1.0 59 1.005 1.069 1-060 1.061 1.062 1,062 1.063 1.-O 1.065 1.065 80

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~8- 2 0.898 82 1.061 1.060 1.062 1.063 1.063i 0.6 1.06 1.06 1.0 1.07 .071.068 1.0691 82

0 .9102 84 1.06 .0651.066 1.0 .067 0680681.069 1.070 1.070.0711072 07
2 862 …6 _1.070 1.069 1.072* 1.0173 1.073 1.074 1,075 1.076 1.076 86

4 0.910 1.072 1.073 1.073 1.074 .075 1.075 1.07 1.078 7 1.079 1.0 88
6 0.914 90 1.076 1.077 1078 1.078 1.079 1.000 1.060 1.081 1.082 1.083 1.04 90

8 0.919 92 UAM(PL OF 0US0O CH A1.080 1.081 1.081 1.0021.03 1.004 1.084 1.05 1.086 1.07 1 .00} 92

10 0.923 94 'e altileser A" rea. 900 tars ad "W .04 1.085 .06 1.007 Lose 1. 1.6 1. 1.0
96 t" 1100 teere, dr7 bulb 80'F, ve bulb12 02ds 1 0ts. dr bub 8.etu 1.0U8 1.E 9 1.090 1.090 1.091 1.092 1.092 1.093 1.094 1.095 9660"?. Find 80 in dry bulb teperature col',

4 0.931 98 follo c r o 60 of t bulb tnpreturecol. 1.093 1.093 .4 1.095 1.095 1.096 1.097 1.097 1.098 98

16 0.935o 100 .163. Correctn ft 1.063. C etd altitude 1.096 .097 1.07 1.08 .09 1.100 1.100 1.101 1.102 100- difference (1100-900) (1.063) - 212.6 -etrs.
18 0.939 102 th ti fc t t t .001 - 000 1.101 1.102 1.102 1.103 .104 1.105 1.106 102
20 0.93 104 .1 1.105 0.105 1.106 1.107 .10 1.1 0

22 0.947 106 1.108 1.0 1.111 .i 06

24 0.951 10 1.112 1,113 1.113 1 . 1 0

26 0.955 110 L,1 1.1.1 11 1.11 9 1.i20 f11 1
0

28 0.959 112 1.120 1.1211.2 2 1.12 1.12 1
J 0.963 114 3.125 1.125 1126 0.127 1.121

32 34 36 T 8 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 66

(cotiraed on fain pM.)

Figure 92. Temperature and relative humidity chart.

majority of the heights determined by altimetry (4) Difference in height between the base
will be correct within 3 meters, and the maxi- station and field station is less than
mum error will seldom exceed 5 meters, pro- 200 meters.
vided the following precautions are taken: (5) Distance between the base station and

(1) Temperature correction is applied to field station is less than 20,000 meters.
the individual instrument.

(2) Comparison adjustment is made. f. Tables II and III, Tabulated Correction
(3) The air temperature and relative Factors for Latitude and Altitude, are con-

humidity correction factor is applied. tained in the lid of the altimeter. Since these
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TABLl ! (conctiud)

A*1 ,m3uu 6 uunn s&rvim 00uacnlo] rAtcuf Frc ALflmZ

Wt _lb Tdtperature Dgr* r.

68 70 12 74 16 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 o 1 102 104 106 108 110

a8 68

70 .08 1.9049 70

72 1.05 1052 1.053 1 1

74 1.05 1 .056 1.057 1.058

76 1.059 1.06 1.061 1.062 1.06

78 .06 .1063 1.0 1.065 1.066 1.067 1

80 1.06 1.067 1.068 1.069 1.070 1.071 1.07 1

82 1.070 1.071 1.072 1.0731.074 1.075 1.076 1.077

'84 1.074 1.074 1.075 1.07 1,.077 1.078 1.00 1.01 1.02 4

6 1.077 1.078 1.079 1.08 1.061 1.082 1.063 1.084 1.086 1.067 86

88 .. 081 1. 2 1.063 1.04 1.085 1.086 1.087 .068 1 .09 1.091 1.092

90 _ 1. l . LL5 1086 7 1088 1.090 1091 1.092 1.093 1.094 1.096 1.097 90

92 1.088 1.09 1. .1 1.02 1.093 1 094 .03 1.037 1 09 1 9 1.101 I2 -_

94 1.0921.093 1.04 .095 .096 1 .09.07 1.09 1.09 I. 1.102 1.103 1.104 1.1 06= 1. 107 94

96 1.091 1.096 1.097 1.098 1.099 1.101 1.102 1.103 1.104 1.105 1.107 1.10 1.109 1.111 1.112 9ll6

98 1.100 1.1 1o.101 1.102 1.103 1.104 1.105 1.107 1.10 1.10 1.110 1.112 1.113 1.115 1.116 1.118 o

0 1.103 1.104 1.1051.106 1.107 1.108 1.10 1.110 1.111 1.113 1.114 1.115 1.117 1.118 1.120 1.122 1.123 100

102 1.10 1.107 1.1 1.109 1.110 1.112 1,11 1.114 1.115 1.116 1.118 1.119 1.120 1.122 1.124 1.125 1.127 1.128 102

1.110 1.111 1.112 1.113 1.114 1.115 1.116 1.118 1.119 1.120 1.121 1.12 1.124 1.126 1.127 1.129 1.130 1. 132 1. 1 104

106 1.114 1.115 1.116 1.117 1.118 1.119 1.120 1.121 1.122 1.124 1.12 1.126 1.128 1.129 1.131 1.132 1.134 1.136 1.137 1.139 06

I 1.118 1.118 1.119 1.120 1L.121 1. 12 .1.12 1.125 1.126 1.127 1.129 1.130 1.131 1.133 1.13! 1.136 1.138 1.139 1.141 1.143 l.l Il" 10

110 1.121 1.122 1.123 1.12 1.12 1.127 1.127 1.128 1.130 l.131 1.132 1.134 1.135 1.137 1. 13 1.140 1.142 1.143 1.145 l.146 1. 48 1.150 110

U2 1.12 1.126 1,27 1.128 1129 1.130 1.131 1.132 1.133 1.13$ 1.136 1.137 1.139 1.140 1.142 1 .1 1.145 1.147 1.148 1.1501.152 1A13 uz

114 1.129 1.129 1.130 1.131 1.132 1.133 1.135 1. 36 1.137 1.13Z 1.140 1.141 1.142 1.14 4 1.145 1.147 1.149 1.151 1. 152 1.154 1.156 1.157 114

116 1.132 1.133 1.134 1.135 1.136 1.137 1.138 1.139 1.141 1.142 1.143 1.145 1.146 1.148 1.149 1.151 1.153 1.154 1.156 1.158 1.159 1.161 116

118 1.136 1.137 1.138 1.139 1.10" 1.141 1.142 1.143 1.14 1.146l 1.147 1.14a 1.150l 1.151 1.153 1. L154 1.156 1.1 .160 1.161.63 1.1 165 18

120 1.139 1.140 1.141 1.142 1.143 1.1 1.14 1.147 1.148 1.149 1.151 1.152 1.153 1.155 1.156 .158 1.160 1.162 17 1.169 120

122 1.141 l.li 1.145 1.146 1.147 1.14 l.4 1,150 1.151 1.152 1.154 1.156 1.157 1.159 1.160 1.162 1.16 1.166 1.167 1.169 1.1773 122

124 l.147 1.148 1.149 1.150 1.15 1.15 1.1.54 1.155 1.157 1.158 1.159 1.161 1.162 1.164 i.166 1167 1.169 L.171 1.172 1.174 .176 124

12 1.15 01L.15 1.152 1.153 .15 1.1155 1.157 1.158 1.159 1.160 1.162 1.163 1.16 1.166 1.168 1 .169 l.171 1.173 1.174 1.176 1.171.180 126

= 8 70 72 7 76 78 80 2 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 s98 I0 102 04 06 10

Figure 92-Continued.

factors are insignificant for artillery purposes, the reflection of the hand and not its shadow.)
these tables are not used. This step eliminates parallax in reading the

scales.

252. Reading Altimeter Scales d. Determine the scale to be read by noting

The procedure for reading the scales of the the position of the revolution indicator.
altimeter is as follows: e. Read the proper scale under the indicating

a. Place the instrument as nearly level as hand by visual interpolation to the nearest 0.5
possible with the dial in the horizontal position. meter. The reading glass is used to facilitate

The instrument must be protected from the sun reading the scale. Care must be taken to insure
and wind. that the correct scale is read, since the scales

are numbered concentrically and increase in
b. Tap the window of the instrument lightly value in a counterclockwise direction.

to overcome any lag caused by static electricity.

c. Position the eye above the dial so that the 253. Corrections and Adjustments
indicating hand and its reflection in the annular a. The temperature correction for the in-
mirror coincide. (Care must be taken to select dividual instrument should be applied to the
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scale reading of each instrument (para 254). of the graph which corresponds to
The application of this correction provides the the scale reading, taken to the nearest
corrected scale reading. 100 meters.

b. The comparison adjustment should be (2) Project this point upward along the
vertical line of the graph to the curvedapplied to the corrected scale reading of the

field station instrument (para 255). The appli- le of the graph.
cation of this adjustment provides the adjusted (3) From the point of intersection of the
scale reading. projected line and the curved line,

project a second line to the left,
c. The difference between the corrected scale parallel to the horizontal lines on the

reading of the base station and the adjusted graph.
scale reading of the field station should be cor- (4) At the intersection of the projected
rected for air temperature and relative horizontal line with the left side of
humidity (para 256) to obtain the corrected the graph, determine the meters cor-
difference in height between stations. rection per degree Fahrenheit, noting

the sign of the correction.
254. Individual Instrument Temperature (5) Multiply this factor by the difference

Correction between the instrument temperature
a. Each surveying altimeter is calibrated at at which the scale reading was taken

a temperature of 75 ° F. An instrument tem- and 750 F. (The sign of the product is
perature other than 750 will change the value the sign of the correction.)
of the scale reading, and a correction must (6) Apply this value to the altimeter scale
be mpde for the difference. reading. If the instrument tempera-

ture was above 750 F, add the valueb. A mercury alloy thermometer is mounted algebraically. If the instrument tem-
in the dial of each altimeter and is used to perture was below 750 F, subtract
determine the individual instrument tempera- th e algebraically. This correc-
ture each time a scale reading is made. The tion provides the correc-
correction for instrument temperature is deter-
mined from the instrument temperature cor-
rection chart fastened in the lid of each c. The following example illustrates the ap-
instrument. This chart is different for each in- plication of an individual instrument tempera-
strument. Figure 93 illustrates the temperature ture correction:
correction chart for one instrument. To obtain (1) 2431.5 (scale reading).
the correction which should be applied to an (2) 500 F (instrument temperature).
instrument reading: (3) 750 -500=250 (number of degrees

(1) Locate the position along the bottom to which correction is to be applied).

TEMP CORRECTION PER DEG F ABOVE OR BELOW 750 F
07 ABOVE 750 F ADD CORRECTION ALGEBRAICALLY, BELOW 750 SUBTRACT

t .10 I I I I
-INSTRUMENTSCL- SERIAL

162 AI I I STM-S

5000 4000 3000 2000 I 000 0
INSTRUMENT SCALE-METERS

Figure 93. Inatrument temperature ¢orrection chart.
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A..LTIMETER WFA/rHR: CLEAR- WARM c1IrF OF PARTY: BROWN
DESIGNATION ALTIMETRY LEAPFRoG DATE 2 ACU 19_ INSTRUMANT # 771 OBSEKVER: WRIGHT
ASTarTroN IME lNrrg SCALT e Vr, 7rAos TErX r__
STATTMA' TIME 4 u- rEAO/ O' 5/,. DR Y W _ r REM IAq 4

AtABdcts r /505 7 7/720. e 0.2 1 7f.2 NO /NO

ARUCkdS /so30 2 7/2. 3 + o. 1 7/2. 7 g 7
AJSCeP-2 /550 fS 6t 4 0 4 0.3 1Y. 3 AL 77
WP Sc?-t IsSo r 6'7S. oA4 4771 SO 7i7

f-RzUB#f /730 46 790. 0 + 0. 3 790.3 7 7
&RUER /7sT 164 7 q0 .0 ° 3 190.3

i - 2 3 4 5. a 7 I

COLUMNA / 5T7T, W AZ IC I/Af I .SI# S I^JS1S6 /5 %AtF94

7 Z O 9,F o $03 fZ.rTI

4t 'A ' AAj 7//1/Eri r7 CATS. j. / 6
S__5_ / M5t~ Tt twt lfrC asV ( PAV,7 /el t)

i W 9 .T 7 ro:r nAtes /r fo

Figure 94. Altimeter A recorder's notes for altimetry (leapfrog).

(4) +0.07 meter (correction per degree) field notebook located at each station (figs. 94
(from correction chart, fig. 93). and 95). In addition, for comparison purposes,

(5) 25 ° x 0.07=1.75 meters (correction the corrected scale readings for both the base
to be applied). station and the field station are recorded in

the field station field notebook (fig. 96).
(6) 2431.5- (+ 1.8) =2429.7 (corrected

scale reading). -b. After the field survey is completed, the
final comparison is made and recorded in the

255. Comparison Adjustment same manner as the initial comparison.

a. The base station instrument is placed at a c. The time lapse between the initial com-
station of known height. The field station alti- parison and the final comparison should be
meter is placed beside the base station instru- held to a minimum, less than 4 hours if
ment at the same height. The initial comparison possible.
is made by taking simultaneous readings of the d. If the initial comparison agrees with the
two altimeters and recording in the field note- final comparison, then the comparison adjust-
book (DA Form 5-72, Level, Transit and Gen- ment is considered standard for all altimeter
eral Survey Record) the time, instrument tem- readings taken in between. If the initial and
perature, and scale reading for each. The data final comparisons do not agree, then a com-
for each station instrument is recorded in a parison adjustment graph must be constructed
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B ALTIMETER WEATHER:CiEAR IWAR CIIIF OF PARTY. BROWN
DESIGNATION ALTIMERY LEAFROG oDTE 2 A/U I._ IMSTRUMENT- 771I OBSERVER: KtTCALL

SIa / ON rmnc rtAe &AiJIOM re,__SC A DJUS7MNT seALE . IMA WSiNc~r: ' s¢_zt /Ns'-~c~ ~mf/Igisa9o

ARidAcLE g/ 7/W. o -v. 5' 7 .._ S

JScf IA /,s30 ,2 702.0 0.4 702.6 1.3 763.1 . _

8vse/ ,55o 2. 702.5 + .. 70. + / 70of.2

?/ScV3 I/5So I l91.0 _ L. 7 I6 l. 7 r.2 s ,9/. S
1Btscp-3 17)o 1 _ /0 + I1 . 0 119/.0 v 10l

S£R /7?5 __ ? 7100 .LA SI l

/ 2 3 / S 7

yC0MP4*L GSFU) ____

Figure 95. Altimeter B recorder's notes for altimetry (leapfrog).

to determine the adjustment for intermediate ence in the corrected scale readings to
stations (fig. 96). The procedures for prepar- plot the final comparison point on the
ing and using the graph are as follows: graph.

(1) Set up the graph by assigning time (5) Join the two points with a straight
values to the vertical lines in the field line.
station field book, to include the ob- (6)'Using the watch time for each inter-
serving period from initial to final

comparisons . station instrument as the argument,
(2) Assign "difference in corrected scale read the comparison adjustment for

reading" values to the horizontal that station from the left side of the
lines, to include the difference be- graph.
tween the initial and final com-
parisons. (7) Then, enter the comparison adjust-

ment in the appropriate column of
(3) Use initial watch time and the differ- the field station field notebook

ence in the corrected scale readings (opposite the time observed) and
to plot the initial comparison point apply the comparison adjustment
on the graph. algebraically to the corrected scale

(4) Use final watch time and the differ- reading to determine the adjusted
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38 b. If the wet and dry bulb temperatures, are
known, the correction factor can be determined

CoMPARISON ADJSJTMENT GRRPH (LEA fFRORi from table I, Air Temperature and Relative
STATIONr TIM : TIM E TIM Humidity Correction Factor for Altitude (fig.
XAARgUciL IesoC /.2 -~ - 5 7so'raA 92), one of the tables in the lid of the altimeter.

_4"AEI__ ?I,.. 7_2_2 AA R 1/755 790.3 The chart is entered at the top with the wet
8_';_Ll: '_ (tos 7colmn i tRhrER 17rS f1c TO

1B'dfln7 L 155 i7.5 n /155 bulb temperature and on the left side with the
.-. 7 dry bulb temperature. The intersection of the

two columns is the correction factor. This cor-
,s_____ 00____ WA1nL Joff rection factor is applied by multiplying it by

,~S~~o ~ ,,~, ,:,o ,,,the difference between the corrected scale read-

... 4.-. K C.MPs AirIO/# s? e vf,, Aer. rz. ing of the base station altimeter and the
_ -!._£ '_ flf, A'-iT + I. _ adjusted scale reading of the field station altim-

_~,.~g0H ow Ac,,, rrr' eter. The correction factor should be inter-
P50-,"srfrse--,e polated to the nearest thousandth in table I.

4 __+ 05. 7 l

Ax A45-___.S. _es 7#;e*es .E~,,,R 257. Precautions and Limitations To Be
S- e-oo- ______ \Ns r-s f-Sk*X FOR Observed When Establishing Heights

-0.X5 ess 1 Scfl_'-6,,o-T by Altimetry
K-50o.s '- a. The base and field station altimeters

-e C 75 RR A, CD
7

FeWIl"S° should be observed under similar conditions in
the field and protected from the sun and strong
wind. The altimeter should be shaded when it
is being moved between stations.

b. The altimeter must be in a horizontal posi-
tion when observations are made, preferably
on a level and stable surface.

c. The altimeter should be cushioned against
Figure 96. Comparison adjustment graph. road shock, and sudden jarring should beroad shock, and sudden Jarring should be

scale reading for the station of avoided at all times.
interest. d. Observations should not be made at mid-

256. Correction for Air Temperature and day.
Relative Humidity e. Observations should not be made during

a. Because the pressure exerted by a column thunderstorms or high winds.
of air is affected by changes in temperature f. Intervals between comparison readings
and relative humidity, a correction factor must should not exceed 4 hours.
be applied to the difference in height between g. Watches at base and field stations must be
stations. The correction factor can be obtained synchronized.
by making a psychrometer reading (para 248)
each time a scale reading is made by the base h. The difference in height between the base
station altimeter (except comparison read- and field station (s) should be less than 200
ings) and recording the wet and dry bulb meters.
temperatures in the base station field note- i. The field station(s) should be less than
book opposite the scale reading (fig. 94). 20,000 meters from the base station.

Section III. PROCEDURES AND COMPUTATIONS
258. Leapfrog Method altimeters, designated A and B, are read simul-

a. The leapfrog method of altimetry is con- taneously at a starting base (known) station
ducted in the manner implied by its name. Two (fig. 97). Then altimeter A is left at the base
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station, and altimeter B is moved to the first field station to another comparison at the
field station. The two altimeters are again read fourth field station to establish the second leg.
simultaneously, and the corrected difference in (The term "leg," as used in altimetry, is the
height is applied to the height of the base sta- survey between stations where comparison
tion to give the height of the first field station. readings are made with the altimeters.)
Altimeter A is then moved from the base sta-
tion, bypassing the first field station, to the b. The advantage of the leapfrog method is
second field station. Altimeter B is left at the that the altimeters are usually close together
first field station, which becomes the base sta- and operate under nearly the same atmospheric
tion, and again simultaneous readings are conditions. In effect, the base station is carried
made. The difference between the two altimeter along with the field altimeters by the com-
readings, with appropriate corrections, is parisons at alternate stations. The leapfrog

method will determine the difference in heightapplied to the height of the first field station under normal weather conditions with an
determine the height of the second field station.
The altimeters are then brought together at average error of ±3 meters when the differ-

ence in height between stations does not exceedthe second field station, and comparison read- ence m heght between statnons does not exceed
ings are made. The station of known height 200 meters and the distance between alternateings are made. The station of known height,

the first field station, and the second field sta- stations does not exceed 20,000 meters.
tion comprise the first leg of the altimetric c. The leapfrog method of altimetry can be
survey. The same procedure is then followed speeded up by the use of more altimeters or by
from the second field station through the third a comparison of altimeter readings at every

third or fourth field station instead of at alter-
SEQUENCE OF oBSERVATIONS nate stations. Although the latter procedure

DESIGNATloN LEAPFR Q •_MEJTHCD_ A 24 AU6 "- may save time and fieldwork, it may result in
fRBSUCKLE BN Sn scr B- SCc-2 BNSCP-3 RUBER reduced accuracy of the measurements because
A'4t OS 4FiIOJ L te~dBI L~sesosb , . , Ithe comparisons span a greater distance and

a longer period of time. This factor must be
'A"- __1530__ __':5 _ considered in selecting the leapfrog technique

for an altimeter survey.

-:slo ,le" 65-s d. The field procedure for the leapfrog
___ r -7349 rti3O __7__ method of altimetry is as follows:

(1) A station of known height is used as
_- __'75 _ the base station.

(2) The initial comparison reading is
made at the base station with all al-
timeters to be used in the survey. For

7=_7~ ,~ _ease in recording and in performing
subsequent computations, the initial

_____ __ ^reading and all subsequent readings
___ o__ ______ ______ ______ _____ should be made at even 5-minute

intervals.
(3) For all readings made by the altime-

ter A recorder, except comparison
readings, a psychrometer reading is
made and the wet and dry bulb tem-
peratures are recorded in the field
notebook opposite the scale reading.
The altimeter A recorder reads andi_ .__ __ ___ records the psychrometer readings at
the time of each observation regard-

Figure 97. Sequence of observations, leapfrog method. less of whether the altimeter A sta-
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tion is designated as the base or field (4) Scale readings.
station. (5) Instrument temperature correction.

(4) The comparison adjustment is always (6) Corrected scale readings.
made on the corrected scale reading (7) Comparison adjustment.
of altimeter B regardless of whether (8) Adjusted scale readings.
the altimeter B station is designated

Note. Items 2, 3, and 4 above are field
data determined by reading the scales at

(5) When a station is occupied by an al- each station. Items 5, 6, 7, and 8 are values
timeter, the altimeter is read at 5- determined as a result of these field read-
minute intervals for a sufficient ings. The comparison adjustment (item 7)
period of time to insure that simul- is extracted from the comparison adjust-

ment graph that is constructed for each leg
taneous readings are being made at in the field notebook.
the base and field stations. It is im-
portant that some method of com- 260. Computations
munication or signals be established
before the survey is begun to insure a. Heights of stations are computed on DA
coordination during the observations Form 6-27, Computation-Altimetric Height
and to preclude occupation of a sta- (fig.98). Each column of the form is designed
tion longer than necessary or leaving to be used to determine the height of one field
the station too soon. Readings may station. As an aid in extracting the correct data
be started immediately upon the from the field books for entry on the form, the
arrival of the altimeter recorder at time of observation should be entered in the
the field station unless there has been FIELD STATION NAME block. The following
an appreciable change in weather data is extracted from the field books and
since he left the previous station. In entered in the appropriate blocks on the form.
that event, it may be necessary to The wet and dry bulb temperatures and the
wait 5 to 10 minutes until the instru- corrected scale reading from the field book of
ment settles. altimeter A and the adjusted scale reading

from the field book of altimeter B. The air tem-
259. Recording Altimeter Readings perature and relative humidity correction

factor is extracted from table I and applied to
a. Altimeter and psychrometer readings are the difference in scale readings by using five-

recorded in the field notebook that accompanies place logarithms (use available tables and
each altimeter used in the survey. For the leap- round off if necessary). The known height of
frog method, the following data is recorded in the base station (block 16) is the height of
the notebook of altimeter A (fig. 94): the starting station in meters. The reverse

(1) Station at which observation is made. side of the form (fig. 99) contains a block for
(2) Time of observation. height conversion, if height conversion is
(3) Instrument temperature. necessary.
(4) Scale readings.
(5) Instrument temperature correction. b. In the leapfrog method, the height deter-
(6) CInstrumet tempee readture. corcto. mined for the first field station (block 18)

() Correct e dscabulb temperatures. becomes the known height of the second field
station (block 16) and so forth for each

Note. Items 2, 3, 4, and 7 above are field successive station throughout the scheme.
data determined by reading the scales at
each station. Items 5 and 6 are values deter-
mined as a result of these field readings. 261. Single-Base Method

b. The following data is recorded in the field The field procedure for the single-base
notebook of altimeter B (fig. 95): method of altimetry is identical with that of

(1) Station at which observation is made. the leapfrog method with the following two
(2) Time of observation. exceptions:
(3) Instrument temperature. a. In the single-base method, after the initial
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comparison readings are made at the base sta-
SEQUENCL OF OBSERVATION tion, the altimeter A recorder remains in posi-

DEslGNcATtONSKLEJA.SIME4HOD_ DATEo 1,9_ tion at the base station and makes readings at
5-minute intervals throughout the observing

__SKLE __B__.S.C.-~ ,SS-2BSCr-3 GRQ BS period. After the initial comparison, the al-
A-5sos05 ,__v/IAt coY s A/_A GADa'C-_ timeter B recorder visits the field stations in
5- is15:0$ I __l_- _ sequence and makes simultaneous readings.
A-1530 B-/a 13___ After the readings have been made at the last
A-1550 - /s ___ ___ field station, altimeter B is returned to the
A- /s$O _8./ 50o _o base station and a final comparison is made.
A- 1/730 1730 For economy of time and effort, more than one
A- /7s5sa ContP f/s'Ap±44G . . . . . field altimeter can be used in conjunction with

B_8-,75Y _ | _ 1 the base .altimeter with no reduction in
accuracy.

b. The computation of heights of stations on
DA Form 6-27 for the single-base method is
the same as that for the leapfrog method except

".E4 " _ for one difference. In the single-base method,
'_._:_ /the known height of the base station (block 16)

remains the same for the computation of
heights of all field stations, since the base sta-
tion remains fixed throughout the observing
period. A sample of the sequence of observa-
tions is shown in figure 100.

Figure 100. Sequence of observations, single-base
method.
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PART THREE

DIRECTION DETERMINATION

CHAPTER 12

ORIENTATION FOR ARTILLERY

Section I. INTRODUCTION

262. General scheme. The uncorrected astronomic and gyro
azimuths differ from the true azimuth by theOrientation as used in artillery survey refers azimuths differ from the true azimuth by thesame amount. Azimuth gyros currently in use

to laying weapons and target-locating devices
by the artillery depend on calibration againstwith reference to a common direction, or another true azimuth, usualy an astronomic

azimuth. Orientation is more important than azimuth.
horizontal position because an azimuth error
increases as the distance from its origin in-
creases. The artillery surveyor must furnish 264. Grid Azimuth
weapons and target acquisition elements with
grid azimuths. However, he will be working rid azimuth is an azimuth referenced to

grid north. It differs from true azimuth by thewith true, magnetic, and assumed azimuths as amount of the grid convergence. The grid-amount of the grid convergence. The grid-well.
convergence must be computed and applied to a
true azimuth before it can be used by the

263. True Azimuth artillery.
True azimuth is an azimuth referenced to

true north as defined by the axis of rotation of
the earth. Geodetic, laplace, astronomic, and 265. Magnetic Azimuth
gyro azimuths are all treated as true azimuths Magnetic azimuth is an azimuth referenced
by the artillery surveyor. Each of these to the local direction of the earth's magnetic
azimuths contains some error due to geodetic field. It is not accurate enough to place adjacent
considerations. In some cases, the error, or artillery units or target acquisition devices on
difference, between these azimuths may exceed a common azimuth. It will vary throughout the
0.1 mil. Artillery surveyors are not required day by 4 to 6 mils. Magnetic storms will cause
to take these errors into account. All of these large variations that cannot be predicted.
azimuths depend basically on astronomic Local magnetic irre:gularities will cause errors
azimuth. Geodetic azimuth is the most accurate that frequently exceed 20 mils. The primary
because in general it represents an adjustment use of magnetic azimuth should be as a check
from a large number of astronomic azimuths. against gross survey errors. It may also be used
Laplace azimuth is the next most accurate. It as the assumed azimuth for a false grid. When
represents a single astronomic azimuth which a magnetic false azimuth is used, units work-
has been corrected for local deflection of the ing together should be tied together by a direc-
vertical, as determined by the geodetic survey tional traverse.

Section II. SOURCES OF AZIMUTH
266. Geodetic Azimuth lished survey, the trig list for the area will

Geodetic azimuth is obtained from existing show the geodetic azimuth to several points
local survey. In an area where there is an estab- for each station. It can be assumed that in a
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well-surveyed area the established points have 270. Determination of Grid Convergence
been adjusted to each other so that the azimuth True azimuths must be converted to grid
computed between two intervisible points will
be a good geodetic azimuth of the same order gence are performed on DA Form 6-20 (figs.as the original survey. In general, a more ence are performed on DA Form 6-20 (figs.

accurate azimuth will result if the points 101 and 102.) This form was originally de-accurate azimuth will result if the points
chosen for the computation are some distance muth to grid azimuth. It can easily be adapted
apart. Geodetic azimuth may be given byapart. Geodetic azimuth may be given by for use in computing convergence for gyro or
higher headquarters as part of the starting geodetic azimuth. The left-hand side of the

geodetic azimuth. The left-hand side of the
data. form is used for the computations if geographic

coordinates are used. The right-hand side of
267. Azimuth From Coordinates the form is used for the computations if UTM

A starting azimuth may be obtained by com- coordinates are used. If both geographic and
putations between points established by U.S. UTM coordinates are available, the computa-
Army surveyors. Caution must be used when tions should be made on both sides of the form
computing between points recently established, and no further check on the computations is
since, in general, they will not have been ad- required. If the computations are made on one
justed and will riot have a proper relationship side of the form only, independent computa-
to each other. Azimuth computations from co- tions must be made by another computer to
ordinates of first-, second-, or third-order sur- furnish a check. The instructions on the form
veys will generally yield a comparable degree suffice.
of accuracy, whereas computations from co-
ordinates of fourth- or fifth-order surveys can- 271. Grid Azimuth From UTM Maps
not be assumed to yield an acceptable accuracy.
Fourth-order surveys will yield an acceptable
accuracy, provided the azimuth has been ad- by selecting an instrument station and two
justed. In fifth-order surveys, use should be orienting points which can be accurately scaledjusted. In fifth-order surveys, use should be
made of the azimuth being carried through the from the map A line is drawn on the map
scheme rather than relying on computations. through each orienting point and the instru.

ment station. The grid azimuth of each line is
then scaled from the map. The orienting points

268. Directional Traverse should be so located that the difference in the
Directional traverse is used to carry an azimuth of the points is as near 1,600 mils as

azimuth from a source to an orienting line. The practicable and the distance to each point from
method used is the same as that used for posi- the instrument station is near 5 kilometers. An
tion traverse except that the measured distance error of 25 meters in either point will create an
between stations is not required and, in gen- error of 5 mils in azimuth at 5 kilometers. The
eral, longer lines of sight may be used. See two orienting points should be near 1,600 mils
chapter 8 for instructions for turning angles apart in azimuth to give a check on both the
and carrying azimuth through a traverse. map and the map scaling. An angle-measuring

instrument is set up over the selected instru-
ment station in accordance with instructions

269. Astronomic and Gyro Azimuths in chapter 7. The angle between the two orient-
The method of obtaining an astronomic ing points is measured and compared with the

azimuth is explained in chapter 13. The method difference between the scaled azimuths. If the
of obtaining a gyro azimuth is explained in difference between the scaled azimuths and the
chapter 14. Both types of azimuths are treated measured angle is greater than 10 mils, another
as true azimuth and must be corrected for grid orienting point must be selected and the process
convergence before use. In general, determina- repeated. If the two values now agree within
tion of astronomic or gyro azimuth is made on 10 mils, they may be used as the grid azimuths.
one end of the line requiring azimuth so that If the difference between' the values still ex-
directional traverse will not be required. ceeds 10 mils, a new instrument station must
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COMPUTATION - CONVERGENCE (ASTRONOMIC AZIMUTH TO UTM GRID AZIMUTH)
TABLE NUMBERS REFER TO TM 6-300- 79 2(C

LOISTATUD OAZF S IMUT MARI STT N
LONGITUDE O STATION UTM GRID EASTING OF STATION | 33 OO

LATITUDE OF STATION I I NORThbGOF STATION
^*nruoe or r~nno* 15 3a i7 (:1 3? 1 c7 .9 u 1 349 I00

1 LONGCITUDEI OF STATION 35 i I EASTING OF STATION 43 oo
LOCNGITUDE OF CENTRAL MERIDIN b;. 500 000
(FRO TABLE ON REVERSE) 17 D I .'m

Ir nI) IL () II \F 3 35( IS. r(13) I S, 1/33 400
MORE THNAN I) (1) -() I MORE THAN (12) 1 - (12)
LESS TNA (21 ,,,, :Z4 8 ,1 LESS THAN (S) - /33 1O2

4 ONVESION COMP ON REVERST 2 . (13) WITH DECIMAL 33
IF (Iv) IS IN MILS REPEAT. I) . _POINT MOVED LEFT SIX PLACES 0 .33 I (PO
LOG (4) i392 35 LOGCI 125 SObII

_ o ISIuor lo . 7-, J 1 (TABLEl )27, 44
,(s+1) /I I (1516) 3.401 l oS .. I/ 70

NUsMBER HAVING LOG (71) - LOG COERSIO693
_FIRST TER. IN SEICD.S OR MILS I .44 SECONDS TO IL, 6 9 3
SECOOND TERMIF (I) IS D EGR EES, REPEAT (R Or .)
8-MLS. USE (3) AD LATITUDE)l 0 I o 1. LLS USE ll7l+l0l O O 1S Z4S5

M UMGER HAVING LOG (IN)I

.ITAT ISINIO 1M TLATITOME IN EDT LONE FIRST TERM 1N SECONDS OR MILS .Z. .',S
"I A M11 IN,1 It (II) AND M ORNINO) .00

LE~SS Tsm/A (2 - + Il 1201X)~- (ll~ ~EcoH EER NCE IN SECO S R

L WESWL 065 HOETT 04

N I s) - 4 NOtE ( TANI _
LETT ."'A ..................... LES
LES + WhEN TAI- IN TNLATITnEo ft o " '"i" "(~) ,s , EGS US ")O

::~~ .. . . SO:.r E T.... 1 51 .
I >v~&i4:-Js - - 5' - LES -0)0) 12 - Y

IF (10) AND (22) DIFFER BY ORE THAN f04 , REDETERMINE COORDINATES AND RECOMPUTE ALL COMPUTATIONS

^F~ffi&&g3 K;S ,,,*.. .~ie ., {aX~k lS~lcD~r~crr IF (ISIS IN DEGREES. USE (IS OP
23CONVERNCE CONVERSION COMP ON REVER

IF (I IS IN MILS REPEAT"(22)

SUIMARY OF ASTRONOMIC AZIMUTHS AND COMPUTATION OF UTM GRID AZIMUTH

TO AZIMUTH MARK

A24 SETN I 4e

srTr ENS

27 SET NR

2 SET MR

SET NR

31 rAN (U 4O 33 8 +
21 MEAN(SIIo+ +0I I I I

_REPEAT(2) 9 12 4
33 ALGEBRAIC SU Or (l) AND on
I= GRD AZIMUTH TO MSAK 40 : 4 /

COMPUTER SMCEIT EcR5 |R / orFI SHETs

RE ERENC 4_ 6 | AREA gRomJ Hg1q DATE #Z94 1965

DA FORM 6-20

Figure 101. Entries on front of DA Formnn 6-20.
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TABLE - CENTRAL MERIDIAN OF UTM GRID ZONES

ZONE DEGREES MILS ZONE DEGREES MILS ZONE EGREE MILS ZONE EGREES MILS
NR Is LONG WI LONG NR WLONG W LONG NR LONG E LONG R E LONG E LONG

1 177 3146.67 16 87 1546.67 31 3 53.33 46 93 1653.33

2 171 3040.00 17 81 1440.00 32 9 160.00 47 99 176D.00

3 165 2933.33 18 75 1333.33 33 IS 266.67 48 105 1866.67

4 159 2826.67 19 69 1226.67 34 21 373.33 49 111 1973.33

5 153 2720.00 20 63 1120.00 35 27 480.00 50 117 2080.00

6 147 2613.33 21 57 1013.33 36 33 586.67 51 123 2186.67

7 141 2506.67 22 51 906.67 37 39 693.33 52 129 2293.33

8 135 2400.00 23 45 800. 00 38 45 800.00 53 135 2400.00

9 129 2293.33 24 39 693.33 39 51 906.67 54 141 2506.67

10 123 2186.67 25 33 586.67 40 57 1013.33 55 147 2613.33

11 117 2080.00 26 27 480.00 41 63 1120.00 56 153 2720.00

12 III 1973.33 27 21 373.33 42 69 1226.67 57 159 2826.67

13 105 1866.67 28 15 266.67 43 75 1333.33 5 165 2933. 33

14 99 1760.00 29 9 160.00 44 81 1440.00 59 171 3040.00

15 93 1653. 33 30 3 53.33 45 87 1546.67 60 1i7 314.67

CONVERSION COMPUTATION

DEGREES. MINUTES, AND SECONDS TO SECONDS SECONDS TO DEGREES, MINUTES, AND SECONDS

REPEAT (3) I 9 REPEAT (22) OF COMPUTATION

2HUMBER OF DEGREESIN UMBER OF TIMES 36 DIVIDES2 NUMBER OF DEGRfEElS IN I) - INTO (9) = HUMBER OF DEGREES IN (9

X60 I I REPEAT(9)

3 (2) X 60 12 NUMBER IN (10) X 3600

4 NUMBER OF MINUTES IN (1) 13 (111)-(12)

NUMBER OF IIMES 60 DIVIDES
S (3) 1 (4) 14 INTO (131= NUMBER OF MINUTES IN (9 t g

; 60 15 REPEAT (13)

6 (5) X 60 16 NUMBER IN (U4) X 60

7 NUMBER OF SECONDS IN (11 17 (IS)-(16):NUMBER OF SECONDS IN (9)

8 (6)+(7) ENTER IN (4) ON FRONT _ 10t IN (14)LON.' ONVERGENCE
[ENTER IN (23) ON FRONT I

GIVEN:
UTM grid zone of area of operation.
UTM grid coordinates of station to nearest meter.
Laitude and longitude of station to nearest second or one-hundredh mil (DA Form 6-10. 6-10a, or

6-11).
A value of astronomic azimuth for each set of observationr (DA Form 6-10, 6-10a. or 6-11).

GUIDE:
When using a mil-graduated instrument. -

a. (1) through (5), (7) through (10), and (20) through (22) of computation are computed using
hundredth-mil values.

b. (6) and (24) through (33) of computation are computed using tenth-mi values.

Compare (10) and (22) and, if they differ by more than 4 seconds or 0. 02 mils, redetermine

coordinates and recompoth all computations.
LIMITATiONS:

This form should not be used when accuracies greater than third-order are required.
EESULTS:

A value of UTM grid azimuth from the mean values of astronomic azimuth and dhe grid convergence
at the station.

FORMULAS:
UTM grid azimuth = Astronomic azimuth + convergene.
USING UTM GRID COORDINATES:
Convergence = (XV)q - (XVIq

3

(XV) = a varable function based on latitude of station (obtained from TM 6-300-19 . Army
Ephemeris for 19 '). *

q = 0,000 001 ties the distance meters from central meridian of UTM grid zone to
station.

(XVIq
3 = second term of convergence computation (obtained from TM 6-300-19, "Army Ephe-

meris for 19 ).
USING GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES:
Convergence = (XLi)p + (XfI)p

3

(XLI) = 10. 000 times sine of latitude of station.
p = 0.0001 times disutance in seconds or mil of arc from central meridian of UTM grid

zone to station.
(XbD)p

3 = second term of convergence computation (obtained from TM 6-300-19, "Army Ephe-
meris for 19 6).

DA FORM 6-20
Figure 102. Auxiliary computations and instructions on back of DA Form 6-20.
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be selected. Works of man, such as roads, rail- operation of the aiming circle, see paragraphs
roads, and church steeples, are usually accu- 145 through 156. A correction is applied to the
rately located on maps and should be given first aiming circle to convert the magnetic azimuth
preference as map spots. The centerline of a to grid azimuth. The angle between true north
road may be selected as an azimuth line in- and magnetic north is called the magnetic dec-
stead of an orienting point. Streams and ridge- lination. It is named east if the needle points
lines also make good map spots. east of true north and west if the needle points

west of true north. The horizontal clockwise
272. Magnetic Azimuth angle between grid north and magnetic north

The direction of the earth's magnetic field is called the declination constant or the grid
is determined by use of the aiming circle. For azimuth of magnetic north. The grid-magnetic

GN GN

DECLINATION WEST
GM </tGRID CONSTANT MAGNETIC

RID DECLINATION
CONVERGENCE

a. b.

GN
*~._~~ ~GN

GRID
GRID CONVERGENCE EAST

CONVERGENCE DECLINATION MAGNETIC
CONSTANT DECLINATION

C. d.

* *
GN GN

WEST EAST
MAGNETIC MAGNETIC
DECLINATION DECLINATION GM

CONVERGENCE ANGLE

e. f.

Figure 103. Declination diagrams.
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angle is the angle between grid north and mag-
netic north and is always the smaller of the two
angles between these lines. The grid converg- _ / A A A
ence is the angle between grid north and true V2oo;T1VooFTI OOFTJ200F1
north. On the margin of a military map, a
declination diagram shows two of these values
from which the others may be derived. There N-
are six possible diagram arrangements (fig. MAGNETIC 5 5' L

103). Shown under the declination diagram is Figure 104. Detecting hidden magnetic disturbance.
the effective year of the diagram with an @
annual rate of change. When a person arrives headquarters has tested the site and found it
in a new area and has no opportunity to dec- free of magnetic disturbance.
linate a compass at a declination station, he
may obtain the declination constant from the 274. Declination Stations
declination diagram on a local map. In two Corps artillery, division artillery, and, in
cases (b and c, fig. 103), the declination con- some cases, artillery battalion survey teams
stant is shown directly on the diagram. In two will establish declination stations for use by
cases (a and f, fig. 103), the grid-magnetic an- field artillery battalions in declinating their
gle shown on the diagram must be subtracted aiming circles. A declination station is a point
from 6,400 to obtain the declination constant. free of local magnetic disturbance with two or
In one case (d, fig. 103), the declination con- more orienting points of known grid azimuth.
stant is the sum of the grid convergence and the The site selected for a declination station
magnetic declination. In the remaining case (e, should be f f visible magnetic disturbance,
fig. 103), the sum of the grid convergence and accessible from the local road net, and centrally
the magnetic declination must be subtracted
from 6,400 to obtain the declination constant.In all cases, the declination constant must then paragraph 273 should be followed to determineIn all cases, the declination constant must then that the area is free of hidden magnetic dis-be corrected for the annual change. The annual
rate of change is multiplied by the number of turbance. One of the methods outlined in this
years since the date of the diagram. If the section which does not involve the magnetic
annual change is listed as easterly, the product field should be used to establish a grid azimuth
is added to the declination constant. If the to two or more orienting points. The identifica-
annual change is listed as westerly, the product tion of the station, a description of each
is subtracted from the declination constant. orienting point, and the grid azimuth of each

point should be written on a tag and the tag
273. Detecting Hidden Magnetic Disturbance attached to the witness stake at the station. The

following minimum distances from common
The presence of a hidden magnetic disturb- magnetic disturbances are prescribed:

ance can be detected by measuring the magnetic
azimuth of a line from both ends. A difference Powerline 150 meters
in the two measurements in excess of the Electronic equipment 150 metersRailway tracks ---------------------- 75 metersnormal reading error of the instrument indi- Tanks and trucks -------------------- 75 meters
cates the presence of a local magnetic disturb- Light trucks .------------------------ 50 meters
ance (fig. 104). If both stations selected are on Wire or barbed wire fences -so-________ 30 meters
the same side of the disturbance, the difference Helmets, etc -------------------------- 10 meters
in the measurements is much smaller than if
the stations were on opposite sides of the dis- 275. Procedure for Declinating the Aiming
turbance. The magnetic azimuths must con- Circle at a Declination Station
tinue to be measured from additional stations
until the difference in the measurements is When a declination station is available, the
tolerable. This precaution should be taken each procedures in declinating the aiming circle are
time the compass is used except at a declination as follows:
station, .when it may be assumed that higher a. Set up the aiming circle in the prescribed
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manner. Level the instrument and perform the may have occurred due to accidents to the in-
checks outlined in paragraph 156. strument which were not reported. If a radical

change is observed, the instrument should be
ixrSet the known grid detection to ther-

azimuth mark on the scales of the instrument redeclinated again within a few days to deter-
and, with the lower motion (nonrecording), mine if the observed change was due to a mag-

sight on the azimuth mark. netic storm or is a real change in the charac-sight on the azimuth mark.
teristic of the instrument.

c. Release the magnetic needle. With the
upper motion (recording), center the needle d. The aiming circle should be declinated
through the magnetic needle magnifier. when it is initially received and redeclinated

when it is returned from ordnance repair.
d. Read the declination constant directly Variations in the declination constant due to

from the scales (to 0.5 mil). the time of day are not significant enough to

e. Relevel the aiming circle; repeat b through warrant a redeclination at any specific time.
d above. Determine a second declination con-
stant by using a second known azimuth mark 277. Azimuth by Simultaneous Observations
if one is available; if a second known azimuth

nmarke is not available, used the same azimuth a. Because of the great distances of celestial
mark. is not availble, use thesame azimuth bodies from the earth, the directions to a celes-

tial body at any instant from two or more close
f. Compare the two declination constants points on the earth are approximately equal.

determined. If they vary more than 2 mils, The difference between the azimuths is primar-
repeat the entire procedure. If they agree ily due to the fact that the azimuths at different
within 2 mils, determine the mean and record points are measured with respect to different
it to the nearest 1 mil on the notation strip of horizontal planes. This difference can be deter-
the aiming circle. mined. The principles in b below provide a

simple and rapid means of transmnitting direc-
276. When To Declinate the Aiming Circle tion between points by simultaneous observa-

tions. In general, it is easier and more accurate
Certain rules prescribe how often and under to observe an astronomic azimuth at each

what circumstances the aiming circle should
be declinated to determine and to keep current location.
the declination constant. These rules are as b. A master station is established at a point
follows: which can be identified on a large-scale map

a. As a general rule, the aiming circle should and from which the grid azimuth to an azimuth
be redeclinated when it is moved 25 miles or mark is known or has been determined. Flank
more from the area in which it was last dec- stations are established at points which can be
linated. A move of any appreciable distance (a identified on a large-scal map and at which it
few miles) may change the relationship of grid is desired to determine common grid azimuths.
north and magnetic north as measured by the Wire or radio communication must be avail-
instrument. In some locations, a move of less able between each flank station and the master
than 25 miles may require redeclination of the station. An observing instrument is set up at
aiming circle. the master station and oriented on the azimuth

mark. An observing instrument is set up at
b. The aiming circle must be redeclinated eah flank station and oriented on an azimuth

after an electrical storm or after receiving a mark to which the azimuth is desired. (Direc-
severe shock, such as a drop from the bed of a tion can be transmitted to more than one flank
truck to the ground. The magnetic needle is a station at the same time.) A prominent celes-
delicately balanced mechanism, and any shock tial body at an altitude between 100 and 650 is
may cause a significant change in the dec- selected by the observer at the master station
lination constant for the instrument. and identified to the observer at each flank

c. The aiming circle should be redeclinated station. The observer at the master station
every 30 days to guard against changes which must wear a lip or throat microphone so that
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he can transmit information at the same time crosshair (crossline). The master station ob-
that he is observing a celestial body. A loud- server announces "Tip" the instant the star is
speaker, headset, or other device must be pro- at the intersection of the crosshairs or the in-
vided the observer at each flank station so that stant the sun is tangent to both crosshairs. The
he can hear instructions from the observer at master station observer records the readings
the master station. The master station observer on the horizontal and vertical scales (fig. 105).
reports his coordinates (encoded if necessary) Each flank observer records the reading on the
to each flank station observer, and each flank horizontal scale when observing the sun and the
station observer notifies the master station readings on the horizontal and vertical scales
observer when he is ready to observe. When all when observing a star (fig. 106). The vertical
observers are ready, the observer at the master angle is read at the flank stations only as an aid
station announces "Ready_begin tracking_ in identification. All observers then plunge their
3-2-1--tip." Pointings are made on the celes- telescopes and repeat the procedure with the
tial body as explained in chapter 13, depending telescopes in the reverse position, using the
on which instrument is used. However, each procedure required for their instrument. With
flank station observer, if he is observing the the aiming circle, two readings are taken. If
sun, keeps his vertical crosshair (crossline) observing the sun, each flank station observer
tangent to the leading edge of the sun and ap- tracks with the vertical crosshair tangent to
proximately bisects the sun with the horizontal the trailing edge of the sun. After both point-
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Figure 105. Recorder's notes made at the master station for a
aimultaneous observation.
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Figure 106. Recorder's notes made at a flank station for a
simultaneous observation.

ings, each flank station observer acknowledges master station. The perpendicular distance (D)
if the observation was successful. He reports to this line from the flank station is then
"Take again" if the observation was not suc- measured.
cessful. After each set of pointings in which
one or more flank stations tracked successfully, d. A line is drawn on the nomograph shown
the horizontal angle at the master station, from in figure 108 (also contained in TM 6-300-( ),
the azimuth mark to the celestial body, is deter- Army Ephemeris) to connect the mean observed
mined from the observed data. This horizontal altitude at the master station (H) and the
angle is then added to the grid azimuth from distance (D). This line will intersect the center
the master station to the azimuth mark to ob- scale (C) at a point corresponding to the cor-
tain the grid azimuth to the observed celestial rection in mils (or seconds) to be applied to the
body. This grid azimuth and the mean vertical azimuth at the master station to determine the

correct azimuth from the flank station to theangle to the celestial body are transmitted to correct azlmuth from the flank station to the
each flank station. celestial body. When the nomograph is used, it

may be necessary to multiply the indicated
c. At each flank station, the locations of both value in meters by 10, 100, etc. In this case, the

stations are plotted on a large-scale map (fig. indicated correction in mils (or seconds) must
107). A line is then drawn on the map repre- also be multiplied by the same number. The
senting the azimuth to the celestial body at the correction is applied to the grid azimuth of the
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azimuth mark to the celestial body, is then sub-
tracted from this azimuth to obtain the grid
azimuth to the azimuth mark. For this sub-

N is FLANK STATION traction, it may be necessary to add 6,400 mils
or 360 ° to the azimuth of the celestial body.

f. If necessary, the master station may use
M\6& \ an assumed starting azimuth to the azimuth
~)~/'z ~ ~ ~ ~. mark.

278. Example of Computations for
Simultaneous Observations

MASTER //& \ 121 The following example illustrates the trans-
STATION \ mission of direction to one flank station by

C (CORRECTION simultaneous observations:
IN SECONDS)

x\ a. Mean recorded angles:
Master station

Horizontal angle=2191.421 mils
Vertical angle = 720.063 mils

Flank station
Horizontal angle=1715.063 mils

b. Grid azimuth to azimuth
mark at master station: 1874.537
Mean observed horizontal
angle at master station: +2191.421
Grid azimuth to star

Figure 107. Relative locations of the master station, at master station: 4065.958
the flank station, and the celestial body. Correction from nomograph

(e below): +0.680
celestial body (determined at the master sta- Grid azimuth to star
tion) in accordance with the following rules: at flank station: 4066.638

(1) When the flank station is to the left Mean horizontal angle
of the line from the master station to
the celestial body, the correction is Grid azimuth to azimuth
added to the azimuth. mark at flank station: 2351.575

(2) When the flank station is to the right c. The relative locations of the master sta-
of the line from the master station to tion and flank station and the star are shown in
the celestial body, the correction is figure 107. The distance (D) is scaled from this
subtracted from the azimuth. figure to enter the nomograph in figure 108.

The correction to the azimuth of the star is
e. The corrected azimuth obtained in d above scaled from the nomograph as +0.68 mil and is

is the grid azimuth of the celestial body from used in the computation above to convert the
the flank station. The mean of the observed grid azimuth of the star from the master
horizontal angle at the flank station, from the station to the flank station.
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TABLE 13. Grid Azimuth Correction. Simultaneous Observation

D C H
METERS SECONDS MILS DEGREES MILS

1000 ~ 70"

60"- - 0.30 r=
900- -,00 m

50--
60-

800
40- 0.20 - _

7000
30"

600 50

_ 20"- - o. lo n20" 0.1 n( _
0.09 '_

500 -_ MPL _ 0.08_ -- 800B n

0.07 .M_ _-_-____ _ __ _007 r_

0.06r r 70.0d-

L 700rm

400 10"- 0.05

9"

8"- _ 0.04r - 6
600 M

NOTE: _
D=Perpendiculor distance from flank station to 6 o0.03 _

a line representing azimuth from master 0.0330

300 station to sun or star.
If D exceeds I00 meters, o multiplier of 5

10,100, etc is used. -_ _ 5 (

H Observed aoltitude from master station to

sun or star. 4" 0.02 nf

C. Correction to be applied to azimuth from
master station to sun or star to obtain

corrected azimuth from flank station to 3" 400 n
sun or star.
Correction is plus if flank station is to the
left of a line from the master station to
sun or star, minus if to the right. 20 -

EXAMPLE: 2" 0.01 soi
D 5000 meters
H.40-30 (or 720 mils)

With a straight edge, line up 500 on D - 300
scale and 40 30 (or 720 mils) on H
scale. The correction Cm 13.8 (oi 0.068)· H0
138 seconds (or 0.68 mils). In this case
500 is multiplied by 10 to make it 5000, 5-
so the correction for azimuth from C scale
must also be multiplied by 10.

I"_- _ 0.005 rsi

200 dm

IOU I10'100 ' .--
0.5"

Figure 108. Simultaneous observation, grid azimuth correction nomograph.
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CHAPTER 13

ASTRONOMIC AZIMUTH

Section I. GENERAL

279. General NORTH CELESTIAL POLE

a. The tactical situation will dictate the time
and place that astronomic azimuth may be
taken. The artillery surveyor must select the
celestial body and method of computation which AUUMNAL

will give the required accuracy in the time
available. Astronomic observation is the fastest
independent method of determining direction OF LONGITUOEI

available and should be the first choice if visi-
bility and other required conditions can be
met. LT

b. Both the geographic and UTM coordinates
of the observing station are required,for com-
putations. The position selected, within the VERNA

area dictated by the tactical situation, should / EQUINOX

be such that one of these values is either known ,

or can be scaled from a map. The effects of re-
fraction on observations are discussed in
paragraph 294. SOUTH CELESTIAL POLE

c. The specifications and the limitations dis- Figure 10.9. The celestial sphere.
cussed in this chapter are intended to meet the
most stringent artillery requirement. When a b. The plane forming the earth's equator
lesser accuracy will suffice, some of the require- when extended to the celestial sphere inscribes
ments may be lowered to meet the tactical the celestial equator on the celestial sphere.
situation.

c. The extension to the celestial sphere of
any plane forming a meridian of longitude on

280. The Celestial Sphere the earth forms a corresponding meridian on
In practical astronomy, it is assumed that the celestial sphere which is called a celestial

the sun and stars are attached to a giant sphere, meridian or hour circle.
the center of which is the earth. The stars are
so far away from the earth that the radius of d. The ecliptic is the great circle cut on the
the sphere is assumed to be infinite. Some parts celestial sphere by the plane of the earth's
of the celestial sphere are related to parts of orbit. Since the sun lies in the plane of the
the earth (fig. 109). ecliptic, the apparent path of the sun follows

the ecliptic. The ecliptic intersects the celestial
a. The points at which the extensions of the equator at two points at an angle of about

earth's rotating axis intercept the celestial 231/,. These points are called the equinozes.
sphere are called the north and south celestial
poles, respectively. e. The point at which the apparent sun,
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moving from south to north, crosses the celes- d. The observer's horizon is a circle on the
tial equator is known as the vernal equinox. celestial sphere, formed by a plane tangent to
This is the point on the celestial sphere used the earth at the observer's location and per-
as a reference for sidereal time and the ap- pendicular to the plumbline of the observer's
parent places of the stars. instrument (fig. 110).

e. A ver tical circle is any great circle on the
281. Observer's Position celestial sphere passing through the zenith and

a. The zenith and nadir of the observer's nadir of a point (fig. 110).
position on the earth's surface are the two
points on the celestial sphere where the ex- perpendicular to the oeridian at the
tended plumbline of the observer's instrument zenith, which intersects the horizon at points

zenith, which intersects the horizon at points
intersectlsb the sphere. The zenithe is the point directly east and west of the observer (fig. 110).
directly above the position, and the nadir is the
point directly below the position.

282. Position of a Celestial Body
b. The observer's geographic locations are

as follows: The system of locating a celestial body onas follows:
(1) The latitude of the observer's location the celestial sphere is much the same as that of

is the angular distance of that point locating the observer on the earth. The two
northe and south of the fequtator. poi coordinates in this system are tight ascensionnorth and south of the equator.

(2) The longitude of the observer's loca- (RA) and declination (dc) (fig. 111). This
tion is the angular distance of the ob- system is used to list the stars in the Army

server's meridian east or west of the Ephemeris.
Greenwich meridian, as measured on a. Right ascension is comparable to longi-
the equator. tude and is the angle in hours (h), minutes

c. The line of longitude which passes through (m), and seconds (s) measured eastward from
the observer's position is called the observer's the vernal equinox to the hour circle of a
meridian. The celestial meridian which passes celestial body.
through the zenith is called the observer's hour b. The declination of a celestial body is com-
circle (fig. 110). Both meridians lie in the
same plane.

ASNSIONG A

DECLINATION

Figure 110. Elements relative to observer's position. Figure 111. Locating a celestial body.
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parable to latitude and is the angle measured south of the equator, the north pole is used
north or south of the celestial equator to a unless computations are performed by the
celestial body. If the celestial body is north of hour-angle method, in which case the south
the celestial equator, the declination is (+); pole is used. The azimuth angle may be either
if it is south, the declination is minus (-). east or west of the pole used.

283. Astronomic Triangle 284. The Sides of the Triangle
Determination of azimuth by astronomic ob- Each side of the astronomic triangle is the

servations involves the solution of a spherical cofunction of a known or measured value. The
triangle visualized on the celestial sphere (fig. cofunction is defined as 1,600 mils, or 90 ° minus
112). This triangle is called the astronomic tri- the function. Thus, the colatitude, or PZ side of
angle or the PZS triangle. The desired azimuth the triangle, is equal to 1,600 mils minus the
to the celestial body is determined by solving latitude. The coaltitude, or SZ side, is 1,600
the triangle for the value of the azimuth angle. mils minus the altitude. The polar distance, or
This value can be computed when three other PS side, is 1,600 mils minus the declination. In
parts of the triangle are known. The letters most cases, the formulae used by the artillery
PZS stand for the three vertices of the triangle; have been arranged so that the known or meas-
namely, the celestial pole (P) the zenith (Z), ured value is used rather than the cofunction.
and the star or sun (S). The three sides of the
triangle are the polar distance, the coaltitude, 285. The Angles of the Triangle
and the colatitude. The three angles are the The angles of the astronomic triangle are as
parallactie angle, the azimuth angle, and the follows:
local hour angle. When a survey is conducted

a. Parallactic Angle. The parallactic angle is
Local hour angle the interior angle at the celestial body and is

N / used in the formula for determining azimuth
Azimuth angle Parallactic by the hour-angle method but cancels out in

/ angle _the computations.

aOtud& Co- Polar stance b. Azimuth Angle. The azimuth angle is the
a once ~~ interior angle of the astronomic triangle at the

/ S t :Re | \zenith. This angle is the result of computations
and is used to determine the true azimuth to

_ecation the celestial body from the observer. The angle
/ I T ' S i can be either to the east or west of the observ-

er's meridian, depending on whether the celes-
tial body is east or west of the observer's
meridian. When the south pole is used to deter-
mine the azimuth angle, the angle must be
changed to the north by adding 3,200 mils.

c. Local Hour Angle. The local hour angle is
the interior angle of the astronomic triangle at

Figure 112. Celestial sphere with three sides and three the pole and is used in the hour-angle method
angles of the astronomic (PZS) triangle. of determining azimuth.

Section II. TIME

286. General artillery computations, angular measurements.
a. Time is an angular measurement. One are usually expressed in mils. Table 5 in the

complete rotation of the earth is 1 day. Each Army Ephemeris is used to convert time to
day is divided into 24 hours of 60 minutes each, mils
and each minute is divided into 60 seconds. In b. Solar time is the hour angle of the sun
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plus 12 hours. Since the apparent sun does not Table 11. Time Zone Corrections, Local Mean Time to
move at a uniform rate, time is based on the Greenwich Mean Time.
mean movement of the sun. Greenwich mean Correction Correction

Time zone (hours) Time zone (hours)time (GMT) is the hour angle of the mean sun
from the meridian of Greenwich plus 12 hours. Z Greenwich 0 Z Greenwich 0

(GMT) (GMT)Mean time is the hour angle of the mean sun A 15° E -1 N 15° W +1

from the standard time zone meridian plus 12 B 30° E -2 0 30' W +2
hours. C 45' E -3 P 45' W +3

D 60' E -4 Q 60' W +4
E 75' E -5 R 75' W +5

287. Standard Time and Time Zones F 90' E -6 S 90' W +6
G 105 ° E -7 T 105' W +7

Watch times are based on standard time H 120' E -- 8 U 120 W +8
zones, each of which covers a portion of the I 135' E -9 V 135' W +9

earth. In a zone of operations, survey personnel K 150' E -10 W 165 W +11
L 165' E -- 11 X 165' W -11

using astronomic observations must know the M 180° E -12 Y 180' W +12

time zone on which their watch time is based.
The time zone on which a watch time is based Note. Each of these zones is named by local civil

authority. For example, in the United States, time
can be determined from the survey information zone Q corresponds to eastern daylight saving time;
center (SIC). (Time zone corrections are given time zone R corresponds to eastern standard time and

central daylight saving time; time zone S correspondsin table II.) Local mean time (LMT) changes to central standard time and mountain daylight saving
1 hour for each change of 150 of longitude. time; time zone T corresponds to mountain standard
Since the sun appears to move from east to time and Pacific daylight saving time; and time zone

west, time increases from west to east and de- U corresponds to Pacific standard time.
creases from east to west. For example, with 288. Source of Accurate Time
Greenwich as a baseline for time measurement, a. All major nations furnish a radio time
time decreases 1 hour for each change of 15" signal of a high order of accuracy for use by
of longitude (arc) westward from Greenwich. scientists and navigators. The method of ob-
Time differs in whole hours from Greenwich taining the correct time from such radio sig-
mean time at 15' W, 30 ° W, 45 ° W, etc. (table nals is explained in detail in TM 5-441. These
II). To standardize the time within a certain radio signals are the preferred and most accu-
area, lines of longitude at which time differs rate time source.
from Greenwich mean time in whole hours. are b. The survey information center is issued a
used. A time zone area extending 71/,° from chronometer which is capable of maintaining
each side of these lines has the same time as time to an accuracy sufficient for artillery sur-
that meridian unless otherwise specified by vey use. For the use of those artillery survey-

ors who are not equipped with a radio which
civil authorities. For example, the time zone will receive the time signals referred to in awill receive the time signals referred to in a
for the 45 ° W meridian would extend from above, the SIC furnishes accurate time. The
370 30' W to 520 30' W. In the United States SIC maintains, in a bound book such as DA
there are four time zones. These zones are based Form 5-72, a log of the chronometer so that
on the 75' W, 90' W, 105' W, and 1200 W time accurate to 0.2 second can be furnished by
meridians and are called eastern, central, telephone, radio, or direct comparison of
mountain, and Pacific standard times, respect- watches. The record is kept in the following
ively. manner:

Date Time Chronometer Chronometer Diff Elaped Dailrocorrectin sec days rate

h rt h n 7
Jan 2 0800 08 43 27.3 0 43 27.3
Jan 3 0800 08 43 29.5 0 43 29.5 -2.2 1 --2.20
Jan 7 1700 08 43 39.1 0 43 39.1 -9.6 4.375 -2.18
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The date and time is obtained from one of the method, it will usually suffice. The habit of
radio time signals listed in TM 5-441. Computa- using time from the SIC should be formed in
tions can be simplified if the signal is obtained order to obtain the most accurate time possible.
at the same time each day. A comparison of the
chronometer time and the radio time should be 289. Greenwich Mean Time
made to the nearest 0.1 second to provide time
accurate to 0.2 second. The chronometer cor- All computations of astronomic observations
rection at the time of the comparison is the in the artillery are based on Greenwich mean
difference between the chronometer time and time (fig. 113). Greenwich mean time is de-
the time obtained by radio. The sign of the termined for the local mean time of observation
correction should reduce the chronometer time by applying a correction for the difference in
to correct time. The difference column is the hours between local mean time and Greenwich
change in the correction between the current mean time. For example, if the longitude of the
chronometer comparison and the last chrono- observer is 920 13' 42" W and the civil, or
meter comparison. The sign of this difference mean, time at that point is based on the stand-
should reduce the previous chronometer correc- ard time of the 90° W meridian, a 6-hour dif-
tion to the current correction. This should be ference, or correction, must be applied to the
in seconds of time. The elapsed time is the dif- local mean time of observation in order to de-
ference in decimal parts of a day between the termine the Greenwich mean time of observa-
last two comparisons. The daily rate is obtained tion.
by dividing the difference column by the elapsed
time in days and carries the same sign as the 290. Apparent Solar Time
difference column. The daily rate is a measure As noted in paragraph 286, the mean posi-
of the amount of time the chronometer loses or tion of the sun is used to measure mean time.
gains in a day. The chronometer should be When observations are made on the sun, the
wound at the same time each day in order to actual or apparent sun is observed. Conse-
maintain a uniform rate. The chronometermaintain a uniform rate. The chronometer quently, when astronomic computations involv-
must never be allowed to run down and should
never be set. When the survey information cen- apparent solar time is used (fig. 114). The
ter is moved, the chronometer must be handledter is moved, the chronometer must be handled actual hour angle of the sun referred to the

with care. observer's meridian is the local apparent time
c. Message center time is, used to synchro- plus 12 hours. The local apparent time is ob-

nize military tactical operations and, in general, tained by changing the time of observation to
is not accurate enough for astronomic use. Greenwich mean time, which is the basis for
However, when observing the stars (sun) by the tables of the Army Ephemeris, TM 6-300-
the altitude method, or Polaris by the Polaris (). The equation of time, which is the differ-

180- 0
°

GREENWICH
MEAN TIME

LOCAL MEAN
0 CE LESTIL S ETIME CELESTIOAL

NORTH POLE

OBSERVER'S REAL OR
MERIDIAN GREENWICH APPAREENWICH

MEAN TIME APPAiRENT

CTIMREZORNRECTION LGREENWICH MERIDIAN

GREENWICH FICTITIOUS SUN
MERIDIAN -EQUATION OF TIME

Figure 113. Greenwich mean tinme. Figure 114. Apparent solar tine.
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ence between the mean sun and the apparent not change. If the time of observation is con-
sun, is then obtained from table 2 of the Army verted to sidereal time which is also referred to
Ephemeris and is added to Greenwich mean the vernal equinox, the hour angle of the star
time to obtain Greenwich apparent time can be obtained by simple addition.
(GAT). The longitude of the observer's merid- b. The local sidereal time, which is the hour
ian at the time of observation is then added to, angle of the meridian of observation referred
or subtracted from, the Greenwich apparent to the vernal equinox, is obtained by converting
time. The result is local apparent time. In west the time of observation to Greenwich mean
longitude, the longitude of the observer's me- time by applying the time zone correction.
ridian is subtracted from the Greenwich appar- Greenwich mean time is then converted to
ent time; in east longitude, it is added. These Greenwich sidereal time (GST) by obtaining
computations may be performed in hours, de- the sidereal time of Oh Greenwich from table 2
grees or mils, whichever is most convenient. of the Army Ephemeris and adding the correc-
All times must be converted to the same unit tion for the fraction of a day as contained in
before performing the addition or subtraction, table 4. The longitude of the observer's merid-
and the final answer must be reduced to mils ian is then applied to Greenwich sidereal time
for use in computations. to obtain local sidereal time (LST) (fig. 115).

291. Sidereal Time
Time is an angular measurement of the rota-

tion of the earth using various reference points.
The basic reference point for sidereal time is
the vernal equinox. One sidereal day is the GREENWICH
length of time it takes the earth to complete
one revolution with respect to the vernal equi-
nox. The sidereal day is nearly 4 minutes longer
than the solar day. The rotation of the earth on \ GREANWICH
its own axis added to the rotation of the earth
around the sun to complete one revolution of the VERNAL

earth with respect to the sun takes less time EOUINOX
than one revolution of the earth with respect
to a fixed point in space.

a. The position of the stars on the celestial
sphere with respect to the vernal equinox is an
angle called the right ascension. Because the
stars move so slowly in space, they can be listed
in terms of right ascension and the listing will

Figure 115. Sidereal time.

Section III. DETERMINING FIELD DATA

292. General 293. Selection of Site
Field data for determining azimuth by astro- Within the limits imposed by the tactical

nomic observation consists of the horizontal situation, the exact point selected for the ob-
angle between an azimuth mark and the ob- servations can improve the accuracy of the
served celestial body, the vertical angle to the observations and make the computations
body, the time of the observation, the tempera- simpler Refraction is the first major consid
ture at the time of the observation, the approxi-

mate azimuth to the azimuth mark, and the eration in the selection of a site. The site mustmate azimuth to the azimuth mark, and the
location of the observing station in both be so located that the effect of refraction is
geographic and grid coordinates. All of these reduced as much as possible. Both the geo-
should be observed and recorded at all astro- graphic and UTM coordinates of the site are
nomic stations. required in computations. These are usually
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obtained by scaling the position from a map. Angles are determined in astronomic observa-
The point selected should be one that can be tions in much the same manner as in any other
located easily on a map. An alternate to map method of survey; i. e., the angles are deter-
spotting is to select a survey control point and mined by comparing the mean pointing to one
use the surveyed coordinates. station with the mean pointing to another.

Since celestial bodies appear to be moving, the
294. Refraction technique of pointing is slightly modified. Also,

since the sun presents such a large target,When light rays pass through transparent special techniques must be employed to deter-substances of different densities the light rays
are bent. This effect is called refraction. It is mine its center.
easy to observe this effect when looking b. Vertical angles are usually larger than in
obliquely into a pond of clear water. When look- normal field operations. Consequently, errors
ing straight down into the water, the effect is in leveling can cause large errors in the hori-
not visible. Light rays are also bent, but to a zontal angles. More than normal care is re-
lesser degree, when they pass through layers or quired in leveling. The plate level should be
bodies of air at different temperatures or den- checked after each pointing on the star or sun.
sities. Refraction is still great enough, however, If the vertical angle exceeds 800 mils, leveling
to affect the angles measured. When observing becomes even more critical. Since the level vial
a star (sun), the observer's line of sight passes is perpendicular to the line of sight, leveling
through the earth's atmosphere out into space. will not require additional time.
The earth's atmosphere is composed of numer-
ous layers of air of different densities. As the starting with the initial pointing on the azi-starting with the initial pointing on the azi-
line of sight passes through each layer, it is
bent slightly. The sum of all the bending is the muth mark with the telescope reversedazimuth mark with the telescope reversed. Atvertical refraction. The effect of refraction is positions which agree are required
not visible when the observer looks straight up. for a check. The position may be started with
When the observer looks horizontally the ver- the telescope in the direct or reverse position,
tical refraction is maximum. The mean vertical
refraction correction for average conditions has refraction correction for average conditions has sitions are started with the telescope reversed.
been computed and is listed in table 1 of the Agreement between positions or sets is checked
Army Ephemeris. The probable error of this by plotting the mean horizontal angles and
correction is not too large for artillery survey vertical angles against the mean times of the
purposes. Since no correction can be made for paintings The plot should be a straight line
horizontal refraction, it is adviseable to avoid within the limits of accuracy of the instrument.
an instrument position where there is a large This plot should be made by the recorder before
variation in local temperature. the instrument operator removes his instru-

ment from the tripod.
295. Temperature

In units equipped with a thermometer, the 297. Use of the Theodolite With Solar Circle
temperature at the time of observation should for Sun Observations
be recorded. Temperature, to the nearest de- The T16 theodolite and the later model T2
gree, and the vertical angle are used to enter theodolite are equipped with a solar circle on
table la or lb of the Army Ephemeris to deter- the reticle (fig. 116). The solar circle permits
mine the refraction correction. an observer to view the sun in such a manner

that the vertical and horizontal crosslines of
296. Determining Horizontal and Vertical the instrument are directly over the center of

Angles the sun. The initial pointing on the azimuth
a. The instruments used to observe celestial mark is made with the telescope in the direct

bodies are the aiming circle, the T16 theodolite, position. The telescope is then pointed toward
or the T2 theodolite. Instructions for use of the sun. The sun is placed on the solar circle
these instruments are found in chapter 7. and tracked by using both the horizontal and
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vertical tangent screws. When the sun is nearly circle for pointing on the center of the sun. To
centered in the solar circle, the observer warns achieve measurements to the center of the sun,
the recorder by saying "Ready." At the word the observer measures the angles to one side of
"Ready," the recorder looks at his watch, get- the sun with the telescope in the direct posi-
ting the second beat in mind. The observer cen- tion and then to the other side of the sun with
ters the sun in the solar circle and announces the telescope in the reverse position (fig. 117).
"Tip." At the word "Tip," the recorder enters The resulting mean angle is the angle to the
the time in the record book. The observer checks center of the sun. This method of determining
the plate level and levels the collimation level the center of the sun is called the quadrant
bubble and then reads the vertical and horizon- method and can be used either when the sun is
tal circle readings. The recorder must have re- viewed directly through a sun filter or when
corded the time before accepting the angles. the image of the sun is projected onto a card
The telescope is then plunged, and the process held to the rear of the eyepiece of the telescope.
is repeated with the telescope in the reverse To determine the correct quadrant in which
position. With the telescope still in the reverse to place the image of the sun, the observer first
position, the final pointing is made on the azi- determines the direction the sun is moving. If
muth mark. The mean data can now be deter- the motion of the sun is through the first and
mined. third quadrants (from first to third or from

Caution: Do not view the sun directly third to first) as viewed through the telescope
through the telescope unless the sun filter or on the card, the image of the sun should be
has been affixed to the eyepiece. placed in the second and fourth quadrants. If

the motion of the sun is through the second and
fourth quadrants (from second to fourth or298. Use of Instruments Without the Solar
from fourth to second), the image of the sun
should be placed in the first and third quad-

a. The early model T2 theodolite and the rants.
aiming circle are not equipped with a solar

b. The instrument is set up over the station
selected. With the telescope in the direct po-
sition, the observer makes the initial pointing
on the azimuth mark. In those instruments
with double vertical crosslines, the quadrants
selected must be such that the double crossline
is not used. The image of the sun is placed in
the telescope so that it is in the proper quadrant
and position. When a card is used for morning
observation with the telescope in the direct
position, the disc should be in the third quad-
rant hanging on the horizontal crosshair and
slightly over the vertical crosshair.

c. Using the vertical motion, the observer
maintains the sun's image tangent to the hori-
zontal crosshair and allows the movement of
the sun to bring the sun tangent to the vertical
crosshair. The observer alerts the recorder by
calling "Ready" and announces "Tip" at the
exact moment when the image of the sun is
tangent to both crosshairs. At the word
"Ready" the recorder looks at his watch, get-

T 16 THEODOLITE ting the second beat in mind. At the word
"Tip," the recorder writes the time in the

Figure 116. T16 theodolite reticle with solar circle. record book to the nearest second. The instru-
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Telescope Direct Telescope Reversed

(I) Track with vertical motion (2) Track with horizontal motion

Figure a. Sun's actual motion on card with T-2 theodolite (AM observations )

Telescope Direct Telescope Reversed

(I) Track with horizontal motion (2) Track with vertical motion

Figure b. Sun's actual motion on card with T-2 theodolite (PM observations )

Figure 117. Method of observing to determine the mean center of the sun.

ment operator glances at the level vial to verify horizontal and vertical angles. The recorder
that the instrument is level, brings the collima- enters each angle in turn and repeats it as en-
tion level vial into adjustment, and reads the tered. The telescope is then reversed, and the
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operation is repeated in the opposite quadrant. hairs are on the center of the star. The proce-
After the reverse pointing on the sun and with dure for recording is identical with that used
the telescope still in the reverse position, the for observations on the sun as described in
instrument is turned to the azimuth mark and paragraphs 297 and 298.
the horizontal and vertical angles are read and
recorded. The mean of the direct and reverse 300. Approximate Azimuth
pointings are the horizontal and vertical angles
to the center of the sun. The approximate azimuth to the azimuth

mark is required by the computer to determine
299. Stellar Observations the proper quadrant for the computed azimuth

and to provide a check against gross blunders.
Stellar observations are made by pointing The approximate azimuth is normally measured

the intersection of the horizontal and vertical with an M2 compass. An intelligent estimate
crosslines at the star. Both the horizontal and by the instrument operator will suffice if the
vertical motions are used. In the final refining M2 compass is not available.
of the pointing, it is best to maintain the hori-
zontal crosshair on the star while allowing the
movement of the star to bring the vertical 301. Geographic Coordinates of the Observ-
crosshair in alinement. The observer alerts the ing Station
recorder by calling "Ready" and announces The geographic coordinates (latitude and
"Tip" when the vertical and horizontal cross- longitude) of the observing station must be
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Figure 118. Recorder's notes for observations on the sun.
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known for the hour-angle method of computing known, the geographic coordinates must be
an astronomic azimuth. The latitude of the determined by conversion of the grid coord-
station must be known for the altitude method. inates (ch. 16).
For both methods, it is desirable to know the c. If the geographic coordinates cannot begeographic coordinates for the computation of

~converg~ence.~ ~determined by any means, azimuth cannot be
convergence, determined by the altitude or hour-angle meth-

a. If the geographic coordinates of the sta- od of computing an astronomic azimuth.
tion are not known, they are determined, if
possible, by measuring from a large-scale map. 302. Recording Field Data
If the grid coordinates of the station are All data will be recorded for each station, re-
known, they should be used to accurately plot gardless of the method of computation. This
the location of the station on the map. If the provides a means of checking the accuracy of
grid coordinates of the station are not known, the field data against gross blunders. Figures
the location of the station must be plotted on 118 through 120 give examples of field notes for
the map by careful map inspection. astronomic observations. Readings should be

b. If the geographic coordinates of the sta- made and recorded to 0.001 mil for the T2 theo-
tion are not known and a large-scale map is not dolite, to 0.1 mil for the T16 theodolite, and to
available but the accurate grid coordinates are 0.5 mil for the aiming circle.
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Figure 119. Recorder's notes for observations on the star Deneb.
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Section IV. SELECTION OF STAR AND METHOD OF COMPUTATION

303. General covered and it becomes necessary to select an-

The artillery surveyor must select a star methods of selection must be used.
(sun) and method of computation which will
give the best results in the time available. In b. As the earth rotates on its axis, the ap-
this section an outline of the basic principles to parent path of each star is a circe centered on
be considered in making the selection is given. the pole. The apparent rate of motion of each
The survey officer must be so familiar with star along its path is constant. This motion can
these principles that the selection of the best be divided into horizontal motion, called the
star and method will be automatic. change in azimuth per second, and vertical mo-

tion called the change in altitude per second.
When the star crosses the observer's meridian,

304. Selection of Star its horizontal motion is maximum and there is
a. During daylight hours, the only star no vertical motion. When the declination of the

visibl e is the sun and selection of the sun is star is greater than the observer's latitude,
automatic. At night, when survey operations there will be two points on the apparent path
are conducted northline of the basic principles to parent path of each star where it is a moving tangent to the

of latitude 60,in making the selection of Polaris should line of sight, all of the apparent motion is veah-
be automatic. In the event that Polaris is cloud tical. At all other times, the rate of change of
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azimuth must be considered against the change Using the template as instructed in c above,
in altitude, called rate throughout this para- identify the visible stars and note whether they
graph. fall within the area desired. Select the star that

is most nearly in the best area. The worst pos-c. Field use of the concept in 6 above has sible star is a star near the meridian on thebeen simplified. The curves corresible star is a star near the meridian on thebeen simplified. The curves corresponding to
rates of motion of 0, 0.5, 1.0, and 3.0 have been southern horizon as such a star ha a change in
computed and drawn on plates for each of the star may be used to obtain a fifth-order a
templates of the star identifier (para 306) used
by most field units. Appendix V shows these

for computation by the altitude method are alsoplates to scale. To use the plates, place the for computation by the altitude method are also
template corresponding to the latitude over the angle method.
plate in the appendix and trace the curve for
the working rate on the template. A sharp g. When the aiming circle is used in astro-
grease pencil will give a clear curve. The areas nomic observations, the vertical angle cannot be
between the curves are labeled as shown in (I) measured as accurately as with the theodolite
through (4) below. The dotted line indicates and a similar rate is required to obtain the
a rate of zero. same accuracy. For example, if the rate is 1.0

(1) Area A. Stars in this area have a rate and the vertical angle has a probable error
between 0 and 0.5. They are the best (PE) of 1.0 mil, there will be a probable error
stars for use in observation and of 1.0 mil in the azimuth. But if the rate is 0.5,
should be selected unless this altitude an error of 1.0 mil in the vertical angle will
is too high. introduce an error of only 0.5 mil in the azi-

(2) Ar-ea B. Stars in this area have a rate muth. For this reason, unless the star has a
between 0.5 and 1.0. Fourth-order azi- very small rate, the hour-angle method must be
muth can be obtained from these stars used with the aiming circle.
using reasonable care.

(3) Area C. Stars in this area have a rate 305. Star Identification With Star Chart
between 1.0 and 3.0. Fifth-order azi-bemuth caween 1.0be obtained from Fifth-ordese stars Astronomic observations for azimuth require
muth can be obtained from these stars that the personnel engaged in performing the
(4) Ai-eaD.Starsoinablescarea havevery fieldwork be capable of readily locating and

(4lArea r. Stars. in this area have very identifying any of the stars listed in the Army
large rates. If it becomes necessary Ephemeris. These stars can be identified byto use a star appearing in this area,
the azimuth must be computed by the using either the star chart or the star identifier

thour-azimuth mumethod. beyhe or both. The world star chart (fig. 121) shows
most of the brighter stars in the heavens. All

d. The area above 60' altitude is blank be- the stars listed in the Army Ephemeris are
cause stars in this area should not be used. shown, as,well as many others which aid the

observer in locating these stars. The approxi-e. It is suggested that only the curves con- mate right ascension and declination can betaining the area of immediate interest be traced mate right ascension and declination can be
obtained from this chart or can be used ason the template, since the full set of curves may arguments to enter the chart

be confusing. To obtain a fourth-order azimuth,
experienced operators may use the area marked
"B" and altitudes as high as 1,000 mils (600). Figure 121. World star chart.
Less experienced operators should choose the (Located in back of manual)
area marked "A" and altitude below 800 mils
(45°). For fifth-order work, areas marked
"A", "B" and "C" may be used. a. Proficiency in star identification is usually

based on a working knowledge of the constella-
f. When Polaris. is blocked by a cloud cover, tions (star groups) and their relative loca-

many of the better stars will also be cloud tions. Starting with such familiar constellations
covered. Select the best star from those visible. as Orion (a kite-shaped figure on the celestial
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equator visible during the winter months) or proximate true azimuth and altitude to each
Ursa Major (the Big Dipper), anyone should given star. (It can also be used to identify stars
soon be able to lead himself from constellation of which the approximate true azimuth and
to constellation across the sky. If, for example, altitude are known.) All stars shown on the
one follows the arc of the Big Dipper, it will star identifier are listed in table 9, Alphabetical
lead him directly to the star Arcturus and Star List, in the Army Ephemeris. The star
eventually to Spica in the constellation Virgo. identifier consists of a base and 10 templates.
Also, the end stars in the bucket of the Big Dip- Nine templates are used in star identification.
per (Dubhe and Merak, fig. 121) will lead the One template with moon and planet data is not
observer directly to Leo. These two stars are used in artillery survey. A template is fur-
often referred to as the pointers, since they are nished for each 10" difference in latitude from
the most common means used to locate Polaris, 5° through 85 °. One side of each template,
the North Star, when followed in the opposite marked "N," is used for the given latitude in
direction from Leo. Figure 121, however, does the Northern Hemisphere. The other side,
not make this apparent because of distortion in marked "S," is used for the same latitude in the
the polar areas. Unfortunately, star charts, Southern Hemisphere. The template con-
like maps, must be printed on flat sheets of structed for the latitude nearest the latitude of
paper, and the relative positions of some stars the observer must be used. To use the star
are bound to be disturbed on the world star identifier-
chart. Except for the stars near the celestial a: Select the proper template and correctly
equator, the distortions on the world star chart place it on the appropriate side of the base.
are greater than they would be on a hemisphere
star chart, but the world star chart is very use- b. Determine the orientation angle as fol-
ful because the declinations and right ascen- lows:
sions are shown graphically. The star chart (I) Estimate the watch time at which the
indicates the relative positions of the stars as observations are to begin.
viewed in the sky. (2) Determine the orientation angle,

using DA Form 6-21.
b. First efforts should be concentrated on

learning a half dozen stars in each 6 hours of c. Set the arrow on the template over the
the right ascension, which would be useful for
observing on or near the prime vertical or as d. Read the approximate true azimuth and
east and west stars. For instance, several stars the approximate altitude of any star on the
just east of the constellation Orion form a base that is within the observer's field of
large pentagon with Canis Minor (Procyon) vision.
near the center. The stars are rated in order of e. Orient the star identifier so that the
brightness from first magnitude to fifth magni- pointer on the template is pointing approxi-
tude. Fifth-magnitude stars are the dimmest mately toward true south. The stars will then
stars that are ordinarily visible without a tele- appear at the approximate altitudes read from
scope. On the star chart, the magnitude is the star identifier; the approximate azimuth
indicated by conventional signs which are also to the star is as read from the star identifier
shown in the Army Ephemeris. When the loca- in the Northern Hemisphere or is equal to the
tions of Castor, Pollux, Regulus, Alphard, and azimuth read from the star identifier minus
Sirius in this part of the heavens are known, 1800 in the Southern Hemisphere.
it is easy to learn the locations of other stars
coming up from the east, as the night or season f. Figure 123 shows the entries made on DA
advances. Form 6-21 for determining data in finding

and identifying stars. Instructions for the
use of the form are contained on the reverse

306. Star Identifier side of the form (fig. 124).
The star identifier (fig. 122) is issued to all

artillery units that are issued a theodolite. It 307. Selection of Computation Method
assists in locating stars by providing the ap- There are four methods of computing astro-
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Figure 122. Star identifier.

All involve a solution of the PZS triangle- The This method is only slightly faster than the

up the answer in the Army Ephemeris. it is the

fastest method. The altitude hour-angle method PZS trianglie and is the most time consuming

involves the law of sines, which is simple and of the methods available.
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COMPUTATION AHD INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE WITH STAR IDENTIFIER
ZONE S LATID ' LONGITUDE *; STAT

SCNEWLER I SIIULE 2 CEOI 3 SCEDL 4

I PRULCTED LOCAL DATE /AS9SRA '

IP RESELECTED WATCH TIME .2 00 2

3LOCITUoT OP STATION EAST _ 1+ + +_

A ONGITUDE OP CENTRAL MIERIIXAN EAST - - 4
_ (FRO T AE. I I OD RVE"RSE) WEST+

_ ALGEBRAIC SUN (3) Ain + + +

SETTING rFOR ON LOCAL DATE C
IROTALE IION REVERSE)

CORRECTION TO 4(6 10R WATCH TIUE
(RO TABLE LII ON RE1.VERSE11

* (6)) + +

IREPEAT (S) -

. ALGE .. AIC WS. (,) A ) (± + ±)

_' .lB, I) 36o I _ __

TO 34r REPEAT (I0
AORE TNAN 10) 360

I O.IE.TATIO AMIGLE. 17

SET POINTER OF APPROPRIATETEMPLATE ON ORIENTATION ANGLE (SEE GUIDE ON REVERSE)

_I APEX AZIMTH O ST.AR I3

_a COIERT (I) TO UL s iL NECESSAR Y

IS r At.nLTlTUDE o STAX

' COMlFERT (IS) TO SS. IP NEaESSAIRY

2 NA OP STAR

3 APE
B
x AZIUTH OF STAR 12

_. CONVERT (13) M.LS. PF NECESSARY . , I

PrX ALTITUDE oP SAR 32
I_ CONTET II5) TO ULS IFr ECESSARY

II APEX AIMUT OF STAR l I 1 1
I1 CONVERT (13) TO MILL. P NECESSARY_ COIVE*T (I)I TO ILL Ir CESSARY I

"1 APEX AZITO TH 1 O SA I *1

I COVERT (1i) TO WI. r "EcaESSRY S

I1 CO"VERT IS
"

)
"

TO HS. CESSARY I

DC , / _E . |, EE 2l ,0 / Or / ,E, W..

DA1 , 56 6- 21 PREIOUS EI01110 OF TI 'ORS Fr OSOLETE.

Figure 125. Entries made on front of DA Form 6-21.
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EESULT
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Figure 124. Instructions for use of DA Form 6-21.
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a. If Polaris is observed, the Polaris method 311. The form is designed for fifth-order work
should be used. For any other star (sun), a and combines all four methods of computation.
quick inspection of the field data will determine The formulae to be used are shown on the back
if the rate of change. in azimuth against the of the form. When used with the five-place
rate of change in altitude is suitable for a com- logarithms in the back of the Army Ephemeris,
putation involving altitude. If the rate is 1.0 the new form should reduce computation time
or less, one of the altitude methods should be by about one-half. The principal time-saving
used. If the rate is 3.0 or less and a fifth-order feature of the form is that at least three sets
azimuth only is desired, an altitude method of observations are meaned so that only one
may still be used. If the vertical angle is computation is required. The mean horizontal
suspected to be of poor quality, an altitude and vertical angles of the available sets are
method should not be used. If time is accurate plotted against the mean time of observation to
to 1 second and the rate is such that an altitude guard against erroneous field data. The de-
method can be used, the altitude hour-angle parture from a straight line should not exceed
method should be used. Avoid the altitude hour- 1.0 mil. If, after plotting the observations,
angle method if the approximate azimuth is three sets do not form a straight line within
within 200 mils of due east or west. In all other the prescribed tolerance, it will be necessary
cases, the hour-angle method must be used. to compute all observed sets individually to
As the rate of change of azimuth against determine which are erroneous. DA Forms 6-
altitude starts to increase, it changes rapidly 10, 6-10a, and 6-11 are used for individual
and the altitude method will fail completely if computation of three similar sets when the
the rate of change becomes too large. The computation of the mean values cannot be used.
rate of change in azimuth against the rate of Use of these forms is discussed in paragraphs
change in time increases more slowly, and a 312 and 313
reasonable azimuth can always be obtained by
the hour-angle method.

b. A rapid computation form (DA Form 308. Comparison of Methods
2973) is shown in figure 125. The use of this Table III summarizes a comparison of the
form will be discussed in paragraphs 310 and computation methods.

Table III. Comparison of Compultation Methods

Elemant Polaris Altitude-hour- Altitude Hour-angle
methd nle method method angle method

Horizontal angle ___ Required for all methods. Probable error of horizontal angle should be only a small
portion of allowed error.

Vertical angle ----- Not required PE of observed vertical angle plus 1/300th Not required
of astronomic refraction correction multi-
plied by rate of change in azimuth against
rate of change in altitude must not exceed
0.08 mil for 4th-order accuracy, 0.15 mil

,for 5th-order accuracy, or 1.0 mil for
1:500 accuracy.

Time -- -------- -1 min ±1 sec +5 min ±1 see
(nearest day for

stars)
Temperature _----- Not required ±10 F _ -10' F Not required
Latitude __-___- -- +1° Not required -15 see -15 see

(vertical angle (about 400 m) (about 400 m)
may be used)

Longitude ___. + 15 min -15 sec +-1 --15 sec
(about 20 km) (about 80 knm)
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a. The accuracy requirements shown in table vertical angles. The rate of change in azimuth
III for latitude and longitbde are based on the against the rate of change in altitude may be
accuracy requirements for the astronomic com- obtained from the plates in appendix V which
putation. It would be necessary to know the show the areas of different rates. Rate of
latitude and longitude within about 100 meters change of 0.5 is used for stars in area A, 1.0
or ±2 seconds to compute convergence from is used for stars in area B, and 3.0 is used for
geographic coordinates. The UTM coordinates, stars in area C. If the observations have
if known within 100 meters, may be used for already been completed, an inspection of the
computing convergence. observed field data will quickly yield a more

accurate value for the rate (the change inb. The statement pertaining to vertical angle
horizontal angle divided by the change inapplies to both the altitude and the altitude vertical angle). In most field problems, this
vertical angle). In most field problems, this

hour-angle methods. The probable error of the inspection will only be of interest in deciding
observed vertical angle is an estimate of the whether it is necessary to improve the azimuth
surveyor based on the instrument used and the determination by reobserving. The survey
experience of the operator. Since the probable officer may quickly select the method of com-
error is an estimate, I/.,,th of the vertical re- putation from table III which will give the
fraction need be added only for very small best answer from the data available.

Section V. ASTRONOMIC COMPUTATIONS

309. General precomputed azimuth of Polaris for any hour
angle. There is no requirement for accurateThe artillery surveyor may use any one of te he is ea ientf te
time, and the star is easy to identify. The

four methods to compute an azimuth by astro- formla for using table 12 is given below the
nomic observations. The four methods are the table. DA Form 2973 is used for the Polaris
Polaris method, the altitude hour-angle method, method. To compute azimuth by the Polaris
the altitude method, and the hour-angle method. thod, proceed a foll
The four methods are discussed in detail in
paragraphs 310 through 313. DA Form 6-11 a. Fill in the heading and transfer the ob-
or DA Form 2973 is used to compute azimuth served horizontal angle and time of observation
by the altitude method; DA Form 6-10, DA for each set from the field notebook to the
Form 6-10a, or DA Form 2973, by the hour- form. Mean the times of observations and mean
angle method. The computations for the Polaris the horizontal angles. Apply the watch correc-
and altitude hour-angle methods can be per- tion (item 2) and the time zone correction
formed only on DA form 2973. DA Forms 6-10, (item 3) and add algebraically to the mean
6-10a, and 6-11 are used when each set of ob- time to obtain the Greenwich mean time
servations must be computed individually. The (GMT) of observation and enter the GMT in
advantage of individually computing each set item 4. Obtain the sidereal time of Oh Green-
is that a bad set which is not recognized as wich from table 2 of the Army Ephemeris and
bad before computation can be detected and enter it in item 9; obtain the sidereal time
rejected. The disadvantage is that individual correction for the GMT from table 4 of the
computations are time consuming. When DA Army Ephemeris and enter it in item 10.
Form 2973 is used, a bad set is detected by Convert the longitude of time units (hours,
plotting the observed horizontal and vertical minutes, and seconds) by dividing the longitude
angles against the times of observations. The by 15. Enter this in item 11; use the plus sign
computations are then performed on the mean (+) if in west longitude and the minus sign
values of all good sets. This reduces the corn- (-) if in east longitude. Add items 4, 9, 10,
puting time by about one-half. and 11 to obtain the local sidereal time (LST).

Enter the LST in item 12.
310. The Polaris Method b. Enter table 12 of the Army Ephemeris

Table 12 of the Army Ephemeris gives the with the LST and obtain b,,, the approximate
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azimuth of Polaris in minutes of arc. Enter the Omit items 19 through 25 as the latitude is not
b, in item 86. In the same column of table 12 used. The longitude must be converted to mils.
of the Army Ephemeris, obtain b, and b,, the Use table 5 in the Army Ephemeris and items
two small corrections for latitude and the 26 through 33 on the form for the conversion.
month of the year respectively. Enter b, and b2 The declination is required in mils. If the sun
in items 87 and 88, respectively. The negative is observed, use table 2 in the Army Ephemeris
sign is used in the table to indicate that azi- and items 37 through 47 for the interpolation.
muth is west of north. Enter the sum of b0, b,, If a star is observed, use table 10b in the Army
and b, in item 89. Place the log of this sum in Ephemeris. Enter the log cosine of the declina-
item 90. Enter the log of the conversion factor tion in item 81. If the sun is observed, use items
for minutes of arc to mils in item 91. Enter the 5 through 8 to obtain the Greenwich hour angle
colog cosine of the latitude in item 92. Enter (GHA). The 12-hour correction required to
the sum of the logs in item 93. Enter the antilog change to hour angle is introduced in item 8.
of item 93, which is the azimuth of Polaris in To convert the Greenwich hour angle to mils,
mils, in item 94, retaining the sign of item 86. complete items 13 through 18 by entering table
Enter 6,400 mils plus the azimuth of Polaris 5 of the Army Ephemeris, using item 8 as an
(item 94) in item 95. Enter the mean argument. Transfer the longitude in mils from
horizontal angles in item 96. Subtract the mean item 33 to item 16 and add items 13 through 16
horizontal angle from item 95 to obtain the algebraically to obtain the local hour angle
azimuth to the azimuth mark. Enter the azi- (LHA) in mils. Enter the local hour angle in
muth to the azimuth mark in item 97. A sample item 17. The local hour angle in mils is 't"
computation is shown in figure 125. in the formula and should be subtracted from

6,400 if it is greater than 3,200 mils. Enter the
311. The Altitude-Hour Angle Method final result in item 18. Obtain the log sine of

item 18 and enter it in item 80. Figure 126This method of computing azimuth is new to
the artillery. It is a faster method than either shows computations by the altitude hourangle
the altitude or the hour-angle method. When
using this method, one cannot determine the b. If a star is observed, the procedure for
quadrant in which the star lies, and this method determining the local hour angle is slightly
should not be used for observing on due east or different. Use items 9 through 12 to determine
due west stars. The approximate azimuth must the GHA instead of items 5 through 8. Obtain
be accurate enough to determine the quadrant. the sidereal time for Oh of the date in table 2
DA Form 2973 is used for the altitude hour- of the Army Ephemeris and enter it in item 9.
angle method. To compute azimuth by the Obtain the correction to the mean time interval
altitude hour-angle method, proceed as follows: for the Greenwich time from table 4 of the

Army Ephemeris and enter it in item 10.
a. Fill in the heading on the form and trans- Obtain the right ascension for the star from

fer the mean observed data for each set from table 10 of the Army Ephemeris and enter it
the field notebook to the form. Plot the mean in item 11. Add item 4 and items 9 through 11
horizontal angles for the sets against the algebraically and enter the sum, which is the
mean times of observations. Reject any set GHA for the star, in item 12. The procedure
which does not plot within 1.0 mil of a straight for converting the GHA to mils when a star is
line. Plot the vertical angles in the same observed is the same as that when the sun is
manner and use the same rejection limit. Mean observed except that items 13 through 15 are
the remaining sets to obtain one mean time of used for a star. Correct the mean observed
observation, one mean horizontal angle, and vertical angle for refraction. Record the true
one mean vertical angle. Correct the mean vertical angle in item 36. Obtain the colog
observed vertical angle for parallax and re- cosine and enter it in item 82.
fraction in items 34 and 35. Record the true
vertical angle in item 36. Obtain the colog c. The altitude hour-angle method block now
cosine and enter in item 82. Compute the contains all data necessary for the computation.
Greenwich mean time, using items 1 through 4. For fifth-order or lower accuracy, some time
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will be saved if'the five-place logs in table 14 in p = polar distance of the star (sun);
the Army Ephemeris are used. For fifth-order Lat= latitude of the station;
accuracy, it is better to make a rough inter- h = true altitude of the sun (star).
polation to 0.1 mil. The colog cosine in item 82
is obtained by subtracting the log cosine from DA Form 6-1 is used to determine the
10.0. Each digit is mentally subtracted from 9 astronomic azimuth of the sun (star) by
and the result is entered in item 82. The sum solving this formula through the use of
of the two log sines and the colog cosine is logarithms. Figure 128 shows computations by
entered in item 83. The angle the sine of which the altitude method, using the sun and the
is equal to this sum is the bearing angle and sample field notes in figure 118. Figure 129
is entered in item 84. The bearing angle is "B" shows computations by the altitude method,
in the formula. The bearing angle may be using Deneb, and the sample field notes in
either east or west from either the north or the figure 119. To solve the formula by use of DA
south pole. By inspection of the approximate Form 6-11, proceed as follows:
azimuth, the proper quadrant may be deter- (1) Enter the station data which includes:
mined unless the azimuth is too near due east (a) Latitude of the station.
or west. The bearing angle "B" is then reduced (b) Longitude of the station.
to an azimuth "A" (by subtracting it from or (c) Approximate azimuth to the azi-
adding it to 3,200 or subtracting if from 6,400, muth mark.
as required) and entered in item 85. Figure (d) Local data.
127 shows computations by the altitude hour- (e) Name or description of the azimuth
angle method, using the star Deneb. mark.

(f) Name of occupied station.
312. The Altitude Method (g) Temperature.

(h) Name of the computer.Computations of astronomic azimuth by the () Name of the computer.
(i) Name of the checker.altitude method can be performed on either DA (j) Notebook reference

Form 6-11 or on the new rapid computation (k) Area name (if available) of the
form, DA Form 2973. DA Form 6-11 is used area in which the fieldwork was
to compute the sets individually and to compare completed.
the resulting azimuths to determine if a set (1) A sketch of the survey involved.
contains erroneous data. DA Form 2973 is
used to compare the data. frorm all sets (2) From the field notebook, enter the fol-used to compare the data from all sets

graphically to detect erroneous field data; the (a) On line 1, enter the mean watch
computations are then made by using the mean time of observation.
data of all remaining sets.data of all remaining sets. (b) On line 2, enter the watch correc-

a. Instructions for the use of DA Form 6-11 tion.
are on the back of the form; the portion labeled (c) On line 7, enter the mean vertical
"limitations" is obsolete. Several formulas can angle measured to the sun (star).
be used for the solution of a spherical triangle (d) On line 36, enter the mean horizon-
the three sides of which are known; however, tal angle measured from the azi-

muth mark to the sun (star).the formula selected for artillery survey use
is: (3) Use lines 1 through 6 to compute the

Greenwich mean time of observation.
Cos ¼1/ A =/Cos s Cos (s-p) GMT is required as an argument for

Cos Lat Cos h entering table 2 in the Army Ephe-
Where A = astronomic azimuth of the sun meris to obtain the declination of the

(star) measured east or west of sun. This computation may be omit-
the observer's meridian; ted if the celestial body is a star.

s = _, sum of polar distance, latitude, The Greenwich date may differ from
and true altitude. the local date. Follow the rules at the
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bottom of the form. The time zone angle measured from the north pole
correction (line 4) may be determined to the sun (star). If this angle is
from table 1 in paragraph 287 or measured to the east, the value of the
computed as discussed in paragraph angle is the azimuth of the sun (star).
287. If this angle is measured to the west,

(4) Use lines 7 through 11 to compute the its value must be subtracted from
value of "h," or the true altitude of 6,400 mils (3600) to determine the azi-
the sun (star). Correct the observed muth of the sun (star).
vertical angle for refraction. Correct (11) On lines .35 through 37, determine the
for parallax only if the sun is ob- astronomic azimuth from the occupied
served. station to the azimuth mark by sub-

tracting the measured mean horizon-(5) Use lines 12 through 15 to compute tal angle from the azimuth of the sunthe value of "p," or the polar dis-
tance, by subtracting the declination (star).
of the celestial body from 1,600 mils b. The same formula is used to compute azi-
(90°). If the sun is observed, per- muth by the altitude method, on DA Form
form an auxiliary computation on the 2973 as is used on DA Form 6-11. Table 14
back of the form to determine the (five-place logarithms) in the Army Ephemeris
apparent declination. If a star is ob- may be used instead of TM 6-230 or TM 6-231
served, obtain the apparent declina- to increase the speed of computations but with
tion from the Army Ephemeris in some sacrifice in accuracy. When DA Form
mils or degrees, depending on how "h" 2973 is used, field data are plotted on the form
is expressed. and erroneous data is rejected prior to com-

(6) On lines 16 and 17, add the values of putation. If possible, the validity of the data
"h" and "p" as part of the value of should be determined before the instrument is
"s." taken down in case another set may be re-

quired. All remaining sets are meaned prior
(7) On line 18, enter the latitude of the to computation, and only the mean values are

occupied station. Latitude is ordinar- used. This reduces computation time by about
ily expressed in degrees, minutes, and one-half of that required for DA Form 6-11.
seconds. If the true altitude (h) is Figure 130 shows computations by the alti-
in degrees, this latitude may be en- tude method, using the sun and the field data
tered on line 18 without change. If in figure 118. Figure 131 shows computations
the true altitude is in mils, an auxil- by the altitude method, using the star Deneb,
iary computation must be performed and the field data in figure 119. To solve the
on the back of the form to convert the formula by use of DA Form 2973, proceed as
latitude to mils. Use the conversion follows:
table in TM's 6-230 and 6-231 or
table 5 in the Army Ephemeris. (1) Enter the station data which includes:

(a) Local date.
(8) Use lines 19 and 20 to compute the (b) Name or description of the azimuth

value of s by adding lines 17 (h + p) mark.
and 18 (Lat) and dividing the sum (c) Approximate azimuth to the azi-

muth mark.
(9) Use lines 21 and 22 to compute the (d) Name of occupied station.

value of s - p. (e) Temperature.

(10) On lines 23 throuth 24, solve, with the (f) Latitude of the station (above item
use of logarithms, the value of A. 19).
Use TM 6-230 (six-place logarithms) (g) Longitude of the station (above
or TM 6-231 (seven-place logarithms) item 26).
for three computations. "A" is the (h) A sketch of the survey.
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(2) From the field notebook, enter the fol- of a spherical triangle when two sides and the
lowing field data for each set: included angle are known are:

(a) Mean watch time of observation. tan 1/2 (A+q) =cos 1 (Lat-Dec) cot 1/2 t
(b) Mean horizontal angle.
(c) Mean vertical angle. sin (Lat+Dec)

tan t/', (A--q) = sin 1/: (Lat-Dec) cot l/: t
(3) Add the mean values of the sets,

divide the sum by the number of sets cos 1/2 (Lat+Dec)
used, and enter the mean of each value where A = astronomic azimuth of the sun
in item 1. (star) measured east or west of

(4) Use items I through 4 to compute the the observer's meridian;
GMT and Greenwich date. GMT is q = parallactic angle (cancels out in
not required when observing a star. computations);

(5) Ignore or cross out items 5 through Lat--latitude of the station;
18, as they are not required when Dec = declination of the star or appar-
computing by the altitude method. rent declination of the sun;

(6) In items 19 through 25, convert the t = hour angle (less than 12") of the
latitude from degrees, minutes, and sun (star).
seconds to mils. Figure 132 shows a computation on DA Form

(7) Ignore or cross out items 26 through 6-10 by the hour-angle method, using the sun

33, as they are not required when and the sample field notes in figure 118. Fig-
computing by the altitude method. ure 133 shows computations on DA Form 6-

10a, using the star Deneb and the sample field
(8 ) In9items 34 throgh 6, eterinethe notes in figure 119. To solve the formulas by
value of h. use of DA Forms 6-10 and 6-10a, proceed as

(9) In items 37 through 47, determine the follows:
apparent declination of the sun. These
apparent declination of the sun. These (1) Enter the station data. The same in-

items are used only when observing formation is required as on DA Form
the sun and may be ignored or crossed

6-11 (para 312a(1)) except that theout when observing a star temperature is not required.

(10) Use items 64 through 79 to compute (2) From the field notebook, enter the fol-
the value of A. Note that cologs, as
well as logarithms, are used. Cologs !owing field data:

(a) 0n line 1, enter the mean watch
are determined by subtracting the log- time of observation.

arithms from 10.0. (b) On line 2, enter the watch correc-
(11) Use Items 95 through 97 to compute tion.

the final azimuth from the occupied (c) On line 40, enter the mean horizon-
station to the azimuth mark by sub- tal angle measured from the azi-
tracting the mean horizontal angle muth mark to the sun (star).
from the azimuth of the sun or star. (3) Use lines I through 6 to compute the

Greenwich mean time of observation.
313. The Hour-Angle Method Use the same procedures as discussed

Computations of astronomic azimuth by the in paragraph 312a(3). Note the value
hour-angle method can be performed on DA of line 5 and follow the rules at the
Form 6-10 when the sun is observed, DA Form bottom of the form. The Greenwich
6-10a when a star is observed, or DA Form date is used to enter table 2 or table
2973 when either the sun or a star is observed. 10 of the Army Ephemeris.

a. Instructions for the use of DA Forms 6-10 (4) Use lines 6 through 16 to determine
and 6-10a are on the back of the forms. The the value of 1/2 t, or the hour angle
formulas used on these forms for the solution of the sun (star). The procedure for
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determining this value depends on the table 4 of the Army Ephemeris us-
celestial body observed, hence the dif- ing GMT as an argument.
ferences in DA Form 6-10 and DA 3. On line 9, add lines 6, 7, and 8. This
Form 6-10a. The procedure on both value is Greenwich sidereal time.
forms starts with the value of GMT 4. On line 10, enter the right ascen-
and evolves to the local hour angle sion which is extracted from table
(LHA). 10 or 11 of the Army Ephemeris,

(a) To determine the hour angle of the using the star number and Green-
sun on DA Form 6-10, proceed as wich date.
follows: 5. On line 11, subtract line 10 from

1. On line 7, enter the equation of line 9. This value is the Greenwich
time at Oh which is extracted from hour angle.
the Army Ephemeris by using the 6. On line 12, convert GHA to mils of
Greenwich date (line 6). arc. Perform the computation on

2. On line 8, algebraically add lines 6 the back of the form.
and 7. 7. On line 13, convert longitude to

3. On line 9, enter the correction to mils. Perform the computation on
the equation of time at GMT. The the back of the form.
correction is read from table 2, us- 8. On line 14, algebraically add lines
ing the daily change from table 2 12 and 13. This value is the local
and the GMT. hour angle of the star. It must be

4. On line 10, algebraically add lines 8 less than 3,200 mils.
and 9. This value is the Greenwich
apparent time (GAT). (5) On line 17, enter the value of the lati-

5. On line 11, change GAT to Green- tude of the station in mils. To con-
wich hour angle (GHA) by add- vert the latitude from degrees to mils,
ing or subtracting 12 hours. The perform an auxiliary computation on
final total must be less than 12 the back of the form.
hours after the longitude correc- (6) On line 18, enter the value of the dec-
tion is applied. lination of the star or sun. Declina-

6. On line 12, convert GHA to mils of tion of a star is extracted from table
arc. Perform the conversion com- 10 or 11 in the Army Ephemeris. Ap-
putation on the back of the form. parent declination of the sun is com-

7. On line 13, convert longitude which puted on the back of DA Form 6-10
is expressed in degrees, to mils. by using table 2 in the Army Ephe-
Perform the conversion computa- meris.
tion on the back of the form. (7) Use lines 19 and 20 to determine the

8. On line 14, algebraically add lines value of '1/ (Lat+Dec) by adding
12 and 13. This value is the local lines 17 and 18 and dividing the sum
hour angle of the sun. It must be by 2.
less than 3,200 mils. (8) Use lines 21 through 24 to determine

(b) To determine the hour angle of a the value of 1/2 (Lat-Dec) by sub-
star on DA Form 6-10a, proceed as tracting line 22 from line 21 and
follows: dividing the result by 2.

1. On line 7, enter the sidereal time
value for Oh which is extracted from (9) Use lines 25 through 30 to solve, with

table 2 of the Army Ephemeris by the use of logarithms, the value of the

using the Greenwich date (line 6). angle 1/2 (A+q).
2. On line 8, enter the correction to (10) Use lines 31 through 36 to solve, with

the sidereal time for a partial day. the use of logarithms, the value of the
The correction is extracted from angle 1/2 (A-q).
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(11) Use lines 36 through 38 to solve the lines. The sidereal time at Oh (item
value of "A" by adding algebraically 9) is obtained from table 2 of the
lines 36 and 37. Note that the value Army Ephemeris for the Greenwich
"q" cancels out here. "A" is the angle date. The sidereal correction to the
measured east or west from the north Greenwich mean time (item 10) is
pole to the sun (star). obtained from table 4. The right as-

(12) Use lines 39 through 41 to compute cension is obtained from table 10 and
the astronomic azimuth from the oc- is entered in item 11 with a negative
cupied station to the azimuth mark. sign. The sum of items 4, 9, 10, and
Follow the instructions contained in 11 is entered as item 12 and is the
line 39. Subtract line 40 from line 39 GHA of the star.
to obtain the astronomic azimuth to (5) Use items 13 through 18 to compute
the azimuth mark. the value of "t" in mils by using the

GHA in item 8 or 12. Use table 5 of
b. The formulas used when computing astro- Army Ephemeris and enter the valuenomic azimuth by the hour-angle method on

DA Form 2973 are the same as those used on in mils for the hours, minutes, and
DA Forms 6-10 and 6-10a. Figure 134 shows seconds of GHA. The longitude is
computations on DA Form 2973 by the hour- converted to mils in items 26 through
angle method, using the sun and the field data 33 and is entered in item 16.
in figure 118. Figure 135 shows computations (6) In items 19 through 25, convert the
on DA Form 2973 by the hour-angle method, latitude from degrees, minutes, and
using the star Deneb and the field data in fig- seconds to mils.
ure 119. To solve the formulas by use of DA
Form 2973, proceed as follows: (7) In items 26 through 33, convert the

(1) Enter the station data and the mean longitude from degrees, minutes, and
values of each set aid determine the seconds to mils.
mean of all sets as discussed in para- (8) Ignore or cross out items 34 through
graph 312b(1), (2), and (3). 36, as they are not required in the

(2) Use items I through 4 to compute the hour-angle method.
GMT and Greenwich date. Item 4 is (9) In items 37 through 47, determine the
the algebraic sum of the mean ob- apparent declination of the sun. These
served time (item 1), the watch cor- items are used only when observing
rection (item 2), and the time zone the sun and may be ignored or crossed
correction (item 3) plus or minus 24
hours if required to make the total out when observing a star. GMT is
positive and less than 24 hours. The
24 hours, if used, represent 1 day bor- through 39. The daily change is ob-
rowed or added to the local date to tained from table 2 of the Army Eph-
obtain the Greenwich time. emeris and is entered in item 40. The

logarithms of items 39 and 40 are
(3) Use items 5 through 8 to compute the logarithm of the number

GHA of the sun. If observing a star, ,oh na , of minutes in a day (which appearsignore or cross out these lines. The
ignore oor Ocross out these nes. The in the form of a constant). The anti-equation of time for Oh is obtained log of the resulting sum is added tofrom table 2 of the Army Ephemeris,

and the interpolation for GMT is ob- the declination for the date to obtain
tained from table 3. the declination at the time of ob-

servation.
(4) Use items 9 through 12 to compute

the GHA of a star. If observing the (10) Use items 48 through 63 to compute
the sun, ignore or cross out these the value of "A." Note that cologs,
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as well as logarithms, are used. Co- (11) Use items 95 through 97 to determine
logs are determined by subtracting the the final azimuth from the occupied
logarithms from 10.0. station to the azimuth mark.
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CHAPTER 14

GYRO AZIMUTH SURVEYING INSTRUMENT

Section I. GENERAL

314. Introduction with an accuracy that is comparable to that

a. The artillery gyro azimuth surveying in- of astronomic observations. Direction is deter-

strument (fig. 136) (azimuth gyro) is a port- mined by observing the effect of the rotation

able gyrocompass used to determine a true of the earth on the gyroscope and applying

direction. With this instrument, a direction appropriate corrections to the instrument. This
can be determined under conditions of poor instrument is for use in latitudes between 60 °

visibility without lengthy computations and north and 60° south of the equator.

I,

4', '.04X '' An', '.''

; -,;·

Figure 136. The artillery gyro azimuth surrveying instrument.
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b. The instrument is authorized for field ar- counter to measure increments of
tillery howitzer, gun, and missile battalions; sensing element azimuth changes.
for the survey element in the headquarters bat-
tery of division artillery; and for the batteries from the standard theodolite in thatof the target acquisition battalion. it is equipped th a special mountinit is equipped with a special mounting

device and the circle-setting knob is
315. Description of Components locked in position. When the theodo-

The components of the artillery azimuth gyro lite is installed in the special mount-
are as follows: ing device, the horizontal circle of the

theodolite is mechanically coupled to
a. Sensing Element. The sensing element the gyroscope so that the line from

consists of the gyroscope case and the mil-grad- 0 to 3,200 mils on the horizontal cir-
uated T2 theodolite mounted on top of the case. cle is in coincidence with the spin

axis of the gyroscope.
(1) The gyroscope case contains a highly

sensitive single axis rate gyroscope. b. Control Indicator. The control indicator
On the outside of the case are the Iev- is an electronic package which provides power
eling screws, leveling bubbles, an azi- to the gyro rotor, the heating elements, and tihe
muth lock and vernier, and a digital signals for measuring the amount and direc-

Figure 137. Control indicator panel.
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tion of the gyro misalinement. The control in- taining positions labeled OFF, BIAS
dicator panel (fig. 137) provides the controls SET, ZERO SET, FWD, and REV.
and indicators necessary for the operation and The forward and reverse positions
the directional alinement of the instrument. refer to the direction of rotation of
Receptacles are provided for cabling the con- the gyro rotor.
trol indicator to the power supply and to the (8) CLAMP switch. A two-position switch
sensing element. Located on the control panel is provided for the read and adjust
are the following controls and indicators. modes. The CLAMP switch must be

(1) CIRCUIT TEST section. THE CIR- in the READ position when zero set
CUIT TEST section is provided for or bias set adjustments are being
checking the circuits and for trouble- made or when the null meter is to be
shooting. Before the system is oper- read. When the orientation of the sens-
ated, all the electrical circuits are ing element is to be changed or when
tested to insure that electrical condi- the direction of rotation of the rotor
tions are correct. in the gyro is to be changed, the

CLAMP switch must be in the ADJ(2) READ lamp. The indicator READ CLAMP switch must be in the ADJ
lamp is located in the upper right
part of the control panel. When lit, (9) READOUT switch. The two positions
the READ lamp indicates that the of the READOUT switch are NOR-
CLAMP switch has been turned from MAL and INTEGRATE. When the
the ADJ position to the READ posi- switch is in the NORMAL position,
tion and that readings can be taken a direct indication of the amount and
from the null meter. Brightness of direction of gyro misalinement is re-
the lamp can be controlled by rotat- flected on the null meter; when the
ing the button on the lampholder. switch is in the INTEGRATE posi-

(3) HEATER switch. A two-position tog- tion, the integral of this value is
gle switch is located in the lower left
part of the control panel to actuate (10) SENSITIVITY switch. The null meter
the heating elements contained with- pointer can be made more sensitive,
in the sensing element. or reactive, to electrical signals by

moving the SENSITIVITY switch
(4) BIAS SET control. The BIAS SET from LOW to MED or from MED tofrom LOW to MED or from MED to

control permits the adjustment of bias HI until the desired sensitivity is
to the gyro output axis and thereby reached. The sensitivity changes by
returns the null meter to a zero read- a factor of 2 from low to medium,ing. The SELECTOR switch must be a from medium to high. The C, orand from medium to high. The C, or
in the BIAS SET position while the coarse, position is a very low sensi-
adjustment is made. tivity position which is used for mak-

(5) ZERO SET control. The ZERO SET ing initial azimuth adjustments of the
control permits adjustment of the sensing element.
readout amplifier drift to zero. The (11) TIME switch. The TIME switch pro-
SELECTOR switch must be in the vides three times-T1, T2, and T3-
ZERO SET position while the adjust- with periods of 30, 60, and 120 sec-
ment is made. onds, respectively, for null meter fil-

(6) LIGHTS switch. A rheostat-type ter time (READOUT switch in NOR-
switch is located in the lower right MAL) or integration time (READ-
corner to turn the panel lights on or OUT switch in INTEGRATE).
off and to control their intensity. (12) Null meter. The null meter is a dial-

(7) SELECTOR switch. The SELECTOR type meter which indicates, when cen-
switch is a five-position switch con- tered, that the spin axis of the sensing
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element is accurately alined with the of three power cables, two adapters, two clips,
true north-south line. the sensing element insulation cover, and tech-

e. Tripod. The tripod issued with the equip-
ment is used with the sensing element and con-
sists of three major parts -the tripod head 316. Principles of Operation
with the housing for the tripod legs, a set The gyroscope of the azimuth gyro detects
of three wooden tripod legs, and a set of three the earth's rotation. A bias instrument is made
short metal tripod legs. The two sets of tripod to insure that the only torque (force) exerted
legs are interchangeable, and either set may on the gyroscope is the rotation of the earth.
be used with the tripod head. Each leg is re- Through an electrical system, a signal is pro-
tained in the housing by a single bolt. The vided on the null meter that is proportional
short metal legs are recommended for greater to the amount and direction of the misaline-
rigidity and stability. The safety chain around ment of the gyro input axis with respect to
the feet of the tripod legs must be secure each the direction of the earth's rotation. The gyro-
time the tripod is set up. scope is repositioned in azimuth until a null

position on the meter is reached. When thed. Carrying Case and Accessories. The gyro is so positioned with respect to the earth
carrying case is a heavy-gage drum-type that the component of the earth's rotation rate
container which affords protection against ex- on the input axis is zero, the null meter reg-on the input axis is zero, the null meter reg-
tenror abuse and provides maximum environ- isters a null and the spin axis is alined in a
mental protection for the sensing element dur- true north-south direction. Since the line from
ing transit or storage. Six hook-type clamps 0 to 3200 mils on the horizontal circle of the
secure the cover to the case, and a rubber gas- theodolite is mechanically coupled to the spin
ket forms an airtight seal. A pressure relief
valve facilitates removal of the airtight cover
when internal and external pressures are un- oriented on true north For any pointing now
equal. An external electrical receptacle is pro- made with the theodolite, the horizontal circle
vided on the side of the container for either reading is a direct readout of the true direc-
24-volt DC or 115-volt AC current that is used tion from the instrument to the sighted point.
for heating the sensing element during move- This true direction is then converted to a grid
ment or storage. Accessory equipment consists direction by applying the grid convergence.

Section II. OPERATION OF THE AZIMUTH GYRO

317. Selecting an Operating Site shaded from the sun during operation when

Precautions must be taken to select a station the ambient temperature is in excess of 750
on firm ground away from large trees and
pedestrian or vehicular traffic. If both ends of 318. Setting Up the Instrument
a line for which the direction is to be estab- a. Tripod. Open the legs until the tripod
lished can be occupied, the equipment should head is at the desired operating height and
be set up at the end with the least activity in
the general area. For best results, the system

should always be protected from weather by mum of slack in the chain. Center the tripodshould always be protected from weather by
a plywood shelter. Wind gusts will be sensed . over the station, and use foot pressure of at
by the gyro and will cause erratic operation. least 100 pounds to firmly embed the tripod
Tree roots will carry the effect of wind into the legs in the ground. The bubble in the circular
ground near trees. Direct sun rays will cause level vial should be approximately centered at
erratic operation due to the unequal contrac- the completion of this operation. For setups on
tion and expansion of the various parts of thle reasonably flat terrain, detents in the hinges
unit. The sensing element, the control indica- permit the legs to be positioned at identical
tor, and the 24-volt power supply must be angles.
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Caution: The chain must be secure on the index marks at the bottom of the
legs to prevent inadvertent collapse of the tri- sensing element lines up with an
pod and severe damage to the sensing element. index mark on the base.

(3) Two leveling screws and a pivot point
are located on the base of the sensing

Caution: Use extreme care when handling element in a tribrach arrangement.
this delicate and sensitive equipment. Do not When the index marks are in aline-
attempt to shift or move the tripod when the ment ((2) above), the axis of one
sensing element is attached. For safety in level bubble is parallel to the line
handling, the sensing element should be lifted through the pivot point and one level-
by two people. Always lift the sensing element ing screw, while the axis of the second
by the two handles provided to prevent damage level bubble is parallel to the line from
or misalinement. Do not attempt to lift the the pivot point through the second lev-
sensing element by grasping the theodolite. eling screws. Adjust the leveling

To prepare the sensing element for opera- screws until the level bubbles are
tion- centered.

(1) Release the holddown clamps and re- (4) Rotate the sensing element 3,200 mils
move the theodolite, still attached to in azimuth until the index marks
the carrying plate. Set the theodolite again line up. If the level bubbles are
in a safe place. in correct adjustment, a level con-

(2) Check to see that the mating surface dition will still be indicated. If a level
of the sensing element and the tripod condition is not indicated, the appro-
head are clean. Place the sensing ele- priate leveling screws must be ad-
ment with its leveling screws over the justed to correct for one-half the in-
corners of the tripod, and position the dicated misalinement.
tripod fixing screw so that it can be (5) Rotate the sensing element to the first
screwed into the base plate of the index position. The level bubbles
sensing element. Tighten the fixing should read the same as in (4) above.
screw to secure the sensing element to (6) Repeat the leveling procedure ((2)
the tripod. through (5) above), using the split

(3) Install the plumb bob on the hook of bubble levels.
the fixing screw, and plumb the in- (7) Tighten the azimuth lock on the sens-
strument exactly over the station. ing element.

(4) Remove the dust cap from the elec- (8) Loosen the horizontal circle clamp on
trical connector. the T2 theodolite, and rotate the ali-

(5) Wipe the mating surfaces of the theo- dade until the axis of the plate level
dolite and sensing element. vial is parallel to an imaginary line

(6) Remove the theodolite from its carry- formed by one of the leveling screws
ing plate and attach it to the sensing on the theodolite mounting bracket
element. and the bracket pivot point. Note the

position of the plate level bubble. Ro-
e. Leveling the Sensing Element. To level the tate the alidade 3,200 mils, and again

sensing element- note the position of the bubble. Repeat
(1) Release the azimuth lock by turning this operation, using the second level-

the spanner counterclockwise (no ing screw. If the various positions of
more than one turn) so that the sens- the bubble are the same within plus
ing element may be rotated freely by or minus one-half division, the theo-
hand. dolite and sensing axis are parallel; if

(2) Place one hand on each side of the not, the theodolite must be leveled,
sensing element, or one hand on each using the same procedure as for the
handle, and gently rotate the sensing sensing element. A special tool is
element in azimuth until one of the available in the carrying case for ro-
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NUMBER LENGTH USE

I 6-FT AC POWER INPUT, CONTROL PANEL TO AC POWER SOURCE.
2 4-FT PROVIDED FOR SERIES CONNECTION OF TWO 12V BATTERIES.
3 6-IN ADAPTER FOR RECEPTACLE OF DC POWER SOURCE OTHER THAN BATTERY.
4 6-FT CONNECTOR BETWEEN CONTROL PANEL AND SENSING ELEMENT.

5 SHORT 6-FT DC POWER INPUT, CONTROL PANEL TO DC POWER SOURCE.
5 LONG 25-FT

6 3-FT CONNECTOR BETWEEN CONTROL PANEL AND POWER PACK (FOR AC USE).

Figure 138. Power cables.

tating the leveling screws on the switch Position

mounting bracket. SENSITIVITY HI
READOUT NORMAL

(9) Release the sensing element azimuth TIME Ti
lock, and rotate the sensing element CLAMP ADJ

until the mirror window points gen- (1) To connect the cables for DC opera-
erally west. tion-

(10) Secure the sensing element azimuth (a) Remove the dust caps, and attach
lock, and leave the theodolite hori- the connector marked P5 of the
zontal circle clamp free. 6-foot cable (number 4) to the re-

ceptacle marked GYRO on the con-
d. Connecting the Power Cables. Before con- trol indicator panel and the connec-

necting the power cables (fig. 138) for opera- tor marked P7 to the sensing element
tion of the equipment, set the switches on the receptacle.
control indicator panel to the following po- (b) For a DC source other than a bat-
sitions: tery, select either the 6-foot cable or

wCIRCUIT TEST OFF the 25-foot branched cable (number

HEATER OFF 5). Remove the dust caps, and at-
SELECTOR OFF tach the connector marked P4 to the
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POWER INPUT receptacle on the (2) To connect the cables for AC opera-
control indicator panel. The 25-foot 'tion-
cable (number 5) permits opera- (a) Remove the 24-volt DC powerpack
tions at a greater distance from from the control indicator. In use,
the power supply. The 6-inch cable this powerpack heats, and it must
(number 3) serves as an adapter be removed to avoid. unequal heat-
between the 25-foot cable and a ing of elements in the control indi-
power receptacle. cator.

(c) Observe the polarity, and attach the (b) Attach the 4-foot cable as in (1) (a)
branched ends of the cable (P2- above.
black and P3-red) to the power (c) Remove the dust caps, and attach
source. the connector marked PS of the 3-

(d) For a DC battery source, follow the foot cable (number 6) to the 24-
instructions in (a) through (c) power supply receptacle

marked J8. Attach the connectorabove with one exception. In con- marked P6 of th e cable to
marked P6 of the same cable to thenecting the 25-foot cable to the control indicator receptacle marked

power source, use the two adaptersPOWER PACK.
and color-coded clips to complete (d) Remove the dust caps, and attach
the connections to the battery ter- the connector marked P4 of the 6-
minals. The 4-foot cable (number foot cable (number 1) to the con-
2) is marked for polarity to provide trol indicator receptacle marked
a series connection in the event the POWER INPUT. Attach the con-
two 12-volt batteries are used as a nector marked P1 to the AC power
power source. source.

Section III. USE, CARE, AND MAINTENANCE OF THE AZIMUTH GYRO

319. Azimuth Measurement Procedures through positions PA, )B, PC, 400 CPS
EXC, 4.8K CPS EXC, PUMP, and

To measure an azimuth, after the azimuth DC IN, noting the reading on the
gyro has been set up and connected to a power appropriate scale of the circuit test
source as described in paragraph 318, perform meter. For AC operation, the readings
the following steps in the sequence shown: must lie in the range shown on the

a. Circuit Testing. circuit test panel on the inside cover
of the control indicator. When bat-

(1) Turn the SELECTOR switch to BIAS teries are used, the readings should be
SET. the same as for AC operation except

(2) Check to see whether the fan is cir- that the reading for the pump should
culating air by placing a hand over be 5-8.
the air exhaust duct located above (5) Place the CIRCUIT TEST switch in
the CLAMP switch. If air is not the GYRO CUR position. The reading
circulating, turn the SELECTOR will be zero.
switch to OFF and recheck all con- (6) Turn HEATER switch to ON if the
nections. If the connections are ambient temperature is less than
good and air still does not circulate, +500 F.
turn the system in for repairs. b. Bias Set Adjustment.

(3) Turn the LIGHTS switch to ON (1) Turn the CLAMP switch to READ.
(night operation only). Check to insure that the READ lamp

(4) Turn the CIRCUIT TEST switch comes on.
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(2) Observe the position of the indicator or until the reading on the theodolite
on the null meter. Turn the BIAS SET is the approximate azimuth to the
control until the indicator is at zero. azimuth mark.

(3) Turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ. (3) Set the digital counter of the azimuth
c. Zero Set Adjustmenter. slow motion on the sensing element

to 5000 (center of 4000-6000 counter
(1) Turn the SELECTOR switch to ZERO units).

SET.
(2) Turn the CLAMP switch to READ. (4) Turn the SELECTOR switch to REV.(2) Turn the CLAMP switch to READ.

(3) Observe the position of the indicator (5) Wait 90 seconds for the gyroscope to
on the null meter. Turn the ZERO reach synchronous speed. Synchronous
SET control until the indicator is at speed is indicated by an abrupt drop
zero. in the gyro current on the circuit test

(4) Turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ. meter.
(5) Turn the READOUT switch to IN- (6) Check the gyro current on the circuit

TEGRATE. test meter.
(6) Turn the CLAMP switch to READ. (7) Turn the SENSITIVITY switch to
(7) Observe the position of the indicator C.

on the null meter when the READ (8) Turn the CLAMP switch to READ.
lamp comes on (about 30 seconds). After a pause, turn the CLAMP
The indicator should be within 0.25 switch to ADJ and then to READ.
unit of zero. If it is not, repeat (1) Observe the direction and reading on
through (7) above. the null meter. If the indicator rests

(S) Turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ. at a position more than one unit from
zero, turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ

d. Final Bias Adjustment. and slowly turn the sensing element
(1) Turn the READOUT switch to NOR- in small increments in the appropri-

MAL. ate direction, using the two handles.
(2) Turn the SELECTOR switch to BIAS (9) Repeat (8) above until the null meter

SET.SET. indicator is within one unit of zero.
(3) Turn the CLAMP switch to READ..3 Turn. t. (10) Turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ.
(4) Observe the position of the indicator

on the null meter when the READ (11) Lock the fast motion azimuth lock on
lamp comes on. The indicator should sensing element.
be within 0.5 unit of zero. If it is not, (12) Turn the SENSITIVITY switch to
adjust the indicator to within 0.5 unit LOW.
of zero by turning the BIAS SET (13) Turn the CLAMP switch to READ
control. and observe the direction and read-

Note. If an adjustment is made, repeat
b, c, and d (1) through (4) above.

(5) Turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ. (14) Turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ and
turn the digital counter knob in the

e. Alinement Procedure. appropriate direction for the proper
Note. During the alinement process, keep pedestrian amount which is determined as fol-

traffic at least 3 meters and vehicle traffic at least 30 lows: One unit on the null meter is
meters away from the sensing element. equal to a change of 30 units on the

(1) Release the fast motion azimuth lock digital counter. For example, if the
on the sensing element. indicator on the null meter reads four

(2) Rotate the sensing element gently by units to the left of zero, the digital
hand until the mirror window of the counter knob must be turned to the
sensing element points generally west right to bring the indicator to zero.
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In this case, the product of 30 x 4 is then with the theodolite in the reverse
subtracted from the digital counter position. Record and mean the read-
reading of 5000, making the digital ings ;(para 320).
counter read 4880. Repeat this step (24) Turn ;the SENSITIVITY switch to
until the indicator on the null meter LOW.
lies within one unit of zero.

Note. If an azimuth correct to 1 ml is (25) Wait 5 minutes after gyro has goneNote. If an azimuth correct to 1 mil is
desired, achieve null, skip (15) through (21) into synchronization.
below, and proceed with (22) below. (26) Turn the CLAMP switch to READ.

(15) Turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ. (27) Repeat (13) through (23); (13)
(16) Turn the SENSITIVITY switch to through (27) comprise one set of

MED. readings for azimuth determination.

(17) Turn the CLAMP switch to READ
and observe the direction and read- f Turning System Off.
ing on the null meter. If the reading (1) Turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ.
is not zero, turn the CLAMP switch (2) Turn the SELECTOR switch to FWD.
to ADJ and turn the sensing element Wait 45 seconds.
in the appropriate direction for the
proper amount. At this sensitivity set- (3) Turn the SELECTOR switch to OFF.
ting, 1 unit on the null meter is equal (4) Turn the CIRCUIT TEST switch to
to 15 units on the digital counter. OFF.
Turn the CLAMP switch to READ; (5) Disconnect all cables. Disconnect the
if the reading on the null meter is
not zero, repeat this step. When the
reading is zero, proceed. (6) Do not remove the sensing element

Note. If an azimuth correct to 0.3 mil is -from the tripod until the gyro has
desired, skip (18) through (21) below, and completely stopped. Listen with an
proceed with (22) below. For azimuth cor- ear on the sensing element case to
rect to 0.1 mil or 0.15 mil, proceed with (18)
below. detect when the gyro has stopped.

(18) Turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ.
(19) Turn the SENSITIVITY switch to 320. Recording

HI. a. After the azimuth gyro has been oriented
(20) Turn the CLAMP switch to READ (para 319e(23)), readout of direction is accom-

and observe the direction and reading plished by taking one position with the theo-
on the null meter. If the reading is dolite to a desired mark or reference point.

not zero, turn the CLAMP switch to
ADJ and turn the sensing element in These readings are recorded in the field note-
the appropriate direction for the book and meaned, giving a direction to the ref-
proper amount. At this sensitivity set- erence point with the gyro rotating in one
ting, one unit on the null meter is direction. The SELECTOR swith is then turned
equal to a change of seven units on the to the REV position and the instrument is
digital counter. Turn the CLAMP again oriented (para 319e(24)-(27)). Readout
switch to READ; if the reading on of direction is again accomplished by taking
the null meter is not zero, repeat this one position with the theodolite to the same
step. When the reading is zero, pro- reference point. These readings are recorded
ceed. and meaned, giving a direction to the reference

(21) Turn the CLAMP switch to ADJ. point wvith the gyro rotating in the opposite
(22) Turn the SELECTOR switch to REV. -direction. The mean of the directions deter-
(23) Observe the azimuth mark with the mined with the gyro in forward and reverse

theodolite in the direct position and rotation completes one set of readings.
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Example: (1) For 1-mill accuracy, take two sets of

FWD reading: D 6011.111 readings with the SENSITIVITY
R 2811.121 switch in the LOW position. The sets

must agree within 2 mils.
Difference 0.010 (2) For 0.3 mil accuracy (fifth-order as-

Mean FWD reading= (0.010-2) tronomic), take three sets of readings
+6011.111=6011.116 with the SENSITIVITY switch in the

REV reading: D 6011.333 MED position. The sets must agree
R 2811.347 within 0.8 mil of the mean. At least

two sets of readings must be used to
determine the final mean azimuth.

Mean REV reading= (0.014 - 2) (3) For fourth-order or higher accuracy
+6011.333=6011.340 azimuths, the effect of latitude can-

Mean REV reading=6011.340 not be ignored. To determine the num-
Mean FWD reading=6011.116 ber of sets required to obtain a 95

percent assurance of a particular accu-
racy, use the table in figure 139. En-

Mean azimuth= (0.224 2) ter the appropriate latitude column,
+6011.116=6011.2228 mils move down the column to the desired

b. The mean true azimuth determined in a accuracy, and read the number of re-
above is then converted to a grid azimuth by quired sets from the column marked
applying the grid convergence. "N." For example, to obtain a 95 per-

cent assurance of an accuracy of 0.15
c. The following specifications must be met mil at Fort Sill (latitude 350), enter

to determine an azimuth to the required accu- the column, move down the column
racy with the azimuth gyro: to 0.146, and read the number of re-

ACCURACY FIGURES IN MILS FOR THE MEAN OF N AZIMUTH SETS
BASED ON 95 PERCENT ASSURANCE

LATITUDE IN DEGREES

N 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

1 0.279 0.280 0.284 0.292 0.302 0.315 0.332 0.355 0.384 0.420 0.467 0.530 0.613
2 0.200 0.202 0.204 0.209 0.216 0.226 0.239 0.255 0.275 0.301 0.335 0.378 0.438
3 0.166 0.167 0.169 0.173 0.179 0.188 0.198 0.212 0.228 0.249 0.277 0.313 0.362
4 0.146 0.147 0.149 0.152 0.158 0.164 0.174 0.185 0.200 0.218 0.243 0.275 0.318
5 0.132 0.133 0.135 0.139 0.143 0.149 0.158 0.168 0.181 0.198 0.220 0.249 0.287
6 0.122 0.123 0.125 0.128 0.133 0.138 0.146 0.155 0.168 0.183 0.204 0.230 0.266
7 0.115 0.116 0.117 0.120 0.124 0.130 0.137 0.146 0.157 0.172 0.191 0.216 0.249
8 0.108 0.109 0.110 0.112 0.116 0.121 0.128 0.136 0.147 0.161 0.178 0.202 0.233
9 0.101 0.102 0.103 0.105 0.109 0.114 0.120 0.128 0.138 0.150 0.167 0.188 0.217

10 0.096 0.096 0.097 0.099 0.103 0.107 0.113 0.121 0.130 0.142 0.157 0,178 0.206
12 0.088 0.088 0.089 0.091 0.094 0.098 0.103 0.110 0.119 0.130 0.144 0.162 0.187
14 0.082 0.082 0.083 0.085 0.088 0.092 0.097 0.102 0.110 0.121 0.134 0.151 0.173
16 0.077 0.077 0.078 0.080 0.083 0.086 0.091 0.097 0.104 0.114 0.126 0.142 0.164
18 0.073 0.074 0.075 0.076 0.079 0.082 0.087 0.092 0.100 0.108 0.120 0.135 0.156
20 0.071 0.071 0.072 0.073 0.076 0.079 0.083 0:089 0.095 0.104 0.115 0.130 0.150
30 0.062 0.062 0.063 0.064 0.066 0.069 0.072 0.077 0.082 0.090 0.100 0.112 0.130
40 0.057 0.057 0.058 0.059 0.061 0.063 0.067 0.071 0.076 0.083 0.092 0.103 0.119
Rejection
Limit 0.42 0.42 0.43 0.44 0.45 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.58 0.63 0.70 0.79 0.92

EXAMPLE: For a desired accuracy of 0.12 mils at 35 degrees latitude, it is necessary to take a minimum of ten azimuth sets.
The rejection limit for 35 degree latitude would be 0.53 mils.

Figure 139. Azimuth gyro accuracy table.
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quired sets from column N. The num- of the table for each latitude. After
ber of required sets in this case is the obviously bad sets are rejected, a
seven. To obtain the same accuracy first mean is taken and those sets
in Maine (altitude 45 ° ) enter the 450 which differ from this mean by more
column, move down the column to than the rejection limit are discarded.
0.150, and read the number of re- A final mean is taken of the remain-
quired sets from column N. In this ing sets. The 95 percent assured
case, the number is nine. It should be accuracy of this mean is the value
noted that the figures in the table opposite "N" equal to the required
represent 95 percent assurance, which sets in the column corresponding to
allows for about three probable errors. the latitude of the station.
If a lower assurance can be tolerated,
a fewer number of sets will be re- cd. Units that are issued an azimuth gyro

quired. Each set used must agree should operate the instrument at least once
with the mean of all sets within some each month. After an azimuth gyro is obtained,
amount (called the rejection limit) an astronomic azimuth should be observed with
which varies with the latitude. The the theodolite mounted on the azimuth gyro
rejection limit is listed on the bottom orienter. An initial set of 10 gyro and astro-

INSTRUMENT: ABLE ORIENTOR #lI
DESIGNATION DATE 1 _

DATE _ KID D ATO O NYO GYO WAN
STA AE K AKI21ITh ARIMUTh C AEIMJt AIA4JTN CORR TOTAL CORR tlMARKS
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Figure 140. Sample field notes for an azimuth gyro.
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nomic observations should adequately deter- correction is obtained by subtracting
mine the instrument error. A record should the gyro azimuth in column 8 from
be kept of all gyro azimuths which provide the astronomic azimuth in column 7.
a comparison to astronomic azimuths. This (10) The total of the entries in column 9 is
record is used to determine the instrument entered in the total column (column
correction. The record is kept on BA Form (10). The entry on each line of col-
5-72. A separate record is kept for each azi- umn 10 is the sum of the gyro cor-
muth gyro. The cover and the first page of the rection on that line and the total on
record should completely identify the instru- the preceding line.
ment. Figure 140 shows a sample record. The (11) The mean correction is entered in the
entries made in the 12 columns of the open mean corr column (column 11). The
double page of DA Form 5-72, as shown in mean correction is obtained by divid-
the sample, are explained in (1) through (12) ing the number in column 10 by the
below. number of entries included in the

(1) The date and hour of the observations total.
are entered in the date-time column (12) The weather, the initials of the gyro
(column 1). operator, and any other data which

(2) The name of the station over which might affect the accuracy of the re-
the instrument is set up is entered suit are entered in the remarks col-
in the sta column (column 2). umn (column 12).

(3) The name of the station used as an e. If for any reason, such as cloud cover, an
azimuth mark is entered in the az mk astronomic azimuth cannot be observed and a
column (column 3). reliable grid azimuth is available for the ob-

(4) The azimuth of the observed line if served line, the gyro azimuth can be compared
known to a higher degree of accuracy with the grid azimuth. This is done by apply-
than can be determined by artillery ing the convergence, with sign reversed to the
astronomic observations is entered in grid azimuth to obtain a true azimuth. The
the known grid azimuth column (col- result is entered in the astro azimuth column
umn 4). and the value is inclosed in brackets to indi-

(5) The grid azimuth as determined by cate that it is computed. The other values for
the azimuth gyro is entered in the entry on DA Form 5-72 are obtained in the
computed grid azimuth column (col- same manner as when an astromonic azimuth
umn 5). The gyro correction from is used for comparison. All events which might
column 11 and the convergence from affect the accuracy or gyro correction of the
column 6 are applied to the observed instrument should be written boldly across the
gyro azimuth to obtain the computed double page. If it is certain that the accuracy
grid azimuth. A comparison may be is affected, a new series of totals should be
made here as a check during training. started. If it is probable that the gyro cor-

(6) The grid convergence is entered in rection is not affected, the series may be con-
the C column (column 6). The con- tinued by the survey officer should watch the
vergence must be computed or scaled corrections carefully to determine if a change
from a map, in the correction occurs. Examples of events

(7) The astronomic azimuth computed which should be entered as follows:
from the observations is entered in (1) Transported 25 miles over smooth
the astro azimuth column (column 7). road.

(8) The azimuth determined from one set (2) Transported 10 miles over rough road.
of gyro observations is entered in the (3) Transported 2 miles across country.
gyro azimuth column (column 8). (4) Trim pots adjusted.

(9) The gyro correction is entered in the (5) Severe cold (minus 500 F in ware-
gyro corr column (column 9). The house) 2 days.
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(6) Severe heat (140 ° F in warehouse) g. Close the control indica'or cover and se-
12 hours. cure the cover with the five latches.

(7) Serviced by maintenance section. h. If the sensing element is to be trans-
(8) Hit severe bump during transporta- ported, remove the theodolite from the bracket

tion. and carry the theodolite in the issued theodo-
lite base and carrying case.

321. Taking Down the Instrument
i. Connect the carrying case heater wire to

a. After measurement is made with the azi- the sensing element connectr.
muth gyro approximately 10 minutes is re-
quired from the time the gyro rotor is shut off j. Unscrew the tripod fixing screw and, using
until it comes to rest. To diminish this coast- the two handles provided, remove the sensing
ing time when the SELECTOR switch is in element from the tripod and carefully place it
FWD, turn the SELECTOR switch to REV in the carrying case.
for 45 seconds and then to OFF; when the
SELECTOR switch is in REV, turn the SE- k. Connect the heater wire from the sensing
LECTOR to FWD for 45 seconds and then to element to the bracket receptacle.
OFF. This method of power reversal brings 1. Position the collar and cushioning.
the rotor nearly to a standstill. Monitor the
rotation of the rotor by placing an ear against m. Check to see that tools are secure.
the sensing element. n. Install the carrying case cover and secure

Caution: To avoid possible damage or mis- it with the six hook-type clamps.
alinement, never remove the sensing element o. Close the pressure relief valve and securefrom the tripod or transport the sensing ele-o
ment while the gyro rotor is running. the dust cap on the electrical connector.

b. Turn the SELECTOR and CIRCUIT p. Clean, fold, and secure the tripod legs.
TEST switches to OFF and secure the azimuth
lock with light pressure. 322. Care and Maintenance

c. Disconnect the power source. Adjustment and repair of the azimuth gyro

d. Disconnect cable number 4 from the sens- must be performed by qualified instrument re-
ing element. pair personnel. Artillery units, therefore,

should turn the instrument in for any neces-
e. Disconnect cables number 4, 6, and 1 (or sary adjustments or repair to the engineer unit

5) from the control indicator. responsible for prcviding maintenance service.

f. Store the cables in the canvas bag with TM 5-6675-207-15 outlines the categories of
the loose equipment. maintenance for the instrument.
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PART FOUR

CONVERTING DATA

CHAPTER 15

CONVERSION TO COMMON CONTROL

323. General 324. Variations in Starting Control

a. In order to permit the delivery of accurate The methods by which starting control for
field artillery fires without adjustment and to field artillery survey can be obtained are listed
permit the massing of fires of two or more in order of preference in a through c below.
artillery units, all field artillery units oper-
ating under the tactical control of one com- a. Use of Known Coordinates and Heights of
mander should be located and oriented with Points Located With Respect to a UTM (or
respect to a single datum plane or grid. This UPS) Grid. The points for which the coordi-
grid can be based on the UTM (UPS) grid nates and heights are known may be points
coordinates of points previously established by established by surveys performed by the higher
survey, or the grid may be based on assumed echelon, or they may be points which were
data. located by surveys performed prior to the start

of military operations. The locations of points
b. The common grid is established by the established prior to the commencement of mili-

highest survey echelon present in the area. The
headquarters which exercise tactical control
over artillery units are battalion, division, and pared and published by the Corps of Engineers.
corps. The mission of the subordinate unit re- b. Use of Assumed Coordinates and Heights
quires it to initiate survey operations without and Correct Grid Azimuth. Correct grid azi-
waiting for survey control to be established by muth can be determined, in many cases,
a higher echelon. Therefore, at all levels, sur-
vey is started and completed as soon as possi-
ble, and, when higher echelon survey control use of an azimuth gyro. Correct grid azimuth
becomes available, the original data is con- should always be used whenever possible. If
verted to place the unit on the grid of the both higher and lower survey echelons initiate
higher echelon. Thus, it may be necessary for surveys by using correct grid azimuths, any
a battalion assigned or attached to a division discrepancy which exists between surveys due
artillery to operate first on the grid established to assumption of coordinates will be constant
by the battalion (battalion grid), then on the for all points located (fig. 141). When it is
grid established by division artillery (division necessary to assume the coordinates and height
grid), and finally on the grid established by of the starting point, they should approximate
corps artillery (corps grid). When survey at the correct coordinates and height as closely
one or more echelons is based on assumed data, as possible. The approximate coordinates can
data established by the lower echelon must be be determined from a large-scale map. The use
converted to the grid established by the higher of starting data determined from a map must
echelon. always be considered assumed data.
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azimuth but one (or both) echelon(s) starts
AERZO IN ASSUMD (start) with assumed coordinates and height,

. -" - .- the lower echelon must apply coordinate and
ER.OR- IN \.. height corrections to the location of each cri-
ASSUMRD-:TED : E T tical point to convert to the grid of the higher

echelon. This coordinate and height conversion
PLOT OF TRAVERSE PERFORMED USING AZ MUTH AND COORDINATES is commonly referred to as sliding the grid
WHICH ARE CORRECT WITH RESPECT TO GRID (fig. 142) and is accomplished as follows:
PT-- :T OF TRAVERSE PERFORMED USNG CORRECT AZIMUTH AND
INCCRRECT COORDINATES WITH RESPECT TO GRID
INCXvRECT COORDINAlTES Wyl RESPECT TO GRID a. Determine the difference in casting and

------ ,.-- PUOT OF TRAVERSE PERFORMED USING INCORRECT AZIMUTH AND
COORDINATES WTH RESPECT TO GRID northing coordinates and the difference in

height between the assumed coordinates and
Figure 141. Discrepancies in survey control caused by height of the starting point and the common

height of the starting point and the commonuse of assumed starting data.
grid coordinates and height of the starting

c. Use of Known or Assumed Coordinates point.
and Assumed Azimuth. Assumed azimuth Erating VorthinA Height

should be used for a starting azimuth only Assumed
when azimuth cannot be determined by astro- starting point: 550000.00 3838000.00 400.0
nomic observations, an azimuth gyro or com- Common grid

putation. The assumed azimuth should approxi- starting point: 550196.52 3837887.89 402.3
mate the correct grid azimuth as closely as Correction: +196.52 -112.11 +2.3
possible. The approximate grid azimuth can The difference becomes the correction when the
be determined by scaling from a large-scale difference is given a sign which will cause the
map or by using a declinated aiming circle. If algebraic sum of the assumed data and the cor-
either (or both) higher or lower echelon sur- rection to equal the common grid data.
vey operations are initiated with assumed azi-
muths, differences of varying magnitude will b. Apply the corrections algebraically to the
exist between the coordinates of points located coordinates and height (as determined by the
by their surveys (fig. 141). This variation com- lower echelon) of each station to be converted.
plicates the problem of conversion to common
control. For this reason, assumed azimuth 326. Azimuth Conversion (Swinging
should never be used if the correct grid azi- the Grid)
muth is known or can be determined. If a unit initiates survey operations using

correct grid coordinates but assume azimuth
325. Coordinates and Height Conversion for the starting point, the coordinates of each

(Sliding the Grid) station in the survey and the azimuths deter-
When both a higher and a lower survey eche- mined by survey will be in error when correct

Ion start survey operations with correct grid direction is determined for the starting point.

Assumed coordinates
,, of BnSCP Btry SCP on

Figure 142. Sidingsumed grid
Azimuth O 237
to mk i

to mk on common grid
BnSCP

Figure 142, Slidingthe grid.
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In order to convert the assumed data to cor- mined for each station in the survey, thus plac-
rect grid data, all azimuths and coordinates ing all stations on the common grid.
determined in the scheme must be corrected. d. If it is desired to determine the common
The application of the azimuth correction is grid data for a specific point only, compute the
commonly referred to as swinging the grid, azimuth and distance from the starting point
The procedures for swinging the grid are as to the designated point (assumed data). Apply
follows: the azimuth correction to the azimuth deter-

a. Determine the difference between the as- mined and recompute the location of the des-
sumed starting azimuth and the azimuth ob- ignated point from the starting point, using
tained from common control. the corrected azimuth and the distance deter-
Assumed starting azimuth: 2,800.0 mils mined by computation (fig. 143).
Common grid starting azimuth: 2,922.7 mils e. To correct the azimuth of an orienting

Azimuth correction: +122,7 mils line, apply the azimuth correction to the azi-
The difference becomes the azimuth correction muth determined through the use of assumed
when the difference is given a sign which will data.
cause the algebraic sum of the correction and
the assumed azimuth to equal the common grid 327. Azimuth Coordinates and Height
azimuth. Conversion (Swing and Sliding

b. Apply the azimuth correction to each leg the Grid)
of the survey. If either (of both) a higher or a lower sur-

e. Since this will change the azimuth of each, vey echelon initiates survey operation with
the bearing angle of each leg will be changed. assumed azimuth, coordinates, and height, the
Recompute each leg of the survey by using the lower echelon must apply azimuth, coordinate,
corrected azimuths and new coordinates deter- and height corrections to critical locations and

\ Common grid azimuth
to aoz mk

Assumed \ \
azimuth to \

az mk

azimuth error y

Azimut correti33.29 m ers)a

BnSCP correction Btry SCP on
Assumed azimuth 5874.46A - {soon> grid started with

Common grid azimuth 5907. 75 lm grirS
Azimuth correction +33. 29 g

Computed azimuth BnSCP to Btry SCP 1554.12O
Azimuth correction +33.291 4
Common azimuth BnSCP to Btry SCP 1567.41 a ·

Btry SCP on
common grid

Figure 143. Suinging the grid for a specific station
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directions to convert to the grid of the higher point to the first critical point and from the
echelon. This technique is commonly referred first critical point to the second critical point.
to as swinging and sliding the grid and both Continue this sequence of computations until
swinging and sliding may be accomplished at the closing point is reached.
the same time. Only the critical points (e.g.,
battery centers, Registration Points, OP's) are b. Determine the azimuth correction by com-
converted. The steps in swinging and sliding paring the assumed starting direction with the
the grid (fig. 144) are as follows: common grid starting direction. Apply the azi-

a. Using the assumed coordinates, compute muth correction to each of the computed azi-
the azimuth and distance from the starting muths determined in a above.

Original survey on assumed grid with /
azimuth corrected by swinging /

AAssumed / A /I
\azimuth / / 'o

Correct 1N // /
azimuth D / / /

Azimuth \\/ -tA
difference -. /

Assumed . _ Azimuth difference applied as a
BnSCP / correction to each leg causes the

Original survey on assumed grid to swing
grid and azimuth

Original survey corrected by
swinging and sliding thegrid / --/",'.

Common Original survey on assumed

a'-/ 'SCp / IN/by swinging

/r Assumed BnSCP

Difference between common grid and assumed grid applied at starting
station causes grid to slide

Figure 144. Swinging and sliding the grid.
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c. Using the common grid coordinates of the existing critical points, including the battalion
starting point, the corrected azimuths (b survey control point and a line of direction to
above), and the computed distances between the azimuth mark, and then the critical points
critical points (a above), compute the coordi- are transferred to a new chart. The procedures
nates of the first critical point. Using the new are as follows:
coordinates of the first critical point, the cor-
rected azimuth, and the computed distance to a. Plot the coordinate locations, as deter-
the second point, recompute the coordinates of mined from assumed data, for the battalion
the second critical point and continue the corn- SCP and all critical points. Plot the azimuth
putations until the closing point is reached. (assumed) to the mark on the chart.

b. Place a sheet of overlay paper over the
d. Correct the height of the critical points by chart and prick the locations of the battalionapplying the height correction. SP and critical points.

328. Swinging and Sliding the Grid c. Trace the line of direction from the chart
(Graphically) to the overlay.

The procedures discussed in paragraph 327 d. Plot the common control coordinates of the
require considerable mathematical computa- battalion SCP and the common control azimuth
tions in order to convert to common control. to the mark on a new chart.
If time is critical, a graphical solution to con-
version to common control can be used. How- e. Place the overlay on the new chart, ai-ing battalion SCP on battalion SCP and azi-
ever, control cannot be extended from data ob-
tained from a graphical solution. Normally,
the graphical solution is used in conjunction f. Prick the locations of all critical points
with a firing chart. An overlay is made of the shown on the overlay onto the new chart.
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CHAPTER 16

CONVERSION AND TRANSFORMATION

Section I. CONVERSION OF COORDINATES

329. General coordinates). If the distance is computed from
Occasionally it may be necessary to convert UTM coordinates, the log scale factor must be

grid data to geographic and/or geographic applied to obtain ground distance.
data to grid data.

331. Procedures for Conversiona. When coordinates are transformed from of Coordin t
a UTM zone to a UPS zone or from a UPS
zone to a UTM zone, it is necessary to convert a. The procedures for converting UPS grid
grid coordinates to geographic coordinates and coordinates to geographic coordinates and for
then to convert the geographic coordinates to converting geographic coordinates to UPS grid
grid coordinates for the new zone. (To trans- coordinates are discussed in TM 5-241-1.
form a grid azimuth from a UTM zone to a
UPS zone or from a UPS zone to a UTM zone, b. In artillery surveys, UTM grid coordinates
it is necessary to convert the true azimuth to are converted to geographic coordinates and
a grid azimuth for the new zone; this is ac- geographic coordinates are converted to UTM
complished by subtracting the convergence grid coordinates by using DA Forms 6-22, 6-
from the grid azimuth for the old zone and 23, and 6-25 together with the technical man-
applying the convergence for the new zone.) uals containing data relative to the appropri-

ate spheroid. TM 5-241-1 contains a map show-
b. When only the geographic coordinates are ing the various spheroids. A spheroid is an

known for a point which will be used to initi- assumed size and shape of the earth for the
ate or check survey operations, it is necessary purpose of computing geodetic positions.
to convert the geographic coordinates to UTM
(or UPS) grid coordinates. (Geographic co- c. The spheroids and their associated tech-
ordinates must be correct to the nearest 0.001 nical manuals are shown below:
second to obtain UTM (UPS) coordinates cor- International Spheroid (South America,
rect to 0.03 meter.) Europe, Australia, China, Hawaii, and

c. When azimuth is obtained from astro- South Pacific): TM 5-241-3/1 and TM
nomic obesrvations, it is necessary to know the 5-241-3/2
latitude and longitude of the astronomic obser- Clarke 1866 Spheroid (United States, Mex-
vation station. If they are not known, the geo- ico, Alaska, Canada, and Greenland):
graphic coordinates of the station can be ob- TM 5-241-4/1 and TM 5-241-4/2.
tained by conversion from grid coordinates. Bessel Spheroid (Japan, USSR, Korea,

Borneo, Celebes, and Sumatra): TM 5-
330. Conversion of Distance 241-5/1 and TM 241-5/2.

Before the distance between two points can Clarke 1880 Spheroid (Africa): TM 5-
be determined, the coordinates of both points 241-6/1 and TM 5-241-6/2.
must be based on a common system (for ex- Everest Spheroid (India, Tibet, Burma,
ample, both geographic coordinates or UTM Malay, and Thailand): TM 5-241-7.
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332. Use of DA Form 6-22 (Computation- tained from the table on the reverse side of
Conversion UTM Grid Coordinates to DA Form 6-23.
Geographic Coordinates (Machine)) b. Logarithms entered on DA Form 6-23

DA Form 6-22 (fig. 145) is used to convert must be correct to the seventh digit in the man-
UTM grid coordinates to geographic coordi- tissa. The complete number for which the log-
nates. Instructions for the use of the form are arithm is obtained must be used as the argu-
contained on the reverse side of the form. Fig- ment in obtaining the logarithm. The mantissa
ure 145 shows an example of the entries that of the logarithm must be determined to the
are made on DA Form 6-22 for converting eighth digit and then rounded off to the sev-
UTM grid coordinates to geographic coordin- enth digit. Antilogarithms must be determined
ates. The longitude of the central meridian to the third digit after the decimal point.
(item 39) can be obtained from the UTM grid
zone by using the table on the reverse side of 334. Use of DA Form 6-25 (Computation-
DA Form 6-22. The UTM grid zone number Conversion Geographic Coordinates to
can be determined from a map or from a trig UTM Grid Coordinates (Machine))
list.

DA Form 6-25 (fig. 147) can also be used
333. Use of DA Form 6-23 (Computation- to convert geographic coordinates to UTM grid

Conversion Geographic Coordinates to coordinates. (DA Form 6-25 is a machine com-
UTM Grid Coordinates (Logarithms)) putation form, whereas DA Form 6-23 is a

a. DA Form 6-23 (fig. 146) is used to con- logarithm computation form.) Instructions for
vert geographic coordinates to UTM grid co- the use of the form are contained on the reverse
ordinates. Instructions for the use df the form side of the form. Figure 147 shows an exam-
are contained on the reverse side of the form. pie of the entries that are made on DA Form
Figure 146 shows an example of the entries 6-25 for converting geographic coordinates to
that are made on DA Form 6-23 for convert- UTM grid coordinates. Longitude of the cen-
ing geographic coordinates to UTM grid co- tral meridian (and UTM grid zone number)-
ordinates. Longitude of the central meridian (item 2) - is obtained from the table on the
(and UTM grid zone number) (item 2) is ob- reverse side of DA Form 6-25.
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COMPUTATION - CONVERSION UTH GRID COORDINATES TO GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES (MACHINE)
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COMPUTATION - CONVERSION GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES TO UTM GRID COORDINATES (Logar"th".)
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Section II. TRANSFORMATION

335. General can be transformed from any point in one zone
into terms of an adjacent zone. To understand

When field artillery units are operating what takes place when transformation is per-
across grid zone junctions, it will frequently formed, refer to figure 148. Figure 148 shows
be necessary to transform the grid coordinates two adjacent UTM zones, 14 and 15. In terms
of points and the grid azimuth of lines from of northing coordinates they are numbered the
the grid for one zone to the grid of the adja- same, since the origin of the northing coordi-
cent zone. Special tables, which are available nate is the equator. However, the easting co-
through the Army Map Service, permit trans- ordinates from left to right are not a contin-
formation across several zones in a single corn- uous series of numbers, since the origin of the
putation. easting coordinate for each zone is the central

a. The method of transforming grid coordi- meridian (CM) for that zone and is numbered
nates from a UTM zone to a UPS zone or from 500,000. Within each zone, the coordinates in-
a UPS zone to a UTM zone is discussed in para- crease to the east and decrease to the west from
graph 329. the central meridian. Visualize point P in zone

14. The coordinates are 800,003-3,700,000. If
b. In the UTM grid system are overlap areas the coordinates of point P were to be trans-

east and west of zone junctions. However, formed to the adjacent grid (zone 15), the
transformation is not restricted to these over- action taken would be the equivalent of super-
lap areas. Grid coordinates (and azimuths) imposing the grid of zone 15 over the grid of

UTM
ZONE JUNCTION

CM
43

45

~~~~~~~~~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __42_ _ _ _ _ -- 4 2

ZONE ZN1

40

Figure 148. Transformativon requirements.
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zone 14 as indicated in figure 148. Actually, to be A, the resulting E and N coordinates are
transformation of coordinates involves only the for the adjacent zone B. In the Southern Hem-
mathematical continuation of the adjacent grid isphere, the transformed northing must be sub-
to the grid being used and the subsequent cor- tracted from 10,000,000 to compute the correct
rections for locations due to the change in grid coordinate.
north reference. Although the location of point
P on the ground will not be changed, the value 337. Use of DA Form 6-36
of its original coordinates will change with the a. The use of forms will simplify transfor-
transformation. The value in terms of zone 15 mation computations. The form used for zone-
would be less than 100,000 meters in easting to-zone universal transverse Mercator grid co-
and greater than 3,700,000 meters in northing. ordinates transformation is DA Form 6-36
In transformation there will be a major change (fig. 149). This form is designed for use with
in the easting coordinates due to the coordinate a computing machine. If a computing machinea computing machine. If a computing machine
numbering system of each zone and the change is not available, multiplication is performed on
in grid north reference, but there will be only a separate paper by using logarithms or direct
a small change in the northing coordinate, multiplication, and the results are entered in
based only on the difference in the grid north the proper spaces. The form is executed in a
reference. straight numerical sequence with the values in

lines 11 through 18 (No, E,, a,, a2, b,, b2, c,,
336. Use of TM 5-241-2 (Formerly and c2) extracted from TM 5-241-2 for the

AMS TM NR 50) proper spheroid.
a. In using TM 5-241-2 to extract the fune- b. Formulas on which DA Form 6-36 is

tion required for the formulas used in trans- based are shown on the back of the form.
formation, determine first the spheroid to be
used by referring to the map of the world in 338. Transformation of UTM Grid Azimuth
the back of the technical manual and using it From Zone to Zone
as an index to determine which spheroid tables
should be used. The formulas for solving trans- The reasons for transforming grid coordi-
formation computations are also contained in nates (para 335) are applicable to grid azi-
the technical manual. muths, and the same reference tables (TM 5-

241-2) are employed for the extractions of
b. The tables in TM 5-241-2 are compiled functions. To understand what transpires in

for 100,000-meter intervals of easting and the transformation of azimuth, refer again to
northing. A station is considered to be in a figure 148. On the UTM zone to the left (zone
100,000-meter square, and the coordinates of 14), a line of direction has been indicated. The
the nearest corner of this square are used for azimuth of this line is represented by a hori-
the determination of e and n and for the en- zontal clockwise angle from the grid north for
tering arguments. zone 14. If the azimuth of that line is trans-

c. Certain procedures must be followed to formed to the grid of the adjacent zone (zone
insure proper extraction from the tables. 15), the line of direction does not change;

however, due to a new grid north reference
(1) When transforming to the east (such line, the azimuth of the line will increase. In

as zone 14 to zone 15), use the e value figure 148 it is apparent that if azimuth is
on the right side of the table and the transformed from a west zone to an east zone,
upper sign if two signs are shown. the azimuth will increase; conversely, if azi-

(2) When transforming to the west (such muth is transformed from an east zone to a
as zone 15 to zone 14), use the e value west zone, azimuth will decrease.
on the left side of the table and the
lower sign if two signs are shown. 339. DA Form 6-34

d. When the computations are performed on a. DA Form 6-34 is used for zone-to-zone
DA Form 6-36, if the initial zone is considered UTM grid azimuth transformation (fig. 150).
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ZONE TO ZONE U1M GRID COORDINATES TRANSFORIMATION

ST AT ION LOCALITY

SILL PT SIML, OKIAHCA
SPHEROID

FM ZONE , 14 To ONE 0 15 CLARKE 1866

USE ONLY FOR
SOUITHERN HEMISPHERE IO 00 000 0 0 0 Qiiii:j::: i~iiiiliiiiiii::::::~.! !~ii: iiili iii[i::i ~i;ii ;ii :iF:: -:.!-i-i ii:i: iiiFii:.:!! i-iii iii::::i!::iiii :;~IiiTT*II~tT O (Pa00

a, I ...... 8..S.. .ERN.HEMIS.HERE.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::a i I::: 8 ~ J I 3 Z
a i*~~~~~~~~~··r,3 3 3C 0

(5) - (6] FOR
z°...) + " i ISOUTHER

- T O7 ns NAE S -(6) OR (7) TO NEAEST
2 METERS ) 6001 000 00 8 100.000 METERS () - 800 00)00

I LE,,*IC SUN (6) OR (7)
AL EBRAIC SUM (1) AN (2) 8 1 431 860 1 13 IU 33 13') 109
REPEAT (3)WITH DECIMAL POINT REPEATR)T H DC L POINT
I MOVED LEFT FIVE PLACES · M 0 4 86013 MOVE LEFT FI ACES

it o + 822! 2971 707
E.1- MS TW~~h~i~.l N.. 50 fii N02

nEe~r AMS5 Technical Manual No. So for proper ED C Si ' I 652; 49

spheroid u.ng values from lle'. (2) and (8) 13 W + 0oo 336 277
... umentL. tWhen transforming t..o et, In If 10 3

LI 1·2 Q I ; 5~~ ;958 i )
use (C) vahUe on right side of table and up- W 95 53

..e of signs; For trnfrin to .w.t. s - 8. I
(e value on left side of table and lower of US 68 0

c1 0 037

18 .0 I 261

12~ ~ ~ ~~~5DO 1 ) 1 81904 17 FALSE EASTING +± 500 000 a 000

20 .10) A (17) ilo 012 CN 12 652 499 349

21 ALGEAI SIM I) AN (0) 8I91.6 90 ) (36) i 992 486

"I Q ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 43 9 1 2)'J
SIGMFRE LET l~~~~0 11440 O)))~I ~ I~

21 ALGEBRAIC SUM (21) MD 22) 802 I AL EBRAIC SUM-. ,icrsarlc ru&iiu (~I)) ~ 8j 802 *~ (3 ). (38). (38). MD (o)

24 ( _6) _68 056 E 0,.. 0 i ) + 106, 513 600

25 -1)A(B 42 (10)0 3)0

1I l°

(3( m) 98 52A IO *CHNEI
(13) as SIGN OF 8RU 2621 662

(.)~..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~LERI Se I°[8

it so) 0 (27) 65 _ 2 9 _4_1 6 I _ _ _ _ _ __AS_

ALGEBRAIC M. (23). (39). 9773I I _ _0_ _ __N_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3 _853 J 1 _ 3i 17
I HO (35) CHA_ _ __I_ _, USE O_ _ _ _FOR _I _I I

SCIOMP FRSULTER 29H804CENSOUT.ERI HEISPHER 10 1000 0

)2 ALGEoRMC S1, (30) D31 + 100I 303 1 539 RE PEAo T (_69

SFCJDOZ OpiREOB~~~~~~~(0 -17*19OR61TE

" <:~) +958 "532 ,9 o~MI .SPHERE2 6Mu ne., .(2.) .o , G l 0 ""°"' " ' +

., . ............
~I

55I )4) A? -n) 13,] 861 + U . I I Au)
"AND)~ 5 9 1323 ...... ...,,,
,oisrr li(:,Ir & o2 ] !!!! i:ii: i iiiiiiiiiii: iii:::::.1 1 !!: !!i iiiiiiii::::........ ....... ............... ...........

SFC J DM Cpl R ROB I F"b 191
DA, ± :,, 6- 36

Figure 149. Completed DA Form 6-6.
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ZONE TO ZONE IUT GRID AZIMUTH TRANSFORMATION

STATION LOCALITY

SILL FT 5SLL, OKAHODIMA
SPNEROID

FROM ZONE A i/ TO ZONE S /3 C LARKE 1/766
1.| ./ USE ONLY FOR SOUTHERN

AZ11MlT TO BE HEM PHRER
TRANS FORERD FROM _ IISP R O d 00 1
ZONE A TO ZONE =T, 75/ 768 "N ( 3 33 33 0`1

.2 Efl.. A) + ss6 ' /3q i 7? _8 )-(-) +2 " 0 ' (less+ A) 4 1394 17 SOETHERN NEMISPHERE +

2) o NEARESTr ( I) O I ro NEAEST
00 T 00 METERS - 100000OL 100,000 METERS =(N 3 100 000i00

ALGEBRAIC SUM ALGE£RAC SUN M(2) ANO (3) - 413 flo 13 I ,93133¢[0A) (zDAO (3( 41 31 f6f0 1 3 . () YR I S) AND (9) 33 33C 09
REPEAT (') WITh REPEAT (SE7 W6TN9 OEDCIMAL PONTOE .I DCMAL PIN 3OV 33
LEFT FIVE PLACES 4 380/LEFT FIVE PLACES = n 3 3

Enter AMS Technical anu No. 50 for proper 33 27
spheroid using values from Lines (33 and (9) 5 95532
.. u.. ments. Phen trns for.ing o east. u ....

(e) value on right side of table and upper _ -

of aigns for Erans forming to .wet, use ( Ie) A , 6. o56
.lu ... left side of table and .loer of IS 003

signs.17 ( i2

US (14) 3 2 /7 ego 8: 32 ('3) 9591 532

Is (1 () x3 0 O 0 39 " (1) (26) -5.2 S

CiNGE SIGN OF RESULI 35 2 , 32). 33), M (34) 1

22 10'R LO 0 00a 0 0 0 021ucr 1 oo ooN(20) RO (21) / 5I °° OO

23 (IS) 02 /36 //12 ,- LOG (3) oo00/ /7/0

2R (IZ) x (i) x 0 2P / 3 (36) - (37) 9 q1 8290

26 (5) I (z6)3 0 4 9 LOG (35) 3 7 7 71 703

26 ALGEsRAIC SUM g
(23), (2.). oD os) /351303 ." (I) 1(3) I 7 7 47 73

272 (ZZs~) +4~ -oo 3 36 j z 77 _~ ANGLE WHOSE LOG TAN IS 3
1 001336'277 I (N). oS, ,s s c 60 J3/

20 (Ll) (2E) 5. 35 2 (1) + 7 768:
ALEBRAIC ba N 4 REPEAT (4l), CHANGE SIG

9 () AND (28) / 00 330 44_j FOR SOUTAERN IIHEISPHERE - 60 837
Isi - _ _ _I1 (5) 3 (26) COF NGE a I556 ALGEBRAIC SUM (lAz) AND (3)

SIGN OF RESLLT - .563

ALGEBRAIC suN AZIhrJTM (loes 8)
2 I) M 30) /00 1o 2i : O'7 9 . 94

CONIRTER CREC3ER OATE

sfc A.T. A K cPLG TB/RA -/9 -

DA I 'Om, 6-34

Figure 150. Completed DA Form 6-34.
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This form, which is similar to DA Form 6-36, values for lines 12 through 17 (a,, a,, b,, b2,

also is designed for use with a computing ma- c,, and c,) are extracted directly from TM 5-

chine. The procedure used for computations 241-2, using the tables for the proper spheroid.

on DA Form 6-36 is used on DA form 6-34 b. Formulas on which DA Form 6-34 is

if a computing machine is not available. Also, based are shown on the back of the form.
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CHAPTER 17

QUALIFICATION TESTS FOR SURVEY SPECIALISTS

340. Purpose and Scope veyor. Section II expands the skill coverage
for evaluating the qualifications of an individ-This chapter describes the tests to be given ual in artillery survey. Section III is designedin the qualification of survey specialists at all as a comprehensive coverage of the skills re-echelons. Tests based on these outlines are de-

signed to measure a soldier's skill in artillery quired i all echelons of artillery survey.
survey. School training or a technical back-
ground is not required prior to taking these 343. Administration of Tests
tests. Tests based on these outlines are de- a. The tests based on these outlines are de-
signed to determine the relative proficiency of signed to provide for qualification of survey
an individual artillery soldier in the perform- specialists at all echelons. Because of organi-
ance of duties as a member of a survey section zational differences and differences in equip-
and are not designed as a basis for determin- ment, some modification will be necessary for
ing the relative proficiency of batteries or the administration of these tests to most units.
higher units. These tests are also designed to The tests are designed where possible to facil-
serve as an incentive for individuals in sur- itate this modification. Modification other than
vey organization to expand their knowledge to those options presented in the tests should be
cover all duties in the survey organization, accompanied by a reevaluation of the weight-
thereby increasing their value to the unit. ing system.

341. Preparation of Tests b. The battery commander will be responsi-
ble for the testing of personnel within his bat-

The tests will be prepared under the direc- tery. Generally, tests will be administered as
tion of the battalion commander, and should follows:
consider the following:

(1) An officer, warrant officer, or enlisted
a. Tests should be standardized so that the man who is fully qualified and experi-

difference between test scores of any two indi- enced in the subject covered by the
viduals will be a valid measurement of differ- test will be detailed as "examiner" to
ences in their skills. administer the test.

b. Each crewman interested is a prospective (2) Each section of the qualification tests
candidate and the tests should be available upon may be administrated over a period
his request. of time that will be standardized

throughout the battalion.
342. Test Organization (3) A single test, when started, will be

The qualification test is organized into three conducted from start to finish without
sections with each section designed to test and interruption.
qualify the individual progressively as a second- (4) The candidate will receive no unauth-
class specialist, a first-class specialist and as orized assistance. Assistance will be
an expert in artillery survey. Section I is de- furnished to the candidate as re-
signed to evaluate the qualification of the in- quired for each test. If a candidate
dividual in the basic skills of an artillery sur- fails any test because of the examiner
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or any assistant, the test will be dis- 345. Outline of Tests
regarded and the candidate will beber Po Ma

given another test of the same nature. No. Subject f tests each credit

(5) Times are not prescribed for each test SECTION I
due to the different requirements of 346 Map Reading ______ 4 _______ 6
units and because of varying effects Tests 1 and 2 .--- (2) 2 (4)
of weather on the tests. However, the Tests 3 and 4 -- (2) 1 (2)
examiner should make appropriate 347 Recording ----------- 2 11 22
cuts when "excessive time" is taken 348 Computing _- ________ 4 ____ 28
to complete a portion of the tests. A Tests 1 and 4 .---- (2) 5 (10)

Test 2 ….. … (1) 8 (8)decision by the responsible officer as Test 2 -(1) 10 (0)Test 3 ----------- (1) 10 (10
to what constitutes "excessive time" 349 Taping ____- _________ 1 20 20
must be made prior to the administra- 350 Instrument Operation __ 2 12 24
tion of the tests, based on conditions
existing at that time. Total _____… _______-_______ - 100

SECTION II
(6) The examiner will explain to the can-

didate the scope of the test and indi- Section I score x .40 -- - _ ----- 40351 Recording __________ 2 10 20
cate the men who will act as his assist- 352 Computations -_ ._-_ 3 -----__ 20
ants. The examiner will critique the Tests I and 2 -- (2) 7 (14)
candidate's performance at the com- Test 3 - ________ (1) 6 (6)
pletion of the test and turn the ten- 353 Instrument Operation_ 3 ______ 20

Test 1* … . .(1) 8. (8)tative score in to the battery com- Test 2 _____ (1) *8 (12) (8)(12)
mander. The battery commander will Test 3 - (1) *4 (8) (4)(8)
finalize the score and forward the test * When tellurnmeter or DMd

is not issued to a unit Test
score to the battalion. will be disregarded and poir

value of Test 1 will be red:
tributed as follows: Test 2, 1
points: Test 3, 8 points.

344. Qalification Scores
Total -_. ...... 100

A maximum score of 100 is possible for each SECON I

section of the test. An individual must achieve
Section II total x .50 -- 50

a score of 90 percent on section I to be eligible 354 Map Reading 1 _______ 5
to take section II. A score of 90 percent on 355 Grid Computations _ __ 3 -------- 10
section II is required prior to taking section Tests 1 and 2 __-- (2) 4 (8)
III. Test 3 ----------- (1) 2 (2)

356 Survey Planning __- _ 1 15 15
Individual cIdssijation Points 357 Supervision and
Expert _____________________-_____ 90 on section III Operation __________ 1 20 20

First-class specialist ______________ 85 on section II
Second-class specialist_ . .......... 85 on section I Total … 100

SECTION I

346. Map Reading (1) Topographic map, scale 1:50,000 or

a. Scope of Tests. Four tests will be con- larger.
ducted to determine the candidate's knowledge
of map reading. (2) Boxwood scale or coordinate scale,

protractor and map pins.
b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of

the test the examiner will provide the candi- (3) Military slide rule (if desired by can-
dates with the following equipment: didate).
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c. Outline of Tests.
Test
No. Examiner commands-- Action of candidate

1 IDENTIFY THESE SIGNS AND SYMBOLS. (Ex- Identifies signs and symbols as they are pointed
aminer points to 10 different commonly used mili- out, orally or by writing answer.
tary and topographic signs and symbols.)

2 COMPUTE THE SCALE OF THIS MAP. (Examiner Measures the map distance between the two points.
designates two points on the map at least four Computes the scale using the map distance and
inches apart, and gives the candidate a false ground the false ground distance. Announces or records
distance between them.) the result.

3 MEASURE THE GRID AZIMUTH Measures the grid azimuth with the protractor.
FROM _ TO Announces or records results.

(Examiner points out two prominent points on map
at least four inches apart.)

4 DETERMINE COORDINATES AND HEIGHT Reads coordinates of designated point and deter-
OF mines height. Announces or records results.

(Examiner points out or designates arbitrary fea-
ture on map. Advise candidate to read coordinates
and height as accurately as possible.)

d. Penalties. 347. Recording

(1) Test 1. Deduct 0.2 point for each sym- a. Scope of Test. Two tests will be conducted
bol or sign identified incorrectly. to determine the candidate's knowledge of re-

cording. The first test will check procedures
(2) Test 2 Deduct 1 point if the denom- used with the aiming circle and the second test

is in erato ror of by more the representative fraction will be on procedures for the basic survey in-
is in error by more than 100 units
and deduct all credit if in error by strument authorized by TOE.
more than 200 units. b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of

the test the examiner will make the following
(3) Test 3. Deduct 0.5 point if the azi- preparations

muth is in error by more than 5 mils (1) Provide equipment as listed below:
and 1 point if in error by over 10 mils. (a) Blank mimeographed sheets from

(4) Test 4. recorder's notebook.

(a) Deduct 0.6 point if either the east- (b) 4H and 6H pencil.
(c) Straightedge.ing or northing coordinate is ining or northing coordinate is in (2) Prepare the data so the examiner can

error by over 50 meters. read angles and distances, etc., in the
(b) Deduct 0.4 point if the height is in same manner as a recorder would

error by more than one-half of the receive the data if he were accom-
contour interval of the map. panying a survey team in the field.

Prepare a rough sketch of the area
e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed to permit the candidate to complete

in d above, credit will be awarded as indicated the remarks and sketch portion of the
in paragraph 345. field notes.

c. Outline of Tests.
Tet
No. Examiner commands- Action of candidate

1 RECORD DATA FOR AIMING CIRCLE TRA- Records data as prescribed in chapter 7. Turns in
VERSE. field notes to examiner at completion of the test.

(Examiner reads data in same manner as normally
available to recorder.)
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Test
No. Examiner commands-- Action of candidate

2 RECORD DATA FOR THEODOLITE TRAVERSE. Records data as prescribed in chapter 7. Turns in
(Examiner reads data in same manner as normally field notes to examiner at completion of the test.
available to recorder. Include at least one multiple
angle. Triangulation or astronomic observation are
authorized substitutions.)

d. Penalties. Penalties will be assessed as 348. Computing
follows:

a. Scope of Tests. Four tests will be con-
(1) Failure to use proper procedure for ducted to determine the candidate's knowledge

recording horizontal or vertical an- and ability to solve various survey problems.
gles, 3 points.

gles, 3 points. b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of
(2) Failure to mean angles correctly, 3 the tests the examiner will make the following

points. preparations:

(3) Incomplete or incorrect remarks sec- (1) Provide the following equipment:
tion, 1 point. (a) One set of logarithmic tables (six-

(4) Failure to record data in a neat and or seven-place as appropriate) for
legible manner, 10 points. each candidate.

(b) DA Forms 6-1, 6-2, 6-8, 6-19.
(5) Any other procedural error, 3 points. b) DA Forms 6-1, 6-2, 6-8, 6-19.

(2) Prepare simulated or actual field data
e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed for all tests in the format prescribed

in d above, credit will be awarded as indi- for the recorder's field notebook. Read
cated in paragraph 345. or issue copy of data to the candidate.

c. Outline of Tests.

Test
No. Examiner commands- Action of candidate

1 COMPUTE THE AZIMUTH AND DISTANCE Computes azimuth and distance with DA Form
FROM POINT A TO POINT B. (Furnish coordi- 6-1.
nates of each point.)

2 COMPUTE THE FOLLOWING TRAVERSE: COM- Computes coordinates of each station on DA Form
PUTE ACCURACY RATIO AND AZIMUTH 6-2. Computes accuracy ratio: azimuth error of
ERROR OF CLOSURE. (Provide coordinates of closure.
starting point and azimuth to azimuth mark. Fur-
nish angles and distance in the same manner in
which a computer would normally receive this infor-
mation. Provide coordinates of closing point and
azimuth to azimuth mark if different than starting
point.)

3 COMPUTE THE FOLLOWING TRIANGLE CHAIN. Uses field data provided and DA Form 6-8 to solve
(Provide starting data and simulated or actual field triangle chain.
work to enable candidate to solve the triangulation
problem. Data should be made available in the same
sequence as normally provided to the computer by a
survey party in the field.)

4 COMPUTE THE FOLLOWING THREE-POINT Records field data on DA Form 6-19 and computes
RESECTION TO DETERMINE COORDINATES coordinates and height of occupied station.

AND HEIGHT OF THE OCCUPIED STATION.
(Provide candidate with necessary valid field data
to perform the computation.)
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d. Penalties. 349. Taping
(1) Tests 1 and 3. Deduct- a. Scope of Test. One test will be conducted

(a) 0.5 point for each mathematical to determine the candidate's ability to func-
error. tion as a tapeman.

(b) 1.0 point for each logarithmic error. b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of
(c) 3.0 points for each procedural error. the test the examiner will make the following

(2) Test 2. Deduct- preparations:
(a) 0.5 point for each mathematical (1) Provide equipment as listed below:

error. (a) One 30-meter steel tape.
(b) 1.0 point for each logarithmic error. (b) Two plumb bobs.

(c) One set of eleven taping arrows.(c) 3.0 points for each procedural error. (d) Two taping knuckles.
(d) 1.0 point if accuracy ratio is corn- (e) One handle, steel tape, tension 30

puted incorrectly and 0.5 point if lbs.
the azimuth error of closure is com- (f) Two ranging poles w/tripods.
puted incorrectly.

(2) Prepare a traverse course consisting
(3) Test 4. Deduct- of two stations, A and B. Determine

(a) 0.5 point for each mathematical the accurate distance between the two.
error. Use terrain that will require breaking

(b) 1.0 point for each logarithmic error. tape. Require candidate to tape both
(c) 1.0 point for each procedural error. ways but change position from front

tapeman to rear tapeman on the re-
e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed turn run. Use a second candidate or

in d above, credit will be awarded as indicated assistant examiner for the second
in paragraph 345. tapeman.

c. Outline of Test.

Examiner commands-- Action of candidate

TAPE TRAVERSE LEG FROM A TO B AND Tapes traverse leg as prescribed in chapter 6.
FROM B TO A TO A COMPARATIVE ACCU- Computes comparative accuracy.
RACY OF 1:5000. COMPUTE COMPARATIVE
ACCURACY THE TWO TAPED DISTANCES.

d. Penalties. A penalty of 3.0 points will be (8) Accuracy ratio below 1:5000. Accu-
assessed for each of the following errors: racy ratio below 1:3000, cut 10

(1) Failure to maintain correct tape ten- points.
sion. (9) Any other procedural error.

(2) Failure to maintain the tape in a hori- e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed
zontal position. in d above, credit will be awarded as indicated

(3) Improper handling of the plumb bob. in paragraph 345.
(4) Failure to aline front tapeman.
(5) Errors in breaking tape. 350. Instrument Operation
(6) Errors in recording distance. a. Scope of Test. Two tests will be conducted
(7) Incorrect computation of accuracy to determine the candidate's ability to set up

ratio. and operate an aiming circle and the theodolite,
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b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of (b) Theodolite w/tripod.
the test the examiner will make the following (2) Prepare stations as necessary and ac-
preparations: curately determine angles, distances,

azimuths, etc., to be used as a check
(1) Provide equipment as listed below: on accuracy. Provide an assistant ex-

(a) Aiming circle w/tripod. aminer as recorder for all tests.

c. Outline of Tests.

rest
No. Examinler commands-- Action of candidate

1 MEASURE THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL Sets up aiming circle and measures horizontal and
ANGLES AZ-MK-Bn SCP-TS 1 WITH THE vertical angles as precribed in chapter 7. Means
AIMING CIRCLE. (Designate the Bu SCP and the angles and announces the results.
identify the Az Mk and TS 1.)

2 MEASURE THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL Sets up the theodolite and measures horizontal and
ANGLES TS1-TS2-TS3 WITH THE THEODO- vertical angles as prescribed in chapter 7. Means
LITE. (Designate TS 2 as the occupied station of the angles and announces the results.
a traverse and identify the rear and forward sta-
tions.)

d. Penalties. (b) Deduct 2.0 points for each proce-

(1) Test i. Deduct- dural error in the angle measure-
(a) 3.0 points for improper setup, level- ment.

ing or handling of the instrument. (c) For accuracy of measurement of
(b) 2.0 points for each procedural error horizontal and vertical angles, cut

in the angle measurement. as indicated:
(c) 4.0 points if the horizontal or ver-

tical angle is in error by more than
1.0 mil but less than 2.0 mils. Less than

0.1rmil_. Less than O5"_Less than 0.02 mril _ 0.0
(d) 6.0 points if the horizontal or ver-

tical angle is in error by more than 01-0.2. 05"-15" 0.02-0.08 mil 3.0
More than

2.0 mils.
0.2 mil __Morethan 15"_ More than 0.08 mil -.- 6.0

(2) Test 2.
(a) Deduct 3.0 points for improper set e. Credits. Subject to the penalties assessed in

up, leveling or handling of the in- d above, credit will be awarded as indicated in
strument. paragraph 345.

SECTION II

(Consists of 40 percent of the earned score from section I plus the score earned in paragraphs
351-353.)

351. Recording (1) Provide equipment as listed below:

a. Scope of Tests. Two tests will be con- (a) Field notebook or mimeographed
ducted to determine the candidate's ability to pages.
record triangulation field notes and an astro- (b) and pencil.
nomic observation problem. (c) Straghtedge.

(2) Prepare simulated or actual field data
b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of to present to candidate in the same

the test the examiner will make the following manner as a recorder would normally
preparations: receive this information.
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c. Outline of Tests.

Test
No Examiner commands Action of candidate

1 RECORD THE FOLLOWING TRIANGULATION Records survey field data as prescribed in chap-
SURVEY. (Present field data from triangulation ter 7.
problem in the same sequence a recorder would
normally receive this data.)

2 RECORD THE FOLLOWING ASTRONOMIC OB- Records field data from the astronomic observation
SERVATION. (Present field data from the obser- as prescribed in chapter 7.
vation in the same sequence that a recorder would
normally receive the data.)

d. Penalties. Deduct- a computer. The first test is solving a triangle

(1) 2.0 points for each angle or time by trilateration and the second is computing
meaned incorrectly. an azimuth from an astronomic observation.

(2) 4.0 points for each procedural error. The third test is computing grid convergence

(3) 4.0 points if field notes are not neat for a specific area.
and legible. b. Special Instructions.

e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed (1) Provide equipment as listed below:
in d above, credit will be awarded as indicated (a) Logarithmic tables (seven place).
in paragraph 345. (b) TM 6-300-(current year).

(c) DA Forms 6-7a, 6-10, 6-10a or
352. Computing 6-11, and 6-20.

a. Scope of Tests. Three tests will be con- (2) Prepare actual or simulated field data
ducted to determine the candidate's ability as for each test.

c. Outline of Tests.

Test
No. Exminer commands-- Action of candidate

1 SOLVE THE FOLLOWING TRIANGLE BY TRI- Records given data on DA Form 6-7a and solves
LATERATION. THE KNOWN LENGTH OF for interior angles.
THE SIDES ARE:

b
c

DETERMINE THE SIZE OF EACH ANGLE.

2 COMPUTE GRID AZIMUTH BY ASTRONOMIC Uses field data provided and DA Forms 6-10,
OBSERVATION BY THE ALTITUDE (HOUR 6-10a or 6-11, and 6-20. Computes all three sets,
ANGLE) METHOD OF THE SUN (STAR). (Pro- mean sets and rejects any set that varies
vide data from three sets of observations. Furnish from the mean by more than the tolerance pre-
grid convergence to permit candidate to determine scribed in chapter 13. Applies grid convergence
grid azimuth.) to mean of at least two sets to get grid azimuth.

3 COMPUTE GRID CONVERGENCE Computes grid convergence. Uses DA Form 6-20
GIVEN DATA: and TM 6-300-current year.

STATION: Bn SCP
LATITUDE: N(S)
LONGITUDE: _ E(W)
COORDINATES:
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d. Penalties. Deduct 0.5 point for each math- (1) Provide equipment as listed below:
ematical error, 2.0 points for each logarithmic (a) One master and one remote telluro-
error and 4.0 points for each procedural error. meter unit or two DME units com-

e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed in plete with cables, tripods and bat-
d above, credit will be awarded as indicated teries.
in paragraph 345. (b) One Surveying Instrument Azimuth

Gyro Artillery complete with con-

353. Instrument Operation trol panel and power source.
(c) One theodolite with tripodl.

a. Scope of Tests. Three tests will be con- (d) DA Form 5-139 (Field Record and
ducted to determine the candidate's ability to Computations - Tellurometer) or
operate the tellurometer or DME and the sur- DA Form 2972 (Field Record and
veying instrument azimuth gyro and one test Computations-DME).
will be conducted to determine the candidate's o a ins (e
ability to perform theodolite adjustments.
Units not issued the tellurometer or DME will (2) Provide an assistant examiner to op-
disregard Test 1. erate the remote or responder unit.

b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of (3) Provide a recorder for tests 1 and 2.
the test the examiner will make the following (4) Provide stations and azimuth marks
preparations: as necessary to conduct tests 1 and 2.

c. Outline of Tests.

Test
No. Examiner commands- Action of candidate

1 MEASURE THE DISTANCE TS 2-TS 3 WITH Sets up the master or measurer unit; instructs re-
THE TELLUROMETER OR DME. (Stations must mote or responder operator; measures distance.
be at least 152 meters apart. Require the candidate Resolves transit time and determines sea level
to operate master station or measurer and instruct distance in meters using DA Form 5-139, or
remote operator. Remote or responder operator can DA Form 2972.
be another candidate or an assistant examiner. De-
lete this test for units not issued the tellurometer
or DME. Redistribute credit to other two tests.)

2 DETERMINE AZIMUTH TO AZIMUTH MARK Sets up azimuth gyro and determines azimuth to
WITH THE SURVEYING INSTRUMENT AZI- azimuth mark. Applies grid convergence to at-
MUTH GYRO ARTILLERY. (Identify orienting tain grid azimuth.
station and azimuth mark. Provide grid conver-
gence to candidate. Determination of azimuth by
astronomic observation is an authorized substitu-
tion.)

3 PERFORM THE FOLLOWING TESTS AND AD- Performs tests and adjustments as prescribed in
JUSTMENTS ON THE THEODOLITE: chapter 7.

a. PLATE LEVEL.
b. OPTICAL PLUMB.
c. VERTICALITY (NOT APPLICABLE ON

T-16.)
d. HORIZONTAL COLLIMATION.
e. VERTICAL COLLIMATION.

d. Penalties. ning the measurement are inade-

(1) Test 1. Deduct- quate.
(a) 2 points for improper setup or han- (c) 3 points for each procedural error

dling of the instrument. in the measurement.
(b) 1 point if instructions by candidate (d) 2 points for each procedural error

to remote operator prior to begin- in the computation.
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(e) 0.5 point for each mathematical accuracies are the same as listed in
error in the computation. chapter 13 for astronomic observa-

(f) 3 points if the accuracy is less than tions.)
1:7,000 but more than 1:5,000 when (e) The penalty points in parentheses
compared to the previously deter- in (a) through (d) above will be
mined distance. applied when Test Number 1 is not

(g) 6 points if the accuracy is less than given.
1:5,000 when compared to the pre- (3) Test 3.
viously determined distance. (a) Deduct 1 (2) point for each test or

(2) Test 2. adjustment that is not conducted as
(a) Deduct 2 (3) points for improper prescribed in chapter 7.

setup, leveling or handling of the (b) Deduct 1 (2) point if test and ad-
instrument. justments are not conducted in the

(b) Deduct 3 (4) points for each pro- sequence specified in chapter 7 for
cedural error in the azimuth meas- the instrument used.
urement. (c) The penalty points in parentheses in

(c) Deduct 1 (2) point for each compu- (a) and (b) above will be applied
tational error. when Test 1 is not given.

(d) Deduct 6 (8) points if accuracy nor- e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed in
mally required by candidate's unit d above, credit will be awarded as indicated in
is not attained. (Specifications for paragraph 345.

SECTION III

(Consists of 50 percent of the earned score from section II plus the score
earned in paragraphs 354-357).

354. Map Reading lowing preparations and provide equipment as

a. Scope of Tests. One test will be conducted st below:
to determine the candidate's ability to scale (1) Map 1:50,000 or larger.
geographic coordinates from a map. (2) Straightedge.

b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of (3) Military slide rule (if desired by can-
the tests the examiner will make the fol- didate).

c. Outline of Test.

Test
No. Examiner commands- Actlon of candidate

1 DETERMINE THE GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES Determine geographic coordinates of designated
OF TO THE point.
NEAREST 30 SECONDS.

d. Penalties. Deduct- in d above, credit will be awarded as indicated

(1) 2 points if easting or northing is in in paragraph 345.
error by more than 30 seconds but
less than 60 seconds. 355. Grid Computations

(2) All credit if easting or northing is in a. Scope of Tests. Three tests will be con-
error by more than 60 seconds. ducted to determine the candidate's knowledge

of detailed survey computations consisting of
e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed converting geographic coordinates to grid co-
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ordinates, zone to zone transformation, and (b) DA Forms 6-1, 6-2, 6-23, 6-34,
conversion to common control. 6-36.

b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of (c) Logarithmic tables (six- or seven-
the test the examiner will make the following place).
preparations: (d) TM 5-241-2.

(1) Provide equipment as listed below: (2) Prepare realistic requirements to
(a) TM 5-241 (as appropriate depend- issue as tests 1-3. Solve and check

ing on spheroid involved). requirements.

c. Outline of Tests.

Tet
No. Exmniner command- Action of candidate

1 CONVERT THE FOLLOWING GEOGRAPHIC Converts geographic coordinates to grid. Uses DA
COORDINATES TO GRID COORDINATES: Form 6-25 and TM 5-241-(3/1, 4/1, 5/1, 6/1

gO _________ _______ _ N (S) and 7).
____ o ___E (W)

2 TRANSFORM THE FOLLOWING COORDINATES Converts coordinates from one zone to the other.
FROM ZONE TO ZONE : Uses DA Form 6-36 and TM 5-241-2.
E N

3 CONVERT THE FOLLOWING TRAVERSE TO Converts designated points of traverse to common
THE COMMON GRID: ASSUMED DATA: grid. Uses DA Forms 6-1 and 6-2.
COORDINATES BN SCP _

HEIGHT BN SCP
AZIMUTH TO AZIMUTH
MARK
KNOWN DATA (COMMON GRID):
COORDINATES BN SCP

HEIGHT BN SCP
AZIMUTH TO AZIMUTH
MARK -

(Require candidate to convert all or selected points
of the traverse run with assumed data to the com-
mon grid.)

d. Penalties. 356. Survey Planning

(1) Tests 1 and 2. Deduct 0.2 point for
a. Scope of Test. One practical test will be

each logarithmic error and 2 points f conducted to determine the candidate's ability
for each procedural error. to plan a survey. This test will include a brief-

in by the examiner, map reconnaissance,
ma(2) T est 3. Deductrror, 0.4 oint each lomathe- ground reconnaissance, and the survey order.
matical error, 0.4 point each loga-
rithmic error and 0.5 point for each b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of
procedural error. the test, the examiner will make the following

e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed preparations:
in d above, credit will be awarded as indicated (1) Provide an area in which a survey
in paragraph 345. can be conducted.
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(2) Provide a 1:50,000 map of the area. surveyed and restrictions on use of
(3) Prepare a situation to include unit routes, transportation and radios.

mission, time available, designation (4) Provide a vehicle and driver for the
and general location of points to be candidate.

c. Outline of Test.

Examiner commands- Action of candidate

PREPARE A SURVEY PLAN TO SUPPORT THE Makes a map reconnaissance to include plotting in-
UNIT'S MISSION. THE MISSION ASSIGNED IS AS stallations requiring control. Makes a detailed
FOLLOWS: . ground reconnaissance and formulates a plan. Is-
EXTEND SURVEY CONTROL TO THE FOLLOWING sues a survey order to the survey party (exam-
POINTS: iner).

_ _-_ YOU WILL HAVE
HOURS TO COMPLETE THE SURVEY. THE FOL-
LOWING RESTRICTIONS ARE IN FORCE:

d. Penalties. Deduct- e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed in
(1) 2 points if the survey plan is not d above, credit will be awarded as indicated in

simple, timely or flexible. paragraph 345.
(2) 5 points if the plan is not adaptable or

if it does not provide for checks. 357. Supervision and Operation
(3) 10 points if the plan cannot provide a. Scope of Test. The test will determine the

survey control to the required accur- candidate's ability to organize and direct a sur-
acy at all installations which require vey party.
survey. b. Special Instructions. Prior to the start of

(4) 5 points if the survey order is not ade- the test the examiner will provide a survey
quate to insure the mission is accom- party complete with equipment and personnel
plished. authorized by applicable TOE.

(5) 3 points if equipment is not utilized
to best advantage.

c. Outline of Test.

Examiner econmand-- Action of candidate

ORGANIZE THE SURVEY PARTY AND EXECUTE Briefs members of the survey party. Directs and
THE PLANNED SURVEY. (After the survey has started supervises operation until completion. Functions
require the candidate to operate the instrument for at as instrument operator when directed.
least one station.)

d. Penalties. (2) Deduct 3 points if the instrument is

(1) Deduct 2 points for any failure to- not set up, leveled and angles meas-
(a) Orient all personnel. ured as prescribed in chapter 7. (Ap-
(b) Initiate the survey as soon as pos- plicable only when the candidate is

sible. functioning as instrument operator.)
(c) Display an aggressive attitude in (3) Deduct 3 points for each failure to-

supervising the party while the sur- (a) Provide computers with necessary
vey is in progress. data to begin computations.
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(b) Properly select traverse (triangu- (g) Check results by plotting surveyed
lation) stations. points on a map.

(c) Supervise the work of the compu-) Supervise the instrument operator
ters by spot checking their azimuths,
bearing angles, distances and coord- during theodolite, tellurometer, or
inates. surveying instrument azimuth gyro

(d) Periodically verify the recorder's artillery operations.
notes.

(e) Check taping procedures. e. Credit. Subject to the penalties assessed
(f) Correct erratic procedures immedi- in d above, credit will be awarded as indicated

ately on discovery. in paragraph 357.
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APPENDIX I

REFERENCES

1. Miscellaneous Publications
AR 117-5 Military Mapping and Geodesy.
AR 320-5 Dictionary of United States Army Terms.
AR 320-50 Authorized Abbreviations and Brevity Codes.
AR 600-20 Army Command Policy and Procedures.
DA Pam 108-1 Index of Army Motion Pictures, Film Strips, Slides, and Phono-Recordings.
DA Pam 310-series Military Publications Indexes.

(as applicable)
FM 6-10 Field Artillery Communications.
FM 6-20-1 Field Artillery Tactics.
FM 6-20-2 Field Artillery Techniques
FM 6-40 Field Artillery Cannon Gunnery.
FM 6-120 Field Artillery Target Acquisition Battalion and Batteries.
FM 6-121 Field Artillery Target Acquisition.
FM 6-122 Artillery Sound Ranging and Flash Ranging.
FM 6-135 Adjustment of Artillery Fire by the Combat Soldier.
FM 6-140 Field Artillery Cannon Battalions and Batteries.
FM 21-5 Military Training.
FM 21-6 Techniques of Military Instruction.
FM 21-26 Map Reading.
FM 21-30 Military Symbols.
FM 21-31 Topographic Symbols.
FM 30-5 Combat Intelligence.
FM 44-1 US Army Air Defense Employment.
FM 44-2 Light Antiaircraft Artillery (Automatic Weapons).
FM 61-100 The Division.
TM 5-231 Mapping Functions of the Corps of Engineers.
TM 5-232 Elements of Surveying.
TM 5-236 Surveying Tables and Graphs.
TM 5-241-1 Grids and Grid References.
TM 5-241-2 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid, Zone-to-Zone Transformation Tables.
TM 5-241-3/1 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid Tables for Latitudes 0°-80°; Inter-

national Spheroid (Meters). Volume I, Transformation of Coordinates
from Geographic to Grid.

TM 5-241-3/2 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid Tables for Latitudes 0°-80°; Inter-
national Spheroid (Meters). Volume II, Transformation of Coordinates
from Grid to Geographic.

TM 5-241-4/1 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid Tables for Latitudes 0°-80°; Clarke
1866 Spheroid (Meters). Volume I, Transformation of Coordinates from
Geographic to Grid.
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TM 5-241-4,/2 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid Tables for Latitudes 0°-80°; Clarke
1866 Spheroid (Meters). Volume II, Transformation of Coordinates
from Grid to Geographic.

TM 5-241-5/1 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid Tables for Latitudes 0o-80° , Bessel
Spheroid (Meters). Volume I, Transformation of Coordinates from
Geographic to Grid.

TM 5-241-5/2 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid Tables for Latitudes 0°-80° ; Bessel
Spheroid (Meters). Volume II, Transformation of Coordinates from
Grid to Geographic.

TM 5-241-6/1 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid Tables for Latitudes 0°-80° ; Clarke
1880 Spheroid (Meters). Volume I, Transformation of Coordinates from
Geographic to Grid.

TM-5-241-6/2 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid Table for Latitudes 0°-80°; Clarke
1880 Spheroid (Meters). Volume II, Transformation of Coordinates
from Grid to Geographic.

TM 5-241-7 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid Tables for 00-45 ° . Everest Spheroid
(Meters). Transformation of Coordinates from Geographic to Grid and
from Grid to Geographic.

TM 5-241-8 Universal Transverse Mercator Grid.
TM 5-241-9 Universal Polar Stereographic Grid Tables for Latitudes 790 30'-90°;

International Spheroid (Meters). Transformation of Coordinates from
Geographic to Grid and from Grid to Geographic.

TM 5-441 Topographic Surveying.
TM 5-6675-200-15 Operator, Organizational Field and Depot Maintenance Manual, Theodolite,

Wild T16.
TM 5-6675-202-15 Operator, Organizational, Field and Depot Maintenance Manual, Tellu-

rometer.
TM 5-6675-203-15 Operator, Organizational, Field and Depot Maintenance Manual, Alti-

meter, Surveying.
TM 5-6675-205-15 Operator, Organizational, Field and Depot Maintenance Manual, Theo-

dolite, Wild T2, 0.002 Mil Graduation.
TM 5-6675-207-15 Operator, Organizational, Field and Depot Maintenance Manual, Survey-

ing Instrument, Azimuth; Gyro; Artillery (ABLE).
TM 5-6675-213-15 Operator, Organizational Field and Depot Maintenance Manual, Theodolite,

Wild T2, 1 Second Graduation.
TM 5-9421 Altimeters, Surveying.
TM 6-230 Logarithmic and Mathematical Tables.
TM 6-231 Seven Place Logarithmic Tables.
TM 6-240 Slide Rule, Military, Field Artillery, With Case, 10-inch.
TM 6-300-( ) Army Ephemeris. (appropriate year)
TM 9-1290-262-35 Field and Depot Maintenance Manual, Aiming Circle M2.
TM 9-6166 Operator and Organizational Maintenance: Aiming Circle M2.

Tellurometer Handbook, Tellurometer (PTV) Ltd, Cape Town, South
Africa (issued with each unit).

Instruction Manual, EM 2171, for ABLE (Surveying Instrument, Azi-
muth, Gyro Artillery), Model XCZA System with Modified Electronic
Package, Autonetics, North African Aviation, Inc.

2. DA Forms

5-72 Level, Transit, and General Survey Record Book.
5-139 Field Record and Computations-Tellurometer.
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6-1 Computation-Azimuth and Distance from Coordinates.
6-2 Computation-Coordinates and Height from Azimuth, Distance, and

Vertical Angle.
6-2b Computation-Trigonometric Heights.
6-5 Record-Survey Control Point.
6-7a Computation-Plane Triangle.
6-8 Computation-Plane Triangle Coordinates and Height from One Side,

Three Angles and Vertical Angles.
6-10 Computation-Astronomic Azimuth by Hour-Angle Method, Sun.
6-10a Computation-Astronomic Azimuth by Hour-Angle, Method, Star.
6-11 Computation-Astronomic Azimuth by Altitude Method, Sun or Star.
6-18 Computation-Coordinates and Height from Two-Point Resection.
6-19 Computation-Coordinates and Height from Three-Point Resection.
6-20 Computation-Convergence (Astronomic Azimuth to UTM Grid Azimuth).
6-21 Computation and Instruction for Use with Star Identifier.
6-22 Computation-Conversion UTM Grid Coordinates to Geographic Coordi-

nates (Machine).
6-23 Computation-Conversion Geographic Coordinates to UTM Grid Coordi-

nates (Logarithms).
6-25 Computation-Conversion Geographic Coordinates to UTM Grid Coordi-

nates (Machine).
6-27 Computation-Altimetric Height (Single-Base or Leapfrog Method).
6-34 Zone to Zone UTM Grid Azimuth Transformation.
6-36 Zone to Zone UTM Grid Coordinates Transformation.
2973 Fifth-Order Astronomic Azimuth Computation.
2972 Field Record and Computations-DME.

3. Other U.S. Government Publications
The following publications are available from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Govern-

ment Printing Office, Washington, D.C.

a. Department of Commerce.
Coast and Geodetic Survey: Special Publication No. 225, Manual of Reconnaissance for

Triangulation. Special Publication No. 234, Signal Building. Special Publication No. 237,
Manual of Geodetic Triangulation.

b. Department of the Navy.
Naval Observatory: American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac (published annually).
Air Almanac (published annually). Hydrographic Office: H. O. No. 205, Radio Time Sig-

nals (current series).

4. Standardization Agreements
STANAG 2202 Map Conventional Signs.
STANAG 2210 Trig (Lists of Geod'etic Data).
STANAG 2211 Geodetic Datums, Spheroids, Grids, and Grid References.
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APPENDIX II

SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS

TRAVERSE'

Requirement Four.h-ordr Filth-order

Adjusted -____.... __-_._______-.--- - .Yes ------ ___._ ._.-_________ - __ __ No

Closing error (position) .- . ............Use smaller of 1:1,000
V-C or 1:3,000

Not to exceed (Height) -. ____V___-\.-V K± ----------------------------.. 2 meters

(Azimuth) ____.-._____.Use smaller of 0.1l xN
O.liA V N or 0.04iA x N

Station between azimuth
checks not to exceed -. __------------25 .__.-__ __._.__.________-.NA

Horizontal angles -------------------- 1 position (1 D/R) -___- _ __-------___1 position (1 D/R)

Vertical angles -_1-_ - -_______.-___-- 1 D/R .-. . ........._................1 D/R

Distance:

Tape- .--------------__ ___ - -__. Double tape to a cornm- Single tape
parative accuracy of Check by pacing
1:5,000

Tellurometer- --------_----------.2 coarse, 4 fine readings -.--------- 2 coarse, 4 fine readings

DME -___-.........___ .._ _ _ .Measure in both directions .- . ...... Measure in both directions

Scale factor -_--------_---_-----__Yes -__--__--__-_-_--_-___--_-_ No

Horizontal and vertical
angles recorded to ----___-___-____.-0.001 mil __-__....___-______-__---- 0.1 mil

Azimuth carried to ------------------ 0.001 mil -___--_____--____--__ -__0.1 mil

Vertical angles and bear-
ing angles used in compu-
tations to- ------.---- _........___ _ 0.01 mil -._-___-_-____ __-------- ___0.1 mil

Easting and northing
coordinates computed to -.--------- 0.01 meter ___.-...___._____-_._ _...0.1 meter

Height computed to -... ______ ____.._ 0.1 meter ________________----- -.. _ 0.1 meter

Log tables used- -....... _____-___-__ 7 place --__ ----____________--___..6 place

*Alw.n closed on second point flinrst choice, on strting point as second choice.

Remarks:

K = length of traverse in kilometers.
N = number of main scheme angles in the traverse.

nrA mil.
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TRIANGULATION*

INTERSECTION-RESECTION

Requirement Fourth-order Filth-order

Adjusted -__-_-...-__-__- ____ - ..-----Yes _--_--------____-_--------------No
(Position)-* -__--- 1.4 V K ............. 1:1000

Closing error (length) _-_--------1-.1 :3,000 .---_._._.___ _...............1:1,000
Not to exceed (Height) __.----__ VV-- K …±________________________..--+2 meters

(Azimuth) -____.-... _.0.1 i V-N or 0.04 rAxN-___________ 0.1rx N

Maximum OR- .- ___ _ ._____-.. 200 __.-____ - __.______ _-___-.. NA

Between bases -_____---_-___ ........ (or not to exceed 5 figures)

Azimuth check- ---.-.---- _-_______--__(Not to exceed 5 figures)
(normally with base
line check)

Horizontal angles .--------------__-- 2 positions (2 D/R) -_____-1--------.1 position (1 D/R)

Vertical angles - ..__.._.______. .1 D/R - _.1.........._. _ I.1 D/R

Base determination -.-.____________. 17,000 .…1__________ ____________ _1:3,000
Known coordinates --- __-_-___.-See pars 227a(3) __-_-_---------- -.See para 227a(3)
Tape -----------_ _______-__...._ Double tape- --- __ __ __---- _ . Double tape
Tellurometer -_-......__2_ .. ___ .2 coarse, 4 fine readings_ __-.____. .2 coarse, 4 fine readings
DME __.-.._ ........___ _..__.___..Measure in both directions __-_-__-. Measure in both directions

Horizontal and vertical
angles recorded to -._-. . ...__. __ 0.001 mail .-....................... 0.1 mil

Azimuth carried to ------------------ 0.001 mal .-..................... 0.1 mail

Vertical angles and bearing
angles used in compu-
tations to -___-------_--------_0.01 mil u------------------------0.1 mil

Easting and Northing
coordinates computed to -.---------- 0.01 meter .-.. . . __.__.. 0.1 meter

Height computed to ---- _______.-____ 0.1 meter ---- _._.____.. 0.1 meter

Log tables used -_._.______________ 7-place- .-.---------------- _.__._.. 6-placo

Scale factor- .-....Yes __.------------------------------No

Minimum distance angles -___-__ .400 mils -----..---_-_-__-__-__-__-_400 mils

Triangle closure_ __.-- ____ __------- Avg for scheme 0.05 mil per
triangle; max per triangle
0.06 mil u-------------------------0.3 mil

TRILATERATION

Requirement Fourth-order

Permissible figure .-................__..___________ Quadrilateral.
Desirable minimum side length -_------_______------- 5 kilometers.
Minimum permissible angle- .------------------------ 400 mils.
Height- .------------------------------- Altimeter (0.1 meter).
Azimuth -_----__ _.-_ _ _-- - ----- Established at terminal point by gyro or astro.
Distances -- ___-_ _ __-- _-- _- __- ___--__-. Measure in both directions; comparative accuracy

1:25,000.

Closed on nown control if osible: if not, through use of length checks' (par. 229e).

Remarks:
K = length in kilometers.

N = number of stations for carrying azimuth.
r = mil.
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Requirement Fourll-order

Angle check .--------------------------------- At each corner the sum of the two small angles will be
compared with the large angle. The two must agree
within ± 0.2 mil.

Azimuth carried -... ............................ To 0.01 mil through angles which most nearly equal 1,000
mils.

Positions carried (E and N) -.--.. . ..............- To 0.01 meter through lines used for azimuth. Use angles
from DA Form 6-7a or DA Form 6-2.

Method used when ---------------------------------- a. No maps are available,
or

b. visual line of sight does not exist between stations
due to weather, distance, or obstruction.

ASTRONOMIC OBSERVATIONS

Fourth-order FithordrFifth-oder

Requirement 1:3,000 1:1,000 1:500*

Minimum number of sets to be
observed -__----------------- 3 3 4

Rejection limit .-. . ............... 0.15 mil 0.3 mil 0.3 mil

Number of sets that must re-
main and be remeaned -------- 2 2 3

Horizontal angles _--------------- 1 position 1 position 2 readings

Vertical angles -__----____------- 1 D/R 1 D/R 2 readings

Considered accuracy .------------ 0.15 mil 0.3 mil 0.3 mil

Specifications apply for determing a fifth-order azimuth. If the direction is not to be extended from the line established by the ob-
servation. the rejection limit can be relaxed to 1.0 mil with a considered accuracy of 1.0 mll
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APPENDIX III

DUTIES OF SURVEY PERSONNEL

1. Survey Officer e. Orients party members on the survey plan.
The survey officer- d. Supervises and coordinates the field op-
a. Coordinates and supervises the training eration of his survey party.

of survey personnel. e. Maintains liaison with the survey officer
b. Coordinates, supervises, and emphasizes or chief surveyor during field operations.

the preventive maintenance program on sur- f. Supervises preventive maintenance on
vey equipment. section equipment, to include vehicles and com-

e. Coordinates, supervises, and establishes munications equipment.
the survey information center (when the SIC g. Performs other duties as directed.
is authorized at his echelon).

d. Accompanies the commander on recon- 4. Survey Computer
naissance. The survey computer-

e. Formulates and implements the survey a. Maintains the required DA forms for com-
plans. putation of surveys.

f. Supervises and coordinates the field opera- b. Performs independent computations dur-
tion of survey parties under his jurisdiction. ing field operations.

g. Advises the commander and staff on sur- c. Performs other duties as directed.
vey matters.

h. Coordinates survey operations with sur- 5. Instrument Operator
vey officers of higher, lower, and adjacent
headquarters. The instrument operator-

a. Performs preventive maintenance on the
2. Chief Surveyor authorized instruments.

The chief surveyor- b. Operates the instrument during field op-
a. Acts as the principal assistant to the sur- erations.

vey officer and when directed performs any or
all of the duties of the survey officer. c. Verifies the vertical alinement of the

range pole before measuring angles during
b. Supervises survey personnel in perform- field operations.

ance of routine reconnaissance, communica-
tions, and survey activities. d. Reads the measured values to the recorder

and checks the recorder's operation by use ofe. Performs other duties as directed. a read-back technique.

3. Chief of Survey Party e. Familiarizes himself with the fieldwork
The chief of survey party- requirements for all survey methods.

a. Trains his survey party. f. Assists the tapemen in maintaining aline-

b. Implements his party's portion of the ment during taping operations.
survey plan. g. Performs other duties as directed.
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6. Recorder b. Tapes distances, using proper taping tech-
niques, during field operations.

The recorder--
c. Computes an accuracy ratio for taped dis-

a. Maintains an approved notebook (DA tance when required.
Form 5-72, Level, Transit, and General Survey
Record) or field book record of all surveys per- d. Reports measured distances to the re-
formed by the survey party. corder.

b. Records survey starting data and all meas- e. Operates and maintains the section radio
ured data with a 4-H pencil in a neat and equipment.
legible manner during field operations. f. Performs other duties as directed.

c. Sketches, in the approved notebook, co Note. The rear tapeman commands the taping team.c. Sketches, in the approved notebook, com-
plete descriptions of principal stations occupied 8. Rodman
during field survey operations.

The rodman--d. Checks, means, and adjusts angular data
measured by the instrument operator. a. Maintains the station marking equipment.

e. Checks taped distances by pacing.e. Checks taped distances by pacing. b. Marks stations with hub and witness

f. Provides required field data to the survey
computers independently. c. Centers and plumbs survey range poles

over survey stations as required during field
g. Performs other duties as directed. operations.

d. Assists the tapeman in maintaining aline-
7. Tapeman ment of the tape.

The tapeman- e. Operates and maintains the section radio

a. Maintains the fire control set, artillery equipment.
survey set, third (fourth) order. f. Performs other duties as directed.
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APPENDIX IV

GLOSSARY OF ASTRONOMICAL TERMS

a. The north and south celestial poles are the earth. This ecliptic intersects the celestial
the points where the prolonged polar axis of equator at two points at an angle of 231/2°.
the earth intersects the celestial sphere. i. The equinoxes are the two points where

b. The celestial equator is the great circle on the ecliptic intersects the celestial equator. The
the celestial sphere cut by the plane of the point where the sun crosses the celestial equa-
earth's equator extended. A great circle is one tor from south to north is called the vernal
whose plane passes through the center of a equinox or first point of Aries. The other point
sphere. is called the autumnal equinox and is diametric-

ally opposite the first point. The equinoctial
points move slowly westward along the eclipticearth's surface are the two points where an ex- at a rate of about 50 seconds a year As a

tension of the observer's plumbline intersects
the celestial sphere.The zenith is the point di- result, all the fixed stars graduall change

their positions with respect to the equator and
rectly overhead, and the nadir is the point he vernal equinox
directly underneath.

j. The solstices are two points on the ecliptic
d. The horizon for any place on the earth's midway between the equinoxes. When the

surface is the great circle cut on the celestial ecliptic is north of the celestial equator, theecliptic is north of the celestial equator, thesphere by the extension of the plane of the
observer's horiz. midpoint is called the summer solstice andobserver's horizon. occurs about 21 June; when the ecliptic is south

e. A vertical circle is any great circle on the of the celestial equator, the midpoint is called
celestial sphere which passes through the the winter solstice and occurs about 21 Decem-
zenith. ber. It is easily seen, then, that the solstices

occur when the sun as at the greatest distance
f. The meridian of any observer is the great north or south of the equator.circle on the celestial sphere which passes

through the celestial poles and the observer's k. The latitude of any place on the earth's
zenith. surface is the angular distance of that place

from 0° to 90° north or south of the equator.g. The prime vertical for any place on the
earths' surface is the vertical circle perpendic- 1. The longitude of any place on the earth's
ular to the meridian. It intersects the horizon surface is the angular distance of that place
at the points directly east and west. from 0 ° to 1800 east or west of the meridian

h. The ecliptic is the great circle cut on the of Greenwich which is used by most nations
celestial sphere by the plane of the earth's as the prime or initial meridian.
orbit. If one could look past the sun and see m. An hour circle is any great circle on the
the stars, he would see the sun and stars celestial sphere that passes. through the celes-
moving slowly across the sky. The sun would tial poles.
gain slightly on the stars each day. The earth
is assumed to be stationary, and so the ecliptic n. The celestial coordinates are coordinates
is assumed to be the path of the sun instead of used for locating a point on the celestial sphere.
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The coordinates used by the artillery are dec- observer's position between the horizon and
lination and right ascension. the body.

o. The declination of a celestial body is the t. The azimuth of a celestial body is the
angular distance from the celestial equator angle at the zenith between the meridian of the
measured along the hour circle of the body. observer and the vertical circle of the body. It
Declination is given a positive sign when the is actually measured as an arc in the plane of
body is north of the celestial equator and a the horizon and may be east or west of north.
negative sign when the body is south. Declina- u. The culmination or transit of a celestial
tion coresponds to latitude on the earth. body is the passage of that body across the

p. The right ascension of a celestial body is meridian of the observer. Every celestial body
the arc of the celestial equator measured from will have two culminations; passage across the
the vernal equinox eastward to the hour circle upper arc of the meridian is upper culmination
of the body. It is measured in units of time or upper transit, and passage across the lower
from 0 to 24 hours. Right ascension corre- arc is lower culmination or lower transit.
sponds to longitude on the earth. v. The elongations of a celestial body are two

points in its apparent orbit at which the bear-
ing from the observer's meridian is the great-

angle at the celestial poles between the plane of est. A star is said to be at eastern elongation
the meridian of the observer and the plane of when its bearing is a maximum to the east and
the hour circle of the star. Stated simply, the at western elongation when its bearing is a
hour angle is the angle at the pole between the maximum to the west.
observer's meridian and the meridian (hour

w. The parallax of a celestial body is the
circle) of the celestial body. Thi angle is im- difference in altitude of a body as seen fromilar to differences in longitude on the earth's the center of and from a point on thethe center of the earth and from a point on the

surface. It is measured westward from the surface of the earth. There is no apparent
observer's meridian. The hour angle is gen- parallax of the fixed stars, but that of the sun
erally considered as an arc measured along the and planets is measurable. Parallax makes the
celestial equator toward the west and may be body appear lower than it actually is; therefore
expressed in time or arc. the correction is added.

r. The polar distance of a celestial body is x. The refraction of a celestial body is the
the algebraic complement of the declination; apparent displacement of the body caused by
that is, 90' minus a positive declination or 900 the bending of light rays passing through lay-
plus a negative declination. ers of air of varying density. The celestial

body will appear higher than it really is;
s. The altitude of a celestial body is the arc therefore, the correction is subtracted. A simple

of its vertical circle measured from the horizon example of refraction can be noted by placing
to the body, or it is the vertical angle at the a spoon in a glass half full of water.
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APPENDIX V

STAR RATE INDEX

TO USE THE PLATES: can be obtained from these stars using

1. Place the star identifier corresponding to reasonable care.
the observer's latitude over the plate in the c. Area C. The rate is between 1.0 and 3.0.
appendix. Stars within this area are the third

most desirable. Fifth-order azimuth can
2. Trace the curve for the rate desired, using be obtained from these stars using reas-

a sharp grease pencil. onable care.

3. The areas are marked on the plates as d. Area D. The rate is over 3.0. Stars within
follows: this area should not be used; however,

if they are used, the azimuth must be
a. Area A. The rate is between 0 and 0.5. determined by the hour-angle method.

The dotted line indicates a rate of zero.
Stars within this area are the most de- 4. The area above 60° altitude is blank, as
sirable for use in observations. Stars at stars in this area should not be used.
higher altitudes are more difficult to use.

b. Area B. The rate is between 0.5 and 1.0. 5. Select stars that are within the area best
Stars within this area are the second suited for the accuracy desired and will meet
most desirable. Fourth-order azimuth the tactical situation.
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INDEX

Paragrahbs Page Paragraphs Page
Accessories: Alinement, tape - ____-____-_____ 80, 83 33, 34

Aiming circle M2 … ------------ 147 76 Altimeter, surveying:
Altimeter… ------------------- 248 157 Care and maintenance . .... 250 159
Azimuth gyro surveying Comparison adjustment _ _ _ 255 163

instrument _ ........- _ 315 224Description 247 156
Distance measuring equipment 123 58 General 247 156
Taping _----__ -------- __76-92, 93 32, 38 Individual instrument
Target set, surveying ____…__ 199 108 temperature correction 254 162
Tellurometer … -------- _ _----- 101 41 Principles of operation . .... 246 156

Theodolite, T2 … 175, 176 92 Reading the scales ---------- 252 159
Theodolite, T16_------------- 158,1 82 Relative humidity and air

Accidental errors _______…_____ 96, 98 40 temperature correction 256 165
Accuracy _-__......._.._.. App. II 266

Astronomic observation - ... App. II 266 Altimetry:
Comparative, of taped Computations 260 167

distances… __--__--_-___-_ 94 39 LMethods --------------- 251 159
General ________--_____-__-App. II 266 Leapfroge___ - ---- - 258 165
Intersection ______…_________ 232 148 Single-base 261 167
Field artillery target acquisi- Angle:

tion battalion survey ______ 40 16 Azimuth . . ............... 283 184
Traverse -- ____.________ 213, app. II 124, 266 Angles:
Triangulation _ . ......_____ 223, 225 132, 135 Determining with theodolite.

App. II 266 (See Theodolite.)
Trilateration .-. ............ App. II 266 Distance .-............. 223i, 229b 133, 142

Adjustment: 230, 234 144, 148
Aiming circle ______---_____ _ 156 81 Horizontal .-. ..........._ 150 78
Angles, for triangle closure -_ App. II 266 Measuring with:
Theodolite T2 . ........... 188-194 102 Aiming circle. (See
Theodolite T16 .------------ 169-174 90 Aiming circle.)
Traverse (azimuth, coordi- Orienting .-.............. 22f 8

nates, and height) ________ 214-218 126 Vertical ___.-.___..___ 151 78

Aiming circle M2: Assumed data ..............- 196b, 324b 106, 236
Accessories ____…____________ 147 76 Astronomic observations:
Care and adjustment ________ 155, 156 80, 81 Accuracy279-313 182
Checking level line ---------- 156 81 Azimuth:
Checking level vial(s) _______ 156 81 Conversion _____…_____ 270 172
Components-____- ___________ 146 72 Computations .------- _- _ 309-313 200
Declination ____________ _ 273-276 176 Determining field data _ _ _ 292-302 187
Leveling -_______-___------- 148c 77 Measuring angles _ .- . .... 296 188
Measuring: Methods:

Grid azimuths, with ----- 153 80 Altitude-hour angle - 8__ 307, 308, 195, 199,
Horizontal angles ______ 150 78 811 201
Vertical angles ____…_____ 151 78 Altitude . . . 8.__ .._ 307, 308, 195, 199,

Setting up _________________ 148 76 312 205
Taking down . ............ 149 77 Hour angle …------307, 808, 195,199,
Testing . . ................ 156 81 313 213

Air defense artillery survey: Polaris .- 3.....____.307, 308, 195, 199,
AW battalions (batteries) ____ 58 26 310 200
General -. . .............. 57 25 Records of field data ___…___ 302 192
Missile battalions . ..__. . 60, 61 26, 27 Selection of computation
Mission .------------------- 57 25 method __________…8___.___ 307 195
Surveillance radars . ........ 59 26 Selection of star -_8___.. 304 193
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Paragraphs Page Paragraphs Page

Astronomic observations-Continued Celestial:
Bodies _-______________ 279, 282 182, 183

STemperature ar- identifi.-. 95 188 Simultaneous observations_ 277,278 177, 180
Temperature…-- - 295 188 Equator …-- - - 280 182

Meridian __…________ __ 280 182
Astronomic triangle (PZS) ____ 283 184 Sphere __.-.. _______ .___ 280 182

Azimuth: Triangle _…___.____ _ 283 184
Adjustment .___ ______ 216 127 Center of impact registration 8___ 33 12
Computed from coordinates _ 267 172 Central point figures _-___._224, 230f 133, 147
Conversion . .- 8_____ 326 237 Chain of quadrilaterals …_______ 224, 230 133, 144
Determined by astronomic

observation. (See Astro- Chain of triangles …. . ..... _ 224, 229 133, 142observation. (See Astro-
nomic observations.) Chart, star ____-___________ 305 194

Grid _____ _________ 264, 270, 171, Chief of party ____ ___ 200, app. III 110, 269
271 172 Clamping handle _ .-..__ ___ __ 84 35

Magnetic . ....... 265, 272 171, 175 Closed traverse __…_--___ _ 197 107
Transformation …___._______ 335-339 246
True ___-__________ 263, 270 171, 172 266Triangle ____ . ..... App. II 266

Azimuth Gyro: Coarse alinement _--___-.____ _ 319 229
Accessories-8 --------------- 315 224 Coast and Geodetic Survey
Description . . . . . 8... 315 224 publications ............. App. I 263Operation . ............. 317-319 226
Maintenance -.......... 322 235 Collimation adjustments:
Recording ------------------ 320 231 Theodolite --____________ ._ 172, 173, 91, 103,
Setting up -. . .......... 318 226 192, 193 104
Taking down - ______ 321 235 Common grid --- _ . ......... l 5, 323-328 3, 236

Comparative accuracy of
Base: taped distances . .. . ........ 94 39

Intersection …______ ..... 223d,2231 132,138 Computations:
Target area . ......... 31, 32 10, 11 Altimetry . .. ..___ 260 167
Triangulation .----____-____223d, 227 132, 135 Astronomic observations -- ___ 309-313 200

Battalion and battery survey, air Coordinates …___ ______ 203 210 113
defense artillery. (See Air Declination constant . .... 275 176
defense artillery survey.) Intersection ___ _________ 235 148

Battalion and battery survey, Quadrilaterals 230 144
field artillery: field artillery: Traverse . ........... 203-213 113

Alternate positions … ---------- 19 7 Triangulation __________…Par222-241 132
Assumed data ____ 12 5
Astronomic observation ______ 15 6 Computers ____-_________200, app. III 110, 269
Connection survey _- __.__. 26, 27 9 Connection survey ___ …___ .____ 26, 27 9
Converting to higher echelon Control:

grid ______. _ _ 13 5 Point, survey (SCP) _ …___47 19
General -__ ____ .______ 9 5 Starting _____ 196 106
Operations: Convergence . . ............. 270 172

Divisions __ …_-- 16 6 Conversion:
Sequence --------- - 17 6 Coordinates (see also Coordi-
Limted time ____ …- _20 7 nates, conversion):

Position area survey . ..... 21 8 Geographic to grid ___ 333, 334 242
Searchlight -. . ........ 18 7 Grid to geographic 8_8.. 332 242
Survey control: Survey control ____ _ _---- 323-339 236

Methods _-----------__ 14 6 To higher echelon control ____ 323-328 236
Points-__ - __- -___- 10, 11 5 True azimuth to grid azimuth _ 270 172

Target area: Coordinates:
Survey ____ …..___ 28 10 Adjustments __-.. _____. __ 217 128

Battalion group- ------------- 55 25 Conversion …_____ _ 323-334 236
Geographic -. ........... 329-334 241
Transformation ____- ___ 335-339 246

Bearing… ------------------------ 204 114 Corps artillery survey. (See
Blunders . . ................. 96, 99 40 Target acquisition battalion
Breaking tape .-......____. 87 36 survey.)
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Paragraph. Page Paragraphs Page

Corrections, altimetry . ......... 253-256 161 Field Artillery (FA):
Critical points __ …__________._ 28-32 10 Battalion and battery. (See

Battalion and battery
DA Forms. (See Forms, DA.) survey.)
Data, assumed .-.______.____ 196b, 324b 106, 236 Battalion-group. (See Bat-
Data, starting .-.____.______ 196 106 talion-group.)
Declination: Group. (See Group, field

Aiming circle . ........... 275, 276 176, 177 artillery.)
Celestial body _ . . ........... 282 183 Missile commands. (See
Constant _________________ 275 176 Missile commands.)
Magnetic disturbance _----- 273 176 Target acquisition battalion.
Station _______--_--_______ 274 176 (See Target Acquisition.)

Department of Commerce Field notes:
publications- _----------------- App. I 263 Astronomic observation -.-__ _ 302 192

....General ..... ... .141 68
Department of Navy publications App. I 263 Intersection 233 148

Diagonals in quadrilaterals -.---- 230 144 Notebook _________-_______ 142-144 68
Directional traverse __.____._ 197c, 268 107, 180 Resection . . ............ 241 151
Distance: Traverse 202 113

Angles _________----------223i, 2291 133, 142 Triangulation _____…________ 227 135
230, 234 144, 148 Trilateration _…_____ ______ 245 154

Computed: Fifth order --------------------- App. II 266
Coordinates -------------…210 116 Figures, strength _____ _____ 224 133
Tellurometer . ......... 110-117 52 Fine alinement .….- 319 229

Fine readings _--.- __._ ._____ 109, 112 50, 52
Distance-measuring equipment Flash ranging observation post -__ 53 24

(DME): Forms, DA .--._-_____ ._._ App. I 263
Accessories -. . . ............ 123 58 5-139 …_..__ ___ ______.__ 109 50
Care and maintenance ------- 139 66 6-1 _…______________ 210 116
Computing ______-_____ 130-135 65 6-2 .-_. _ ._______________. 209 116
Controls ____…_... .126 59 6-2b __-______________... 212 124
Description ____ ..________ 123 58 6-5 __…8_..._____________. 37, 41 15, 16
General ________ …_______ 122 58 6-7a …______.________._ 245 154
Measuring . ............ 129 63 6-8 - _________________ 228d 138
Personnel __________________ 136 66 6-10 .......... 8......... 309, 313 200, 213
Setting up _____-___________ 127 61 6-lOa ------------ 309, 313 200,213
Station selection _____…..____ 124 59 6-11 .. ................... 309, 312 200, 205
Traverse -_.____ ________ 137 66 6-18 . . .................. 239 151

Division artillery survey: 6-19 ------------------- 237 151
6-20 270 172

Accuracy _________________.App. 11, 35 266, 15 6-21 306 195
General ______________ _35 15
Operations…8 --------------- 39 16 6-22 __--------- -------- 332 242Operations ________ _.____. .39 15 6-23 _____________ 333 242
Officer .... . .... 36 15 6-25334 242

6-34 _________..___.._______ 339 247
sic-8-7 15 6-27-260 167
Survey control-8---------- 38 15 6-84-339 247

Easting ___-__________________ 205 114 6-36 __-_______-_ 337 247
2972 Field Record and

Engineer survey responsibilities _ 7 3 Computation DME -------- 130-135 65,66

Error(s): 2973 Fifth-Order Astronomic
Accidental __-_____ ._______ 96, 98 40 Azimuth Computation ___309, 311-313 200, 201
Caused by blunders .--------- 96, 99 40 Forward:
Of closure, height _________ App. II 266 Line .-.................. 230 144
Systematic ___.._____.____ 96, 97 40 Station . .................79-83, 198 32, 107
Taping __.-......____-._ 97, 99 40 Fourth-order .-.............. App. 11 266
Traverse . .................. 214,215 126, 127Traverse…------------- -214, 215 126,127 Geographic coordinates …....... 329-334 241
Triangle closure -_------- - 223g 133 Conversion to grid coordinates. 333, 334 242

Execution of survey order ------- 73 30 Grid:
Azimuth ------------ 264,271 171,172

Factor, scale .------------------- 207 115 Common ---------------- _5, 323-328 3,236

Factors affecting survey planning _ 63 28 Convergence ---------------- 270 172
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Paragraphs Pase Paragraphs Page

Ground reconnaissance ----------- 68 30 Magnetic:

Group, field artillery ........... 54 25 Needle -------------------- 146 72
Objects affecting ....... 273, 274 176

Gyro azimuth surveying instru- Objects affecting 273, 27 175
ment. (See azimuth gyro.) -------------------

Measuring:
Height: Angles. (See Angles.)

Adjustment ---.------------- 218 129 Distances. (See Taping.)
Computations: Meridians of longitude -_-------- 282 183

Altimetric _ .-. ......... 260 167 Methods, survey, use .-.. ....... 14 6
Difference in (dH) .----- 208, 218 116, 129 Missile command survey:
Error of closure of …---- App. II 266 Air transportable .--------- 56 25

Of instrument (HI) …__------ 151, 164 78, 88 Mission, air defense artillery …---- 57 25
Trigonometric: Mission, survey . .............. 5,62 3, 28

Intersection .-. .... .. 235 148 Nadir -____________________ 281, app. IV 183, 271
Resection .-------------- 237, 239 151 Naval observatory publications ___ App. I 263
Traverse _ ............. 208 116 Night:
Triangulation …---------- 228, 230 137, 144 Lights used with range pole __ 201 111

HI. (See Height of instrument Taping ______.-.___ . ...... 92 38
(HI).) Northing, difference in (dN) .---- 205 114

High-burst registration …8-------- 33 12 Notebook. (See Field notes.)
Horizontal angles: Notes, field. (See Field notes.)

Determining with theodolite. Observation:
(See Theodolite.) Astronomic. (See Astronomic

Measuring with: observations.)
Aiming circle. (See Post(s) ____---------------- 30 10

Aiming circle M2.) Target area:
Horizontal scales. (See Scales, Azimuth mark .---- 29b 10

reading.) Definition .--------- 30 10
Horizontal taping .------------- 76-99 32 Selection .---------. 30 10
Hour-angle method of astronomic Observer's position _-.. .......... 281 183

observation .------------------ 313 213 Occupied station .--------------- 198 107
Hour circle ___-__________.. . . . _ App. IV 271 Open traverse .----------------- 197 107
Hydrographic Office publications __ App. 1 263 Operator, instrument .- . ....... App. III 269

Orienting:
Identifier, star ----.------------- 306 195 Angle : ________________ 22 8

Instrument: Line __________…-- __________ 22 8
Height .-. ................. 151, 164 78, 88 Point radar …______________ 22 8
Operator … ................. App. III 269 Station …-------------------- 22 8

Intersection: Parallax …---------------------- 162 86
Accuracy ------------------- App. II 266 Party, traverse ----------------- 200 110
Computations --------------- 235 148 Pins, taping. (See Taping pins.)
Definition ------------------- 231 148 Plan, survey. (See Survey plan.)
Field notes . .--------------- 233 148 Planning, survey. (See Survey
Limitations _-.___________--- 234 148 planning.)
Techniques ---. _-_-_________ App. II 266 Plate levels _________.-. ..... 158c(1), 170, 82, 90,

Latitude, parallels __--_-_________ 282 183 176c(2),189 94,102
Plumb bob:

Law of sines -____________ 228 137 Used in taping .-.______ 76, 80, 32, 33,

Leapfrog altimetry -------------- 258 165 81, 85, 34, 35,

Legs, traverse __._______________ 195 106 86, 89, 90 36, 37, 38

Level: Used with aiming circle M2 __ 148 76
For range pole ------------- 199 108 Used with theodolite ........159c, 177c 85, 95
Plate. (See Plate levels.) Pointings 198,201, 107, 111,

296-299 188
Leveling: 199 108

Altimetric (see also Altimetry) 260 167
The aiming circle M2 ------- 148 76 Poles, north and south celestial 280 182
The theodolite ------------. . 159, 177 85, 95 Position:

Area survey ------ - 21-25 8
Lights used on range pole ------- 201 111 Determination -________ 76-261 32

List, trig .................... _41 16 Taken with theodolite. (See

Longitude, meridians ---------- - 282 183 Theodolite.)
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Prescribed accuracy. (See Standing operating procedure
Accuracy.) (SOP) ______…_____-_.______- 74 31

Psychrometer .-----------------_ 248, 256 157, 165 Star:
Publications .---_______.________ App. 1 263 Chart .- 8------------------- 305 194
PZS triangle _----__----___-__- 283 184 Identification . ............. 304, 305 193, 194

Quadrants ___…___________-__--_ 204 114 Identifier 306 195
Quadrilaterals ___…_.___________ 224, 230 133, 144 Starting:

Control -......... 10-13, 27 5, 9
R1 and R2 chains …___-__________ 224, 230 133, 144 Data, traverse __-___________ 196 106
Radar: Station:

Orienting point _ .--_________ _ 22 8 Declination .-. ...........- 274 176
Surveying for .------------_ 25 9 Forward. (See Forward

Radio time signals _ …-_._____-___ 288 185 station.)
Ratio, accuracy, traverse .-----213, app. II 124, 266 Occupied. (See Occupied
Rear station .------------------_ 198 107 station.)
Reciprocal measurements of Orienting _________________ 22 8

vertical angles ______-_________ 211 117 Rear. (See Rear station.)
Reconnaissance -- ______--______ _ 67, 68 29, 30 Signals -____________ 199 108
Recorder (See also Recording) ___ App. 1II 266 Traverse ______--- --------- 199 108
Recording (See also Recorder) ___ 142-144 68 Strength of figures-229 142
Reference stake _…__-______.__ __ 199 108.

References-___App. 1 263 Surveillance radar __ _ ._______.__ 59 26References ---------------------- App. 1 263
Refraction ___.____-______.-___ 294 188 Survey:
Registration point __…__-_________ 22,33 8,12 Control… __- __ _____…_-__- 10-13 5
Repair, tape .------------------ 78 32 Information center SIC ----- 37,41 15, 16
Resection: Methods 14 6

Accuracy -- ______. ____._____ App. II 266 Mission 5,62 3,28
Computations .-------------_ 237, 239 151 Order 70 30
Definition ____________--____ 236 148 Planning:
Field notes- _-______________ 241 151 -Factors affecting .------- 63 28

Limitations _240 151 Steps in survey planning _ 65-69 29

Techniques -________-______ App. II 266 Purpose5 3
Three-pointechniques _------- -__ 236 148 Standing operating procedure _ 74 31Three-point ----------------- 236 148
Two-point .-------_______--- 238 151 Station, traverse -_-________-____ 199 108

Restrictions on survey operations_ 63 28 Signals _________-__________ 199 108
Right ascension (RA) --. _____ 282, app. IV 183, 271 Surveying:
Rodman .---------------------- App. III 269 Altimeter. (See Altimeter,

Scale factor _.----___________ ___ 207 115 surveying.)
Scales, reading: Forms. (See Forms, DA.)

Aiming circle .--------______ 146 72 Swinging the grid _____________- 326 237
Altimeter ________________-__ 252 161 Systematic errors _______…_______ 96, 97 40
Theodolite T2 ___.--_________ 180, 181 97, 98
Theodolite T16 ...... …...161, 163, 164 85,86,88 Tables, logarithmic -------------- App. II 266

Schemes of traingle ____…-______ __ 224, 229 133, 142 Tape:
SCP. (See Survey control point.) Alinement ____-______ ____ 83 34
Searchlight units _______________ 18 7 Breaking ------------ - 87 36
SIC. (See Survey information Lengths, measuring -_-__.____ 80, 81 33, 34

center.) Repair _____-_______________ 78 32
Signs of dE and dN _---______ ___ 205 114 Tapeman App. III 269
Silica gel _______________________ 250 159
Simultaneous observation -_______ 277, 278 177, 180 Tapes:
Sines, law _____________________ 228 137 Care .------------------- 77 32
Single-base altimetry .----------. 261 167 Description --_-______... . __ _ 76 32
Single triangles, chain __________ 229 142 Taping ---------------- 76-99 32
Sketch ------------------------- 142-144 68 Accessories ----------------- 76 32
Sliding the grid ____.-8-___-____ 325 237 Alinement .-------_-------- 83 34
SOP. (See Standing operating Errors ___--____------------ 97-99 40

procedures.) Night --------.------------- 92 38
Spherical triangle _______________ 283 184 Notes __. __________________ 202 113
Stake, reference -_-------------- 199 108 Pins _-__------------------- 93 38
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Paragraphs Page Paragraphs Page

Target acquisition, field artillery, Traverse:
battalion survey: Accuracy .......____ . .__ _ 213, app. II 124, 266

Accuracy . . ................ 40 16 Ratio .-...._________. 213 124
Coordination and supervision _ 43 19 Adjustment ____._________ 214-218 126
General .-................ 40 16 Computations ..._. ....... 203-210 113
Operations ---------------- 44 19 Definition -_______.___- __- 195 106
Personnel ___..___________ 42 18 Directional __ …._______.___ 197, 268 107, 172
Responsibility -------------- 40, 41 16 DME ---------------------- 137 66
Survey control points ________ 47 19 Field notes __-. ______-____ 202 113
Survey information center Isolation of error ____ ___ 219-221 129

(SIC) _ …________________ 41 16 Night _…__________-- --- 201 111
Time ... ...... .......... 41 16 Party --- …-------------- 200 110

Target area: Scale factor ............... 207 115
Base, survey ________________ 31 10 Starting control -_ . ...... 196 106
Survey ____..___…-_.___… -- 28-34 10 Stations -------------------- 199 108

Temperature: Techniques ___.. . ....... App. II 266
Astronomic observations _____ 295 188 Tellurometer 119 57
Corrections, altimetry -------- 256 165 Types…--------- 197 107

Triangle, astronomic (PZS) . .... 283 184
Techniques --------------------- App. II 266 Triangle, error of closure ___ 223, app. II 132, 266
Tellurometer: Triangles, chain of _________._ 229 142

Accessories ----------------- 100 40 Triangulation:
Computing a distance .----- 110-117 52 Accuracy _ .- . .........223-225, app.II 132, 266
Description _____…--_______ __ 101 41 Definition .----------__-___ 222 132
Field notes -.--------------- 102 42 Error of closure __--_-_-- 223, app. 1I 132, 266
General ------------------- 100 40 Quadrilaterals -.__________ 224, 230 133, 144
Maintenance .--------------- 121 58 Reconnaissance _-_----_____ _ 226 135
Measuring a distance -------- 109 50 Schemes …_____..______ ___ 224 133
Monitoring controls ---------- 105 45 Single triangles . . ......... 227-229 135
Operating controls .--------- 105 45 Strength of figures . ....... 224 133
Personnel . . ............... 118 57 Trig:
Preset controls . ............ 105 45 List ----------------------- 41 16
Principles of operation . ... 103 42 Trilateration:
Setting up…------------------ 106 47 Computations---------Trilateration:Computations . ........ 245 154
Vertical angles -182, 8 182,185 102 Definiton 242 154

Theodolite T2 (Sexagesimal): Employment -----------_ 243 154
Adjustments . .............. 188-194 102 Limitations _--_____.__._ 244 154
Circle reading _-------------- 181 98 Tripod, ranging pole ___________- 199 108

Horizontal angles _ …_________ 184 99
Reading scales ............ 181 98 Two-point resection. (See
Vertical angles ------------- 185 102 Resection.)

Theodolite T16: Vernal equinox _-__________ 280, app. IV 182, 271
Accessories ----------------- 158e 84 Vertical angle correction (VAC) _ 152 79
Adjusting for parallax ------ 162 86
Adjustments --------------- 169-174 90 Vertical angles:
Care and maintenance ___. _ 166-168 89 Determining, with theodolite.
Circle reading --------------…161 85 (See Theodolite.)
Description .---------------- 157,158 82 Measuring, with:
Horizontal angles …-.. . ...... 163,165 86, 89 Aiming circle. (See Aim-
Setting up -------------- 159 85 ing circle M2.)
Vertical angles ------------- 164,165 88, 89 Reciprocal measuring _…_ 211 117

Thermometers in psychrometer 248 157 Vertical scales. (See Scales,
Three-point section. (See reading.)

Resection.) Weapons position, field artillery __ 24 8
Time ___…_ ______ _____.__..__ 286-291 184 Weather:
Transformation, azimuth and Considerations in altimetry _ 249 158

coordinates ------------------- 335-339 246 Effects of, on survey operations 63 28

Transit time _ .-____.______ 103, 114, 115 42,55, 56 Zenith ____…____…_________ ___281, app. IV 183, 271

Transmission of direction -------- 277, 278 177, 180 Zone to zone transformation -- _ 335-339 246
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